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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes an investigation of the traditional houses of the western

region of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (the Hedjaz region) which has aimed at

identifying the cultural core of the region's domestic architecture and its components,
and the environmental elements that were most supportive of that core. Since these
traditional houses are no longer the prevailing type of dwelling, and the lifestyles that
operated in them have also vanished, the research drew upon the experience of elderly
HedjazI mu 'allemfn (master-builders) who are among the few surviving traditional
architects. As the descendants of many generations of builders, their knowledge covers

a large span of the history of the craft, as well as familiarity with the social
convictions of Hedjaz extending from the traditional period (18th century AD) until
today. Further interviews with prominent families who had lived in traditional houses
have also helped to reconstruct both the physical and socio-cultural processes of
producing the traditional houses of Hedjaz.

The study of the traditional HedjazI house reveals that they each and
collectively represented a pattern of relationships, the aims of which were to bring
order, integrity and meaning to peoples' lives - a series of connections between
person, group, house and the world. The traditional Hedjazl's effort to make the home
a sacred place served both to legitimise the group itself and its occupation of the land,
for in this way the town at large, and the home within it, formed a part of divinely-
ordered nature rather than being a merely human creation. The design and building
processes provide a clear evidence of the desire for correspondence between man,

universe and building, each of them a 'dwelling' in the tine sense. This expressed the
idea of a supreme unifying order in the universe which is embodied in man. It is this
order that the traditional mu 'allem has tried to grasp and interpret in his work. This
central idea was reinforced by rituals, language and by the building itself. Various
forms and metaphors were employed which served as devices to remind people of the
primordial event from which all order was generated.

The study also describes how the economic changes that the region experienced
in the middle 1900s culminated in tremendous socio-cultural changes. The shifts in the
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traditional perceptions of self, group, land and home as one entity, to a modern more

individualistic and competitive society led to the disintegration of the traditional
HedjazT culture and to a loss of identity, meaning and purpose, all of which were

immediately reflected on the domestic architecture of the region. Homes became
commodities, and architecture became the medium for advertising the socio-economic
status of HedjazT families. The problems of reviving the cultural identity of Hedjaz
based on the traditional sources of cultural authenticity are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The basic problem for HedjazI domestic architecture started with the relaxation
of time-honoured socio-cultural values and norms soon after the oil boom of the

middle 1900s. This was accompanied by growing pressures of acculturation, and the
introduction of new lifestyles offered by the world's cultures seeking a part in the
development of Saudi Arabia. Feeling that they are missing out on developments
elsewhere, the majority of modern Hedjazles have sought a complete change,
neglecting many of their traditional cultural values and religious beliefs, and adopting
non-indigenous lifestyles. These new ways of life found their clearest manifestation
in the architecture of modern HedjazI houses. These do not reflect the culture of the
region, its people or its builders, but rather are an exhibition of architectural forms
having no relation to their local context.

One reason for carrying out this research was this observable fragmentation of
house architecture in modern Hedjaz. In order to understand better the situation in the
this region of Arabia, it is necessary to gain a clear view of the nature of the
traditional HedjazI house. This requires the house to be perceived as a whole system
whose meaning is understood through its form, function, material, construction process

and ornamentation, as a cultural object that embodies religion, society, psychology,
cosmology and politics, and as an architectural system which is integrally identified
by human activity, experience and expression.

Therefore, the main purpose of this study has been to gain a deeper
understanding of the traditional HedjazI house and the architectural process associated
with it than is currently available. This has been achieved by interviewing traditional
architects and families whose statements not only provided historical accounts of the
traditional process of designing and building a house, but also exposed socio-cultural
attitudes which led to the notion of the house as much more than a physical
construction. Based on this knowledge, the research focuses on the study of the
meanings that the traditional builders and occupants of houses conveyed through their
buildings. The subject matter of this undertaking is not the works of architecture as

much as the interpretations which people invested in them.
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The outcome of this leads to new ways of looking at the social environment,
the loss of religious certainty and the resulting cultural alienation that have contributed
to the state of architectural confusion in the Hedjaz region, which is represented
mainly by houses that tend to replicate the outer forms of foreign and local traditions,
copying modern Western models, or make a combination of possible 'styles.' This
raises the question of cultural authenticity and the possible means of rectifying the
current loss of a unifying cultural identity. If an architect today should attempt to

duplicate a traditional house in one of the major HedjazT cities - following all the
details of plans, sections and elevations - the product would not be the same as the
original house. It would be missing what it took to make the traditional house what
it was; family life, principal beliefs, myths...etc. Authentic architecture does not thrive
upon imitation, but upon a deeply felt reciprocation of time, place and people. Such
an understanding of the past might suggest possible means of producing culturally-
representative houses in today's Hedjaz, or that the problem might have no solution.

The thesis is divided into three main parts. The first part is introductory:
background on the study region is provided at a number of levels, from general
context to specific historical data about the traditional house. This is based on

historical evidence about the time and place of concern to the research. The second
part is based on the evidence provided by the interviews with traditional architects
who had firsthand experience of the various aspects of the region's natural, physical
and social environments. Combining the data gathered from these two approaches, the
third part considers the problem of reconnecting the past with the present and
maintaining the culture and architectural traditions of the region given today's societal
changes, foreign acculturation and technology. These three parts are divided into
thirteen chapters as follows:

Chapter one introduces the region of Hedjaz and the social characteristics that
influenced the production of domestic architecture. It deals with the physical, natural
and socio-cultural environments in which the house developed. Chapter two provides
a brief account of the factors (social, economical and political) that led to the
breakdown of the traditional society. It is meant to familiarize the reader with the
circumstances that surrounded the production of the house from the middle 1900s until
today, while the main analysis of cultural change is presented in chapter eleven.
Chapter three presents an analysis of the basic components of the HedjazT house. The
layout of the houses of three major cities of the region (Makkah, Jeddah and Al-
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Madinah) are compared in order to establish their common characteristics. The main
features of these houses are contrasted with those of neighbouring regions to illustrate
the impact of non-native architectural influence on the traditional HedjazI houses.

Chapter four introduces the methodology of utilizing the knowledge of
traditional master-builders derived from interviews to understand past architectural
traditions, ways of life, beliefs and socio-cultural organizations. A number of
interviews were conducted with traditional mu'allemin (master-builders) and old
families in the spring of 1990 around the major cities of Hedjaz. Most of these
interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed. The heads of the guild of master-
builders in traditional Hedjaz are introduced.

Chapter five describes the structure and organization of the building guild as

an introduction to the following chapters which are almost entirely based on the data
gathered from the interviews with the mu 'allemin. Chapter six presents a

reconstruction of the process of producing the traditional house of Hedjaz from the
perspective of those who built them, lived in them or were contemporary to the
process of their production. Chapter seven provides an insight into the traditional
perceptions of 'home,': how it represented people's psychological investment in it,
what happens when it is lost or not represented, and what are the psychological
responses to the dwelling? It presents the traditional HedjazI perception of the house
as a miniature cosmos, and as a totality of natural and physical environments,
community and family. The chapter also examines religious and socio-cultural rituals
associated with the construction and use of the traditional house as these were

commonly practised in Hedjaz. Finally, it contains the analysis of the mechanisms of
privacy and social interaction and the relation of these variables to family life (e.g.,
friendship patterns, communication, interaction and social relations, gender roles).

In chapter eight an attempt is made to establish the definition of a 'good'
living environment from the point of view of traditional Hedjazles through the
examination of the temporal and spiritual qualities of home. The notion and role of
home in the development of familial relationships, in relation to the neighbourhood,
community and the entire region is investigated. This shows that the traditional houses
of Hedjaz not only supported and sustained familial and cultural relationships, but also
simultaneously represented them.
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In chapter nine the factors that contributed to the emergence of the particular
architectural 'styles' of the HedjazT house are identified. The extent of the influence
of social and physical determinants upon the resulting form and their limitations upon

novelty are discussed. For these purposes, the data contained in chapters six, seven
and eight are brought together and a more detailed look is taken at the mu 'allemfn's
perception of the house and their role in producing it. The main part of the chapter is
an examination of the variable elements that influenced the design criteria within
which the traditional mu 'allemin of Hedjaz operated. This reveals the areas in which
the mu'allemin were able to put their ideas into practice with freedom, and those
areas where they were restricted.

In chapter ten an analysis is made of which aspects of traditional HedjazT
culture and domestic architecture were constant, or changed very slowly, and which
varied and in what ways. Components of the 'culturally-accepted matrix' are

examined. Once this matrix was manifested in the house and merged with the
particularities of each family and each individual, houses began to gain distinctive
characteristics from one locality to the other. The analysis of preferences and
constraints (either socio-cultural or physical) answers the vital question of how far a

traditional house could be changed without ceasing to be traditional. These constraints
are not analyzed from an architectural point of view, but rather as a set of
prerequisites for the emergence of a traditional HedjazT house without which the
traditional Hedjazles would not have perceived it as a 'home.'

Chapter eleven deals with the conflicts that arise when traditional lifestyles and
ways of building come into contact with forces of change and modernization. It
examines how the use and meaning of the 'home' has changed over time, both across

generations and within a single generation of users. It also considers both change and
continuity and describes what aspects of homes have or have not been affected by
rapid alienation. The chapter deals with issues such as the competence of modern
HedjazT architects to maintain the same balance of continuity and change that the
traditional mu 'allemin mastered through time, and the ability and willingness of
today's society to perceive its houses in the light of yesterday's realisation.

Chapter twelve raises the notions of authenticity, imitation and innovation in
house design by contrasting the traditional architectural values discussed in the early
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chapters with those of the modern HedjazI society. It is mainly concerned with the
ways architectural forms are handled in modern HedjazI houses. This is not a direct
comparison between the traditional form-language of the region and the modern one,

rather it is an attempt to find possible ways of benefiting from the art and architecture
of the past without resorting to direct imitations or replication of traditional
architectural vocabularies, endemic to today's architecture practice. The problem is a

very complex one which perhaps has no solution.

Chapter thirteen revisits the main parts of the thesis, summarising what was
learned from the interviews and the main conclusions derived from the study of the
traditional house. It deals with the areas in which the author believes to be debatable

from an academic point of view, and suggests possible directions for future analysis
of the notion of 'home' as a universal phenomenon.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE LAND OF HEDJAZ

Introduction

The Hedjaz (Fig. 1.1.)\ or the western region of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia2 includes the port of Jeddah which is the main business centre of the
Kingdom, Makkah and Al-Madinah which are the two holiest cities of Islam, Taif
which is the summer resort of the Kingdom, and Yanbu which is the major petroleum
and industrial complex, and the second most important seaport of Saudi Arabia. The
focus in this research is mainly on Jeddah, Makkah and Al-Madinah for reasons of
available documentation, and because most of the other HedjazT cities seem to have
been influenced by the traditions of these cities.

The analysis covers two historical periods. The first starts around 1517 AD/923
AH (Anno Hijria)3 with the early presence of the Ottomans in Hedjaz, until 1920 AD/
1338 AH, which marked the fall of the Ottoman Empire and the commencement of
the rule of Al-Saud4. This period is essential for the study of two major foreign
influences on the Hedjaz, namely the Turkish and Egyptian. Although the Ottoman era

ended in 1920/1338 AH, its momentum and influence remained in Hedjaz until the
1960s (the first oil concession). Thus, the last traditional period before the great social
change in Saudi Arabia can be seen as the natural continuation of the Ottoman period.

1 Map source: Thomas, Bertram. The Arabs. London: Thornton Butterworth Ltd., 1937. 295.
2 Administratively, the Hedjaz area is referred to as the 'Western Region.' To the rest of the Muslim

world, Hedjaz meant, and still means, 'the Holy Lands,' or 'the hadf (pilgrimage).
3 The Hedjrvyyah year is the Islamic calender that began on 622 AD with the Prophet's flight from

Makkah to Al-Madinah. It is based upon lunar cycles, thus the year is 354 days long.
4 After 1517/923 AH, Sultan Selim I (reign 1512-1520/918-926 AH), conqueror of Egypt, spread his

authority over Hedjaz and assumed the title of 'the Custodian of the two Holy Mosques.' Under Sultan
Suliman the Magnificent (1520-1566/926-974 AH) and Selim II (1566-1574/974-983 AH), the whole region
was established as a province of the Turkish Empire, and remained under Turkish/Egyptian influence until
1920/1338 AH. This was the period prior to the actual Ottoman rule over the entire Hedjaz, which was
declared officially by Muhammad Ali, governor of Egypt, in 1840/1256 AH. See Mones, Hussain. Atlas of
the History of Islam. Cairo: Al-Zahraa Arab Mass Media, 1987. 212-254; Robinson, Francis. Atlas of the
Islamic World Since 1500. Oxford: Phaidon Press Ltd., 1987. 80-91.
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The second period starts in
1930 AD/1348 AH, including the crisis
of severe cultural change, ignited by
the oil boom of the 1970s, which

persists to the present time. This
chapter is organized in a before-and-
after comparison (1517-1930 & 1960-
1992) so as to give an impression
about Hedjaz during each period. The
description of the traditional urban life
of Hedjaz focuses on the period
between 1900/1318 AH and 1960/1380

AH, during which there was a mature
architectural tradition. The main

reasons for this choice are that a

number of surviving buildings from
this period have been accurately
, , , , * i .. . i Fie. 1.1. Hedjaz and Arabia.documented, and the architectural

work that this period yielded had
identifiable characteristics reflecting a social pattern recognized today as being the
prototypic image of the tradition of this area.

1.1. The physical environment

1.1.1. The natural environment

1.1.1.1. Geography

Hedjaz, which may be translated as boundary or barrier, is so called because
its barren country stands like a barrier between Tihamah (the lowlands) and Najd (the
up-lands). According to Al-Farsy5, the region consists of a 1130 km coastal plain
lying along the Red Sea, reaching from the southern side of 'Aslr region to the

5 Al-Farsy, Fouad. Saudi Arabia: A Case .Study in Development. London: KPI, 1986. 7-194.
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entrance of the Gulf of Aqaba6. This plain extends to a massive mountain wall of
igneous rocks on its eastern edge. The range of mountains, running parallel to the
western coast, forms the backbone of the peninsula. WadT Fapnah transects the
mountain chain in its trail through Jeddah to the sea, thus facilitating the link between
Jeddah and Makkah - since it is the only gap through the mountain range to the barren
valley7 (Fig. 1.2.).

Lack of water, steep

mountains, lava fields, sand
seas and salt-marshes have

made large parts of Hedjaz
either totally unsuitable for
human use, or capable of
exploitation only at infrequent
intervals of time. According to

Beaumart, the weak soil

conditions hindered the

possibility of building on vast
tracts of flatland which were

, • , , i , F'g- 1-2. The land of tjcdjaz.
mostly avoided by people
building their dwellings8. Rutter, who visited Arabia in the middle 1900s, noted that
mountain sides and apexes, and occasionally rugged mountain slopes, were common

building sites9. This was especially true for Makkah because of people's desire to live
in close proximity to the Holy Mosque, which led to the vertical expansion of houses
on either steep mountain slopes or flatland10.

6 See Figure (1.2.) modified from a poster by Thompson, Don. The Arabian Peninsula, [n.p./n.d.].
7 See Fisher, W.B. The Middle East: A Physical. Social and Regional Geography. London: Methun &

Co.. Ltd., 1978. 165-469.

8 Beaumart, P., G. Blake and Malcom Wagstaff. The Middle East: A Geographical Study. London: John
Wiley and Sons, 1976. 7-327.

9 Rutter, Eldon. The Holy Cities of Arabia. 2 vols. New York: G.P. Putman's, 1930. Passim.

10 Faden, Yousef. Traditional Houses of Makkah: The Influence of Socio-Cultural Themes upon Arab-
Muslim Dwellings. Proceedings of the Symposium on Islamic Architecture and Urbanism. Ed. Aydin
Germen. Dammam, Saudi Arabia: King Faisal University, 5-10 January, 1980. 295-326.
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Travelling historians like Wavell11 and Hitti12, both of whom visited Arabia
in the early part of the nineteenth century, noted that towns and cities in Hedjaz were

built in areas where water was available, in the form of stored rainwater or surface
and subterranean flow, and where physical conditions in general combined to produce
a potential resource like trade routes, periodic grazing, cultivable land or fisheries.

Accordingly, the urban settlements of Hedjaz could be categorized into two
main groups: 1)- Coastal settlements such as the ports of Jeddah and Yanbu, 2)- inland
settlements which could also be divided into three sub-groups, either being surrounded
by mountains such as in Makkah, or on mountains like in Taif, or in plains of
proximity to mountains such as in Al-Madinah. These settlements had different means
of supporting their inhabitants besides their geographical locations, which are

discussed later in this chapter.

Rihani and Zwemer13, who visited the region in the late 1800s, noted that the
presence of the Holy Cities as religious centres made the region the site of enormous
trading activities at the time. These cities have remained centres of attention and their
economy has benefited increasingly from the annual pilgrimage season. This season

has had other bearings on the general characteristics of Hedjaz, both culturally and
politically. The passage of pilgrims was and still is an occasion of much trade and
cultural interchange. Some of the pilgrims settled in Hedjaz as early as the first
century AD, and started trading with their former homes, while establishing their new
ways of life among Hedjazles. Serving the pilgrims was not only the major economic
activity, but was also a reason of many political struggles to control Hedjaz. Market
towns, like Yanbu, developed where the trade routes met; and these together with the
coastal strip provided links between Hedjaz and the outside world.

Today, Hedjaz represents the second major region of Saudi Arabia and the
most known province of the Kingdom for its historical background and contact with

11 Wavell, A. J. B. A Modern Pilgrim in Mecca. London: Constable and Co., Ltd., 1912. 54-179.

12 Hitti, Philip. The History of the Arabs. London: Mcmillan and Co. Ltd., 1937. 14-113.
13 Rihani, Ameen. Around the Coast of Arabia. London: Constable and Co. Ltd., 1930, passim; Zwemer,

Rev. S.M. Arabia: The Cradle of Islam. New York: Caxton Press, 1900. 17-419. Also see Lackner, Helen. A
Political Economy of Saudi Arabia. London: Ithaca Press, 1978. ii-217.
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remote cultures of the world14, and it is still as important to the Muslim world as it
has been since the message of the Prophet Muhammad (Peace and blessings be upon

Him) in 610 AD. Its current image in the Kingdom is that of an assembly point of
different cultures and the initiator of novel lifestyles. So much of the economy of the
Hedjaz still depends upon the location of the Holy Cities and the pilgrimage season

trade. Today, much of the layout of its cities is being altered to accommodate the
increasing number of pilgrims and other associated services. Coastal cities like Jeddah
and Yanbu, though they have ceased to be fully dependent on the hadj (pilgrimage)
season - due to their current economic bases, Jeddah: commercial, Yanbu: petro¬
chemical - are gaining from their geographical locations as major ports and centres of
industry. Most, if not all, of their business continues to flourish because of their
coastal location.

1.1.1.2. Geology

There are no permanent rivers in the peninsula and none of its mountain
streams reach the sea coast. Kay, Shirley and Basil15, in their study of the history of
the region in 1976, stated that wells and occasional springs were the main source of
water before the development of dams and cisterns in the 1970s. Large springs
developed sometimes into oases where people were able to settle permanently and live
off agriculture. In his study of the natural resources of the region, Twitchell16 notes
that the great wadis of the region are its main characteristic features. Some of the
large ones, near Yanbu and Jeddah, supported a great deal of cultivation and, hence,
considerable hamlets. Valley beds flowed from Hedjaz across the peninsula for nearly
1288 km in a northwesterly direction towards the Euphrates River, and for obvious
reasons the caravan routes of the pilgrims generally followed the course of such
valleys. Towns followed the pattern of these water beds, and as mentioned earlier,
most HedjazI towns were located along them.

14 The first being Najd, a high country in the heart of the kingdom, and then Hedjaz which lies along the
Red Sea Coast. The region of 'Asir, in the southern Red Sea-Yemen border area, constitute the third region.
Finally, there is Al-Hasa, the sandy and stormy eastern part of Arabia, and the richest of all regions in
petroleum. (Al-Farsy 1986).

15 Kay, Shirley and Malin Basil. Saudi Arabia Past and Present. London: Namara Publications, 1979. 23-
147.

16 Twitchell, K.S. Saudi Arabia: With An Account of the Development of its Natural Resources. New
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1958. 4-28.
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Besides providing the potentials of supporting fishing hamlets and maritime
trade, the Red Sea also provided the main building material for the sea-shore houses
in Jeddah and Yanbu, and even some of the inland towns like Makkah. This peculiar
building material was the dead coral rag which lined the shore. This limestone was

dug or cut from the shore and its local name (hadjar manqabi or kashur = stone dug
or cut from the sea-bed) was derived from this fact.

Beaumart states that the soil formation of the region consists of a foundation
stock of plutonic (igneous) rock whereon lies sandstone and above that is a layer of
limestone. Makkah, Al-Madinah and Taif have rocky soil formations and the other
parts of Hedjaz, like Jeddah and Yanbu, have sand and loam. The records of the
buildings of the traditional period under study (1517-1960/923-1380 AH) show
between three and five floors in these two parts of Hedjaz (this is an indication that
there was no major problems as far as foundations were concerned). Incidence of
'sinking' houses at the town of Jeddah were narrated by travellers due to differential
settlement in the soil foundation as discussed in chapter six.

Such soil conditions are now causing serious problems for today's structural
and soil engineers in the cities of Hedjaz, mostly where saline soil occurs (i.e., in
Jeddah and Yanbu where the water-table is continuous on an average depth of 1.3
meters). Water-bearing soils are accountable for a number of structural failures in
many cities. A very large portion of the budget of most projects in Jeddah for
example, is now being devoted to the construction of huge raft or pile foundations and
isolating techniques (depending on the soil conditions and the general slope of the
site). With the swift expansion of these cities and the unavailability of building sites
in areas of propensity, people are obliged to build in defective soil conditions and
proceed with immense expense to complete their projects (a phenomenon that added
to the rocketing land prices of 1975 in the city of Jeddah).

1.1.1.3. Climate

Climatically, the area of Hedjaz is particularly inhospitable, being extremely
hot and humid. The summer climate along the sea-coast is hot and damp. Average day
temperatures are normally above 38°C. Before the introduction of air-cooling systems
in the middle 1900s, the HedjazTes had to endure an external temperature near that of
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the human body, associated with high
humidity and high levels of radiation
unmitigated by clouds. Such conditions
must have made the fierce summer heat

of HedjazI cities a major concern of both
builders and clients.

Rainwater is relatively low
throughout Hedjaz - except at Taif and in
the extreme south where there are enough
seasonal rains. In the upper parts of the
sea-slope (including Makkah)
precipitation occurs, both in winter and occasionally in summer during brief
thunderstorms. Around the coast line of the Red Sea, the average annual rainfall never
exceeds 13 cm, and these occur in 10 to 30 days only.

Hedjaz is, climatically, divided into three zones (Talib)17 that contributes to
the identity of the houses built in each zone (Fig 1.3.): 1) Hot-humid zone (Jeddah
and Yanbu), with an average day temperature of 42°C during summer and 15°C in
winter (average rainfall = 12 cm / relative humidity throughout the year is up to 85%).
2) Hot-dry zone (Makkah and Al-Madinah), which is characterized by an average

daily temperature of 43°C in summer. Relative humidity averages about 50%
throughout winter and decreases to an average of 16% through the rest of the year

(average annual rainfall = 60 mm). 3) Upland zone (Taif) is characterized by an

average day temperature of 24°C in summer and 10°C in winter (average rainfall =
30 cm). Relative humidity is moderate, but reaches up to 80% during the rainy days.

1.1.1.4. Vegetation

Hedjaz is generally arid except in a few areas near Taif, Yanbu and Al-
Madinah. Its extremely arid climate and alkaline soils pose special problems to

vegetation (Fig. 1.4.). The soil is predominantly sandy and calcareous, containing
soluble salts of various amounts. The principal physical characteristics of Hedjaz are

Fig. 13. Climatic zones (Talib, 1984. 136).

17 Talib, Kaizer. Shelter in Saudi Arabia. London: Academy Press, 1984. 17-116.
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general barrenness, vast areas of sabakhat
(n.sing. sabakhah = saline soil), bare and
self-encrusted zones, relieved by rare

planted oases with palm groves.

Throughout, Hedjaz is dominated by
dusty sand, coralline rocks, harrat
(n.sing. harrah = lava) or naked rock.
Rare fertility exists only at the bottoms of
wadies. Hence, traditional towns of

Hedjaz depended for much of their
livelihood on food supplied by travelling
caravans.

Fig. 1.4. Natural vegetation (Talib, 134).

Where cultivation is possible, dates, millet, wheat, barley, dum-palm, nabq tree

(nabk; Lotus Jujube), henna, and tamarinds are grown. With the exception of the date-
palms, the largest trunks amongst these trees is no thicker than a man's arm and thus
unfit as building materials and suitable for fire-wood only. That is why the date-palms
(trunks and fronds) were the sole local building material throughout Hedjaz before the
introduction of other ones in the late 1800s. Cities of Hedjaz had to import a large
amount of building timber such as teak, mahogany, sisam and other types mainly from
India, the Fertile Crescent, North Africa, Java, Burma, East Africa and Southern

Europe. Burckhardt18, who visited Hedjaz in 1814 AD/1230 AH, observed that lack
of timber hindered even ship building in Jeddah19.

1.1.2. The built environment

Most Western travellers to Hedjaz were able to give a good account of the
towns of the Red Sea (e.g., Jeddah), but only few were able to enter the Holy Cities,
hence, their description of the built environment of the region was somewhat lacking.

18 Burckhardt, John Lewis. Travels in Arabia. 1968 ed. Cambridge: Frank Cass & Co., Ltd., (first
published in 1829). Passim.

19 Imported building material like quality wood was beyond the reach of the lower income groups of the
society who relied on a variety of other fragile materials for the construction of their dwellings (e.g., mud
supported with palm fronds). As discussed in chapter six, these dwellings were called 'ushash locally
(n.sing. 'ushah). No traces of such dwellings are left today for a detailed study of this housing type.
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The following is a brief description of the physical and social environments of the
major cities of Hedjaz based on those made by different foreign travellers to the area

between the periods of 1800/1215 AH and about 1960/1377 AH20.

they were inferior in their skill to Fig. ia Plan or Makkah in 1940 (British n«v.i intelligence,J IQdA

those of Egypt.

The town of Makkah was described by many travellers as 'handsome.' Streets
were generally broader than those of other HedjazT towns and sloped in the direction
of the ka 'bah in the valley-bed so that it was almost surrounded on every side by
houses and fence-walls. The traditional Makkan house was built of dark stone with

20 These descriptions are composed from the reports by: Burckhardt (1829); Wellstead (1838); Wallin
(1840); Burton (1855); Hurgronje (1885); Wavell (1888); Zwemer (1900); Hitti (1931); Fisher (1950);
Twitchell (1958); Hogarth (1978). Also see: Hurgronje, C. Snouck. Mekka in the Latter Part of the 19th
Century. Trans. J. H. Monahan. London: Luzac & Co., 1931. (First published in 1885);
Doughty, C.M. Arabia Deserta. Cambridge: [n.p], 1937. (First published 1888).
Wavell, AJ.B. A Modem Pilgrim in Mecca. London: Constable & Co., Ltd, 1912;
Philby, John H. The Heart of Arabia. 2 vols. London: Constable and Co., 1922.

A Pilgrimage in Arabia. London: Robert Hale Ltd., 1946.
Arabian Highlands. New York: Cornell University Press, 1952.

Makkah today is inhabited by a

mixture of Arabs and Muslims from

around the globe who had settled
there. Many of them are of Egyptian,
Yemeni, Turkish, Syrian and Bokharan
origin. Historically, they were involved
in trade in the first place, and other
activities associated with pilgrims'
services. In the Holy Mosque, they
were mupwiffn (guides), saqqaiyyfn
(water-carriers) and hammalin

(porters). Makkah was famous for its
artisans, masons, carpenters and
smiths, yet according to Burckhardt,

1.1.2.1. Makkah
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numerous windows facing the street, and was generally lofty to accommodate as many

pilgrims as possible. Burckhardt thought that such houses were somewhat more lively
and European-like than those of Egypt and Syria, where houses did not have as many

windows towards the street. Each traditional house had its own terrace which was

visually-screened by parapet walls for the use of the female residents.

According to the Begum of Bhopal (a visitor to Makkah in 1864/1284 AH),
"the foundations and walls of the buildings in Mecca are very strong, being composed
of either bricks and mortar or stone; but the roofs and flooring are roughly constructed
after this fashion: branches of the date-palm are laid cross-wise over the beams and
rafters, and over them is spread a layer of earth." She also mentioned that houses were
as high as four floors, and were lower in height than those of Jeddah where "houses
[were] without courtyards, and [were] built in flats or stories, capable of being added
to at pleasure; no house [had] fewer than three stories, nor any more than seven."21
Accordingly, not all multi-story houses were owned by individual landlords but were
rather complex-houses for the accommodation of hudjaj (pilgrims). They were divided
into many flats, separated from each other, and each consisted of a small room and
a kitchen. Surviving models show that several tenants occupied this type of building
which is discussed in chapter three.

An interesting description by Burckhardt of a religious factor that prevented
the building of any grand structure in Makkah (which appeared later to be also
respected by the Ottomans) is that other than the large houses of the sharif (ji.pl.
ashraff)22, the Makkans did not attempt to construct any building of architectural
splendour. He goes on to say that the reason was that people did not dare to construct
an 'earthly' structure which might diminish the prevailing holiness of the Grand
Mosque. Instead, each sultan or wall (n.pl. woulat)23 was keen to improve the Grand

21 The Nawab Sikandar, Begum of Bhopal. G.C.S.I., A Pilgrimage to Mecca. Trans. Willoughby-
Osborne. Calcutta: Thacker Spink & Co., 1906. 29-65. refer to chapter six for more details of her accounts.

22 Sharif/Saiyyed, literally meaning honourable or distinguished, for being descendants of the Prophet by
Fafimah. his daughter. Ashraff are descendants of Hasan, the son of 'All, the Prophet's nephew. Al-Sadah
(n.sing - saiyyed) are descendants of Hussain, the brother of Hasan. They are natives of Makkah. Although
there were other foreign ashraff (i.e., Turkish), but the sharif class of Makkah does not admit non-natives as

being less 'authentic.' The social difference between ashraff and sadah is that a sharif is a soldier while a
saiyyed is a follower of religion.

23 A wali was a governor of a district in the Ottoman regime.
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Mosque by renewing its structure - especially the Ka'ba24 - or by adding an

impressive wing/s to it. In this way, they guaranteed the gratefulness of the locals and
the appreciation of entire Muslim World25.

Makkah is still the most prominent host of the pilgrimage season, providing
the same type of services to pilgrims of the Holy Mosque. The numbers of pilgrims
arriving every year is increasing, as does the volume of the trade involved.
Interchange with other areas of the Kingdom is also developing as an important source
of income to the city along with a host of different jobs provided by the government.

1.1.2.2. Jeddah
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Jeddah started as a fishing hamlet,
but its proximity to Makkah made it the
chief port of debarkation and embarkation
of pilgrims. Many of the inhabitants of
Jeddah, like those of Makkah and Al-

Madinah, are of foreign origin (from
Egypt and Syria mainly, and the rest of
the Muslim world). The other season of

prosperity in Jeddah came with the
seasonal winds which drove boats from

the shores of India carrying products to
be stored in Jeddah before being
transported to the Island of Sawakin
(opposite coast of the Red Sea) prior to
their re-export to the Mediterranean ports Fig"L6"Plan of Jeddah in 1938 (Pesce'1976"107)"
- or being carried by the caravans to the
Levant (the Fertile Crescent) markets to the north. Accordingly, people in Jeddah were

entirely engaged in commerce, and were not involved in any manufacturing but that
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24 The Ka 'bah was the objective of preservation of every ruler in the area as a symbol of good faith.
25 In the 16th century. Sultan Selim II made the largest addition to the Holy Mosque, which was

preserved until the consecutive reconstructions of Al-Saud. See: Michell, George. Architecture of the Islamic
World. London: Thames and Hudson, 1978. 209-210.
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of explicit necessity. According to Burckhardt, they were all either sea-faring people,
traders, or like those of Makkah, living by serving pilgrims, and when the traffic was

intense and pilgrims were prosperous they grew rich enough to go to Makkah, and set

up large trading establishments. They worked as hotel-keepers, guides, money¬

changers and lenders, shopkeepers, brokers, soldiers, and other jobs connected with
the annual transfer of caravans of pilgrim from the coast inland.

The image of the town was that of a well-built place, compared with other
Turkish towns of equal size, with spacious and aiiy streets. It was surrounded by a

wall of coralline rock faced with mud brick. Burckhardt described the common houses

of Jeddah, during his stay in the city in 1814, especially those in the proximity of the
external walls as:

huts formed of reeds, rushes, and brushwood, and en-circulating the
inner town, which consists of stone buildings. The huts were chiefly
inhabited by bedouins, or poor peasants and labourers, who live
completely after the bedouin fashion. Similar quarters for people of this
description may be found in every town of Arabia26.

Burckhardt went on to describe the coral-block buildings of Jeddah as lofty
houses constructed of stone, brought from the sea-shore or the Manqabah lagoon.
Almost every house had more than two stories27, with large screened windows
divided into many small wooden shutters. These houses presented a distinguished
diversity of artistic work produced by carpenters and craftsmen. The houses that still
survive today belonged to the rich merchants of the town. However, the foundations
of some of these houses seem to have been in a bad condition and were liable to

collapse, according to the British Naval Intelligence report28, partly because of the
increasing salinity of the soil and because of the overloading of the, relatively fragile,
load-bearing walls built of limestones.

Jeddah has since developed enormously, mainly as the principal port of Saudi
Arabia, and by the 1970s it was one of the fastest growing cities in the world. Its

26 Burckhardt, 1829. 8-10.

27 Almost 50 years after Burckhardt's description (Jeddan houses rising two/three stories), the Begum of
Bhopal described them in 1864 as being six or seven stories high. (Begum of Bhopal, 1906. 29).

28 The Western Region and the Red Sea. British Naval Intelligence Publication Division, June, 1946. 2-
365.
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transformation from a fishing hamlet to a trade interchange and then to the main
commercial centre of the Middle East, occurred at such a speed that it surpassed the
expectations of many of the planning authorities. The city spread in every direction
even on the seaward side. It also experienced a substantial social transformation
reflecting the most eclectic urban and architectural evolution. This was a period of
complete reliance on the simulation of architectural design and models that mostly
disagreed with the general natural, physical and social environments of the past decade
as discussed in chapters two, eleven and twelve.

houses to water carriers profited from the Intc"'gcnce-S62)-
pilgrimage.

A walled town and the terminus of the Hedjaz railway, Al-Madinah consisted
of three principal divisions29: the town centre, the fort and the suburbs. It was

entirely built of stone, streets were narrow and unpaved, houses were flat-roofed and

29 One distinctive urban feature of Al-Madinah is its division into national and religious sectors. This was
done in accordance with the Ottoman planning principles that were carried throughout the Arab towns during
their rule (it also featured a number of Turkish utilities like public baths which were not common in other
towns of Hedjaz).

1.1.2.3. Al-Madinah

A city of agriculturists, Al-Madinah
was larger than Makkah, as it had a larger
oasis and easier communication with the

Fertile Crescent trade route (due to the

Hedjaz-Damascus railway built in 1908/1326
AH). The economy of the town depended on

the presence of the Prophet's grand mosque,

as it is a popular part of the pilgrim's task to
visit the Prophet's tomb and pray in the
courtyard of his house. The profession of
muzawir (a guide to the tombs of the Prophet,
his wives, and his companions) emerged to
aid pilgrims. Besides the plantation of dates,
all classes in the town from the owner of Fig. 1.7. Plan of Al-Madinah in 1940 (British Naval
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double-storied, built of granite or basalt and lava-blocks cemented with lime and not
white-washed like those of Jeddah. Many of the larger mansions had pillared-halls
opening on to bathing-pools. Towards the 19th century, examples of four and five
story buildings emerged, with small gardens and wells behind them. The abundance
of water for irrigation allowed for a feature of marble basins to emerge in the back
of most houses. The greater part of the suburbs was occupied by one-story houses
built around courtyards and separated from each other by plantations. These were

inhabited by the lower income groups of the town (e.g., farmers). The merchants, as
well as the wall of Al-Madinah and a number of wealthy Turks, resided in the western
side of the suburbs where paved streets and luxury private dwellings were to be seen.

1.2. The social environment

1.2.1. The political environment

Hedjaz was governed by the
early caliphs until 980 AD, when it
passed under the rule of the first sharif
Ja'far30. Life in Hedjaz in the early
18th century was much as it had been
in previous centuries (trade and
pilgrim services) until the Ottoman
empire extended its wings to cover the
whole area of Hedjaz (Fig. 1.8.)31. At
that time (1517/923 AH), the Ottoman
sultans of Turkey claimed the caliphate
and the custody of the Holy Cities.

Actual Ottoman rule was declared over the whole Hedjaz in 1840/1256 AH and
in 1869/1285 AH, the whole Ottoman administrative system was introduced in the

Fig. 1.8. The Ottoman Empire at the end of the 1500s.

30 After the Ottoman conquest in Egypt (1517/923 AH), the ashraff of Makkah readily accepted the
Sultan's control. The authority of al-ashraff as representatives of Constantinople was recognized in the major
cities of Hedjaz.

31 Figure source: Gabrieli, Francisco. The Arab Revival. London: Thames and Hudson, 1961. 26.
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main cities. Hogarth32 stated that Hedjaz was the most important province of Turkey
in Arabia (it was on Hedjaz alone that the sultan could base his claims to the title of
Caliph). The possession of the Holy Cities in the hands of the sultan made him the
chief Muslim ruler33. Yet, this should not be understood as a colonization, for Arabia
was hardly under the complete control of the Ottomans like other Arab provinces.
Zeine34 stated that Makkah and Al-Madinah, far from paying tribute to

Constantinople, were tax-exempt and received a large annual subsidy at the cost of
Egypt. A major character of the Ottoman rule as described by Raymond35 was their
flexibility in accepting a local representative of these provinces to govern in their
name. The Ottomans, rather than trying to set up a centralized administration,
preferred to leave a fair amount of autonomy to national, religious and professional
groups. In Hedjaz, and side by side with the Ottoman government there was the
authority of the sharif of Makkah who was, in most cases, a selected native and the
sole power in Hedjaz.

The SharT'ah (Islamic law), governed all aspects of life in Ottoman states. By
the time of Selim I, the Hanajf form of Shari'a had become the law of the empire,
although it did not apply in the holy cities of Makkah and Al-Madinah where the
ShajT'f and Malki sects were dominant. Because of the domination of Sunni Islam in
Hedjaz36, the application of Shari'a by the Ottomans meant more acceptability of
their regime than in any other province in the empire, where the conflict between the
demands of the Holy Law and local religious practices were liable to cause extensive
friction.

32 Hogarth, David G. Heiaz Before World War I. New York: Falcon-Oleander, 1978. 11-86.
33 Under the Ottoman arrangement, Hedjaz meant the North-Western province of Arabia (from Aqaba

Gulf to Lith). It was a wilayyah (state) whose wait (governor) resided at Makkah in winter and at Taif in
summer. Under the wall there were four kazat (districts): Yanbu, Rabegh, Jeddah, and Lith.

34 Zeine, Zeine N. Arab-Turkish Relations and the Emergence of Arab Nationalism. Lebanon: Khayat's,
1958. 11-14. Hogarth also confirmed that Makkah and Al-Madinah were tax-free cities (which was unusual
of the Ottoman regime) and received subsidies from the treasuries of Egypt and Constantinople.

35 Raymond, Andre. The Great Arab Cities in the 16th and 18th Century: An Introduction. New York:
New York University Press, 1984. Passim.

36 A minority of Arab Shiite Muslims inhabited Al-Madinah, few Christians (Arab and otherwise) resided
in Jeddah and Taif, while tribes of Arabian Jews resided in southern Hedjaz (now 'Aslr region).
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Although the Ottomans were expelled from the Gulf area in 1669/1079 AH,
they retained interest in Hedjaz as the centre of the world of Islam, and were still able
to appoint the grand sharij of Makkah. By 1814/1231 AH, the Egyptians were in
control of the Hedjaz under Mohammed Ali Pasha37. His death in 1849/1265 AH
ended all direct Ottoman and Egyptian interference in Hedjaz as the 'Guardians of
Makkah.' In 1869/1285 AH, the opening of the Suez Canal brought the Red Sea back
into world affairs, and the Turks and Egyptians indirectly controlled trade and the
monetary affairs of Hedjaz. By the end of World I in 1918/1336 AH, Turkey was still
the leading orthodox Muslim power indirectly affecting aspects of life in Hedjaz38.
This period experienced an increasing Egyptian influence upon the HedjazI house
(e.g., the introduction of balconies and the symmetry of the house plan and
elevations). It was also marked by the presence of large merchant families migrating
from Egypt and Damascus and settling in the major business centres of Hedjaz
(mainly in Jeddah and Makkah). These families were responsible for the introduction
of a great variety of buildings and lifestyles.

The expansion of cities under the Ottomans took the form of vast suburban
districts developing along the main commercial routes. The Ottoman government and
their representatives in Hedjaz (the sharij of Makkah), were in constant contact with
Cairo, Aleppo, Baghdad and Damascus as major population and trade centres. HedjazI
towns and cities were in turn highly influenced by the culture, art and architecture,
and construction techniques (along with the terminologies used by clients and
artisans)39 of these major cities. This sort of intensified relationship between these
cities during the Ottoman rule, persuaded historians of architecture to conclude that
these cities shared very similar urban and architecture characteristics.

Although Hedjaz was under the direct and indirect Ottoman rule for at least
120 years, in such a region where they would want to express their explicit authority

37 During the first half of the 19th century, Mohammed Ali and Ibraheem Pasha (his adopted son)
dominated the affairs of Hedjaz and 'Aslr.

38 According to Lackner, Sharif Hussain of Makkah himself had a Turkish wife, and his sons were
educated in Turkish schools.

39 Construction terminologies used by HedjazT and Egyptian artisans are similar for most cases: titles for
the city districts like harah in Egypt meaning a residential quarter (n.pl. harat) and mahillah!muhallah in
Syria {n.pl. mahiUat) having the same meaning, are used interchangeably in Hedjaz. Other similarities also
exist like 'omdah {n.pl. 'omad), sheikh el hara {n.pl. sheiokh) for the head of the residential quarter.
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over the Muslim world with buildings of prestige in the formal style, nothing of the
sort ever took place in any of the HedjazT cities (except in 'Aslr region in the south).
Perhaps one of the reasons for the non-existence of any secular or religious buildings
in Hedjaz is the fear of indignation by the Islamic world that a grand structure might
challenge the pre-eminence of the two Holy Mosques. It was always safer, honourable
and more acceptable to enlarge the existing structures of the two Holy Mosques,
which the Ottomans did on more than one occasion.

Another reason for not building monumentally in Hedjaz might have been the
strength of the local tradition and social foundation that prevented the building of such
evidence of the Ottoman presence (as mentioned earlier in the cases of Makkah and
Al-Madinah). In any case, and as Raymond puts it "one must also recognize the fact
that the Ottoman rule [in Hedjaz] was definitely consolidated only during the 17th
century, at a time when the most active phase ofbuilding in Ottoman style was nearly
over."40

In 1926, King Abdul Aziz Al-Saud gained control of Hedjaz and was

proclaimed in the same year 'the King of Hedjaz and Sultan of Najd and its
Dependencies.' By the year 1932 he became the ruler of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. This year not only marked the birth of Saudi Arabia, but the emergence of a
new era in the development of a once nomadic and tribal agglomeration. This nation
emerged from centuries of hardship and deprivation to find itself endowed with a

source of immeasurable wealth, which it was initially not prepared to control and to

manage.

The legal and economic systems maintained their religious bases in accordance
with the Islamic Shari'ah. Saudi Arabia was (and officially still is) the only nation in
the Islamic world to use the Holy Qur'an as a constitution and a political system.
Again the religious base tends to surface even at the political level to emphasize its
dominant role in every aspect of life in this country. But after its establishment, the
kingdom found itself supported by huge wealth that, indirectly, shifted its precedence
from a religiously-based culture to an economically and politically-based development
system. The social crises started with a headlong rush into the imitation of Western-
oriented development, along with the foreign ways of life it introduced. This is

40 Raymond, 1984. 105.
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exhibited through an increase in Western building designs, techniques, etc. The events
that caused the cultural transformation in the country without offering a replacement,
are discussed in more details in the following chapter and in chapter eleven.

To pinpoint but a few of the economic and political consequences; the urban
aspects of the Arabian Muslim HedjazI cities were completely altered to reflect the
abrupt switch of doctrine. The predominant economic-oriented convictions of the
entire society led to a modern Western, profit and show-oriented architecture. At a

moment of time, one was able to pinpoint the different international planning and
architectural schools of thought that the Saudis bought (e.g., the British garden cities
and green belts, the American grid-iron street layout, highways and grand avenues,

flyovers, suburban villas, glass towers and shopping centres, French-designed and built
international airports and German seaports).

1.2.2. The family in Hedjaz

The society which we are dealing with is a tradition-directed one. It organizes
itself around traditional cultural beliefs and patterns. Historically, it was basically a

stable community. Necessity and survival were key organizing principles, whereby
tradition was the accepted mode of conformity and any deviation from it was neither
desired nor tolerated. Conformity was ensured through 'fitting in' at all costs.

A house in this society, as discussed later in the thesis, was a definable spatial
entity shared by all members. There was a collective identification with 'place' which
concretized the ground of home, and the place of home was not easily distinguishable
from the people inside it. The relative scarcity of resources left little sense of choice
about one's home. Rather, the accident of birth in a particular place and community
was accepted as determinative of one's home. From this, it ensues that family was an

important component of this society. The familiar was closely bound up with home;
the familiar was that with which one identified. The importance of a family name in
this kind of society become clear: one was part of a clan first and foremost, even
before one was an autonomous individual, a category which traditionally-directed
societies virtually preclude.
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1.2.2.1. Social structure of Hedjazi families ('a'ilat/ 'awa'il)

In traditional Hedjaz, individuals' lives were centred around the family. An
individual's place within the community was determined first by his membership in
an extended family, and secondly by the membership of his extended family within
the larger kin-group. This meant that his or her participation in larger social groups
had to be through the family, and not on the basis of individualistic merits and affairs.
The fact that the family belonged to a larger social group only strengthened the family
unity - for the stronger the family as a whole, the greater its weight within the kin-
group, and the more significant and influential its members could be.

Three types of family units still exit in Hedjaz. The first and simplest type is
the nuclear family, consisting of the father, the mother and their children. This
elementary unit is seldom, if ever, economically or socially independent. Its relatively
small size means that the nuclear family is the least significant family type in the
culture of Arabia - in contrast with the extended family. The second type is the
'a'ilah, or 'extended family'. It consists of the father, the mother and the children,
unwed paternal aunts and sometimes unwed paternal uncles. In short this unit is
composed of blood relatives plus women who are introduced to the kinship through
marriage. Historically, this was the most common type of family structure in all
Hedjazi towns. Large as it might be, this unit tended to occupy one dwelling or a

group of dwellings connected with a central court (or built close to each other or often
attached to one another). It was an economic as well as a social unit which was

governed by the grandfather or the eldest man in the family41.

The third family type existed mainly within the rural societies of traditional
Arabia. In Hedjaz, this type was formed in villages, but appeared in towns and cities
during the late nineteenth century. It was the agglomeration of extended families
forming a part of a wider kin-group. This type of blood kinship unit was the clan or

qabilah. It consisted of all persons bearing the same surname and were supposed to
have descended from the same parental ancestor - regardless of whether they lived in
the same locality or not.

41 Al-MaghrabT, M. 'All. Malamih el 11axat al Editinia 'ryvah Fi el Hedjaz. [(Arabic) Aspects of the
Hedjazi Social Life] Jeddah: Tehamah, 1982; Hopkins, Nicolas, and Saad Eddin Ibrahim. Arab Society:
Social Science Perspective. Cairo: The American University Press, 1985. While these authors studied and
wrote about different Middle Eastern cities, similar family structures seem to prevail.
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This research is mainly concerned with the first two types of family structures,
and the extended family in particular. The 'a'ilah provided the primary and
fundamental constituent in the structure of the larger community of Hedjaz, acting as

a nucleus in the promotion and the maintenance of strong social ties and behavioural
norms. This family unit was publicly responsible for the general conduct and certain
disciplinary measures to redress any offence of its members against the rest of the
community.

Ideally, the HedjazI family was a multi-generational extended family, which
was usually centred around a business enterprise. It comprised the head of the family
and his wife or wives, all his sons, their wives and children, all unmarried daughters,
married or unmarried uncles, aunts and a number of other elderly relatives. The ideal
was to have such a large number of generations under one roof. But the actual size
of HedjazI families seems to have been much smaller than this would imply. Al-
Maghrabl and al-Angarl42 basing their descriptions of the HedjazI family on actual
cases of large urban merchant families, suggest that the average size of an urban
merchant HedjazI family in the first half of the 19th century living in a large house -

or a complex of houses - was between 13 to 18 persons, for a middle-sized family
house from eight to ten persons, and for a poorer fisherman or a peasant family house
from five to seven persons. Such information suggests that the actual family size in
traditional Hedjaz greatly differed from the ideal size (the actual family size today is
far below both the ideal and the traditional).

1.2.2.2. Social relations between members of 'a'ilatl 'awa'il

What emerged from the tribal organization of pre-Islamic Hedjaz was a

patriarchal extended family, ritualistically governed by the Islamic sharl'ah, but
actually a function of other age-old social forces where social solidarity was based on

common ancestry. When Islam was introduced in Arabia, there were already previous
value systems established by old civilizations. Islamic values were then transplanted,
modified, or co-existed with some of the previously held values. Some jahiliyyah (the
pre-Islamic state of paganism) values and norms - while subdued or moderated by

42 Al-Maghrabi, 1982; Al-An§ari, 'Abdul Quduss. Mausu 'at Tarikh Madinat Jeddah. [(Arabic) The
Encyclopedia of the History of the City of Jeddah]. Cairo: Dar Mi§r Lilpba'ah, 1982.
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Islam - persisted in Hedjaz43. What remained obvious in Western Arabia, however,
is the role played by Islam's legislative norms which substituted religious affiliation
in place of kinship and tribal affiliation as the rationale for social organization. The
mix among all these elements produced varying configurations of values, norms and
behavioural patterns in the HedjazI community as a whole, and its local communities,
all of which helped in producing a basic matrix of social solidarity that transformed
a predominantly tribal society into closely-knit communities.

Furthermore, the HedjazI inhabitants44 were in constant contact with foreign
Muslim and non-Muslim peoples and customs. Al-An§an adds that many of the
traditional values of the HedjazI society were generated during the period of the
Ottoman rule (17th-19th century) when the blend with the Turkish/Egyptian culture
was at its height. On one hand they adopted and assimilated customs and habits of a
variety of non-Arab Islamic societies, Persian, Turkish and Indian, but on the other
hand, they retained a core of regional, Arab and Islamic characteristics. Kiernan's45
concluding description of Jeddah was that "there are few true Arabs of the Hejaz
among the population, which consisted of merchants and traders from Yemen,
Hadramaut, Egypt, Syria and Anatolia, with East Indians and Malays, a mixed stock,
intermarried with Abyssinian slaves." Over the centuries, the incorporation and
absorption of these external influences, coupled with a strong local component,
endowed Hedjaz with a distinctive identity, a fact that led also to the heterogeneity of
the HedjazI population (unlike the rest of Saudi Arabia).

Three basic age groups can be identified in the extended families of traditional
Hedjaz. These are: the youngsters (atfal, awlad) including all boys and girls up to the

43 For instance, the belief in, and the propitiation of spirits, ghosts and demons of many different kinds
and descriptions; interpretation of dreams and omens; the evil eye, charms and amulets; vows and sacrifice.

44 Because of its religious centres, Hedjaz has been absorbing pilgrims from different ethnic groups who
settled in the country and became urbanized through time. Some members of these groups tended to
concentrate in certain communities where they retained certain characteristics of their original cultures.
However, there is no official data concerning these ethnic groups but their distribution is evident along
certain professional lines. For example: the Yemenis, Sudanese and Somalians in low-prestige jobs,
Hadrameine as merchants, Javanese, Indian and Pakistanis as labourers, Egyptians as craftsmen, teachers and
civil servants, and Palestinian as artisans and shop-keepers. See Walpole, Norman. Area Hand Book for
Saudi Arabia. Washington, D.C.: The American University Press, 1971. Passim.

45 Kiernan, R. H. The Unveiling of Arabia: The Story of Arabian Travel and Discovery. London: George
G. Harrap and Co. Ltd., 1937. 120.
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age of twelve or thirteen years old, the unmarried ('ozab) and the married adults
('awa'il). In public, there were strict rules governing the interaction between these
three categories; for example, it was rare for a youngster to sit with an adult and
converse. Youngsters were usually seen in an adult gathering serving tea, holding the
ablution tankard or taking the role of messengers46.

Apart from segregation, the age criterion in Hedjaz showed itself in public
behaviour, by considering the older people as equivalent to parental uncles, or as

fathers, or grandfathers if they were very old. Often older people were addressed by
the kinship term ('ammi) or (sidf) (my parental uncle or my master). In his diary, al-
MaghrabT narrates a story about his elder brother Ibrahim (three years older than
himself) being addressed in the house by all members of the family including himself
as 'sfdf Ibrahim'47.

The internal organization, values, norms and rules of proper conduct of the
HedjazI family relied heavily on physical and psychological guidance and supervision
of the elder members of the family. Individuals took cues of proper behaviour from
the traditional authority and heritage, and were not encouraged to choose or judge
outside this framework. The socialization processes over-emphasized rote-learning and
memorization of every single detail. Failure to comply with these manners meant

shunning by other members of the society and punishment by the regulators (parents,
heads of the hara, or the local authority).

Gender was another criterion for two definite social groups: each sex was

governed by a religious code of sexual mores and ethical ideals with special emphasis
on strict purity and decency, both premarital and post-marital. There existed the world
of men and the world of women. In the HedjazI community it was unthinkable to have
free mixing between the two worlds, or that a thing done by one sex could also be
done by a member of the other sex (e.g., young boys were expected to eat with the
men unlike girls who always withdrew to the mother's section). Men had their scope
of activities outside the house and women were mainly confined to their homes. Men
usually met for their unprepared gathering outside the house, while women met inside

46 Al-An§aii, 1982. 243.
47 Al-MaghrabI, 1982. 32.
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the house. On walking along the street
and alleyways, women kept near the
wall, while men walked in the middle of
the street48. Women did not participate
either in individual or communal

worship in the mosque as they are not

obliged to do so (optional, although
hints have been given on the merits of
praying at home by the Prophet).

Although the religious life in Hedjaz contained many pre-Islamic elements, the
basically religious attitude of Hedjazles made religion the fundamental motivating
force in most phases and aspects of this culture, and it had its say in every act and
moment in people's lives. All customs and traditions of Hedjaz were considered to be
basically religious, for whatever was old, customary and traditional followed religion.
Whatever men did, they always conformed to custom, tradition and religion. These
three formed an inseparable three-in-one constellation which ruled the skies of Hedjaz.
For a further understanding of the social structure of the family and its functioning,
it is appropriate here to discuss the stylized norms of relationships and behaviour that
occurred between the members of the family and the society at large:

A) The husband-wife relationship

This pattern was one where the husband was the partner who enjoyed the
highest position in the family. He was, as the traditional saying went, "the supporting
pillar of the house," who was expected to make all the important decisions. But - as

mentioned earlier - the wife was the manageress of the house. She was the keeper of
the money, legal documents and the keys of the various chests in the house. The
economy of the HedjazI family revolved around the fact that the man was to earn and
the woman to save, to expend judiciously and to administer the products of labour to
the best advantage. The economic dependence of women upon men was part of the
HedjazT/Muslim concept of division of labour, for the women labour contribution in

48 These norms were common in most Middle Eastern societies as suggested by Lutfiyyah, Abdulah, and
C. Churchill, ed. Readings in Arab Middle Eastern Societies and Cultures. Paris: Mouton, 1970. Passim.

Town Limits

Fig. 1.9. In traditional tjedjaz, there existed the world of
men and the world of women.
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the home is as productive as the man's out of it. On the whole, the structural attitude
of the husband-wife relationship was one of possession and protection. While the
husband assumed the major role in all activities outside the house, the women ruled
almost supreme in matters connected with household organization49.

B) The parent-children relationship

This relationship was best exemplified in the duty of the children towards their
father (in general, of junior to senior). The father-son relationship was based on a

mixture of love, fear and respect. It was the central relationship in the family: the son

had the duty of obedience towards the father; and the father the duty of educating and
training his sons. As a son grew older; the relationship grew more equal, particularly
with the eldest son. When the head of the family grew old, he might have handed-over
the effective command of the household to his eldest son; but respect, consultation and
deference were always due.

In practice, the father dealt with his sons, while the mother was responsible for
the up-bringing of her daughters, but there was a good deal of overlapping between
the two domains. The tradition was for daughters to be treated more affectionately;
and this was perhaps related to the fact that their destiny was to leave the family on

marriage, and to take their obedience and loyalty to their husband's family.

Generally, the care of children was entrusted to the mother and the other
women of the house50. In early childhood, the infant was disciplined by the mother
(the authority of the father manifested itself more strongly as the youngster grew

older). She was also entrusted with the children's early education of basic manners

and assumed the role of the mediator between father and son. The authority of the
parents was sanctioned by religion as well as the culture. Obedience of children to
their parents came next to Muslims' major obligations to God, then the Prophet
(having parents' blessings is a pre-requisite for both piety and success).

49 Na§if, Husain B. Muhammad. MatjF al-fjedja: wa Hadiruhu. [(Arabic) Hedjaz Past and Present].
Cairo: [n.p.], 1931. Passim.

50 The concept of 'trading places' within the extended family was one where the brother, for example,
was obliged to play a number of roles at the same time and place: he was a humble son, a determined
husband, an affectionate brother, a helpful cousin...etc.
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A son was expected to observe many rules in connection with his father,
especially in public. A mature son was expected to act within certain limits ranging
from sitting beside his father in gatherings (but playing a subordinate role, usually
evidenced by the fact that he spoke as little as possible), to refraining from drinking
coffee or smoking in his father's presence (Coffee was the drink associated with adults
only, while smoking in the presence of senior family members was unthinkable). The
son should never be sitting down while his father was standing in his presence or

passing-by. He also was not permitted to sleep in the same room with his father.

C) The family-outsider relationship

Residents of the quarter {hard) were considered to belong to the t}ara sub¬
culture. Members of the fyara shared certain historical, ecological and socio-cultural
experience which point to an identifiable lifestyle. Today's image of residents of the
traditional HedjazT hara is a consequence of experience and popular stereotype; of a
strong and intricate social web of kinship, friendship and acquaintanceship among the
residents of the tyara.

Disputes between members of the hara were solved in the presence of the
'omdah51 or sheikh el-hara (the elder leader of the residential quarter), the elder
members of the hara and the concerned party. Whatever the verdict was, the
complainers did not have the choice of accepting or rejecting it. Bokhari52 narrates
a story of a prominent family in Jeddah which declined to build a large house in the
hara when it was found that this house would conflict with the privacy and wishes
of a neighbouring family. Thus the prevailing social life took the form of a family life,
governed by obligations, friendships and esteem for social relationships. The main
virtue of this communal social system lies in the ability of the individual in the

community to restrain and adjust himself to his society, to show courtesy and to be
involved in the social evolution of respectful community relations.

51 He was an informal leader who was selected on basis of age and other individual attributes. Although
he could be assigned by the governor of the city, the 'omdah was only influential rather than authoritative
within the hara.

52 Bokhari, Abdulla Yahia. Jeddah: A Study in Urban Formation. Unpublished Dissertation. University of
Pennsylvania, 1978. 109.
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Most families in Hedjaz were related to one another through intermarriage.
Aside from following the traditional Arabian rule of the 'cousin first,' there were

external marriage cases which were used to achieve certain social objectives, such as

the segmentation of the family's wealth between relatives or the consolidation of
disputed families (towards the middle 1900s, external marriages aiming at the
association with other families' social prestige and wealth were common). Marriage
outside the extended family was also the means by which foreign immigrants to

Hedjaz became assimilated.

The extended patriarchal family of Hedjaz provided its members with a

multitude of support. They never had to face the world alone; they were a social and
economic unit. To the Hedjazles, the extended family does not die: generations
succeed one another in the same family. Since the most important link here was the
tie uniting people belonging to the same lineage, it followed that the marriage did not
cause the younger generations to leave the parental family: instead, the young person

brought his spouse back to live with the group.

The pilot study53 that was conducted from March 29 to May 19, 1990 in the
cities of Jeddah, Makkah and Al-Madinah helped filling a number of gaps in this
section, by elaborating on the character of this HedjazI institution and the traditional
norms governing the conduct of its members from their own point of view. By this
I mean simple basic activities which may differ from the prescribed expectations
owing to specific social pressures and social controls that maintained law and order
in the community, as well as religious and mythical sanctions which served to validate
socialization.

1.2.3. The socio-economic environment

This old place of pilgrimage of the pagan Arabs before the Prophet
Muhammad was transformed into a place of pilgrimage for a world

53 In this study, a number of interviews were conducted with traditional families and builders
(mu'allemin) of Hedjaz upon which the later parts of this research are based. The main sources for this
thesis are the three mu'allemin: mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin (Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, April 6-15, 1990),
mu 'allem §a<jaqah 'OlaimI (Jeddah, March 29-30, 1990) and mu 'allem Hamzah al-RTfr (Al-Madinah, April
25-30, 1990). The clients and households are represented by the two families of al-Makkl (Jeddah/Makkah,
May 18-19, 1990), and 'Afif (Jeddah/Makkah, March 12-13, 1990). The credentials of these informants are
discussed in chapter four in more details.
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religion. And without much wealth of its own, the Hejaz became
assured of an eternal livelihood. (Bertram Thomas)54.

Before the discovery of oil, there was little change in the three main sectors
of economic life: agriculture in Al-Madinah and Taif, fishing and trade in the towns
of the Red Sea like Jeddah and Yanbu, and trading in the inland towns of Makkah and
Al-Madinah. On the Red Sea ports, where trading has been the main activity since
antiquity, these fishing hamlets also provided food for the adjacent towns. Burckhardt
observed that Jeddah was the port for Arabia and Egypt and a mart for Indian goods
and the coffee of Yemen55. The trade of Hedjaz, and particularly of Jeddah and
Makkah, was created mainly by the needs of the pilgrimage, and apart from the export
of dates, consisted almost entirely of imports. Nevertheless, considerable revenues

were collected on goods imported to Jeddah, and Makkah, but these went to the
already established houses (families) of merchants.

The service-based economy of traditional Hedjaz did yield much development
of the urban structure of its towns. Most construction activities were based on the

building of dwellings for the well-to-do merchant families, which were very few
compared with the apartment buildings they built for the accommodation of pilgrims.
Others, such as artisans and shopkeepers, either built their own houses on a much
smaller scale than those of merchant families, or rented their accommodation from the

wealthy merchant landlords. These were specially modified extended family houses
divided into apartments and were also situated in the market area. The lower income
groups of the population were in destitute conditions that they could only afford huts
built out of mud and palm-fronds which were kept on the outskirts of towns.

The discovery of oil in Arabia completely unsettled the old economic life of
the Peninsula. Although oil was found in the 1930s, it was not until the early 1960s
that the income derived had been of sufficient magnitude to really give hope to the
people of the country. The massive oil fields began to be exploited from 1933
onwards, with enormous consequences for this part of Arabia. In his study of the
economic and political systems of Saudi Arabia, El Mallakh56 states that architects

54 Thomas, 1937. 242-295.

55 Cited in Kiernan, 1937. 120.

56 El Mallakh, Ragaei. Saudi Arabia Rush to Development. London: Croom Helm, 1982. 13-409.
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and planners of the world could not have envisioned wealthier clients than those who
invited them to the Western region during the oil boom. To give but a quick glance
at this situation: the kingdom's 1970-1975 Five-Year Plan called for an expenditure
of $145 billion. Its 1975-1980 Five-Year Plan nearly doubles this amount ($268
billion). This in turn has set in motion an accelerated labour importation process, and
an uncompromising construction boom. (In the last decade alone, 2000 villages were

electrified, 15,000 kilometres of paved-roads were built, and 300,000 housing units
were constructed).
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CHAPTER TWO

THE CRISES: CHANGES IN THE SOCIAL

STRUCTURE OF HEDJAZ

Introduction

Hedjaz is considered by all Muslims to be the heartland of Islam. Therefore,
and for very obvious reasons, the traditional life in Hedjaz originated in, and was

based upon Islam. All the population of the region were Muslims except for the few
foreign delegations who resided in the coastal towns of the Red Sea. Today, Islam is
the one and only religion of Saudis, an example of a society that, ideally, should
conform fully to the doctrines of Islam in every aspect of its life. However, this is not
exactly the case in the kingdom today because of the recent socio-economic changes
which have cast their shadows on this convention.

In traditional Hedjaz, the population was largely sedentary, living partly by
agriculture and partly by trade in the religious centres. The majority of the coastal
population maintained a lifestyle that was dependent on fishing, boat building, or

working as porters, or they were involved in large-scale trading. The great merchant
families who occupied the towns of Hedjaz had come from many parts of the world,
and from the inland towns and deserts of Arabia itself.

Private life, as we saw earlier, was family-centred in Hedjaz. People lived
almost exclusively with their own families. The entire family, which might have
consisted of several dozen members, resided together in a single house or in several
buildings around a common room or a courtyard. The family in Hedjaz represented
the basic social unit around which an individual's life evolved. The word family,
'a'ilah, literally means the social unit that supports its members. In Hedjaz, words for
family and household - bait - are used interchangeably (which is the case in the
ancient, classical and modern Semitic language). On the whole, the extended family
could be regarded as an intermediate social unit between the marital family and the
clan, shouldering the social responsibility for the smaller units and held accountable
for the behaviour of its members.
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Today this intensive family closeness has been somewhat dispersed. The
imitation of the Western lifestyle by modern Saudis, has not only weakened the family
ties, but also made it no longer the prime focus of loyalty. The pressures of modern
development and the superficial attractions of materialistic cultures and lifestyles, set
little store by traditional values, reducing privacy and weakening social and family
cohesion. Some may argue that the family still commands the devotion and respect of
its members, and serves as an instrument of moral and material guidance in an indirect
fashion. Only a closer look at the family institution may exhibit the factual standing
of such an argument.

The great houses in the towns of Hedjaz have been abandoned for modern
single family homes (houses or apartments). Change, where it has occurred, has
consisted of the departure of married children to homes of their own and in lessening
of parental authority. According to al-Farsy1 the population structure of today's
Hedjaz is still relatively simple as contrasted to other societies. Its relative simplicity
rests on the fact that it is sparsely populated, and the population is concentrated in a

few areas. No linguistic divisions exist at all, either in terms of script, language or

dialect. The various tribal divisions are not based on ethnicity but rather on an earlier
pattern of social organizations. Although the population structure seems to lead to a

coherent image of a society, we find that the society today is very complex (i.e., social
class, traditional ties) resulting in an even harder task for the architect to deal with.
Although the uprooting of the traditional Saudi social organisation is only a fairly
recent phenomenon, and the social formation which is replacing it is only beginning,
but certain trends are already visible.

Al-Farsy also argues that the socio-cultural crisis taking place in Saudi Arabia
today, is not breaking the 'rules of development.' Most developing countries of the
world, he claims, risk the loss of their cultural identity while modem transformation
takes place. Alien societal norms and values, not in harmony with these nations'
heritage and cultures, seem to overwhelm indigenous values. Although I agree with
this argument, I find that he has missed the point that what is adding to the severity
of the problem in the region - besides the circumstances of development that we
discussed in chapter one - is the paramount urge and desire of the natives themselves
to abandon their own culture willingly and at the earliest possible opportunity.

1 Al-Farsy, Fouad. Saudi Arabia: A Case Study in Development. London: KPI, 1986. 7-194.
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2.1 The process of social transformation

Saudi Arabia has come rushing into the twentieth century and the
forefront of the world's political and economic stage... and now as a
major supplier to the world's seemingly insatiable energy needs.
Nothing in our early or recent history or cultural experience has
prepared Saudi Arabia for this role it must today play - except its all
pervasive faith in God and an unfailing belief in His Mercy and
Generosity. (Prince Saud Al-Faisal)2.

Like most of the regions of Arabia, Hedjaz has undergone a transformation in
the last ten years, unprecedented in its history. Social, economic and political changes
over the last fifty years and their consequential effects, have raised many questions
about the devastating results of this rapid change on the environment, culture and
identity of the society as a whole. The sudden material transformation of a way of life,
which had remained at a pre-industrial stage for centuries, could not have failed to
leave a deep impact on the society. Although most, if not all, of the people of the
region still eat traditional foods, wear traditional clothes, conform to old-age customs
in behaviour and outlook, and their religion is still very much alive among a good
number of people, yet the crisis is arising. In the search for a new Muslim Saudi
identity, the position of the region is difficult. The following part of the chapter
investigates some of the socio-cultural strains, suffered by those who care about their
identity, through assembling the diverse forces that acted upon the various
environments of Hedjaz concurrently.

A generalization is often made that the socio-economic life patterns of Hedjaz
changed little between the message of Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) in the seventh
century and the discovery of oil in the twentieth3. Although it would be an over¬

simplification to attribute all features of the whole country's new social order to oil,
it is not an exaggeration to contend that oil has been the most important single factor
in giving this order its characteristics.

2 Prince Al-Faisal, Saud. Preface. Saudi Arabian Portfolio. By Robert Azzi. Switzerland: First Azimuth
Ltd., 1978.

3 Even up to 1952, there was a tax on all pilgrims (£ 65 per individual hadj), which was the financial
pillar of the early Saudi Arabian state. This was abolished after the discovery of oil. See Fisher, W. B. A
Physical, Social and Regional Geography. London: Methun & Co., Ltd., 1978. 169-469.
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While there is no doubt that only recently did petroleum revenues radically
alter the pattern of life followed by the majority of the HedjazI people, and that the
direct impact of oil industry has been localized, other forces of change have also been
at work in the area, some of which were indigenous, others emanating from outside.
These outside forces - perhaps arguably - have frequently had the most profound
effects on the society, as this chapter and chapter eleven reveal.

Historically, the mechanism of cultural transfer in Hedjaz started when new

Muslims began to interact with cultures of other Islamic lands, during their travel to
attend the halaqat (circles) of the learned 'ulama (religious sage) in Makkah and Al-
Madinah. The first phase of cultural transfer was marked by this mechanism which
was further activated by traders of Hedjaz. During their caravan trips, these merchant
acted as cultural postmen for their agricultural neighbours on all sides of the Muslim
world. Even the simplest of the desert tribesmen, as they migrated about, were able
to carry new ideas between the more civilized fringes of their realms. Robinson4
states that these intermediate groups, along with the stream of pilgrims, deserve credit
for an enormous transferrals of ideas as well as goods from China westward, from the
Mediterranean into the sub-Saharan Africa, and from the Middle East outward in all
directions.

The second phase of cultural interaction took place before the unification of
Saudi Arabia as a state in 1932 AD/1351 AH. It was dependent on foreign workers
of the more educated Arab nations. Teachers, doctors and technicians were non-

natives, mainly from Syria and Egypt. Towards the 1960s, and right before the oil
boom, Saudi Arabia's dependence on migrant labour from the Arab world was greatly
increasing.

The third phase of change followed the economic expansion of the 1970s,
when the first and long-lasting contacts between the Saudis and Western cultures,

namely American and British, took place. This time the number of delegations was

much larger, and the culture was totally different5. The discovery of oil, along with

4 Robinson, Francis. Atlas of the Islamic World Since 1500. Oxford: Phaidon Press Ltd., 1987. 80-91.

5 Al-Farsy, Nyrop. and Shils argue that advisors and other agents of cultural change from similar cultures
were less respectful of the indigenous context in which they worked than other foreigners from a totally
different society. See Shils, Edward. Political Development in the New States. The Hugue: Mouton, 1981
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its wealth, social and administrative changes in the whole country, created a desire for
instant solutions to development. Such a desire for instantaneous change (speed,
efficiency and quality which are ruling parameters of modernity) made Western
technology attractive for its ability to respond to rapid construction on an

unprecedented scale and volume. This result has been a massive call for Western
technology and the skilled man-power to implement and operate it, which in turn have
produced a few other considerable socio-economic strains. The role of expatriate
labour in building the country's infrastructure from the 1900s until the 1990s, and
virtually from the ground up needs no further emphasis.

So the basic problem of oil and industrialization in the region according to

Troeller6, was the lack of skilled man-power and raw material, both of which had to
be imported. The Saudis had to recruit more and more skilled man-power from other
Arab, North American, and European countries. The most crucial problem arising from
such an imposing need for foreign man-power was the social impact caused by a

multitude of alien customs, habits and ways of life, and the possible interference with
the unique Islamic pattern of the region. The foreign social customs and habits had
tremendous effects on the country's social mores, and posed a critical challenge for
the future.

A 'socio-cultural dilemma' came as a result of two decades of residence in

Saudi Arabia of a large foreign labour force, a figure which would reach over two
million persons excluding dependents. Ibrahim7 and al-Farsy argue that the effects of
such large-scale cultural and human contacts, combined with a relatively short but
intensive period of time, created sets of stress on the local culture and population. The
new and diverse lifestyles introduced by Westerners and Asians, as well as northern
Arabs, may have been disdained, avoided, or admired, but they were being constantly
watched and portrayed by young Saudis. The government was then faced with the
socio-cultural dilemma summarized in figure (2.1.).

(1962). 139; Nyrop, Richard et al. Area Handbook for Saudi Arabia. 3rd edn. Washington. D.C.: American
University, Foreign Studies, 1977. 287.

6 Troeller, Gray. The Birth of Saudi Arabia. London: Frank Cass, 1976. Passim.
7 Ibrahim, Saad. The New Arab Social Order: A Study of the Social Impact of Oil Wealth. London:

Westview Press, 1982. 5-136. Also see Al-Farsy, 1986. 7-194.
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A slowing down of development could be seen as an opportunity for people
to retain the traditional culture or even to create a contemporary 'Saudi Arabian
culture' consistent with the developments in a country once governed by the
traditional values and conduct of Islam and old Arab ethos. However, the government
chose another compromise, which was to develop a new industrial and economic base,
not entirely dependent upon petrol whether directly or indirectly, and to have the
foreign technicians train a new generation of Saudi workers, a long-term investment
that could have solved a great deal of the socio-cultural problems.

Fig. 2.1. The Kingdom's socio-economic dilemma of the 1970s.

Despite the government attempts to encourage technical training aiming at

producing skilled labour, even through large grants to participants, these institutes
were failing. The main reason was, indeed, socio-cultural. This is a country where, by
tradition and contradictory to the religion, some occupations are considered more

honourable than others, and where manual work in particular is associated with the
less well-respected occupations (because traditionally it was handled by slaves,
members of minor tribes or non-Arabs). Trade and office work are considered
honourable, as the former in particular was the main activity of the centuries-old
Hedjaz. Such customs not only increased dependency on foreign labourers, but might
have also - historically speaking - hindered the emergence and development of
professional and skilled artisans like those of Egypt, India and Syria, who made the
latticed wooden windows and a host of other artifacts seen in traditional Hedjaz.
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A fourth phase of social evolution crept in after the flow of the vast oil
revenues of the 1970s. It was the crisis of 'materialism,' which was already asserting
itself and eroding the religious foundation of the country's socio-religious structure.

Against all teachings of Islam, on which this society was based, a forceful race started,
aiming at the possession of all variety of hi-tech gadgets, modern artifacts, mansions
with an open display of expensive and luxurious building materials and the rest of it.
This consumerism has developed at a superficial level insofar as it involved neither
the development of technology nor culture, depending merely on retailers.

Ibrahim and Hopkins8 argue that the overflow of wealth to the Hedjaz region,
relative to a decade ago, meant that a consumer society is developing on an

unprecedented scale, and that the people of HedjazI have became gripped by the
materialism of some foreign societies. I do not totally agree with this point of view;
that it was the rule of the commodity which brought the final destruction of the
inherent HedjazI ideals. My disagreement stems from the fact that Hedjaz was always
a consumer society, depending on other foreign cultures for its livelihood. Hogarth and
Fisher9 report that goods were imported to Hedjaz from all parts of the orient (e.g.,
silks from Syria, carpets from Turkey and Persia, wood and brass work from India and
Egypt). Yet I agree with his argument from the perspective that the main motive in
both cases might have been different. From the importation of provisions and
foodstuffs needed for the survival of the populace of an unfriendly environment, there
was a change to a notion of importing every available secondary and luxury item
produced somewhere in the world for the sake of the display of one's social status.
Although it seems that the latter was not a new phenomenon in Hedjaz, the financial
means to indulge in such materialism were only available for the few privileged
merchants and Turkish Emirs. Now that money is flowing into so many hands, it is
only natural that materialism spreads, at least until a certain amount of 'catching up'
is done.

8 Ibrahim, 1982. 5-136. Also see Hopkins, Nicholas, and Saad Eddin Ibrahim, ed. Arab Society: Social
Science Perspective. Cairo: The American University Press, 1985; El Mallakh, Ragaei. Saudi Arabia Rush to
Development. London: Croom Helm, 1982. 13-409.

9 Hogarth, David. Hejaz Before World War I. New York: Falcon-Oleander, 1978. 11-86;
Fisher, W.B. A Physical, Social and Regional Geography. London: Methun & Co., Ltd., 1978. 169-469.
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The fifth and most damaging phase was again a result of the severe need for
man-power. The government started a prompt education plan, aimed at improving the
educational system for young Saudis. Technical and higher education programs were

set as major priorities in the First and Second Five-Year Plans (1970-1980).

By the 1980s, many Saudis had been educated in the West (in 1980 there were

15,000 Saudi students in the U.S.A. alone)10, where they learned to judge themselves
and their background in Westernized perspectives. Those who adopted these
organizing principles and vocabularies placed themselves in an awkward and
uncomfortable position of implicitly criticizing their own societies insofar as they were
not yet Westernized! Young Saudis credited themselves by terming themselves pro-

Western, that they were 'modernized', as though Western lifestyles were as positive
to their livelihood as they are universal. Simmel asserts that today's "large-scale
communication and movement has brought many individuals into wider cultural
participation. Trade and commerce, the travels of the student and sometimes of the
tourist, are making more individuals multi-cultural."11 This is the best explanation
to the situation of the modern HedjazI society which emerged during this period.

The reflection of this phase of severe cultural transformation on the urban and
architectural personality of HedjazI cities was yet to be seen. Returning home, whether
from higher education or a tour abroad12, this generation of Saudis has been
Westernized enough to be dissatisfied and alienated. They began to build their own
homes with this non-indigenous mentality. The extent of this research reveals that
these buildings have not arisen out of either their true needs nor through the demands
of the society, but that they were fasades, imitating the West in order to cast away the
charge of being 'backward' and 'uncivilized.' What actually happened is that this
generation had the will and strength to break away from their tradition and to use

'self' rather than 'community' as a guide. This is unlike the traditional mode they left
in which the similarities between members of the society far exceeded the differences,

10 Ibrahim, 1982. 5-136.

11 Simmel. George. "The Stranger." On Individuality and Social Forms. Ed. Donald N. Levine. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1971. 178-179.

12 As many as 900,000 travelled outside the Kingdom in 1979. That is nearly the fifth of the total native
Saudi population. (Source: Saudi Arabia's Ministry of the Interior Statistical Year Book. Riyadh, 1979-1980.
222-231).
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and the newly emerging mode of social organization has brought increased
individualism.

The new houses of this generation appeared at first to be in the forefront of
progress; they had air-conditioning and all the most modern features13. What was not
immediately realized was that, being designed for the nuclear family consumer units,
these homes meant the separation of the extended family and consequently far greater
isolation of the women, young children and the elderly. And so, the traditional houses
where the whole family once shared their evening meal, and where the children and
old people had a particularly happy life, were left to decay with their age-old owners.

The old who had a position of considerable prestige in the extended family - as they
remained very much the heads of the family surrounded by generations of young
descendants - were reduced to once-a-month visitors.

Summary

The second most important factor - after the wealth of oil - contributing to the
change in the HedjazI social structure seems to be a result of the industrial and
scientific superiority of Western cultures. When the country was backed up by the
science and knowledge of almost the entire world and was ready to build its
infrastructure, the political and economic systems were totally devoted to the building
of the future of the country in the up-to-date standards of the West. The acceleration
by which this shift - from the traditional religiously-based system to a purely
economic one - did not tolerate an appraisal phase of the repercussions of such a shift.

The modern HedjazI, like most people today, has become more of an

internationalist as far as his culture is concerned. But unlike internationalists of

gradually-matured cultures who are able to move in and out of different cultures
(culturally fluent), the contemporary HedjazI has broken away from his traditional
moorings and is culturally adrift, while he does not have a clear sense of belonging
or an identity rooted in a 'home,' as discussed in chapter eleven. He suffers from a

cultural distance which has resulted in a misunderstanding of the values of other

13 These new villas - as discussed in chapters eleven and twelve - adopted new 'stylistic' elements
derived from all Western architectural schools such as the Neo-Classical and early Modern architecture of
Europe. For example, these villas incorporated Neo-Classical motifs such as triglyph, Corinthian columns and
dentils, as well as Eastern decorative motifs such as Byzantine floral and leaf shapes.
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national cultures because he is not basically in harmony with those of his own. This,
in turn, has resulted in the culturally-eclectic attitude adopted by most of the
contemporary Hedjazles today, and which is manifested in the new emerging habits,
norms, beliefs, lifestyles and, most obviously, domestic architecture. He is hardly at
home with himself and, hence, unable to produce one.

This is far from being another attempt to blame the West for all that has
happened. It is simply the most significant force affecting those men who have
returned with high qualifications from the West and favoured a transformation of the
lifestyle modeled mainly on that of the United States. These 'modernists' or rather
'modernizers' support a way of life based on the nuclear family home, with all
modern features and conveniences. The Westerners, on the contrary, should not have
been the prime target of criticism by the native traditional revivalists14, for the
science and knowledge they offered neither contradicted the religious bases of the
country nor imposed a certain lifestyle on its inhabitants15. It was the attitude of the
people of Arabia in their adoption of a modem lifestyle; they wanted to become
modern so badly that they, willingly, foolhardily, inappropriately and unnecessarily
emancipated themselves of all the goodness granted to them by their age-old beliefs.
The more the HedjazTes modernized themselves through blind imitations, the less
HedjazI they became: the more they asserted themselves as Muslim Arabs, the less
they thought they were truly modern. Definitions of progress, in these circumstances
were neither continuous nor coherent.

It is fully understood, however, that the social and economic upheavals
discussed above could not have possibly taken place without a parallel transformation
of the country's social structure. It is only since the 1960s and 1970s that traditional
social structures have been uprooted under the contradictory pressures of a traditional

14 From the point of view of the traditional 'revivalist,' the notion of blaming the West came during the
process of the country's accommodation to mechanization and modernization of the building industry. It was
then when a notion of deceitfulness became associated with 'Westernization,' while it was the blind copying
and the insufficient adaptive methods that inflicted the most damage.

15 The previous argument of Al-Farsy and Shills is partly believable, because most of the Western work
force lived in compounds separated from the local residential areas, and the only contact took place in
working places or in commercial areas, while the non-Saudi Arab work force were in direct daily contact
with the population in residential, commercial, recreational and social places. Hence their influence might
have been more effective. If such an argument stands valid, it will mean that the actual cultural change
started prior to oil, but at a much slower pace, as the desire to imitate the West, which was a much stronger
agent of change, came later on and did not exist in the case of Arab labourers.
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lifestyle and economic expansion fully dependent on foreign concepts and expertise
of development and modernization. Since the middle 1960s, the destruction of
traditional family relations, the emergence of individualism, the keenness for
materialistic self-presentation and the cultural sense of inferiority has been accelerated
to the extent of which, by the late 1970s, it could be said that only few traces of the
traditional structure remained.

Ideally, the Islamic community, ummah, is a society of equals before God. It
also seemed that, traditionally, there were no local attempts to form any sort of a

hierarchy. Societal hierarchy was introduced to Hedjaz, on a minor scale under the
Turkish arrangements, and only the governing few enjoyed special titles. Today, with
materialism dominating the atmosphere of the area, a social hierarchy is creeping into
the society, based on financial status and affirmed by an explicit show of wealth.

A simple illustration of the difference between traditional and modern cultural
foundations is proposed in the next diagram (Fig. 2.2.). It is realized, however, that
the contrast between these two cultural bases needs a more laborious and deep
analysis, yet, to prepare the ground for the following chapters, a personal perspective
is built here on the interpretations of the differences drawn from the case-study of the
HedjazI environment in this chapter.

I believe that the maintenance of the traditional Islamic values is possible while
creating a modem industrial society, capable of living the best of the two worlds. The
traditional lifestyle of Hedjaz itself was based on continuing traditions and beliefs,
which in many ways are equally relevant today and ought to be considered in greater

depth when a true HedjazI Muslim identity is sought. This should not confused with
the call to halt the country's progress and return to the past - definitely impossible
even to think of. What is possible though is to use modern means to achieve
traditional identities, instead of dismantling the traditional socio-cultural basis upon

which life was based (Fig. 2.3.).

The identity of the society was achieved through a mutually supportive circle,
where the tradition of the locality safeguarded the local architecture, as El-Wakil16

16 El-Wakil, Abdel Wahid. "Identity, Tradition and Architecture." Arab Architecture Past and Present. Ed.
Antony Hutt. Durham: Centre of Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies, 1984. 26.
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puts it, by maintaining its religious values and sincerely responding to its environment,
while architecture safeguarded the environment in which tradition survived by
rendering the set of functions appropriated to it. The environmental content and
connections of Hedjaz throughout its history, shaped the experience, and hence the
behaviour, attitudes, and beliefs of inhabitants.

Traditional Modern
Institution Institution

Fig. 2.2. Basis of traditional and modern social institutions.

Islam neither forbids progress nor hinders it. Islam, to which the traditional
Hedjazles have always turned to for identity, has ceased lately to be unitary, just
because modem Hedjazles have chosen not to adhere to it any more. Ironically, Islam
has a highly developed legal and social code of behaviour that prescribes how the
Muslim is to conduct his life within the community to the utmost details, to the extent
of making some foreign observers describe Islam as very much a religion of the
community, not of the individual. Perhaps 'the maintenance of the traditional Islamic
values' is an imprecise prescription, because what is needed in Hedjaz is a revival of
these Islamic values to assure the new generations of architects that only religion can

provide the answers for most of their problems, as Thesiger puts it "All that is best
in the Arabs has come to them from the desert."11

17 Wilfred Thesiger (1940): cited in Thomas, Bertram. The Arabs. London: Thornton Butterworth Ltd.,
1937. 47.
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Traditional Society Modern Society

Spheres

Fig. 2.3. Fragmentation of the traditional unity of life.

This chapter (and chapter one) represent the first step of a cultural and
architectural study and not merely a collection of historical descriptions of the Hedjaz
region. The whole exercise stemmed from a need to confront the effects of the
dramatic changes that accompanied the economic growth of the region. The felt need
was, essentially to strike a balance between requirements of rapid growth and the
presentation of the authentic character of Saudi Arabian cities and their Islamic
cultural heritage. This study calls for a major cultural revival, the roots of which lie
in the continuity of a national cultural heritage. The contribution to this heritage is
guaranteed to offer a great deal to the modern Hedjazles. In this revival, which seeks
to link the present with the past, and while admitting the innovations of modern
mankind and the contribution of science, it is appropriate to pause to contemplate on

our own cultural heritage, and point the way towards a culturally-based future,
otherwise our heritage will be lost forever we will have gained nothing worthwhile in
exchange.

The study of the house context in both chapters one and two was mainly
carried out to reveal these external differences, along with their causes, so as to clear
the stage for a discussion of the socio-cultural bases rooted in the physical form of the
house. Since these cultural bases were translated by the locals (clients and builders)
into the physical forms seen today, it was obvious to start the investigation by looking
into them rather than the building itself. Besides, learning the basic facts about the
circumstances that surrounded the process of producing the traditional HedjazI house
(i.e., its context), supports the following chapters and allows a better understanding
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of the phenomenon of the traditional house - or houses in general for that matter - in
a more determined direction.

As a continuation of this process, the next chapter is a historical and
ethnographical study of how and why families in HedjazI towns and cities have
appropriated their man-made spaces (in ways which can be retraced and observed).
The chapter focuses upon the culturally, socially and temporally defined meanings and
uses of architectural space with respect to specific social structures, behavioural
patterns, and religious and traditional beliefs. The peculiarities of the traditional
HedjazT family and its structure as a social institution are investigated in chapters
three, five, seven, eight and ten in terms of its needs, and its capability to meet these
needs. All are evaluated against their production of the house. Also some of the most
intricate socio-cultural moral values, world views and codes of ethics that the
traditional HedjazT society and its builders lived in accordance to are discussed in a

number of these chapters.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE HOUSE IN TRADITIONAL HEDJAZ

Introduction

The goal of this chapter is to recreate an image of a typical HedjazI house built
between the 18th and early 20th centuries. This recreation pertains to the patterns of
life that evolved about the domain of the house, that is the house and its immediate
environment whether it is a zuqaq (alley), a hara/mahallah (a residential quarter, a

neighbourhood or a community), or a suq (market place). Analysing the urban and
architectural traditions of Hedjaz also requires a brief description of some aspects of
the social life to support an overall assessment of the interdependence of the physical
and cultural environments of the region at that time.

The first objective of this analysis is to study the components of the traditional
HedjazI hara and its various elements; the house, mosque, market and alleyways, in
an attempt to capture the feeling of the urban environment in which the traditional
house emerged. This study also supplies the means by which an extrapolation of the
general outdoor living patterns in Hedjaz could be reached. The second objective is
to define the components of the house in Hedjaz. A generic plan(s) of what a typical
HedjazI house required in order to function and serve the various cultural, physical,
and spiritual needs of its residents is constructed. This study is essential for the
development of the following chapters dealing with the building profession in Hedjaz
(builders and craftsmen, building materials and construction methods) until the
concluding picture of the HedjazI house is completed. The third objective is to

produce an overall view of the relation between the house and the family on the one

level, and the relation between the neighbourhood and the larger community on the
other. Here, an examination of the process through which the general living patterns
were carried out in their reconstructed sequence, manners, and hierarchy of
organization within and outside the house is reviewed.
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3.1. The physical morphology of HedjazI towns

3.1.1. The urban fabric of traditional HedjazI towns

The urban form of HedjazI towns until the 1950s - as with all indigenous
towns and villages - evolved in strong correlation with the cultural norms and values
of their inhabitants. A mutually supportive relationship between the social and the
physical worlds led, through time, to a distinctive urban form and to continuity of the
culture. The Hedjaziyyfn (people of Hedjaz), through centuries of successive external
influences, were able to bridge cultural gaps and absorb most differences between their
world and that of their ancestors, consolidated both worlds into a purposeful social
system, which was capable of maintaining their cultural progression.

Like most Muslim

cities of the Middle East -

and especially those which
came under the Ottoman

influence like Cairo, Iraq
and Syria - the structure of
the HedjazI town consisted
of two main sections

which differed in size and

variety of functions from
one town to the other: a

commercial centre (suq), where international trade was concentrated in the principal
caravansaries (khan, wikdlah or funduq), and residential quarters (hdrat, mahellat).
From this centre radiated a number ofmajor arteries leading to the residential quarters.
These took the form of concentric zones radiating away from the public commercial
sector. The further one got from the centre, the less crowded and specialized the
activities became (Fig. 3.1.).

Merchants and rich residents had financial means to put up residences near the
centre where land was dear, and these resulted in a layout of successive rings, with
the wealthiest part of the population residing near the centre, while the poor lived
some distance away close to the town walls. This pattern was later - towards the

Cheaper Land
Less Crowded

Fig. 3.1. Layout of Middle Eastern towns under the Ottomans.
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1950s - modified again by the rich who chose to live in districts well away from the
busy centre where space was available for their large mansions, thus allowing them
to lodge relatives and servants.

Residential quarters were connected with a principal network of town streets

by one of the main arteries (darb, sharior tari'q) and were served by a hierarchal
organization of smaller streets (hara, zuqaq) usually ending in cul-de-sacs (harat sadd,
barahat). These quarters formed units each with a defined 'social boundary' (unlike
Egypt, Syria, and other Islamic regions, the residential quarters of Hedjaz were not

protected by walls and gates which could be closed at night). These residential
quarters were placed under the authority of elder wise men {sheikh or 'omdah) who
were able to exercise effective control over the entire population of the \}dra by public
consensus. Traffic flow was mainly pedestrian and oriented to and from the
commercial centre where the market and the mosque (masdjed, jami 0 were placed1.

The following are the main elements of a typical HedjazI town. The scale of
the urban setting and its components described here are much smaller than that of
other major cultural centres of the Middle East like Cairo, Aleppo or Damascus as

discussed later in this chapter. Moreover, the form and general layout of these
elements - although very closely related - were not identical all over the towns of
Hedjaz.

3.1.1.1. Hara, Maljallah (Residential quarter)

In traditional Hedjaz, the hara was a complete social unit with which people
identified strongly. For a long period, it was an important social and urban unit. The
physical environment of the hara and the relationship between the private and public
domains, in which the daily activities of the residents took place, are important bases
for understanding the familial relations among the residents of the hara. This was a

manifestation of a certain way of life which was prevalent in traditional times. With
the impact of different forces of social, political, economical and demographic change
that took place in the middle of the twentieth century, various old usages of the
different physical spaces were abandoned; others were retained and new ones were

1 See Raymond, Andre. The Great Arab Cities In The 16th and 18th Century: An Introduction. New
York: New York University Press, 1984. 17-30.



added. These are discussed in later chapters. This process of change and adaptation
has resulted in the current pattern of use and organization of public and private spaces

in the HedjazI hara.

The physical evidence and historical descriptions of the traditional HedjazI
residential quarters presented in chapter one indicate that a large number of family-
houses, usually fifty to eighty, clustered around a street and constituted a hara (Fig.
3.2.). Each l}ara contained, apart from houses (with shops on their ground floors), a
main mosque, a square adjacent to it where the weekly market took place, and a
number of smaller mosques called zawiyyah.

Fig. 3.2. A typical layout of a fjedjazl Ijara

Like an extended family, the \}ara of the HedjazI town grew and developed on

the basis of communities interacting as parts of a larger whole and not on the basis
of pre-planned land sub-divisions. Houses were developed according to a notion of
shared territoriality among the neighbouring family-houses, with no physical or visual
barriers between these houses. These territories were respected by everybody in the
hara. Strangers were not prevented from passing through the hara, but were not

permitted to loiter in the area. The relatively small size of these harat (n.sing. hara)
helped in creating a greater sense of intimacy among the families. A sense of a

community led to the enhancement of the hara's social integration which was clearly
reflected in the architecture and the layout of residential areas.
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3.1.1.2. Suq (Market-place)

The HedjazI towns - again like other cultural centres of the Middle East -

depended on commercial activities for their livelihood in one way or another, hence,
the market place was always considered as a major urban centre and the busiest place
in the town. Historically, the suq was a large square joined with a mosque, for the
merchandise-carrying caravans to settle either daily, weekly or monthly, depending on

the trading season. It was also composed of a series of smaller aswaq (n.sing. suq)
connected to one another by alleyways.

The market place fulfilled a variety of social functions that went beyond the
purpose of trading, all of which consolidated the social network of the /?dra and added
to the strength of the community. Habits, values and norms of expected and accepted
behaviour were learnt at home at very early stages of individuals' lives. Then they
were refined by religious beliefs and values taught in the mosque, and then later
practised in the market. For although these aswaq consisted of shops and stores of
varied trades, they were mainly the centre of the HedjazT's social life and the outdoor
world of men - where they practised their commerce in their shops and offices. The
presence of a coffee house (qahwa) for business meetings and recreational activities
was always a must. The strong relation between the market, the mosque, and the
school (madrasah), meant that the market functioned as an educational and religious
centre.

3.1.1.3. Masdjed, Jami' (Mosque)

Crowded markets and residential quarters were assembled around the mosque,

shared and benefited from its role in the community: physically, socially and

spiritually. As a centre for religious activities, the mosque in Hedjaz was the main
focal point of the urban tissue. Makkah and Al-Madinah were the two towns of
Hedjaz with a distinct religious significance, therefore the two Grand Mosques of
these towns played a larger role in the formation of their urban fabric.

In a typical neighbourhood, the jami' was a Friday congregational mosque
which provided a larger meeting place for the men in the quarter, while the smaller
mosques - zawaiyya (n.sing. zawiyyah) - functioned as the local meeting place of the
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heads of the families living nearest to it. The position of the 'imam (n.pl. a'immah)
who leads the prayer was often granted to the oldest qualified men of the quarter.

In general, the mosque was a dominant urban and architectural feature,
accentuating the skyline of the town. Often a tall white-washed minaret provided a

landmark for each quarter. The traditional mosque of Hedjaz lacked the dome and was

attached with a single minaret. Most of these mosques had a §ahn or fyoush
(courtyard) with a water-source for ablution. Tales of historians2 asserted that
although most of these mosques were built by the Ottoman authorities, their
representatives, foreign and native merchants, there was a tendency to avoid overt

symbolism in their architecture typical of the Ottoman's administration.

3.1.1.4. Shawari', Aziqqah, Dorub (Pedestrian and traffic network)

All HedjazI towns were truly pedestrian. The main modes of transportation
were horses, mules and donkeys - mounted directly or pulling wooden two or four-
wheeled carts (the first motor car was introduced by the representative of the Ottoman
authority in Makkah in the beginning of the 1920s)3. The major road-networks
radiated out from a central focal point of its specific locality. For example, in Jeddah,
the focal point was the sea, while in Makkah and in Al-Madinah the Holy Mosques
were the focal points. These roads led to a labyrinthine of unpaved, narrow and
irregular alleys, which in turn led to even smaller walkways and cul-de-sacs, adding
to the overall atmosphere of the hara. The width of streets were thus measured by the
ability of two loaded camels or donkeys to pass one another adequately (sometimes
these were as narrow as two meters and as wide as 14 meters). In the narrow

alleyways between houses, where animal traffic was not expected, the width was

measured by the ability of house owners to swing open their doors and windows
freely. These lanes were so narrow that the cantilevered wooden balconies of some
houses were so close to one another, that it was easy for women to hold a group

discussion, each sitting in her own rowshan without being seen from the outside.

1 Like al-Maghrabl, M. 'All. Malamih el IJaxclli al Edjlima 'ivyah FTal fjedjaz. [(Arabic) "Aspects
of the HedjazI social life."] Jeddah: Tihamah, 1982; al-An§arI, 'Abdul Quduss. Mausii 'at Tarfkh
Madinat Jeddah. [(Arabic) The Encyclopedia of the History of the City of Jeddah]. Cairo: Dar Mi§r
Liljlba'ah, 1982. (First published 1963); Burckhardt (1829); Burton (1855); al-Siba'I, Ahmad. Tarlq
Makkah. 2nd ed. Makkah: Dar Quraish Press, 1960. Passim.

3 See al-An§arI, 1982. 571.
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Streets and alleyways although not paved, were kept clean, for they were

considered, in a social sense, the extension of the house front. Residents were eager

to sweep and sprinkle their front streets. The outdoor jalsah (meeting) of the male
members of each family would be held on the mastabah (n.pl. masatib = sitting
platforms) at the front of these houses, hence the association of cleanliness with the
house owners was obvious. A large number of household activities which are today
restricted to the physical setting of the house, used to take place in the alley. For
instance, these alleys were used for socializing with neighbours, receiving guests,

playing games, and for the preparation of wedding ceremonies.

Lighting in these lanes was achieved by means of oil-lamps which were held
by brackets at every street corner. They were lit and maintained by the 'asas (n.sing.
'asah = night watchman). Door fronts were lit privately by home owners, the number
of lamps on a certain front being an indication of the wealth of the family (lighting
oil was expensive in those days).

NagTf4 reported that, in the heat of the summer, members of low income
families - who did not have access to roof terraces - used to sleep in the hara alley
by their door step. It was also reported that not much difference was noticed between
what men wore inside the house and in the hara alley, unless they were leaving the
hara to another place. The manners and forms of familiarity with which various
intimate activities were carried out in the hara makes it evident that the alley was

actually considered by its residents as their private domain. This mode of behaviour
indicates an extension of the familiarity of the relationship within the house itself to
members of the hara as a whole. In such an atmosphere, the so called 'privacy of the
family' and 'privacy of the house' were extremely relative concepts, except when the
position of the women of the house was considered.

3.2. The physical morphology of the Hedjazi house

Documentation of the traditional houses of Makkah, Al-Madinah and Jeddah,

along with the analysis of existing buildings in these cities helped in constructing the

4 Na§if, Husain. Mcldt al Hedjaz wa Hadiruh. [(Arabic) "Hedjaz Past and Present] Cairo" (n.p.)
1931 (n. pag.).
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range of changing form and meaning of HedjazT domestic architecture over the past
300 years. Within this period, I discerned two sub-periods salient for builders and
inhabitants which also manifested in house forms. These sub-periods emerged from
the interviews (which are discussed in the following chapter) and reflected the
builder's sense of time. These periods provide the context for other findings which are

discussed later in the thesis.

The first period - from the late 1600s to the middle 1800s - is the earliest time
for which we can clear up any information about houses, either from oral accounts or
from securely dated existing buildings. During that time, Hedjaz was part of the
Ottoman empire, and a small Turkish and Egyptian minority lived with the
predominantly HedjazT population. The second period - from the late 1800s until the
middle 1900s - was a time of relatively faster change which included the unification
of the Kingdom, the growth of the oil companies, and the increasing identification
with the Western world. It could be concluded that in the first period, primarily non¬

local sources (mainly Egyptian, Syrian and Yemeni) inspired or stimulated 'stylistic'
change in Hedjaz. The second period included a wider range of foreign influences
from both east and west of Arabia (e.g., Indian)5. There is also a notable degree of
status consciousness expressed in the houses of this period.

The traditional houses of Hedjaz belonged to two groups6: the first was that
of houses built during the early 17th and late 18th centuries. These were a

combination of simple west Arabian, cube-like three-roomed stone shack (much like
the small houses of the island of Sawakin which are shown later in this chapter), and
the elaborate house built during the Turkish domination of the region. These were

relatively simple and small houses. The second group was that of houses built during
late 19th and early 20th centuries. Those were refined Turkish-influenced houses, yet
showing greater influences of the Mamluk and Ottoman houses of Cairo that are

5 Beyond these two periods, inspirations for prestigious visual forms were derived from Western
Europe and the United States, and less from Africa and Asia where economic and cultural ties had been
maintained for centuries. These new sources of influence and changes anticipated and accommodated
the new political, economic and cultural order that followed the incorporation of the Hedjaz into the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in the 1930s.

6 This is a belief that is supported by evident found in the Island of Sawakin (the opposite side of
the Red Sea). Houses there were built and owned by families from Egypt, Jeddah and Makkah). Hedjazi
people started to settle in Sawakin as early as the 1400s. See Greenlaw, Jean-Pierre. The Coral
Buildings of Suakin. London: Knight and Foster Ltd., 1976. Passim.
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presented later in the chapter. These were more complex, had more spaces, more wall
elements, elaborate fa$ade treatment and decorations. There is, however, a great deal
of overlap between the two groups since the Turkish influence is obvious in both
cases. The Turkish and Egyptian presence was always felt in Hedjaz - directly and
indirectly in both periods - whether by Mamluk Cairene or by Ottoman Cairene house
types. In his book about the island of Sawakin, Greenlaw asserts that the oldest houses
in the island - related to the first group - were owned by merchant families from
Jeddah7. Those houses, which Greenlaw believed to be from the 16th and 17th

centuries, were in the same tradition as Makkah and Al-Madinah.

It should be recognized here that craftsmen-built or individually-designed
houses were neither universal nor necessarily general throughout the second period.
There were also self-built houses occupied by low-income families and were known
as al-shukkoU 'ushash (Fig. 3.3.)8. These were constructed with walls of wooden posts

Fig. 3J. al-Shukkol!'ushash in front of a saraiyah.

7 The Turks dominated Sawakin from 1516 onwards. Most of the houses in the Island may date
from this period. From 1865 onwards, the Egyptians took over the Island and built relatively large
houses from the same coral blocks and wooden elements, but of a Cairene Ottoman manner. Some of
those houses were elaborately documented by Greenlaw, hence, it is still possible to analyze such
housing types based of the houses of Sawakin.

8 Source: El-Hage, Badr. Images from the Past: Saudi Arabia. (Arabic). London: Riad El-Rayyes
Books, 1989. 111.
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or pillars called rodojf and made of akhshab jandallqandal (Indian wood) and nakhil
al-dum (doum-Palm) shipped in from the Sudan. Additionally, there were small
dwellings made out of mud and palm-leaf stalks owned or rented by non-HedjazI
settlers9. Such housing does not, however, lie within the scope of this research10.
Descriptions of houses or the methods of building them featured in this research are

based on those constructed by specialist builders - mu 'allemfn - from mud, stones or
coral blocks. It is this traditional type with which we are therefore concerned.

This type took two forms, or was rather represented in two sizes: the more

typical sha 'bi or 'public/ordinary' house; and the relatively larger house or saraiyah
(Turkish/Hedjazi for large house). These two categories were basically very similar,
except that larger houses involved foreign craftsmen and building features, used richer
materials, required elaborate building techniques, and sometimes planned layouts (i.e.,
intended symmetry, following certain architectural styles like the Ottoman Cairene).
These had wider elevations, more floors and large long rawdshfn (bay-windows).
Some of these houses were built larger and larger towards the 20th century and were

characterized by their symmetrical layouts and division into smaller apartments for
married sons.

The morphology of the HedjazI house consisted of two distinguishable parts:
the main body of the building which was made of stone or coral blocks, and the
wooden fixtures like the doors and windows (Fig. 3.4.). With its large openings, the
HedjazI house actually stood as a frame skeleton rather than the massive heavy walled
building it appears to be. Whether attached or free-standing, it was a simple and
straight forward rectangular cube, with wooden elements clad to it. Any deviation
from this was due to the irregularity of the site and conditions of the neighbouring
buildings as discussed in chapter six. Set-backs were not the requirements of any
regulations but rather for the provision of astuh/khardjat (n.sing. sutuh or khardjah
= roof-top terraces) for the upper floors. Rooms were never forced to take a particular
form beyond the natural shape of local building materials. Desired articulations in the

9 For example, the black African community known as Nakatu. These existed outside the city walls
of Jeddah until its removal in 1947 AD/1367 AH by a Royal decree by King Abdul Aziz Al-Saud.

10 Nor do the reinforced concrete buildings which were known locally as ashmon{i (the first of
which was built in Jeddah in 1929 AD/1348 AH but which were not preferred by the traditional
community until some years later) or apartment buildings (the first of which was built by the National
Commercial Bank in 1932 AD/1351 AH in the heart of Jeddah).
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final shape of the house were added later and were
achieved by additional wooden elements. The
result was a simple form with highly elaborate
applied articulations using wood, especially on the
fa9ade level.

Al-MaghrabI mentions that a medium sized
house (accommodating up to three families) in
Hedjaz would cost around 300 400 Golden
English Pounds ~ 4000 riyal madjidf~ £ ± 15.400
today's value11, while the total cost of building
a large multi-family house (accommodating up to
six families) reached an amount of 1000-1500
Golden English Pounds = 15000 riyal madjfdi ~ £
± 57.750 toady's value12. Those who were not financially capable of buying nor

renting such accommodations would rent one madjlis (n.pl. madjalis = reception suite)
only from a large house at an average cost of about £ ± 0.43 monthly. An average

three to four story house required an average of four to five years to build. Additions
to the house were considered as changes in the number of the family members
increased over such a span of time. The whole process meant that the house was

actually born with the family and grew with it in the true sense of the word -

indicating the synonymy between house and family. Every house in Hedjaz bore the
name of the extended family occupying it. The extended family arrangement was one

of the main reasons for the construction of the relatively large traditional houses of
Hedjaz. Chapters five, six, seven and eight deal with these issues in more detail.

11 The monetary units used under the Turks were RiyalMadjidi (Turkish crown = silver riyal = 25
of today's Saudi riyal = £ 3.8 today), Sharak or Jinaih Jordj which was a British half crown or guinea
bearing the image of St. George (seven to ten silver riyal = 250 Saudi riyal = £ 38.5 today's value). A
guinea according to the Webster's Dictionary of the Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc., (London, 1981) is
an English gold coin issued from 1663 to 1813 and fixed in 1717 as the equivalent of 21 shillings. It
was equivalent to 22 karat from which guineas were coined. A guinea also refers to the Saudi Arabian
sovereign which was first issued in 1951.

12 Large houses would cost about 1000 golden Egyptian pounds. These figures are confirmed by
the master builders of Hedjaz (as well as the accounts of the Begum of Bhopal presented in chapter
six). See Sikandar, The Begum of Bhopal: The Nawab. A Pilgrimage to Mecca. Calcutta: thacker Spink
& Co., 1906. 29-31.

Fig. 3.4. The main parts of the house.
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3.3. Components of typical HedjazI houses

A typical traditional HedjazT house would consist of a number of floors,
depending on its locality. Each floor was assigned certain functions suitable to its
position in the house, and the socio-cultural meaning associated with its spatial
organization - an issue which is discussed in more details later in the research. The
following section aims at the analysis of the major characteristics and components of
typical houses in the three major HedjazT cities (Makkah, Al-Madinah, and Jeddah).
Naturally, not all of these components existed at the same time in one house in a

particular city. For example, because of the hilly nature of the Makkan topography,
it is quite difficult to find a typical floor plan, yet the components of the house and
their distribution in most cases would be similar. This section is followed by
reconstructing a generic typical house from the city of Jeddah.

3.3.1. Subterranean level

Most HedjazT houses had a qabu (n.pl. aqbiyyah = cool vaulted-rooms), a

§ehrfdj (n.pl. §aharidj = water-tanks), a baiyyarahldabil (n.pl. baiyyarat/dibul =

septic-tanks) and, probably, a makhzan (n.pl. makhazen= storage-room).

3.3.2. Ground floor/Lower floors

Ground floors of HedjazT houses usually consisted of a madkhal (n.pl. madakhil
= entrance), a dihlfz/dehliz (n.pl. dahalfz = entrance-hall, lobby), a daradj (staircase),
a maq 'ad (n.pl. maqa 'id = sitting-room) with a rowshan for guest reception, sleeping
and sitting, and a makhzan. In most cases, a merhad or {aharah (n.pl. marahi'd,
laharat = latrine) was provided near the entrance-hall. According to the locality,
additional rooms were added while others were omitted (e.g., diwan = entrance-hall,
sitting-room, and a qa 'ah - hall in Al-Madinah). (n.b., when such a case occurs, the
locality will be specified). A find', housh were outdoor enclosed spaces or courtyards
typical of Makkah and Al-Madinah.
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3.3.2.1. Bab al-madkhal (Entrance, doorway)

There were usually two entrances to a house, one
for men and the other for women. There were also, in
some cases, two different staircases, one for each

gender. On the outside of the men's entrance, there was

a 50-70 cm raised sitting platform built of mud, earth or

stone called a ma^abah. This was used for socializing
with neighbours and passers-by, and for the gathering of
men in the afternoon. Ground Floor

Fig. 3.5. al-Madkhal.

3.3.2.2. Dihliz (Entrance-hall, lobby)

This was a bent entrance hall next to the main

entrance of the house. This transitional area worked as

a buffer between the public and private areas, carrying
out the function of privacy, breaking down of dusty
winds, and allowing cross ventilation through the house.
In most cases it was a spacious hall providing a

reception area for guests. The dihliz was paved with
flag-stones with benches along side the dihliz for sitting
and reception purposes. In summer, the dihliz would be
sprinkled with water to keep it cool.

Ground Floor
Fig. 3.6. al-Dihliz.

3.3.2.3 Daradj, sullam (Staircase)

The staircase was usually located to the far end of
the house, separated from the entrance by a corridor or an
antechamber. It was constructed of coral blocks or stones.

Every step was built of stone, plastered and protected at the
front edge by a long, five by five centimetres, wooden log
called farshah, laid on top of three long wooden naglat
(sticks). The staircase usually opened to a manwar {n.pl.

Ground Floor
Fig. 3.7. al-Daradj.
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manawer = air/light-shaft) which was constructed as the core of the overall structure
of the house. About four landings of stairs would be constructed from the ground floor
leading to upper floors of the house. The staircase - as mentioned later in the research
- was considered by the house builders as a very important element of the house. Not
only did its construction represent a test of the builders' skills, it was also used to

protect their livelihood. To the house owners, the protection of the privacy of upper
floors was a priority that the staircase had to provide for.

3.3.2.4. DigaisT (storage space)

Although it was found in Jeddah, this space was most common in Makkah and
Al-Madinah for the storage of coal and other hardware. It was located in the upper

part of the staircase and was usually concealed as an attic or a mock ceiling13.

3.3.2.5. Maq 'ad (Sitting-room)14

This was a relatively large sitting room (or
rooms) adjacent to or on both sides of the entrance

(dihlfz). It is also possible to find maqa'id in upper

floors depending on the size of the house and status of
residents. It was frequently used as a business office for
intimate male friends, a casual reception for men, and a

guest sleeping place as well as the servants quarters.

They were also used as sleeping areas during hot
afternoons and for storing merchandise. Al-maq 'ad was

equipped - in larger houses - with a kitchenette for
making tea and coffee. These would have 'mobile' ovens known as kawanfn (n.sing.
kanun = stoves). Maqd 'id had built-in recessed wall shelves for storing utensils, books
and other light objects, they were known as kimdr (n.sing. kamar). These were then

13 In the course of interviews with some Hedja/i families - introduced later in the research - this
room is said to have been invented so as to hide the expensive goods of the house from the Turkish
tax collectors.

14 Until the end of the 18th century, this room was known as al-diwan in Makkah and Jeddah.

Ground Floor
Fig. 3.8. al-Maq 'ad.
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'closed' with cloth or paper drapes to protect the objects stored inside them from dust
and to visually enhance their appearance15.

In the maq'ad, there were one or two rawashin (n.sing. rowshan = bay-
windows) overlooking the street. Inside them was a raised platform (50 cm) covered
with cotton-stuffed pillows and mattresses Qurfah) and a carpet. The seating
arrangement in the maq 'ad would take the form of a peripheral position of lurahah,
batermah (mattresses) on which the guests would squat, with an option of leaning to
the wall behind them. The makhadddt,

masanid (cushions) would be voluntarily
used by those who would like a back-
support (Fig. 3.9.)16. Wooden or cane

and bamboo decks were provided on the
maq 'ad for the head of the house and his
male guests.

Although chairs (karasi = wooden
or bamboo chairs) and dikkdk, karawft or
marakfz (high wooden seats) were not
common in Hedjaz until the late 19th
century, people never sat directly on the
ground or on a bare floor. There were

always rugs, mats and skins for this
purpose. These were spread on floors and
raised platforms known as karawftah
(n.pl. karawft) - everyone walked
barefoot. Floors were furnished with busol al-khasaf al-takronf (African palm-straw
mats) upon which imported Persian carpets wadjahat17 (lit. notability, prestige) were
laid to protect them from dust, add thickness to floor-seating and as an insulator from

15 Horizontal surfaces of wall protrusions and cavities were invariably draped with a decorative cloth
and shelves edged with crocket-web known as danadish.

16 Source: Aba Al-Khail, Abdul Aziz. Description of Arabic Majlis in Qur'an and Prophet Tradition
(Sunnah). Al-benna. Vol. 7: 38, Dec/Jan. 1987/1988. 15.

17 These were so called because they were highly visible in the absence of furniture, hence they
became significant visual elements of the house.

Fig. 3.9. The alcove of the rawashtn.
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heat and cold. Every room was treated as a 'large couch' where one could sit
wherever he desired.

3.3.2.6. Rowshan, Mashrabiyyah, Tagah, Shfsh (Bay-windows, sitting-
balconies, windows, blinds and shutters)

Rowshan - a Persian word meaning 'bright' - was an extension of the inner
space of the family living quarters to the exterior of the house. These rawashfn were

elevated seating and sleeping places protruding from the building's facade by means

of a latticed-wooden structure. They were the most expensive element on the
traditional facade, all made of teak wood. They were adorned with intricately
patterned panels, shutters, eaves and cornices. Rawashin received the breeze and
prevailing winds from three directions because of their projection and their relatively
large size (a rowshan was usually wide enough for two persons to sleep in, and high
enough for them to stand in18). These ledges were topped with cotton-stuffed
mattress, usually covered with a Persian rug and surrounded with cotton-stuffed
cushions (Fig. 3.9.). This cool alcove, with in-flowing refreshing breezes, was then
used to entertain close friends and relatives. Inside the top of the rowshan, there was

a groove for an oil lamp to be fixed. In large rooms, these lamps would be found
hanging in the centre from a hook, or dangling at the top of a dividing arch. Portable
oil lamps were placed on niches in the wall of the used room, the sides of a

mashrabiyyah, near the madkhal or half way up the daradj.

It is a misconception that the rowshan represented only the traditional
alternative for a window. The reason for this is the presence of several other functions
that are attributed to it; on the one hand the seating place in the rowshan was

differentiated from the diverse sitting place in the house by the local verb 'rawshen'
(to sit in the rowshan). On the other hand this ledge or elevated place in the rowshan
was also used to place earthen pot containers of water; these clay pots being porous

were constantly wet on the outside and their location on these ledges exposed them
to air currents, leading to evaporation, thus achieving maximum coolness. For this
very reason we find that the term rowshan in Egypt does not exist, and instead the

18 The usual dimensions of a typical rowshan were three meters in height, 2.3 meters in width, and
1.1 meter in depth, to allow sufficient space for at least one sleeping adult.
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term mashrabiyyah (which literally means a place for drinking)19 is used instead.
These rawashin were the dominant external elements of design in multi-story houses
of Hedjaz. The rowshan served a number of immediate functions: to enhance the
architectural character of the building (being very expensive, they were also pieces of
display and distinction), to improve the ventilation of the interior, and to use as a

private observation deck.

A cheaper version of the expensive rowshan were adjustable blinds or shutters
called shfsh, an Egyptian term and invention (Fig. 3.10.). For poor households who
could not afford the rowshan, the shfsh was a relatively simple alternative of small
wooden-balconies with latticed-screens serving the same functions of the rowshan. The
shfsh was only attached to the fagade
from the exterior and did not provide the
interior alcove. The arrangement of the
rawashin or shishan in the exterior fagade
of the building was determined by the
interior layout of the house and by other
aesthetic considerations. It is nearly
impossible to find two identical rawashin
in the whole of Hedjaz. Their variety of
sizes, shapes, treatments and organization
on the fagade is endless.

3.3.2.7. Qabu (Basement) (mostly in Makkah)

This vaulted or low-ceiling room was located under the first flight of the first
floor. It was used as a storage place for bulky objects like wood charcoal, merchandise
and luggage. Because of its coolness, it served as a sleeping area for male members
of the family. In some cases, water tanks were constructed in the aqbiyyah which were

filled with water and furnished a family sitting room.

19 Mashrabiyyah is a term imported from Egypt which refers to the place in the bay-window where
porous earthen bottles were exposed to the current of air, therefore cooling by evaporation.

Fig. 3.10. Adjustable blinds and shutters.
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3.3.2.8. Sehridj, Khazzan (Water-tank)

There was always a sehridj (n.pl. saharidj) in the lower parts of the house for
the storage of rainwater collected from the roof. This rainwater was collected by
means of a system of semi-open pipes leading to a main qa§abah (vertical pipe)
connected to the §ehrfdj. This was applicable only to the city of Jeddah, while in other
cases people used to fill their §aharfdj with water which they bought from a water
bearer (saqqa).

3.3.2.9. FindHoush (Courtyard, walled-yard)

Mainly encountered in Makkah and Al-Madinah, this enclosed space worked
as an outdoor open space in towns where horizontal spread of houses was not possible
due to topography and lack of building sites (due to city walls).

3.3.3. First floor/Upper floors

From the ground floor we come to the family residential quarters. The first
floor usually consisted of three main rooms: a madjlis {n.pl. madjalis = sitting or

reception-room), a mu'akhkhar (rear-room) and a mabit (sleeping room). These were

served by other facilities like a khazanah (storage room), a $uffah (antechamber), a

murakkab, matbakh (kitchen), a tahdrah, bait al-ma (latrine) and a sutuh, khdrdjah
(roof-top terrace). In large houses, the number of these rooms did not exceed four.

3.3.3.1. Madjlis (Living, reception-room)

The largest of the these rooms was the madjlis, with an antechamber called
§uffah, communicating with it, and an independent cooking area, washing-space, a

latrine and a store. Each of these suites would be occupied by a branch of the family
with their children (a nuclear family), as their sleeping quarter during the hot days or

the popular afternoon naps, and as a general meeting room at times of feasts and other
occasions. This living suite was reassigned on the arrival of a newly-married couple
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into the house. The madjlis also functioned as the main
reception room for family members, relatives and close
friends (mainly female visitors and family members).

The madjlis, located towards the main facade,
was airier and cooler than the rest of the house,

therefore it consisted of one or two rawashfn and a large
window. It was always taken into consideration that one
of the rawashin faced north and the other faced south so

that members of the household could enjoy this sitting
area both in summer and in winter.

Wooden dikkdk (n. sing, dikkah = a

wooden sofa) would then be placed as such
to form the perimeter of the room. The
floor of the madjlis was either covered with
Persian sudjad (carpets) in cases of wealthy
families or covered by ha$fr (n.sing.
hasirah = straw mats) brought from India
(Fig. 3.12)20. In the middle of the room

there was usually a large wooden or marble
table Qawlat) for service. Large framed
mirrors, utensil shelves and cupboards
covered the walls21.

Upper Floors
Fig. 3.11. al-Madjlis.

In Makkah, this room was suitable If pAf/'l
for the USe of pilgrims because of its Fig. 3.12. Dikkak formed the perimeter of the room

relatively large size, therefore it was

usually rented during the pilgrimage season. The rooms adjacent to it (§uffah and
makhzan) functioned as storage for the luggage of pilgrims, sleeping mattresses as

well as for cooking.

20 Source: Aba Al-Khail, Abdul Aziz. Description of Arabic Majlis in Qur'an and Prophet Tradition
(Sunnah), Al-benna. Vol. 7: 38, Dec/Jan. 1987/1988. 15.

21 See al-Maghrabl, 1982.
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3.3.3.2. Mu'akhir/Mu'akhkhar (Rear-room)

The second largest room in the house was al-
mu' akhkhar which was located at one side of the

reception room. This room had an opening to a side
and/or back street, or a manwar. It was used for sitting
and storage purposes and consisted of a medium size
room, a kitchen and a bathroom and functioned as the

family living quarters, all in one room. There was

usually a large window in al-mu'akhkhar, aside which a

wooden dikkah would be placed if the room was large
enough, otherwise some cotton-stuffed cushions would
serve as seating devices. The floor of the mu'akhkhar would be covered with a carpet
for sitting purposes. Generally, the mu'akhkhar was less formally furnished than any

other room in the house. Tea and coffee-making equipments were always present in
this room. These consisted of a water boiler (Jazwah) imported from India, glasses
that came from Holland and Chinese tea pots. There were also food service utensils
for the mu'akhkhar which was also the dining room of the family. In winter, it
functioned as the family bedroom. In the case of a large family, only the children
would sleep in the mu'akhkhar while the parents would sleep in the madjlis.

Upper Floors
Fig. 3.13. al-Mu'akhkhir.

3.3.3.3. §uffah (Antechamber)

A small room, always located between the madjlis
and the mu'akhkhar, this antechamber served as the

entrance to the reception room and the family room. The
suffah in the houses of Jeddah had a kitchen and a

bathroom, and was used normally for eating and general
entertainment of children, women and their guests. In the
case of a merchant family, there would be a $ujfah in
every floor equipped with clothes chests which were

imported from India and contained the family's jewellery
as well. If it were a moderate family, there would be only
one §ujfah with a locally-made chest used for the preservation of food stuffs.

Upper Floors
Fig. 3.14. al-$uffalt.
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3.3.3.4. Khazanah, Makhzan (Storage-room)

This small room was located on one side of the

reception room to store large furniture items like beds
and blankets. Other light objects like clothing and
hangings were stored in the chests provided in the mabit
or madjlis. Smaller items like bowls, trays and coffee
jugs were stored on the rufuf (shelves) provided
everywhere in the house. In cases of irregular ground
floor plans, the critical angles would be covered and
used as storage spaces. In such cases these storing places
were known as makhlawan. These were most common

in the cities of Makkah and Al-Madinah.

Upper Floors
Fig. 3.1S. al-Makhzan.

3.3.3.5. Bait al-Ma, Merhatf, Taharah (Water-closet, toilet)

Usually located facing the $uffah or at least
directly accessible to it. It was accessible from the
landings of the staircase. It was a small room equipped
with a stone basin and a tab, and was used as a toilet

and a bathroom. Most marahfd (n.pl. merhad) had waterO O V * O O '

containers which were large earthenware jars imported
from Morocco known as zfr mughrabf, a ledge for soap,
a lifah (sponge) and a low stool. The floor of the
merhad had a special treatment with gypsum as a water

. . . Fig. 3.16. Bail al-Ma.
insulator. Each toilet emptied into a vertical, smoothly
plastered sewage duct called qa§abah which extended from the roof to the ground
level and received the waste from each floor. This duct was open at the roof level for
ventilation. The contents of the duct were deposited into an un-plastered subterranean
stone septic tank which was cleaned yearly by special workers called nazzahfn. Hot
water was boiled outside the house and brought into the merhad by the servants upon

request. At the door, there were always bathing equipment like a tankard and a bowl.

Upper Floors
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The toilets of large merchant houses were equipped with what was known as

the hanafiyyah or water source (these built-in water containers were built out of stone
plastered with a mix of lime powder and oil to make them water-tight). The water
carrier or saqqa would empty his loads of water into these hanafiyyat which were

more convenient to use than the zir mughrabi. (Fig. 3.17.)22.

Fig. 3.17. Water-containers (Ijanafiyyat)

3.3.3.6. Ma{bakh, Murakkab (Kitchen)

At the upper floors of the house and near upper

terraces, the family ma\bakh would be located and
equipped with a stone-built coal oven or a cooking-range
with three or four grid-ironed fire holes. Wood charcoal
was used as the fuel for cooking and boiling water.
There would also be a cupboard for food and utensil
storage. In large houses accommodating a multi-family,
there would be a small kitchen on every floor in the
house and a main kitchen for special occasions. In

Upper Floors
Fig. 3.18. al-Murakkab.

22 Sketch based on the descriptions of mu 'allem §atfaqah Karkachin (who is introduced later in the
research).
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houses where kitchens were not provided, the khazdnah was used alternatively for
storing and cooking. In such cases, proper ventilation and accessible water supplies
were provided for such functions as cooking, storing as well as the reception of close
female guests.

3.3.3.7. Mabit (Night-room)

This room was usually located in front of the
kitchen at the top of the house, and opened to a terrace.
It was used for furniture storage and for food preparation
(even animal slaughtering in houses that did not have a

court). It was always used for eating, living and sleeping
by the family members in summer. In large houses there
would be another room in the roof for the use of female

servants. The mabit would be washed daily, then
mattresses would be laid after sunset so that family
members, especially children, could sleep when they
desire.

Upper Floors
Fig. 3.19. al-Mabil.

3.3.3.8. Khardjah, Sutuh (Roof-top terrace)

Located on the upper levels of the house, the
khardjah was used for sleeping, family and children
gatherings, preparing food and drying clothes. They
usually communicated with a kitchen and a water-closet.
It was most common to find more than three khardjdt in
the Makkan house distributed over two or three floors.

It was suiTounded with latticed wooden parapets or

pierced brick walls (adjur) for privacy maintenance
while allowing ventilation23. In Jeddah, and because of

1 i

LJ * *

Upper Floors
Fig. 3.20. al-Khardjah.

the shortage of land, the sutuh was the alternative for the private courts of Makkah

23 The alternating brick patterns of the adjur parapets work in the same way as the rowshan in
cooling and de-humidifying the air.
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and Al-Madinah. This roof was also used for collecting rainwater, and so it was

usually constructed with a slight slope leading to a hole at one side, into which
rainwater was led and then guided to the underground §ehridj (water-tank) via a

canvas gutter as mentioned previously. On khardjat, straw-stuffed mattresses were

provided along the safyarat, saiyyasim (chests or cupboards) which were used for
storing clothing items.

The sutuh was an outcome of the reduction of building volume towards the
top. It was screened from all sides by parapets but opened to the sky. In addition to
the horizontal extension of the inside space, khdrdjdt provided the house with an

upward vertical extension towards the sky. Most houses had more than one khdrdjah
(Fig. 3.20) which were situated in different levels on top of the house, providing a

direct horizontal extension of the adjacent interior space to a private open space well
above the lower floors.

The wooden fixtures of the parapet walls of the su{uh as well as the various
projections and the juxtaposition of irregular heights, all added to the desired
proportioning, flexibility and practicality of the traditional HedjazI house.

3.3.4. Other features of the house

3.3.4.1. Niqush, Zakharif (Decorations, ornamentation)

The HedjazI house was adorned with several types of ornamentation. These
could be classified into three categories: geometric motifs (ashkal handasiyyah), floral
motifs (ashkal nabdtiyyah) and calligraphy (kitabat, ta'rikh). To achieve any of the
three types of decorations, it was common to use wood and gypsum/stucco for high-
relief decorations, paints and lime pigments for flush-surfaces drawings, and chiselling
for low-relief engravings and carving. Woodwork involved rounding, carving,
colouring and assembling of various sizes and types of wood to achieve the desired
effect.
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The fact that the houses of Jeddah

and Al-Madinah were built with

sedimentary materials that were malleable
to decoration, like lime-stone in Jeddah
and mud in Al-Madinah, made it possible
for craftsmen to elaborate on the

ornamentation of column capitals, wall
engravings and other motifs (both high
and low-reliefs). The houses of Makkah,

being dependent mainly on mountain
stone for their construction (i.e., basalt,

granite), were stripped of such
ornamentation, except for colourful
alternating brick patterns known as adjur.
Geometric and floral motifs were based

on the repetition of selected forms
(mostly very simple ones). In larger
merchant houses, some pre-Islamic,
Mogul Indian and Byzantine motifs were

used. Calligraphy was the most popular
art of decoration in traditional Hedjaz,
most of which were based on Qur'anic
verses and Ahadith (Prophet's sayings).

Fig. 3.21. A combination of geometric and floral motifs.

3.3.4.2. Shughul al-khashab, A 'mal al-nidjarah (Woodwork and

carpentry)

This included the frames of windows, doors, parapets, lintels, arches and
balconies. Most of the wood was imported from Africa, India and Indonesia. Types
of wood that were imported from these regions were characterised by their
composition of variegated species of hard wood that were suitable mainly for
construction (especially the suspension of the house as discussed in chapter six).
However, lighter and softer types of wood were also brought to Hedjaz from these,
and other localities, and were used for the construction of the grills of mashrabiyyat
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and other intricate woodwork. Haramdfnat or balconies required the combination of
hard wood as structural elements and softer ones for ornamentation necessary for the
completion of this element of the house.

3.3.5. Special ground floor arrangement: the case of Al-Madinah

It is noted that the houses of Al-Madinah portrayed a great resemblance with
Mamluk and Ottoman houses of Cairo and Syria in terms of their plan layout, room
configuration and functions, terminologies and construction techniques. This may be
due to the duration of the Egyptian presence in Al-Madinah even prior to 1517 AD
(which continued up until the late 1900s). This point was mentioned in most
travellers' accounts, and those of the traditional master builders24. The following are

the components of the traditional HedjazI house of Al-Madinah region. The qa 'ah and
dfwan in these houses replaced the madjlis and maq 'ad of Jeddah and Makkah.

3.3.5.1. Housh (Open-court)

Courtyard houses were mostly encountered in Al-Madinah. The court itself was
either a square or a rectangle surrounded by a number of rooms, service staircase, the
entrance and the qa 'ah. In the housh, livestock would be kept - in most cases it was
either sheep or goats to use their milk everyday and occasionally to provide meat for
an unexpected important guest. The courtyard was used for reception and family
entertaining.

3.3.5.2. DTwan (Reception-hall, sitting-room)

This was a rectangular central court which was approached from the dihlfz via
a bent axis. The minwar - a staircase opening to the diwan - is stepped inward from
the top to facilitate the flow of air into the interior. The diwan normally had a covered
sitting area on one side only, with most of the inner spaces having openings to the

24 An example of those travellers would be Burton's accounts of the inhabitants of Al-Madinah :
"In Madina most of the artisans were neither slaves nor foreigners and were mostly Egyptians."
(Burton, 1855. 178). This observation was confirmed by the head of the building guild of Al-Madinah,
mu 'allem Ahmad Hamzah al-Rlff. (Tape-recorded interview, Al-Madinah, April 25, 1990).
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dfwan. It was connected and/or

overlooked by a number of rooms and
openings in the staircase. It was

furnished in the same manner as al-

maq 'ad with a fountain in the centre

especially in large houses. Larger
family houses would also have two

maqa'id for different age groups. In
the case of a male guest sleeping
overnight, al-dfwan functioned as the Ground Floor
guest house. For this reason, al-dfwan F's-3-22- D'wd"and minwar-
was always equipped with a merhad,
or bait al-ma (water-closet) for the guests' use. In some cases, al-dfwan was flanked
with a small room for male servants in the case of large houses, otherwise, servants
simply slept in the dihlfz on wooden beds in winter or outside the house in
summer.

In large houses, two large iwanat existed, one for guests and another for the
living quarters of a servant and his family. These were also substituted by dikkak
(elevated platforms made out of wood) and sitting areas. The servant's fwan was also

equipped with a dikkah and a store room.

3.3.5.3. Qa'ah (Hall)

Like the dfwan, the qa 'ah served as a

living area on the ground floor at the rear of the
house. The qa 'ah was rectangular in plan, on

both sides of which were spaces for sitting
known as mu'akhkhar (rear room). In

proportion, the width of the qa 'ah was

approximately one third of its length. The
central part of the qa 'ah, served as the entrance
and circulation area. The qa 'ah was reached
through the dfwan, and it usually had no openings at the sides but instead had one

Ground Floor
Fig. 3.23. Qa 'ah and Baiahandj.
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opening on the roof called jila. The jila had flaps which were opened or closed by
means of ropes pulled from below depending on the position of the sun.

There was an obvious similarity in the organization of domestic spaces in
Makkah, Jeddah and Al-Madinah, particularly noticeable in the importance of the
qa 'ah - or its equivalents in these towns - which played a significant role in that it
enabled the master of the house to entertain visitors without permitting them inside
the house itself. This explains the presence of benches placed in recesses in the lateral
walls and also the elaborate decoration of the qa 'ah.

3.3.5.4. Minwar (Staircase light-well)

This air/light shaft was the only three dimensional void (enclosed by wall
surfaces) provided within the main body of the HedjazI house, and was found only in
Al-Madinah (an insignificant number of manawer (n.sing. minwar) were found in
Makkah and Jeddah). It provided the spaces located far from the main fagade with
ventilation and natural illumination.

3.3.5.5. Jila, Baddhandj/Ba^ahandj (Skylight)

An octagonal sky-light that was found in the qa 'ah or diwan. The badahandj
and jila of Al-Madinah seems to share their names with the wind-catches of the
Cairene houses of the same period. It is believed that the term badahandj is originally
Turkish, while jila is derived from the Arabic word jala'/jala which means clarity, to
reveal or to make clear25.

3.3.6. Simple Turkish houses (16th/17th century)

The description of houses of this type depended mainly on the historical and
graphical documentation by Jean-Pierre Greenlaw in "The Coral Buildings of Suakin."

25 The jila was covered with gumash gal' (sail cloth) that controlled the amount of light and air
entering the diwan. The movement of revealing more light from the ceiling is described as jila.
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In his analysis, Greenlaw called these houses the 'original type', which were small
single-story houses built out of coral blocks and consisted of one to three rooms (Fig.
3.24.).

Dehliz

Makhzan

Majlis

Dehliz or
Diwan

Bait al-ma

Majlis

Bait al-ma

Housh
Fig. 3.24. Small houses from the island of Sawakin (modified
from Greenlaw, 1976. 23).

Unlike the houses of the

Turkish/Egyptian period of the second
group, the larger part of the simple
Turkish house was reserved for

reception and family living, while the
remaining part functioned as the
family living quarters. Such houses
were never higher than two floors, but
were usually of one floor only. They
consisted of two madakhil (entrances),
a dihliz (entrance- lobby), a housh
(court)26, a madjlis (reception- room),
a dfwan (reception-hall or sitting-
room), a makhzan (storage-room), two marahid (latrines), a small kitchen, a family
living-room (called the second madjlis) and a khardjah (roof-terrace). In the case of
a single story house, there was usually a large kitchen, a living-room for the family
(called the top madjlis), a latrine, and a terrace with storage-space. From the entrance,
a guest went to the dihliz through
which he had access to the housh

overlooked by a spacious diwdn. A
madjlis was connected to the housh
and extended by means of a shed into
the court. A store was connected to

the interior of the madjlis. As for the
latrine, it was accessible through the court.

A.

Jift.
*—n -sSa.-

jtyj l » E
\ r~

.fSfSfeLi
Fig. 3.25. Elevations of the house (Greenlaw, 1976. 23).

26 Although Jeddah and Sawakin are climatically identical, the interior courtyard {fyoush) appeared
only in Sawakin and Al-Madinah.
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3.4. Typology of the traditional HedjazI house

In the process of cultural exchange between the sub-cultures of Hedjaz, when
king Abdul Aziz attacked Hedjaz in 1922 AD/1341 AH, people from Makkah left
their city for Jeddah where they settled with relatives, friends or whoever invited them
to live in their homes. This was a period of significant cultural exchange between the
Makkans and the people of Jeddah. An increased variety of ideas on building methods
and even building materials was exchanged and applied during these days. As a

consequence, much of the terminology of the different localities of Hedjaz has been
used interchangeably ever since.

Furthermore, during the late 1800s, wealthy merchants and ashraff travelled
beyond Hedjaz and came back with foreign wives and new ideas and, often foreign
craftsmen to give form to these ideas. Their aim was to make their houses so different
from the others that any attempt at imitations - by local mu'allemin - would take
some time to succeed. These individualistic trends to appear different from everyone

else were particularly evident in the case of those who did not regard themselves as

part of the social elite (e.g., new comers to Hedjaz). This group was invariably the
initiator of 'radical' change, introducing all kinds of modifications and spending large
sums of money to establish themselves as part of the upper classes of society.

The general organization of the traditional HedjazI house derived from the
organization of the different patterns of houses that were produced in the Arab world,
these were: the central open court type surrounded by rooms (mostly found in Al-
Madinah), the external court type (found in Makkah), or the type with no court (as
those of Jeddah). These variations were mainly attributed to a number of reasons,
given the great chronological and geographical extent of the Hedjaz region and the
slight diversity of the cultural aspects. The essential unity of the architecture of the
Western region of Arabia was attributed to the Ottoman/Egyptian influence; similar
forms, motifs, space organization and the like occur from Jeddah to Al-Madinah.
Nevertheless, within this general framework, there are well defined regional varieties,
all of which developed through time. These variations were caused by many factors
including availability of building land, topography, climate and socio-economic status,
with religious demands, social customs and personal needs being almost uniform all
over Hedjaz.
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The comparative analysis represented by Figure (3.A.) summarizes the several
common characteristics of typical traditional HedjazI houses. It is clear that, in most
traditional HedjazI houses, spaces were arranged from the most public to the most

private. The front entrance was usually the place of exchange between the public
world and the private interior of the house. On the
outside, there was a differentiation of territory from the
street to the front door, elaborated by a matfabah,
merkaz (sitting platform) or an archway. On the inside,
the house entry was partially separated from the rest of
the house, so arranged so that the visitor cannot see

directly into the house. Indirectly or directly accessible
to the entrance was the dihli'z, qa 'ah (hall) which led to

the maq'ad, madjlis (reception). This was, in turn,

adjacent to the §uffah. These were the main public pig. 3.26. spaces were arranged from
, - • . , • i i , _ • / ., v the most public to the most private.

places, often associated with them was a merhad (toilet),
a khuzdnah (closet) and/or a murakkab (kitchen).

Semi-PtlVJ

I Semi-Public j
t

Transitional stages were grouped yet separated from the rest of the house by
level changing (Fig 3.27 a & b.), by distance or by change in hall-way configuration
(i.e., narrowing width, lowering ceilings). All rooms of the house, save the
antechamber, had exterior walls and windows. It was common for the madjlis, maq 'ad
to open directly to a haramdinah (balcony), a khardjah (terrace), or a find', housh to
allow for outdoor recreation. The outdoor area in front of the house was stepped up

for passive activities, mostly for senior members of the household.

Corridor (Buffer-Zone)

Staircase

Men Circulation

-► Women Circulation

—► Mixed Circulation

Ground Floor Upper Floors
Fig. 3. 27a. Corridors working as buffer-zones.
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Circulation elements took place
in a diffused manner through spaces and private

rooms as well as in areas that were Private

mainly designated for that purpose. Semi-Private

Rooms were situated along a corridor Semi-Public

which worked as a buffer zone (Fig.
3.27 a.) and were never directly Fig. 3.27b. changing levels of privacy,

approached (Fig. 3.28.). Staircases were

used to access particular rooms (i.e., male and female areas). The staircase was usually
concealed, while located near most rooms to create a link between levels which united
the house. As discussed earlier, names of certain spaces in the house did not

necessarily refer to the activities that took place in them, it was the nature of the space

that determined what happened in it. For example, al-maq 'ad which was situated in
the public reception areas, was a very active area, while the family madjlis - situated
in the private family areas - was more passive than the rest of the house.

Maq'ad (Reception) Madjlis (family living)

Corridor (Buffer-Zone)

Ground Floor Upper Floors

I Staircase

Men Circulation

*■ Women Circulation

► Mixed Circulation

Fig. 3.28. Rooms were never approached directly.

Generally, the traditional house of Hedjaz can be divided into two main parts:
servant and served (Fig. 3.29.). The servant part is represented by the kitchen,
bathrooms, and stores. The served section is the reception and living areas, lounges
and othermulti-function rooms. Staircases, corridors and antechambers represented the
circulation elements between rooms and floors. Ground floors were reserved for the

reception and entertainment of guests, while upper floors were occupied by the family.
Accordingly, these were usually larger than the ground floor area since it catered for
a larger number of people of different genders and ages.
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Servant

Served

Staircase

Ground Floor Upper Floors
Fig. 3.29. The house was divided into two main parts: servant and served

The houses of Makkah and Al-Madinah represented some variations that were
not uniform throughout Hedjaz. For example, because the houses of Makkah
developed as row houses, walls on the longer sides were shared by adjoining units.
This gave them a characteristically 'thin' and tall appearance, with rooms arranged
vertically in most cases. Another major characteristic is that the area of the Makkan
house decreased upwards in order to allow sufficient space for khardjat (terraces).
These were highly utilized by the Makkan for sleeping during the coolness of the
night.

In Makkah and Al-Madinah, where the terrain is hilly, the typical spatial
organization of houses was maintained, regardless of site irregularities. This
compliance underlines the role of custom rather than local technical constraints in
shaping the house and determining its spatial configuration. Furthermore, the courtyard
houses of Makkah and Al-Madinah afforded many things: they meet the climatic
needs of these regions by acting as a channel for breeze, they provided outdoor spaces
for household activities (e.g., drying of clothes), and they provided spaces for
communal ceremonies. Perhaps most important, they acted as outdoor spaces for
women, especially if we consider the fact that women spent most of their lives inside
the house.

3.4.1. Contrast with houses of other Muslim countries

As discussed in chapter one, by the end of the 17th century AD, the original
population of Hedjaz has become increasingly mixed with people from different and
distant locations such as Yemen, Hadramout (south Arabia), Egypt, Persia, Turkey,
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India, the southern fringes of Russia (Afghanistan, Bukhara, Bashkir & Daghestan),
Syria, Morocco, Southern Africa and South East Asia. But only those who chose to
become Muslims were able to settle in the towns and mix with the local inhabitants

as accepted members of the community and were therefore able to merge and blend
with those of the indigenous population. The character of the resultant cultural
accretion was naturally influenced by the numbers and backgrounds of the various
settlers. For example, particularly large numbers of immigrants from Yemen,
Hadramout, Egypt and South East Asia settled in Jeddah and Makkah and smoothly
interwove with the local culture to form the pattern of permanent mutual assimilation.

The building craft greatly gained from this process because of the relatively
advanced building technology that these cultures brought to Hedjaz. As discussed in
the following chapters, a catalogue of their contribution would include building tools,
construction methods and techniques, materials, an augmented nomenclature and a

long experience in the building craft27. Professionals like caipenters, plasters,
blacksmiths and others were among the most welcome settlers for their ability to
enhance the houses of wealthy clients like merchants and ashraff who, in most cases,
facilitated their journey from their homelands to Hedjaz and provided them with the
necessities of their settlement in cities like Jeddah and Makkah. Merchants played the
role of patrons for these craftsmen for a long period afterwards.

The Turkish government also seems to have brought a number of their
craftsmen to the area28, especially to build private palaces and garrisons, which
would explain the greater Turkish influence upon the early education of mu 'allemfn
and other craftsmen before an Egyptian authority took over around the 1850s. Some
major modifications to building technology took place, mostly in the form of
improvements in tools, techniques and methods of construction. Among the most
noticeable features introduced during this period were the large bay-windows, which

27 Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin spoke of craftsmen from Egypt, Syria and Yemen who worked in
Hedjaz for years long before he became the head of the building guild in Jeddah. Eventually, some of
them settled in the region and were recognized as Hedjazles like mu 'allem Jamil Sha'rawl (Egyptian),
mu 'allem Seradj MadanI (Egyptian), and mu 'allem Ahmad Shams (Indian). Those mu 'allemin had
HcdjazT apprentices who later became mu 'allemin themselves and followed their masters' building
techniques and terminologies.

28 Some of the most prominent mu 'allemin of traditional Hedjaz were known locally to be of
foreign origins. These were masters of different professions and speciality, and the influence of their
backgrounds was transmitted by their apprentices for generations afterwards.
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came to be known as rowshan or the Egyptian mashrabiyyah in the local Hedjazi
dialect, and al-bait al-monazam (symmetrical building models).

It should go without saying that strictly formal comparison of the traditional
Hedjazi house with later houses or with similar houses in other cultures is of very
limited value without consideration of the specific context of historical, socio-cultural
and economic factors. Therefore, the analysis of this section does not engage in the
study in the cultural backgrounds of foreign houses - as it is outside the scope of this
research - and concentrates on broad contrasts between architectural solutions to

similar problems. It is also important to establish here and once again that the
traditional Hedjazi solution of architectural and structural problems were always dealt
with collectively by looking at similar problems and their solutions of other localities.
'Spontaneous adaptation' rather than imitation was the norm of builders of the whole
region under the Ottoman influence (Egypt, Syria, Yemen, North Africa, Persia, India)
which was more or less coherent29.

What we can call Islamic cities in which different forms of houses evolved are

to be found in different parts of the world (not necessarily Arab). Certainly, we can

not expect the urban life in these localities to have taken the same form in all these
regions, not so much because of supposed differences of national characteristics as

because of varying soils and climates, different inheritances and involvements of
various commercial activities. In search of common factors between the traditional

Hedjazi house and other Muslim houses, we find that the presence of the Ottoman
influence upon a number of these regions as a suitable denominator. Such regions like
Egypt, Syria, Iraq and Yemen are quite suitable for the purpose of architectural
contrast intended in this section. The similarity between the houses of Hedjaz and
those of the island of Sawakin also makes this a suitable case for comparison.

Furthermore, the difference between house forms within each of these localities

must be bome in mind before any contrast is to be conducted, so that we should not,

for example, apply the northern parts of Egypt to its southern model, or that of upper
Syria to its central regions and so forth. In general, this section is mainly concerned

19 It was also claimed that Hedjazi architecture is "in part the result of influences introduced by
Malayan craftsmen, which testifies to the cosmopolitan nature of the region..." See Glasse, Cyril. The
Concise Encyclopedia of Islam. London: Stacey Int., 1989. 152.
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with house examples which were sufficiently documented and illustrated - mainly
during the 18th and 19th centuries AD).

One can also speak of the influence of the traditional HedjazI house on other
Arab or Muslim domestic architecture. Examples of the Sawaknf or the Swahili
houses30 are directly related to the HedjazI house in my opinion. However, although
this kind of study is outside the scope of this research, examples of houses of different
regions are included in figure (3.B.). Consequently, when we speak about the form-
evolution of the traditional HedjazI house as a genuine expression of the
characteristics of the region and its people, we must also take into considerations the
sphere of outside influences. Such influences affect the course and character of the
final product (the house). Through direct contact between the merchants of Hedjaz and
those of other regions and between the pilgrims and the native Hedjazles, similarities
of forms between the traditional HedjazI house and other Muslim nations becomes
obvious. And the more frequent the contact, the closer the characteristics of form. The
writings of many travellers to Arabia have revealed some sort of similarities and
differences between the Hedjazi houses and those of Cairo, Syria, Istanbul and Yemen.
For instance, Snouck Hurgronje mentioned that the ashraff and rich merchants of
Hedjaz were in the habit of employing Turkish, Syrian and Egyptian architects for the
production of their house31.

The major obtainable result from the comparison between the traditional
HedjazI houses and those of other Islamic regions is that it is very difficult to
determine the extent of influence exerted by the architecture of one culture over the
other. The apparent similarity between the houses of one region and another does not
indicate which of them was more influential over the other. It is also noted that the

houses of some regions, like Cairo and Al-Madinah for example, are more closely
related to each other than those of Jeddah and Iraq.

30 Coral buildings of the East African Coast were referred to by Kirkman as Arab buildings,
established by merchants from Arabia who married local African women. See Kirkman, James S. The
Arab City of Gedi: Excavations at the Great Mosque - Architecture and Finds. London: Oxford
University Press, 1954. Passim.

31 Hurgronje, Snouck C. Mekkah in the Latter Part of the 19th Century. Trans. J. H. Monahan.
London: Luzac and Co., 1931. 38.
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In general, however, one can say that the basic principle of space configuration
in most, if not all, of these regions is quite similar. The concern for privacy
determines to a great extent the location of reception areas and buffer zones in terms
of their relation to the main entrance. Privacy maintenance is achieved in different
ways in different regions, and is manifested through various architectural solutions like
bent-entrances leading to corridors then to main reception areas, while the family
section of the house is either moved to upper floors or pushed to the far end of the
house. In Yemen, the spatial arrangement of the houses in comparison to that of the
traditional HedjazI house is inverted (up-side-down). In the Yemeni house, reception
areas are located on the upper floors while the family living quarters occupy the lower
floors.

In the traditional HedjazI house, the location of the staircase was carefully
considered to achieve maximum privacy for female movement within the house. While
it was usually located in the centre or the far end of the house, the staircase was

always separated from the rest of the house by corridors or antechambers. In some

cases, special concealed staircases were provided specially for female movement. In
all cases, no direct visual access from the entrance to the staircase was maintained.

Houses with courtyards like those of Damascus, Cairo, Baghdad and Al-
Madinah had a slightly different space arrangement than those of Makkah, Jeddah and
San'a. The latter were mainly introverted, where the interior elevations were

considered to be the exterior ones and were more elaborate in decoration and

elevational treatment. Courtyards tended to determine the circulation of both family
members and guests in such a way that activities like reception and living on the
ground floor couldnot be carried out simultaneously. In smaller houses, reception areas

overlooking the court were either sealed off the rest of the house with parapets, or
were given the entire ground floor while family living quarters occupied upper floors.

The most noticeable foreign influence on the traditional HedjazI house is
manifested in its decoration, which was always integrated with the fabric of the house
rather than being applied as an after-thought. Traditional HedjazI woodwork, for
example, had hints of Malayan, Indonesian and Indian influences, where most of the
wood came from. On the last page of figure (3.B.), an entrance from a Indian house
is shown. Note the similarity in the overall design and decoration schemes of the door,
the iron railings on the windows with those of a traditional HedjazI door.
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A final note that is worth mentioning is that no significant similarity could be
detected between the traditional houses of Hedjaz and those of Turkey, other than the
projecting oriel-windows. Otherwise, I found the plan configuration, architectural
features and the spatial organization of both house models to be very different.
Accordingly, I believe that attributing some features of the traditional HedjazI house
to the Turks is only based on the fact that the Ottomans (Turkish/Egyptian) dominated
the region during the evolution of the house (which would only explain the similarities
between the technical terminology of these regions). However, as discussed in chapter
six, there are enough evidence to suggest that Turkish builders and craftsmen were

active in some parts of Hedjaz like Taif and Al-Madinah. The same could be said
about other Arab/Muslim regions that came under the Ottoman influence like Cairo,
Syria and Iraq.

3.5. The social morphology of the HedjazI house

The way traditional HedjazI families organized household tasks was related to

age, gender and socio-cultural status of the inhabitants, and their interpretation of the
roles, routines and rituals assigned to each group. The following section deals with the
classification of activities and space, their relative position, demarcation and meanings.
This should help identifying the reciprocal relation between the design, meaning and
use of the traditional HedjazI domestic space.

3.5.1. Relationships between spaces and household activities

Investigating domestic activity systems is a useful starting point for better
understanding of the culture within which the traditional HedjazI house developed.
These could also lead to an understanding of lifestyles (which determined the spatial
organization of the house). In this section, activities of the house, the specific way of
carrying them out and where were they carried out, other associated activities and the
meaning associated with each activity all are dealt with. This analysis reveals some

aspects of the communal lifestyle, images, values, norms and sub-cultures all of which
are important in explaining the organization of space, people, time and meaning inside
the house.
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3.5.1.1. Activities of the house

The HedjazI house was like a net of affective and spatial considerations that
formed an interactive whole. Activities in the house were not mainly determined by
the pace of activities (e.g., Kitchen = fast-paced, bedroom = slow-paced) but rather
by environmental constraints such as the day and night cycle, and seasonal and lunar
changes. Furthermore, the spatial location of domestic activities in the house
conformed to the way domestic chores were commonly classified, located and
interrelated. For example, most roomy spaces, like the madjlis, accommodated the
activities of eating, sleeping and leisure activities juxtaposed.

It is to be noted that while diurnal and nocturnal activities of the house

overlapped, spaces in which each set of activities was carried out differed greatly.
Therefore, it would be more reasonable to discuss the activities carried out in each

space according to the season and time of a day, and the gender/age-specific nature
of activities and their assigned spaces.

The principal location of rooms
in the house had a special connotation.
"...aim for the chest, even if you were

penniless,"*1 which means that if one

was invited to a house, one should

position oneself in the focal position to

gain the respect of the others, this shows
how the traditional Hedjazles reserved a

high esteem for such locations. When a

guest was greeted at the centre of each
room, he was figuratively at the centre
of the host's attention, the most

important person in the house at that
moment. Senior members of the

household and very special guests were
Fig. 331. at-Merkaz.

the occupiers of such highly honoured
locations. We should note that this is a conceptual place and not a physical one. Also

32 A traditional Hedjazi proverb.
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note that a single room could have more than one 'centre' depending on the time of
day. For example, al-merkaz (a high sitting-platform) would be the focus of the
reception area in the morning, while jalsat al-rowshan (the sitting area in the bay-
window) would be the focus of that same room in the afternoon and so forth. The
sedjniyyah or the cover of the merkaz became synonymous with it, and were used
interchangeably to mean the 'important or principal place.'

Furnishing the house was the task of the ladies. Furniture were not designed
to be manipulated: once arranged, pieces were almost fixed. Generally, there was little
movable pieces of furniture in the house (most of the house furniture were built-in like
ma$a\ib or elevated platforms, and recessed-wall shelves). In general, the HedjazI
house lacked furniture if contrasted with today's houses. Accordingly, it was necessary
for all activities to take place on the floor or built-in benches. Various portable items
were used for activities which today call for relatively immovable furniture. For
example, the cotton-stuffed mattresses discussed earlier were used for sleeping, low
tables were used for dining and the preparation of food. These were stored after use
to make room for other activities. Since the floor was used for both sleeping and
sitting, it had to be made 'comfortable' by covering it with thick or double carpets.

Floor seating also allowed for large number of people to be received unlike
modern houses where there are usually more people than pieces of furniture can hold.
However, and as discussed later in the research, furniture had special values in
traditional HedjazT houses: because they were bought to stay, virtually every object in
the house had a specific identity and a highly-valued history. These were not treated
as commodities with a market value like today's furniture. Towards the middle 1900s,
the traditional HedjazT house saw the introduction of relatively immovable furniture
like dining tables, dekkak, sofas and other sitting couches. One would think that since
storage furniture like cupboards and built-in shelves were replaced the newly-
introduced items to free the walls and make furniture placement easier: they were no

longer needed. The fact is that they remained in the house despite the fact that they
hindered - in some cases - the placement of wooden book shelves and cupboards.

The introduction of new immovable furniture resulted in designating function-
specific rooms inside the house. The new desire to have different rooms for particular
activities led to the building of annexes or the subdividing of exiting rooms to create
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new ones assigned for a new activity. This practice, combined with the introduction
of more immovable furniture resulted in extremely crowded interior spaces. However,
the actual patterns of space use have changed only modestly. Sitting and eating
remained to be carried out on the floor during informal events, while sleeping and
other passive activities were carried out in various places in the house.

There were no furniture warehouses where Hedjazles went for selecting their
home-fitments other than zuqaq al-khdrap'n (the lane of turners) who specialized in
making wooden tables, chests and cupboards. The level of furnishing the house was

an indication of the family's wealth. The more movable pieces of furniture, the higher
the income of the family (the same distinction was also applied to furniture made
locally or imported). It was actually the amount and quality of wood used in the
manufacturing of furniture that made the distinction, because of the relatively high
cost of wood in Hedjaz.

Eating areas were defined by laying a sufrah (table-cloth) or a low wooden
table - (abliyyah - which was laid directly on the floor at the meal-time. Again, the
person setting aid ra'saha (lit. on it's head = the principle position) was usually the
head or mistress of the family and other respected guest.

The location of the zir (earthen water-container) in the merha4 of each floor
imposed a direct connection between this room and the rest of the house (this water
container held the water needed for different activities). Accordingly, the water-closet
had to be visually and physically isolated from the rest of the house, while
maintaining direct accessibility for both guests and members of the household. The
saqqd (water-carrier) had to have a direct access to this room and, at the same time,
had to be confined to a semi-public area. Water-closets were thus located in close
proximity to the staircase which was designed in such a way that ensured the privacy
of adjacent rooms. A technique devised by the mu 'allemin allowed each flight of
stairs to be concealed from the rest of the staircase (Fig. 3.32.)33 so that unexpected
encounters between non-related men and women were eliminated.

33 Figure (3.32.) is modified from a sketch by Faden, Yousef. Traditional Houses of Makkah: The
Influence of Socio-Cultural Themes Upon Arab-Muslim Dwellings. Ed. Aydin Germen. Islamic
Architecture and Urbanism. Proceedings of a symposium. Dammam, Saudi Arabia: King Faisal
University, January, 1980. 318.
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Fig. 3.32. Each flight of stairs was concealed from the rest of the staircase.

The toilet in the HedjazI house is a place where both temporal and spiritual dirt
is eliminated, and hence where God's Name may not be uttered. Therefore, toilets
were (and still are) divided in such a way that provided clean spaces where one can

utter the ablution prayer away from the temporal functions of the toilet. A sink was

provided outside the door of the toilet area specially for this purpose.

Rooms in the traditional HedjazI house changed functions and activities from
one hour of the day to the other. 'Portable' bedrooms and sofas were represented by
the use of batermat - mattresses - for sitting or sleeping, almost anywhere in the
house. The time of the year and day determined the location of such activities like
sleeping for example: laying mattresses in the khardjat after sunset or during the
hottest part of the year turned them into bedrooms and living areas, and attached
strings of restrictions to them concerning accessibility, clothing, behaviours, etc.

3.5.1.2, Use of space and its effects on domestic architecture

As seen earlier, the spatial organization of HedjazI houses differed from the
traditional Arab courtyard houses in terms of their connection with the outside world:
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the street. While the Arab house is inward looking towards the centre, the HedjazI
house opened up fully to the street. To achieve visual connection from the outside to
the inside, space was oriented accordingly. The possibility of horizontal expansion was

achieved by an appropriate treatment of the window openings, and the possibility of
vertical expansion by the treatment of the height of ceilings. These techniques allowed
for a strong connection with the outside through their capability of horizontally
allowing light and breeze, and visual range to reach beyond the skin of the house to
the outside34. While vertically, the feeling of spaciousness was conveyed by
extending the height of rooms. This was shown clearly in the increase of openness
towards the upper floors of the house until the level of the sutuh (open-terrace)35.

Another aspect of the spatial organization of the HedjazI house was the
convention of providing a space within the main space of the room. These minor
spaces were usually connected to the outside by one way or another to achieve an

outward extension to the main space. An example of this would be the extension of
the rowshan's sitting area away from the main space of the room and into the space

of the street. But unlike sitting in the street, the rowshan was still within the private
realm of the house and an integral part of the inside.

Similar techniques were also employed to enhance the quality of the interior
space by allowing natural light and breeze to an otherwise dim and hot area. They also
added minor spaces with different characteristics and functions. An example of those
could be seen in Makkah where a private open space surrounded by a wall and
annexed to the main body of the building was a way of connecting the outside with
the inside36. The outcome was a house that lent itself to the street while fully
retaining its introverted and private qualities.

34 Visually speaking, the wooden-latticed windows were connectors between from the inside space
to the outdoors, while they were visual barriers from the outside to the house interior. They were large
and transparent, yet their geometrical patterns completely concealed this openness from the outside.

35 Eyuce, Ahmet T. Solid and Void Relationships in the Traditional Architecture of the Western
Region. Manuscript. Jeddah: K.A.A. University, [n.d.].

36 This relatively small, private open-space was obtained by a recess in the main body of the
building.
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Furthermore, the alleyway within the fyara was considered and treated by the
residents as a semi-private space as discussed earlier. A hierarchical sequence of open
spaces on the street level - from most public to most private - has been established by
the prevailing cultural norms of the hara. These norms resulted in semi-private open

spaces restricted to only a few residents and could not be trespassed by others. This
hierarchical sequence was carried on from the hara to boundaries of the house itself,
and then completed within the house. As a rule, the deeper one entered within these
spaces, the closer and more familiar one was to the residents around these space. In
the house, the closer one was to the family - ranging from a friend to a member of
the family - the deeper and higher one could move within the house.

The relative position of the entrance hall, for example, to the other rooms of
the house illustrates that although there is no direct correlation between the nominal
distance between rooms of each house, there was an underlying structure that enabled
the position of rooms to be considered with respect to the desired degree of privacy
envisaged by the residents. This concern for privacy and its hierarchy was not only
important in the location of rooms relative to the public realm of the hara, but also
in defining the spatial relations between rooms. That is, whether they were accessible
only from a circulation corridor, or whether there was a sequencing of spaces or

changes of levels between them. The strict adherence to visual privacy for the family
also precluded any overlooking of a neighbour's property. Thus the uniform height
that was so characteristic of a traditional HedjazI settlement was as much an outcome
of this social convention as it was of technological limitations and pressures for
development.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ORAL HISTORY AS A SOURCE OF TRADITION

Introduction

I believe that man and his built-environment formed a single system and that
the study of one part of this system would reveal something of the other. Yet one
ought to acknowledge, in interpreting man's built-environment, that the results are not

always safe from presuppositions and prejudice, nor do they yield satisfactory or

widely acceptable conclusions on their own; to interpret the meaning of traditional
domestic architecture on the evidence of the physical form alone is to become hostage
to one's own intellectual perceptions. And these could be far removed from those of
the user or designer.

Therefore, for a traditional house to be studied, it must be considered from
inside the culture that produce it, stressing what the people in that culture themselves
emphasize, rather than in terms of an imposed image of an outside observer1.
Researchers are always outsiders, while the natives of a certain studied locale are

insiders. This chapter concentrates on how members of the traditional HedjazI culture
see things through their own perspective. Its evidence is derived from interviews with
a number of traditional master-builders (mu 'allemfn) and prominent HedjazI families
from the three major cities of the region. The main concern of these interviews was

to find out what people thought as much as about what they did.

The testimony of traditional families and builders contribute to this research

through a wide range of insights that support and reinforce certain interpretations, as
well as validating their consistency. The significance of these 'living traditions'2 is

1 Bearing in mind that the subject matter of this research is not the works of architecture as such, but the
meaning that they had for clients and builders within their environment.

2 This is an expression that was coined by Cheikh Amadou Hampate Ba. He saw such testimonies as
"the bond between man and the spoken word", being transformed from one mu 'allem to his apprentice, and
from one generation of mu 'allemfn to the other. These oral transmissions were regarded as bonds that tied
people through the years, as well as bonding houses to their builders. As such, oral transmissions are
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that they render architectural interpretations which were applied at the time the houses
were built and occupied, rather than modern extrapolations. The revelation of the
chronology of building and sequences of development lent perspective upon the
community that stood behind the creation of each house.

The previous chapters are based on written records which help to provide the
setting against which the oral historical traditions of the region may be understood.
These are the main sources of information upon which the rest of the research is
based. In this form, the orally-collected information supplement written records,
complement what has been documented in formal history and provide information
about the past that exists in no other form. Interviews with members and leaders of
the HedjazI building guild, as well as with family members of the major cities of the
region, were conducted with this end in mind.

4.1. Goals and objectives of the interviews

4.1.1. Goals

This orally-collected data was the aim of a field-trip to the major cities of the
region, namely Jeddah, Makkah and Al-Madinah. The procedure of the analysis
conducted, the dates and the people involved are all described in more detail later in
this chapter. The following is a list of the objectives of the fieldwork:

- To produce the data necessary for the reconstruction of the design and
building process of the 18th and 19th centuries Hedjazi houses, aimed at an

understanding of the nature of producing a house in this period from the point
of view of those who lived in it or produced it.

- The assessment of the three major HedjazI cities as to their suitability for
representing the architectural and socio-cultural characteristics of the region in
this historical period.

regarded as the essence of tradition. See Hampate Ba, Cheikh Amadou. "The Living Tradition." General
History of Africa. Ed. J. Ki-Zerbo. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981. 1: 183.
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- The determination of the extent of public (clients) and professional
(mu'allemin) satisfaction with the processes of producing traditional houses
in the region during the historical period of concern.

- To examine the traditional political and economic patterning of human
values, needs and desires as well as the rules and norms of behaviour, the

politics of groups, the economic factors of change, and the dynamics of
complex social interactions. It is my belief that these factors have great
influence upon people's perceptions of house, home, home-range and their
production3.

4.1.2. Immediate objectives

The immediate objectives of the fieldwork were;

- To locate the remaining traditional houses in their natural settings around the
major cities of Hedjaz.

- To locate and interview the remaining 'heads' of the building guild (shefoiikh
al-banna), and mu 'allemin (n.sing. mu 'allem = master-builder) who designed
and built these or similar traditional houses. (Such interviews should preferably
include other craftsmen or apprentices of such mu 'allemin).

- To locate and interview elder clients, owners or relatives of family members
who lived in or witnessed the design and building of traditional houses.

- To locate and interview as many dwellers of traditional neighbourhoods
(harat) as possible.

- To compare and contrast traditional houses built in similar historical periods
around the major cities of Hedjaz, to extrapolate major differences or

similarities in terms of design and building processes, building techniques,

3 These are described later in the research.
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space organization, architectural elements, overall layout of functions and
rooms, family lifestyles and neighbourhoods' social networks,...etc.

- To become familiar with published information and archival collections
relating to the subject under study and the possibility of using these materials
as corroborative evidence when testing oral information for validity.

The main stage of the field-analysis depended on locating and distinguishing
authoritative master-builders and members of the traditional HedjazI society in order
to:

- Determine the authority and control of the master-builder over the
design and building processes as well as to contrast between the socio-cultural
strata of both the client and the designer/builder.

- Determine the authority of the traditional guild of builders over building
codes and regulations.

- Determine the extent of the influence of socio-cultural norms and accepted
behavioural patterns on the production of the traditional house.

- Document and, hence, comprehend details of the traditional building
techniques and construction methods.

- Determine the existence of any particular traditional social functions,
ceremonies or celebrations (physical, spiritual) which were associated with the
process of producing a house.

- Recollect images of the traditional HedjazI way of life in terms of individual
habits, socio-cultural norms, behavioural patterns, typical family lifestyles,
neighbourhood social networks,...etc.

- Determine the traditional position of the master-builder in the communication
process with clients and users of houses.
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Interviews with current or ex-owners of traditional houses were conducted in

order to:

- Construct the living patterns of typical traditional HedjazI families in and
outside the house.

- Establish the degrees of privacy in and outside the traditional house, through
the understanding of a recognized system, one which was considered to be the
norm of each locality.

- Determine the traditional position of actual clients before, during and after
the construction of the house in order to clarify the nature of the
designer/builder-client relationship and the levels of communication between
them.

4.2. Procedure and techniques

The investigation was carried out on the three main cities of Hedjaz; Jeddah,
Makkah, and Al-Madinah. The main targets were the historical areas where a number
of traditional houses could be studied in their natural settings. Architectural and
technical data for demolished buildings were supplied by the Hajj Research Centre at
the University of Umm Al-Qura (Makkah/Saudi Arabia), several branches of the
Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs in the three cities, and interested private
practices. A total of 550 slides of houses were taken on site, while another 120 slides
of the demolished buildings were gathered from different sources (most of which came

from an interested architect and a professional photographer who is mentioned later
in the chapter), and were duplicated for the aid of the study.

The investigation began by locating living builders and clients (or original
households) of these houses as an initial preparation for possible interviews. This was

done through personal contacts and recommendations of former clients and/or of local
municipalities. Most of the conducted interviews were initiated and attended by four
architects besides myself. In acknowledgement of their indispensable assistance, for
which I am deeply indebted, I feel bound to mention their names. One of these
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architects is Mr Hussain Jar who lives in the old part of the city (in a traditional house
that was built in the 1800s AD/1220s AH). His family is well-known in traditional
Jeddah because his younger uncle was killed in an infamous fight just after their house
was built, because he was praising a bridegroom from his neighbourhood in another
territory (hard). (This kind of neighbourhood clash known as hdrawiyyah is explained
in chapter seven). The linguistic competence of Mr Hussain Jar was of vital
importance throughout the interviews which added to the authenticity of the translation
from the traditional HedjazI dialect to the English texts presented in this research.

The second is Mr Talal 'Oraif, a landscape architect and the son of the former
President of the Western Region's district of the Ministry of Post, Telephone and
Telex, and the nephew of the ex-mayor of Makkah. He was born in a typical
traditional Makkan house and still lives in a multi-family house in the old part of the
city. His knowledge of the old towns of Jeddah, Makkah and Taif provided this
research with the most accurate and detailed site-tours. His companionship throughout
the field-study was indeed indispensable. The third, Mr Sa'ud Mahjoub is also a

landscape architect and a professional photographer, and a recipient of many local
design awards. His slide collection of demolished traditional buildings assisted the
mu 'allemfn to identify some of their work and traditional construction techniques. The
last of these architects is Mr Khalid 'Abdou who located the craftsmen and old clients

in Al-Madinah, provided a proper milieu for constructive interviews in this
conservative city and accommodated the team in his house for a number of days. The
troubles he went through to facilitate this work will always be remembered. The
presence of these colleagues also assisted to a great extent in the interpretation of
mu 'allemfn terminologies and the traditional HedjazI dialect.

Once the informant's place of residence4 was determined and appointments
were made, the team visited some of the selected informants' houses. It was my

intention to have a proper social setting for these interviews to produce variations in
the way people could communicate with the team. Instead of asking people about
certain information directly, it was the aim to make them feel as if I was listening to

4 In the city of Jeddah, locating and arranging interviews with master builders was the task of Mr
Hussain Jar, while Mr Jalal 'Oraif located and arranged interviews with the heads of the building guild in
the cities of Makkah and Taif. Mr Khaled 'Abdou located the head of the building guild in Al-Madinah and
arranged for interviews with him before the team travelled to the city.
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them talking about it in an ordinary conversation. One of the main concerns at this
point was the unobtrusive introduction of the tape-recorder so as not to offend the
informants5 or to prevent them from talking freely about their feelings.

The number of the interviewing team (five, including myself) and that of the
informants at any one session simulated the atmosphere of a social visit where several
people participated, correcting and supplementing each other's memory recollection,
rather than a formal interview. The fact that the major bulk of those interviews took
place during the holy month of Ramadan, when social gatherings were common and
welcome daily occurrences, guaranteed the presence of a good number of friends and
relatives in all interviews6. The sense of community that people share in such settings
was at its best and was frequently expressed in talking amongst themselves about the
shared past while the interviewing team were mere listeners.

Therefore, in most cases the meeting took place in a common family living
room, and was sometimes attended by relatives or friends from the informants' side.
Those individuals either assisted in explaining what the informant(s) wanted to say or

helped them to recollect their memories (especially in the cases of very old
informants). For further elaboration on specific technical data, site-visits with the elder
designer and builder were conducted in several occasions which provided insights into
attitudes towards different places, spaces and other features of houses. During these
visits, interviews with present house occupiers were conducted, and their remarks were
recorded as to the suitability of these traditional buildings to their present lifestyles.

Although all the interviews were based on a structured, predetermined set of
questions which were developed in certain categories, most of these questions were

open-ended to allow for a free flow of unanticipated information. The aim of this was

5 The notion of tape-recording people's personal recollections and opinions is - socially - not readily
acceptable.

6 Most of these settings involved individuals who shared historical experiences of traditional Hedjaz.
Aspects of the past that were held in common constituted a major part of these individuals' lives and
thoughts. The sense of the traditional community was heightened when local narratives were recounted about
a variety of subjects. Some of those individuals chose not to be included in the conversation while the
majority took the liberty of involving themselves in the discussion, either to confirm the accounts of each
other, commenting on certain aspects from personal experience of presenting different points of view. In
cases were opinions differed, only those confirmed by the majority are included in the research as factual
representative points of view.
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not to deprive myself of potentially important insights into the subject at hand and the
informants' feelings about it. It also allowed the respondent to elaborate, clarify and
reinterpret his own descriptions. The final aim was that the resulting conversation
followed the course prescribed by the interviewing team rather than the person being
interviewed. The target data involved two major categories: a) subjective questions
aiming at the determination of the respondents attitudes, perceptions, beliefs, opinions,
and expectations on both traditional and contemporary houses,; and b) special
emphasis was given to factual data seeking objective information concerning the
respondent and his characteristics, his origin and background, his lifestyle in his own

environment, his social interaction with others, and explanation of his behaviour
towards both traditional and modern periods.

Almost all interviews and site-visits depended on obtaining as many tape-
recorded interviews as necessary, as well as sketches and photographs which were

utilized as visual aids to the interviewees. To this effect, the reader will notice that
there is almost an over-simplified use of graphics in the following chapters. This
simplicity stemmed from the fact that most of these sketches were based on

descriptions of the building process of Jeddah and Al-Madinah during the initial
meetings with the mu 'allemfn. These sketches were then shown to them on following
meetings for modifications, further elaboration and final approval. Because of my
doubts that my respondents could understand technical or orthographic projections,
metric projections were relied on as the best possible alternative for this undertaking.

A typical interview lasted an average of one hour and thirty minutes, most of
which was tape-recorded, sketched or written. Each registered and taped interview
material was then transcribed word for word in a separate dated file which included
comments and further required action. In case of obtaining an appointment with the
informants for a second meeting, organisation of the information gathered in each
interview according to chronology or topical category was prepared along with a list
of further question or elaboration on sketches were made ready for the informant's
opinion. This facilitated the process of interpreting what people said in congruence

with their own concepts of what was historically significant.

The material gathered in these interviews included traditional historical
narratives inherited from earlier generations, personal reminiscences; family stories;
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proverbs; anecdotes about local residents and events; local ballads; and legends of
local heroes, geographical landmarks,...etc. To evaluate the veracity of the obtained
oral tradition, two methods were used: the first was through internal tests which
evaluated the material in terms of its own self-consistency, and the other was through
external tests which gained from the approval of more than one person to the same

facts. The presence of the oral tradition in the repertoires of more than one informant
within the building guild or the community was one means by which authenticity was

assured (this was achieved by the repetition of the questions to a number of persons
or by having a sort of communal interviews where a number of local builders and
their apprentices were present). Furthermore, the existence of physical evidences to
the testimony of an informant was enough to verify the authenticity of his accounts.
An example of this was the existence of a house which was suspended (a restoration
techniques that is described in chapter six) for restoration with all the wooden supports
used in the process being buried in the walls of that house.

In general, priority of recorded information was given to the most experienced
of builders, or to those residents who were recommended to me by other craftsmen
for their factual authenticity. It was the aim, however, that the potential of factually
unreliable traditions expressing values, beliefs and attitudes towards the past should
not be overlooked. Other intangibles that influenced people's perceptions of the
present were as important to the research as actual events in interpreting these
information.

Translation of these interviews was kept as direct as possible. Tapes were

transcribed verbatim and then were edited to remove false starts and hackneyed
expressions, words and phrases (e.g., as you know, my son). While minor attempts
were made to reproduce the authentic sounds of the regional accent, the traditional

HedjazI dialect was not altered or standardized into classical Arabic so as not to
demean the original speaker or mislead the native reader. Instead, traditional proverbs
were phonetically reproduced in English7, followed by the translation of the proverb
which could be readily comprehendible for most. This way ensured that the direct
interpretation of the HedjazI cultural environment - which made possible a coherent,
meaningful and valued way of life for those who share the dialect - comes forth.

7 Quotations were transcribed directly into English with the least attention being paid to the standard
rules of grammar.
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It remains to mention that in most cases, permissions from informants to use

tape-recorded materials were obtained. A number of families, however, requested that
their names should not be mentioned or that taped interviews should remain
confidential to be used only by me. One client refused to have his interview recorded -

otherwise he will not be interviewed or that his answers will be formal and very

limited, while another household requested that the tape itself should be returned to
them after the transcription was made. I fully respected the wishes ofmy interviewees.

4.3. Limitations and advantages

The degree of completion of this investigation varied from one city to the other
for a variety of reasons (e.g., the unavailability of documented buildings, the age of
the respondents and their ability to communicate effectively, administrative
difficulties). Only a younger designer/builder in the city of Taif was located (aged 51),
and none of the buildings he designed, built, assisted in or witnessed its construction
remained today (demolished for rehabilitation). This was the main reason for omitting
the city of Taif from this research, although considered amongst the major cities of
the Hedjaz region. On the other hand in modern Jeddah, the last head of the builders'
guild was still alive (aged 96) at the time of the interview and was capable of
conducting lengthy interviews, giving very clear and detailed information and was able
to conduct several site-visits to houses which he designed and built.

As mentioned earlier, because of the severe lack of documentation regarding
the traditional building process and the building guild of Hedjaz, it was determined
that this part of the research will be based entirely on material from memory as the
only source of information upon which to draw. One of the main stumbling difficulties
in using orally-communicated information is the uncertainty of which oral information
is important and ought to be recorded. In addition to being unsure about questions of
the accuracy of orally-communicated history (since it is historically unverifiable), I
was often at a loss as to how to interpret this material. This resulted in more and

lengthier interviews (see appendix A for more details about the advantages and
limitations of these interviewees).
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4.4. The informants

The following chapters of the research are primarily based - unless otherwise
specified - on a number of interviews (dated from the 6th to the 15th of April - 1990)
with mu 'allem §a^aqah Karkachin8. Interviews and site visits with him helped in the
preparation of the data base needed for the completion of many of the following
chapters. Mu'allem §adaqah - may God forgive him and bless his soul - died on

September, 1991 after a short coma in the city of Jeddah at the age of 97. At the time
of the interviews, he was the oldest living member of the last generation of traditional
builders/designers in the old city of Jeddah, and the Western Region of Arabia;
Hedjaz. He was reputed for being consistently and conscientiously accurate in
recounting oral traditions9. He was also very fit, physically, to attend a number of
site- visits that could be likened to guided tours into the 19th century Hedjaz (the 13th
AH). He was also a man who not only lived in traditional Hedjaz but helped design
and build it (and, apparently, was more than a little nostalgic towards it). His
interpretations of his own life experience in the building craft furnished this research
with the whys and hows of traditional building forms, and the way they were

processed within the particular socio-cultural context of Hedjaz during the 19th and
20th centuries.

Descriptions of the building process in the city of Al-Madinah are also
included where they differed from that of Jeddah and Makkah. In such cases, these

descriptions are based on a number of interviews (dated from the 25th to the 30th of
April - 1990) with mu'allem Ahmad Hamzah al-RlfT (born 1930 AD/1350 AH), who
is also the last sheikh of the building guild of Al-Madinah (appointed in 1963
AD/1383 AH until today). Mu 'allem al-Rlfl come from a generation of builders. His
father and grandfather, for example worked in the construction of one of Al-Madinah's
most famous and handsome buildings, known as al- 'Anbariyyah station. During site-
visits with mu 'allem al-RTfl, the interviewing team was shown houses that were built
by his father, grandfather and great grandfather, most of which were in very good

8 He was also known as raiyyis §a<Jaqah. The word mu'allem means 'teacher/educator', while raiyyis
means 'chief, leader or president.' Within the building guild, these two words were synonymous to 'master.'

9 Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin was recommended by mu'allem §a<Jaqah 'OlaimT and several other
craftsmen and master-builders long before interviews were arranged with him.
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conditions (three out of the eight inspected houses were built more the 300 years ago).
Two of mu 'allem al-RlfT's sons are architects (the third is a doctor), but - much to his

regret10 - none of them worked with him or gained from his building experience.

Both mu'allemfn (Karkachin and al-Rlft) referred to the various building
techniques and terminologies as they were practised and used in the three major cities
of Hedjaz: Makkah, Jeddah and Al-Madinahu. These references either confirmed the
recollections of one another, or added some valuable supplementary information to this
research. Questions to both mu 'allemfn comprised all the categories entitled in the
following chapters, and a number of open-ended questions concerning typical days in
their lives, as well as that of typical HedjazI families. The mu 'allemfn also related a

number of morality tales which involved old HedjazI legends, myths and even verses

from the holy Qur'an and the Prophet's Ahadfth (using. Hadfth = teachings) in the
form of folk-stories. These helped to produce an image of these men and of the
traditional HedjazI lifestyles, beliefs, norms and folklore of the period.

In the city of Jeddah, other mu 'allemfn were interviewed, like mu 'allem
§a$aqah 'OlaimI (aged 53) who acted as the advisor and consultant to the
interviewing team. Interviews with him were conducted from 29th to the 30th of
March, 1990. Mu'allem 'OlaimI was of great help in the interpretation and
elaboration of ambiguous terminologies, implicit connotations and submerged
meanings and other traditional technical jargons used by mu'allem §a<jaqah
Karkachin. He also assisted in answering some of the sensitive social questions that
mu 'allem Karkachin did not fully elaborate on. His name was not mentioned when
his information overlapped with mu 'allem Karkachin's, but was otherwise stated.

It is my feeling that the unification of information sources would help in the
general organization and description styles as well as in the interpretation of the
sometimes enigmatic metaphors used by the mu 'allemfn. The interview sessions with
mu 'allem §a$aqah were longer and more frequent than any of the other interviews.

10 "People of Al-Madinah are ahil §an 'ah [craftsmen by nature], as soon as one's son(s) completed his
hadith and Qur'an studies, his father would immediately take him to the building site to teach him something
to benefit from in his life...at least that is what my family did with me...however, my highly educated sons
denied me this pleasure." (Mu 'allem Ahmad Hamzah al-Rlfi, Al-Madinah, April 25, 1990).

11 Both mu 'allemm practised in the four main HedjazI cities of Makkah, Jeddah, Al-Madinah and Taif.
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This resulted in a familiarity with the terminologies used by the mu'allem, his
gestures, narrative style, meanings and intentions, which, in turn, produced more

accurate and reliable interpretation of materials obtained from him.

Apart from specialized builders and craftsmen of Hedjaz, a number of families
living or lived in traditional houses during the period of study were also interviewed
and the materials obtained from those interviews are used in this research. The basic

criteria of choosing 'non-professionals' as interviewees were: a) The family should
have owned and maintained a traditional house for a long period of time - ten years

being the minimum; b) habitation of one owning family was the primary purpose of
the house structure; and c) the house was occupied by at least a single family.

While these hypothetical conditions were not easily met, I was fortunate to
locate two prime sources. The main sources were: 'AfTf family (March 12, 1990) and
al-Makkl family (May 18, 1990). Both families, 'AfTf and al-Makkl, qualified as

reliable sources for the completion of this part of the research for a number of
reasons: members of both families lived for a number of years in the cities of Makkah,
Jeddah and Al-Madinah and had relatives in these cities; most of the members of these
families also maintained family houses in at least two of these cities, and were always
in contact with the major cities of Hedjaz for the past 90 years. Finally, The
grandparents of both families were alive at the time of these interviews and were

consulted on regular basis. Because the interviews with the members of each of these
families were communal, where each member expressed his or her belief about one
aspect of the living and building process or another, they are referred to in this
research by the family name rather than by the name of an individual member giving
the interview. This, I believe, is a more justified approach as it was difficult to

distinguish between the exact opinion of each member.

The fact that the accounts of building processes and lifestyles are consistent
with other families and builders make these recollections from persons who grew up

in the cultural milieu in which the tales are passed along by word of mouth, lends
considerable credence to them. However, to respect their wishes not to be mentioned
in this work, the surnames of most of these families were replaced by pseudonyms.
Also, names of informants were omitted where information obtained from the main

source - raw 'a 11em Sadaqah Karkachin - were repeated or not added to by others.
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Therefore, and for reasons of simplification, mu'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin
remains the principle informant of this research (covering the cities of Jeddah, Makkah
and Yanbu where he carried out his work). In cases of communal interviews when a

number of community members contributed to the discussion and approved by
mu 'allem §a$aqah, his name is referred to as the source of such information. Personal
information about him is limited to what I was permitted by him to record. Mu 'allem
Ahmad Hamzah al-RlfT is considered to be the principle informant for the city of Al-
Madinah. Respecting his wishes, only his name is mentioned in this work while all
his personal details are omitted.

Fig. 4.1. Mu'allem §atjaqah Karkachin briefing the author during a site visit (Jeddah, April 7, 1990).
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4.4.1. About mu 'allem Sadaqah Karkachin

Mu 'allem §a4aqah Karkachin was

born in Jeddah in 1894 AD/ 1314 AH

and died in 1991 AD/1411 AH. His

family name and his facial features
suggested that he was of Burmese
(Kachin state) or southeast Asian origin,
although he recalled his grandfather
calling one of his masons in a clear

HedjazI tongue: "Qa 'id al-hadjar zaf al-
nass yd wad [Align that stone properly
boy]."12 He also recalled the blazing-hot
days he spent on building sites, when he
was a ten years old trainee apprentice,
addressing his father as mu 'allem Ahmad
like the rest of the building team.

Mu 'allem §a^aqah lived in Al-
Fig. 4.1. Mu'allem Ijaijaqah Kararhin (Jeddah, April 8,

Hindawiyyah neighbourhood, which is 1990).

today the natural extension of the
traditional Harat al-Bahar neighbourhood of Jeddah, in the house be built with
concrete to prove to himself and his former colleagues that "a genuine mu 'allem can

knit with a donkey's foot."13 Mu 'allem §a^aqah also built one of the surviving
masterpieces of traditional architecture in Jeddah today. It was originally to be built
for al-sharif4 Mihanna al-'abdalt15 in Harat al-Sham (within the walls and to the

12 While mu 'allem §a<Jaqah did not fully elaborate on the issue of his family origin, a number of
speculations by other mu 'allemln suggested that his family might have moved to Hcdjaz from the state of
Karak, or the island of Krakatau in Indonesia.

13 Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 6, 1990.
14 As discussed in chapter one, sharif literally meaning honourable or distinguished, for being

descendants of Hasan, the son of 'All, the Prophet's nephew.
15 According to mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, (Jeddah, April 6, 1990), this particular house remained

controversial in the city of Jeddah for a number of years for many reasons, the most important of which
were its almost symmetrical design, unconventional use of balconies in the facade (at the time of its
construction) instead of the usual rawashin (bay-windows) and the "total interference of the sharif in every
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north of the old city) by another mu 'allem known as Abu-Zaid. This mu 'allem began
the sisan (foundation work) but a disagreement between him and the Turkish sharif
led to his dismissal from the project. Mu'allem §a<jaqah was recommended to the
sharif, who assigned him the job on the next day:

Fig. 4-3. The Shurbatll family house in Jeddah.

aspect of design." The mu 'allem - who described the sharif s design ideas as dakhilah (alien) - believed that
the sharif wanted the house to be modeled after the large Ottoman Cairene mansions.
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The sharif wanted the best craftsmen to build this house for him, he
also wanted it to be a model on its own in order to make it different
from the ordinary houses of Jeddah. Mu 'allem Abu-Zaid qualified for
the job because he was a great builder with long experience. Working
with him was a carpenter mu 'allem from Taif called mu 'allem Hasan
Taifi. The Turkish sharif disagreed with mu'allem Abu-Zaid because
the sharif specified a lot of details, and Abu-Zaid being a great
mu 'allem did not like the idea of somebody dictating to him even if
he was the Turkish amir himself. The sharif asked mu 'allem Hasan in
a 'broken' [weak] Arabia accent: ya Hassan, can you name the second
best mu 'allem in 'Judda,' and if he is as good as you say, I will give
him a new car when he finishes as well as the annual cost of running
it and you will receive the same. I happened to be young at the time,
and when the sharif saw me, he did not think I could do it, but he
trusted mu 'allem Hasan and thank God I did not let any of them down.
But instead of the car, I asked for its price and I got it. I have

Fig. 4.4. A surviving masterpiece: the Na$If family house in Jeddah.
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been in great public demand ever since. (Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin,
Jeddah, April 6, 1990).

The ownership of this house had passed through a number of prominent Jeddah
families until it was bought by al-Shurbatll family who are the current owners of the
house. Mu'allem §a<Jaqah also renovated and restored a number of surviving
buildings, the oldest and most famous of which is the Naslf family house in Harat al-
Yaman, which is part of Harat al-Bahar where mu'allem §a<jaqah was bom and
where he lived for most of his life. He did this job when he was the appointed
mu 'allem for the Zahran and the Na§If families. This was the house in which in 1925
AD/1344 AH King Abdul Aziz (§ul$an of Najed at the time) was received for the
first time in Hedjaz shortly before the unification of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia16.
The King lived in this house for the two years before he became the King of Hedjaz.

Fifty years ago, mu'allem Sadaqah owned four workshops which produced
ready-cut hadjar bahari and manqabi17, and two workshops for mixing nttrah (Lime-
powder)18. He also owned one of the largest plots of land in the southern part of
Jeddah. He paid 7000 Riyals for 500,000 m2 (7000 Riyals = £ 1077 today). This piece
of land exists today as an industrial estate known as Barahat Al-Karkachin (land of
al-Karkachin) after him, in the technical development region of the city.

He was a very intelligent, observant and active man, who displayed a good
knowledge of today's building technology, design, administrative and legal limitations.

16 Al-Saqqaff house, was the second house to be occupied by King Abdul Aziz when he first entered
Makkah in the same year.

17
IJadjar bahari - hard greyish blocks cut out from 'Madrepore' which are various stony reef-building

corals of the Red Sea and other tropical seas. These were excavated from the shallow waters of the Red Sea
coast in the city of Jeddah. tjadjar manqabi = Coral-reef limestone: a limestone composed of reef-forming
coral/coralline (resulting from the consolidation of coral-reefs). This type of stone was excavated from the
Manqabah lagoon to the northwest of the Jeddah. Both types had to be cut and shaped into blocks for
building by specialized craftsmen (See chapter six for more details).

18 The term nurah was used to allude to 'mortar' while, in fact, it was of many types. For example, there
is nura /abi 'aiyyah (natural mortar = mud), nura baladf (lit. local mortar = artificially-composed lime =
crushed limestone = Ca Co3), and nurah afrandji (lit. foreign mortar = cement = a mix of alumina, silica,
lime, iron, oxide, and magnesia). The most common type used throughout Hedjaz was the nura baladi. The
techniques of producing nurah baladi depended on the mixing of clay, different types of lime, crushed
limestone and loam. These would be cooked together for a number of days and then crushed to a powder
component or cut to different shapes and used as bricks for wall construction (especially in Makkah and Al-
Madinah).
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He also seemed to have a well-grounded religious education, which he gained from
listening to the hakawatf (storyteller) on the streets and coffee-houses of old Jeddah.
Most of the hakdwdtCs recitals of the Qur'anic verses and the prophet's teachings
were actually rendered in their classical form but were narrated by mu 'allem §a$aqah
as folk-tales in colloquial form and not in their genuine religious formats. These
religious sources were mixed with social non-religious norms and beliefs, without
recognizing a dividing line between the two. This socio-religious amalgam was always
referred to by mu 'allem §a<jaqah as taqalfd al-hara (traditions of the neighbourhood),
or taqalid al-Hedjaz, or simply 'adatana wa taqalidana (our habits and traditions).

Through the course of presenting the lifestyles, beliefs, values, norms and other
aspects of the traditional HedjazI society, more information is revealed about - and by
- mu 'allem Sadaqah Karkachin as well as the other mu 'allemfn and family members.
This data comprise an important part of the research as it illustrates the ideology of
authentic representatives of the traditional HedjazI culture.

Ill
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE BUILDING GUILD

Introduction

The traditional mu 'allem of Hedjaz operated within a certain code of ethics
and basic requirements, and these had a direct role on the process of producing the
house as well as the final product. Therefore, it is vital to present the nature, structure,

role, authority and obligations of the building guild before attempting to describe the
process of producing the house in traditional Hedjaz which is presented in chapter six.

The picture presented here provides only a glimpse of the nature of the
building guild, intended to familiarise the reader with the various aspects of traditional
institution. As the research progresses, the reader will gain new insights into the extent
of influence that the guild had on the process of producing a house. This would
include the maintenance of the prevailing HedjazI traditions, maintenance of
congruence between culturally-accepted norms and the pace of introducing new ideas
and building models, and the role of the building guild as an association of other
related guilds and crafts (e.g., the carpenters' guild).

5.1. The nature and organization of the building guild

The traditional building guild was a community within a community. As this
chapter illustrates, it had its own rules and regulations and a strict code of ethics, all
of which were well known to its members. It also had an acknowledged hierarchy.
The principal figure in the building guild was sheikh al-mu'allemin (the leader of
master-builders). His was an elected position based on his professional reputation, his
social esteem and his personal qualities, and he was usually a very senior craftsman.
He presided over the number of groups, or building teams - 'omal, §obiyyan, or

§anai 'aiyyah - along with their mu'allemin1 of which the building guild consisted.

1 Hurgronje, during his visit to the region in 1884, stated that black Nubian slaves (northeastern African)
"were employed in the hardest work of building, quarrying, etc..[They] also have generally begun in the
work of 'stones of mortar'..[they were] hired out by their owners to the builders and others...after their
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Each of these separate teams was under the direct control of a mu 'allem (master)
whose tabaqah (n.pl. tabaqat = rankings) in the guild would influence the size of the
project he was offered, the number of wealthy patrons he attracted or his share of any
undertaking. Likewise, the rankings of particular members of the building crew would
reflect their status within the guild and influence that in the community. It would also
determine their relative level of payment within the team.

A typical building-team which a mu 'allem or raiyyis directed was composed
of a foreman (who was also known as raiyyis), a gararf, nahhat (masonry carver,

engraver)2, murawidj (assistant mason), laiyyan, khala{ (mortar-mixer), minawil
(stone or mortar-porter), and a number offallatfn (n.sing. fallatf = apprentices). These
occupations ranked in that order within the guild while seniority was recognized
within a particular occupation depending on length and extent of experience. The
professions of nadjar (carpenter), hadad (blacksmith) and nawwar, mubaiyyecj
(painter, plasterer), had separate status as affiliates to the building craft. Carpenters
were of three categories: Furniture makers, doors and windows-makers and boat-
builders. They all belonged to the carpenters guild (nadjarin) and they had their own
sheikh, and the same could be said about the haddadin. (Fig. 5.1.)

Fig. 5.1. Organization and ranking of the building guild.

liberation, they seek employment as day labourers." This has also been confirmed by my informants. See
Hurgronje, C. Snouck. Mekkah in the Latter Part of the 19th Century. Trans. J. H. Monahan. London: Luzac
and Co., 1931. 11.

2 Also known as hadjdrin or garariyyah (stone-cutters).
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It is known to the mu 'allemfn of Hedjaz that most HedjazT nadjarfn, especially
those who specialized in the making of rawashin, learned their craft from Indian and
Egyptian masters during the Hadj season (the annual pilgrimage to the Holly Mosque
of Makkah). Those masters use to work for local builders for the three months of the

Hadj season until it was time for their ships to leave back to their original countries.
Their Hedjazi apprentices followed, to a great extent, their techniques and their wood-
carving styles and patterns which are evident on most remaining houses.

Although the daily pay-scale for the various occupations were decided upon

by the head of the building guild, the mu 'allem himself decided the relative worth of
his own crew members according to their specialization, rank, seniority or particular
experience and ability to handel physically demanding tasks. For example, in a certain
locality like the city of Jeddah, some building material, like stone excavated from the
sea bed - hadjar baharf - were very difficult to cut and shape. The handling of this
material was time-consuming (a day to cut and shape three stones, a day to lay-down
four), and only a few builders specialized in this type of building. The same may be
said of Makkah and Al-Madinah. In these cases the choice lay - as discussed in the
following chapter - with hadjar Jabali, baladf (local mountain-stone), bollokat fin
(mud-bricks), hadjar zaraiyyqh, amlas (smoothed and carved blue-stone), tub ramli
(free-stone), or (lib ahmar (red-brick). The hardest to deal with was the mountain-
stone.

The following is a list of the daily pay-scales applicable to the separate

occupations at the end of last century. Although, of course, currency values would
have fluctuated throughout the period of this study, according to mu 'allem §a$aqah
the relative levels of payments between occupations remained fairly constant. Again,
it should be borne in mind that a worker's placement on his particular occupational
daily wages was at the discretion of the mu 'allem:

Mu'allem = from 40 Piasters up to 18 Riyal (360 Piasters).
Gararf = 20 P. up to 8.5 Riyal (170 Piasters = 9 Qetja$)3.

3 One Riyal = one Qerfis (dialect) = 20 piasters. The monetary units used under the Turks were Riyal
Madjldi (Turkish crown= silver riyal= 25 of today's Saudi riyal= £ 3.8 today), Sharak or Jinaih Jordj which
was a British half crown or guinea bearing the image of St. George (seven to ten silver riyal = 250 Saudi
riyal = £ 38.5 today's value). A guinea - according to the Webster's Third Dictionary of the Encyclopedia
Britannica. Inc., (London, 1981) - is an English gold coin issued from 1663 to 1813 and fixed in 1717 as the
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Murawidj = 17 P. up to 7 Riyal (140 P).
Taiyyan = 15 P. up to 5 Riyal (100 P).
Minawil = 9 P. up to 5 Rial (100 P).
Fallatf = 9 P. up to 4.5 Riyal (90 P)4.
Nadjar = 25 P. up to 10 Riyal (200 P).
Mubaiyyed = 19 P. up to 9 Riyal (180 P).

The mu 'allem would select his building-team members as children (recruiting his
own, of course, if it were a family business) and teach them all they needed to know
of their craft just as he had been taught by his own mu 'allem and by his own

experience. Each mu 'allem had a particular speciality, the higher skills of which he
would teach only to his own sons or close relatives. For example, in Jeddah, the
'Atiyyah family were renowned carpenters and the Karkachin family were specialists
in the restoration of faulty building by suspension technique known as ta 'liq al-bait
(which is described in chapter six), and so on.

A worker might occupy a particular grade for a considerable time. For example,
in the case of a gardrf, this could be up to ten years before his mu 'allem could
upgrade him to the rank of raiyyis (foreman) or in pay-scale. The craftsman would,
of course, be anxious to learn as much as possible from his mu 'allem and as quickly
as possible in order to improve his chances of promotion and thereby his earnings and
status within the guild. During this period he would have to show the highest respect
to his mu'allem and work to the best of his knowledge and ability to prove his
worthiness. Moreover, there are no known examples whatsoever of a craftsman
missing a step in the ladder of promotion; lengthy experience at each level was an

absolute requirement.

Eventually, when the mu'allem felt able to rely sufficiently upon his team, he
might leave the detailed supervision of the construction work to his best hand whilst
retaining responsibility for overall direction and co-ordination of activity himself, and

equivalent of 21 shillings. It was equivalent to 22 karat from which guineas were coined. A guinea also
refers to the Saudi Arabian sovereign which was first issued in 1951.

4 In Al-Madinah, the fallati was the equivalent of minawil (stone and mortar-porter) in Jeddah. Makkah,
Taif and Yanbu. Because of the high dependency on mud-brick construction in Al-Madinah, the highest
wages were amongst the /aiyyanin (mortar and mud-mixers) and the fallatin (stone and brick-haulers).
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assigning particular tasks as appropriate. In this position he was known as raiyyis.
Also, if as a result of this the best hand, now foreman, could adequately demonstrate
his ability to manage a building team of his own and cope with the responsibilities of
the rank, he might be recommended by the mu 'allem or by senior members of the
guild for promotion to mu 'allem himself. (Although by the 1950s the pace and scale
of development was beginning to render formal recognition extraneous and many

minor gararfyyah set themselves up as mu 'allemin without any kind of endorsement).

All of the HedjazI cities had a small number of distinguished mu 'allemin. In
mu 'allem Sadaqah Karkachin's time there were seven in Jeddah, five in Makkah, four
in Al-Madinah, and two in Yanbu5. It was common for the mu 'allemin of one city
to undertake work in another6 according to the balance of demand and this gave

mu 'allemin a wide knowledge of the different building materials, types and layout
throughout the cities of Hedjaz. Each of these mu 'allemin was either retained by one

or two of the large merchant families of the area to carry out all of their building and
restoration work for a set monthly salary or else exclusively commissioned for
particular work in a regular basis. These houses, through the similarity of their
characteristics, would bear testimony to his association with such eminent families.
Such prestige was of immense value, so much so that during the 1940s, this led to a

hanass (stubborn competition) among mu 'allemin to entice important families with
elaborate - mostly alien - building forms and to the adoption of various unorthodox
methods and devices in the hope of establishing the notion - if not the fact - of their
irreplaceablity in the minds of their clients7.

5 For example, in Jeddah: Mu 'allem Abu-Zaid, §a<jaqah Karkachin, Jamil Sha'rawl (from Egypt), Jamil
'abdu, Seradj MadanI (from Egypt), and Aljmad Shams (from India). In Makkah: Mu 'allem Dandarouh, al-
Wazlrah, and Aljmad 'Id. In Al-Madinah: Mu 'allem Ahmad Hamzah al-RIfl.

6 Although it was a full day's donkey ride between Makkah and Jeddah (72 km), and 12 days between
Al-Madinah and Jeddah (424 km), it was normal for mu 'allemin and other craftsmen to be sent from one of
these towns to the other for particular tasks. All the mu 'allemin who were interviewed in this research had
work in the major HedjazI cities at some point in their life.

7 Mu 'allemin protected their position with their clients by resorting to complex floor plans where, for
example, they concealed the location of staircases, which is discussed in the following chapter. They would
also construct the first floor before the completion of the ground floor, so that the owner would not risk
dismissing the mu 'allem before the project is completed; If the owner of the house happened to dismiss his
mu 'allem, the new mu 'allem would find it difficult to complete the house, and the owner would have to call
back the original builder.
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In some cases and like a modem design group, there could be more than one

mu'allem working on only one house. There were even cases of two or three
mu 'allemin from different regions working on one building. Each of these mu 'allemin
would have his own team but would work under the leadership of the mu 'allem who
got the work in the first place, or the eldest and most experienced one. Mu 'allem
§a$aqah himself, who was the appointed builder to the largest two families in Jeddah
at the time, recalls that he was required to finish a large house within a very short
period. To meet the demands of a valued client, he requested the assistance of two
senior mu 'allemin from the guild. These two mu 'allemin brought their best and most
skilled craftsmen so as to "whiten8 my [mu'allem Sadaqah's] face in front of my
people [his patronsJ." Such was the common loyalty and spirit of cooperation among

mu 'allemin.

5.2. Authority and obligation of members of the building guild

As mentioned in the preceding section, the highest authority in the guild was the
sheikh or kabir al-mu 'allemin (leader or chief of master-builders). His expertise,
wisdom and integrity in professional and personal matters were principal requirements
but he had to have the strength of character and the personality to represent these
virtues to the authorities on his members' behalf, and to act as guardian of their
interests. In matters of interpretation of the guild codes of practice or observance of
the rules of procedure, his was the supreme voice.

The leader of the guild had a civic role roughly comparable to a planning
authority9. He was, for example, by custom empowered to demolish a building or any

part of it extruding beyond a given line specified by him and he was responsible for
the formulation or alteration of building regulations. During the Ottoman rule of
Hedjaz (1700s-1800s), the mu 'allemin - who were known as ashab al-khibrah wa al¬
ma 'rifah (the experts) - were consulted regularly on matters of public disputes

8 To whiten his face: to maintain his honour and pride, to make him praiseworthy in front of people, or
to show him as a man of his word.

9 In the social sphere, the authority of sheikh al-mu 'allemin equalled that of the 'omdah (leader) of the
tiara who was the highest authority in his neighbourhood. Although the 'omdah also acted as police, judicial
and planning authorities, he was in some cases subordinate to the leader of the building guild.
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concerning extensions, privacy intrusion and other building regulatory affairs. This is
discussed in later chapters.

The mu'allem was fully responsible for the soundness of the structure of his
houses, the behaviour of his workers (whether socially or within the building craft),
the completion of his tasks within the specified period of time, the safety of the
adjacent buildings and common walls, and compliance with any social restrictions as

applied to building such as the protection of neighbours' privacy. He was also
responsible for the safety of the building after its occupants had moved in. If the
structure of the house raiyyah, wghaz or mal (settled, subsided, or inclined), he was

obliged to level the foundations of the building by a special technique known as ta 'liq
(suspension) even if he had to use the experience of another mu 'allem.

For a craftsman to join a certain guild (e.g., nadjarfn), he had to 'present'
himself to the sheikh of that guild. A senior craftsman would accompany the candidate
for the purpose of wadjahah (moral support, prestige) and to personally recommend
the prospect guild member to sheikh al-mu'allemfn. The preliminary stage of this
process would require the presence of a number of guild members with whom the
mu 'allem would consult or inquire about the craftsman's reputation, craftsmanship,
experience and honesty. If the mu 'allem accepted the candidacy of the craftsman, he
would call a meeting of all the guildsmen to a mu 'allemiyyah\ a ceremony in which
the candidate was customarily accepted as an apprentice to a certain mu'allem. A
verbal submission was required from the candidate to his new master. He would have
to declare his loyalty and obedience to that mu 'allem before God and then the guild
members. Those, in turn, would bare witness to this effect. The opening Sura of the
holy Qur'an - al-Fatihah - would be recited as a seal to a verbal agreement that would
remain effective for live. Such was the process of joining any guild in traditional
Hedjaz.

The new recruit would be addressed as the 'son' of that mu 'allem as long as

he remained within this particular building team. However, workers in a building team
would remain loyal to their mu 'allem forever. He had taught them everything they
knew, and they followed "afkarouh wa tanqatouh" (his ideas, and special building
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techniques)10. Workers did not receive a salary as such from their mu 'allem, but "his
bread was theirs."11 Meaning that their daily wages were only applicable once they
were undertaking a certain building task. If no work was offered to their mu 'allem for
a long time, they would go with the fishermen to excavate hadjar baharf (coral
blocks) from the sea bed. They would then cut these rocks and sell them to other
mu 'allemfn. They could not leave one building team for another except on loan from
their mu 'allem, perhaps as favour to another mu 'allem. No mu 'allem could use a

worker who had been dismissed from another building team. According to their code
of honour, he had to refer him back to his original mu 'allem.

This meant that if a mu 'allem dismissed one of his workers for whatever reason,

this worker would be debarred from working in the building craft for the rest of his
life unless his mu 'allem relented or a dispensation was granted by the head of the
guild. This could only be given after a jam 'iyyah (tribunal), set up by the leader of
the guild on application from a mu 'allem or a craftsman had examined the case and
reported their findings. In the case of a worker deserting his mu 'allem, he would be
considered a disowned and ungrateful individual. However, the idea of such an action
was totally unacceptable whether on the community level or within the guild. It
would, in fact, be regarded widely as an act of betrayal, with all the stigma attached.

Similarly, the mu 'allem had to remain loyal to his workers. He had to consult
them if he wanted to recruit another worker to the team. He could not discriminate

among them (i.e., workers of the same rank) in payments or promote one of them
above the others unjustifiably. He had to value them like his own children. At local
community festivals and religious celebrations, the mu'allem used to take his
shaqawiyyah (hard-working building-crew) to the qabowah (market-place) and buy
them all their clothes and provisions from the best available (some of these goods
were bought on credit to be paid at mu 'allem's convenience).

10 Apprentices followed the construction techniques and used the particular building terminologies of
their master. Therefore, it is possible to find some expressions that were particular only to a certain building
team. Some of these terminologies that were common in Mamluk Egypt and Ottoman Syria were also used
in Hedjaz. by some craftsmen (because of the background of their masters) while other builders only heard
about them but never knew their meanings.

11 Mu 'allem §a<)aqah 'Olaiml. Jeddah, March 25, 1990.
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In the case of the death of one of the workers, the guild was responsible for the
well-being of his family where funds from other members were available, which was

usually the case. Neighbours and friends of the deceased's family would contribute
funds to the head of the guild for him to add to the monthly relief paid to the
worker's family. Although this system of social security was totally voluntary, it
survived for a very long period as a social custom and became part of the ethics and
obligations of the building guild. Naturally, with the weakening of the guild towards
the 1950s, this system collapsed, and financial assistance was given by relatives only.

Towards the 1920s AD/1340s AH, the authority of the guild leader began to

diminish, and he was reduced to acting as a building consultant to the local judge. A
complaint would be raised to the judge first, who would call the leader of the guild
to accompany him to the location in question to assist in the evaluation of the case.

This procedure was known as al-kashfiyyah (the inspection).

In 1925 AD/1344 AH, the first official 'head ofmunicipality,' or rather municipal
controller, was appointed. The leader of the guild remained his assistant until 1934
AD/1354 AH when non-HedjazI engineers and architects took over the inspection
procedures. All mu 'allemfn were then either reduced to advisors to these architects
and restoration consultants - whose main task was the preservation of the old town
areas besides a few traditional construction jobs - or else left without recognition.
Those who did take up employment with the municipalities were able to learn how
to cope with the changes in technology and building material and have survived until
today. Some are still the municipality restoration consultants.

This process, together with the vast transformation taking place through the pace

of modernization signalled the decline of the guild. Moreover, its members confronted
these changes in a disunited and confused condition, lacking the leadership they had
traditionally expected. Uncertain whether to remain in the guild or to ally themselves
with the new institutions, members did both. The emergence of adjanib (foreigners)12
aggravated the situation even further to impose the final strains on an institution no

longer capable of bearing them.

12
Foreigners does not just mean non-Hedjazics (Ijuddjuz, fjedjaziyyfn), but also natives who did not

follow the traditional code of practice, like those who were originally fishermen or small merchants.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE PROCESS OF PRODUCING A HOUSE

Introduction

As discussed in chapter three, the craftsmen-built houses of traditional Hedjaz
were neither universal nor were uniform throughout the period of concern to this
research. There were also self-built houses (known as al-shukkot) that were occupied
by low-income families. These were constructed with walls of wooden-posts called
rodoff and were made of akhshab jandal/qandal (Indian wood) and nakhfl al-dfim
(doum-Palm) shipped in from Sudan. There were also small dwellings made out of
mud and palm-leaf stalks owned or rented by non-HedjazI settlers1. These types of
houses do not, however, lie within the scope of this research2. Descriptions of houses
or the methods of building them featured in this chapter are based on those
constructed by specialist builders - mu 'allemfn - from stones, mud or coral-blocks. As
also discussed in chapter three, this type was represented in two size categories: the
more typical sha'bi (public, ordinary) house; and the relatively larger house or

saraiyah (Turkish/HedjazI for a large house or palace). These two categories were

basically very similar, except that larger houses involved foreign craftsmen and
building features, used richer materials, required elaborate building techniques, and
sometimes planned layouts (i.e., intended symmetry, following certain architectural
styles like Ottoman Cairene, Syrian). Larger houses had wider elevations, more floors
and large rawashin. Some of these houses were built larger and larger towards the
20th century and are characterized by their symmetrical layouts and division into
smaller apartments for married sons.

1 For example, the black African community known as Nakatu. These existed outside the city walls of
Jeddah (until its removal in 1947 AD/1367 AH by a Royal decree of King Abdul Aziz Al-Saud). See Al-
Angari, 'Abdul Quduss. Mausu'at Tarlkh Madlnat Jeddah. [(Arabic) The Encyclopedia of the History of the
City of Jeddah]. Cairo: Dar Migr Lilpba'ah, 1982. (First published 1963).

2 Nor do the reinforced concrete buildings which were known locally as ashmonli (the first of which
was built in Jeddah in 1929 AD/1348 AH but which were not preferred by the traditional community until
some years later) or apartment buildings (the first of which was built by the National Commercial Bank in
1932 AD/1351 AH in the heart of Jeddah).
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6.1. The design and building processes

The following is a description of the design and building processes of a typical
house in Hedjaz during the period from 1700-1970 AD/1120-1390 AH. This was the
period when the client knew the traditional methods of building construction and
overall organization of buildings, but where the craftsman knew them in greater detail
and had the necessary skills. Every detail in this section is taken from the accounts
and interpretations of mu 'allem Sadaqah Karkachin, the last head of the building guild
in the old city of Jeddah since 1947 AD/1367 AH, as discussed in chapter four.

The stages detailed below did not necessarily always take place in exactly the
same sequence or manner as that described. These might slightly vary from one

mu'allem to the other according to their individual 'style,' experience, background3
or the exigencies of the situation, but for the sake of clarity of understanding, the
order and methods of construction have been set out in the most typical and what was
under most circumstances, the most rational way4. The following programme and its
detail was approved by mu 'allem §acjaqah Karkachin as a reasonable representation
of the house production system in Hedjaz at the time he was active.

6.1.1. Al-Bedaiyyah (Initiation)

The process of designing and building a house was initiated by the ra 7"
al-'ard, al-zabiin (owner of the land, client) who would approach the mu'allem -

usually - in the qahwa, $andaqah (coffee-house) where craftsmen of various guilds
gathered every night (Fig.6.2.)s. The client chose the mu 'allem most suitable for his

3 As discussed in chapter nine, each of the traditional mu 'allemin of Hedjaz had his own 'way of doing
things' in accordance to what he learned from his former mu 'allem as well as from his own personal
experience.

4 In the beginning, we will have to establish the fact that regional economics, climatic variations and the
local availability of building materials have had, to a marked extent, an unescapable influence on the built
form and appearance of the HedjazI cities. Although houses vary slightly throughout the region, it is possible
to define a typical house and yet more, a house in the region has a cultural affinity with others of its kind
which is more readily sensed than described.

5 This figure is modified from a sketch by Zanoni, Murray. Old Jeddah, An Impression. London: Arabian
Homes Ltd., 1982. 12.
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particular requirements. The size of the house and its building materials were the most

important criteria in selecting a particular mu 'allem. Generalities of the project such
as the size of the plot, its location, and perhaps the desired number of madjalis and/or
mu'akhkhar6 and adwar (floors) were discussed at a preliminary meeting over a cup

Fig. 6.1. The ground for the prospective house.

of tea..."according to an accepted convention of respectability [the prevailing norms
and manners] by clients who would usually approach me and say: sfd al-mu 'allemfn
[master of master-builders] §a<jaqah: I want two madjalis as you would want them,
and as you wish [utilizing the best of your taste and craftsmanship].."7.

The owner of the land played both the roles of the client and the client

representative. This was because he would, in most cases, be the head of an extended

family whose requirements and needs would be conveyed to the selected mu 'allem
through the head of the family. This meeting might lead to a subsequent one,

following an agreement in principle.

6
Madjlis was actually a suite comprising a kitchen and a toilet/bathroom, while mu'akhkhar consisted of

two rooms, a kitchen and a toilet/bathroom. In Al-Madinah the term makhzanlmukhzan was equivalent to
madjlis in Jeddah, Makkah and Yanbu.

7 Mu 'allem §a<jaqah 'OlaimT, Jeddah. March 29, 1990.
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F"ig. 6.2. Approaching the suitable mu'allem (modified from a sketch by Murray Zanoni).

6.1.2. Talbiq al-'ar^/Fi^lat al-bait (Matching the land and the
house-image, tailoring the house)

The layout of the house depended on the location of the intended house - as

far as the prevailing wind is concerned, size of land, its configuration and soil type.
Having determined these variables, the mu 'allem would proceed with his 'design' by
trying to fit or match his perception or 'image' of the prospective house with the
potentiality of the land. This second stage in the process is what we would regard
today as the 'preliminary design phase.' Most mu'allemfn confirmed that they really
do not know where they get their ideas from. They look at the piece of land, and
would immediately have a picture, an image, of what the desired house would look
like. As in day dreaming, they would 'walk around' in their afkar (n. sing, fikrah =

image, picture or idea) and look through the windows of the prospective house:

I looked at my client's face while he was talking to me, and I could
see in my imagination him praying with his son in the madjlis, and I
saying to myself that there should be no rowshan with a person sitting
inside it while this man is praying...and I blanked out the image of the
rawdshm and toilets from the direction of the qibliah [Makkah
direction]. I sometimes laugh to myself when I think of how I saw a
little child playing on my client's back while he was praying...because
I knew that his son was not married yet, and this little child was yet to
be born. (Mu'allem §a<]aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).
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Most of them did not

always have a complete image of
what exactly they are going to

build, there were some things that
they knew for sure what it is going
to look like, or where it was going
to be located, like staircases,
bathrooms on top of each other and
so on. What I gathered is that they
might have an idea of how other
things might look like, but because
they did not want to 'repeat
themselves' in every building, they
would want to have something look
different from one building to the
other. Things like the shapes and locations of rawashfn and sometimes the whole
wadjihah or mugadimah [elevation] would be uncertain. There were some things that
they did not have an image for at all until they start working. For example, although
they knew that they will have to build khardjat (terraces), they did not know where
would they be built or how they were going to look like until they reach the second
floor.

The mu 'allem drew the ground floor plan in the soil using his wooden-stick
(Fig.6.4). This preliminary plan would show the arrangement of rooms, staircases,
utilities, entrances and windows. The available flooring supports, consisting of bittar
(n.sing. bitrah - wooden-beams limited to eight meters), imposed restrictions on the
area of rooms but this was well understood by both the mu 'allem and his client and
these details were not objected to or questioned. Measurements were all estimated
using the length of the mu'allem's wooden-stick, which equalled al-derd '/al-zira'
al-mi 'man (cubit = 24 karat/carat = 75-80 cm):

During the days of the Turks [presumably the 1860s] we used as a
measurement al-gedah, a piece of wood which was about 58 cm in
length divided into 18 gira\ [karat], each one being about three
centimeters and more (between 3.2 cm and 3.3 cm). (Mu'allem
§a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

Fig. 63. "I do not always have a complete image of what exactly I
am going to build..."
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In Madinah, land was measured with the standard module Mukhzan which was

a superficial area of 42 m2. For example, the client would notify the mu 'allem that
his plot of land was ten makhazen, meaning that its area was 10 x 42 = 420 m2. The
mu 'allem would then inform his client that this area could support eight or nine
makhazen or rooms. In general, house plot areas ranged from 400 m2 to 600 m2, while

Fig. 6.4. The mu'allem drew the ground floor plan in the soil using his wooden-stick during the client-builder
preliminary meeting.

the area of an average house ranged from 200 m2 to 500 m2. It was also the norm to

specify the size of the house in Al-Madinah and Makkah by the number of dfwanat
[reception area] and dikkak (raised platforms for sitting). For example, the client
would ask the mu 'allem to have a house that consists of one qa 'ah bfdakatain (a
reception hall between two raised platforms: Figs. 6.5 & 6.6.)8, dfwan wa mag 'ad (a
reception area flanked by a sitting room), or dfwan bidakatain (a reception area with
one platform on each side). Another type of rooms was known as dfwan Makkawf (a
Makkan style dfwan which consisted of one dikkah only).

8 Figures modified from plan and section of a typical traditional house in Al-Madinah by Eyuce, Ahmet
T. Solid and Void Relationship in the Traditional Architecture of the Western Region. Jeddah: King Abdul
Aziz University, [n.d].
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It should be noted that by custom, the client did not dictate the number of
floors and their areas, for the convention was that he would wait for the mu 'allem to

suggest the appropriate number - according to his familiarity with the client's family -

and then would discuss the matter with the mu 'allem. The mu 'allem would also

decide the kind of building material to be used, the building techniques, number of
elevations, shape of the building, its dimensions and specifications.

Fig. 6.5. Al-Madinah qa'ah house. Fig. 6.6. Diwan Madim (Al-Madinah style).

..the owner of the land does not have much to say in the project, the
final authority is al-mu 'allem s. The client gives you his budget and
may suggest to you his desired number of rooms and their areas and
then depends on God [leave it to fate and leave the site]. (Mu'allem
Ahmad Hamzah al-RTfi, Al-Madinah, March 25, 1990).

As an expert in the art of building, the mu 'allem would assess the nature of
the soil, decide on the type and extent of foundation work and the suitability of
particular building materials to produce the house desired. As for the client's own

personal taste, characteristics and requirements, mu 'allem Sadaqah 'OlaimI asserted
that:

when it comes to the client's desires and needs, I know exactly what's
in his head, what he likes or dislikes, what his brothers would prefer,
and even what his sons-in-law might like to have in their rooms.
(Mu'allem Sadaqah 'OlaimI, Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

If the preliminary plan, along with the other details, like the number of
rawashin (bay-windows) and haramdinat (balconies), were agreed upon by the client
and his family, the mu 'allem would then discuss with the client the available budget
and period of time required to produce a house to the relevant specifications. Once
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agreed, it only remained to settle upon the system of payment. A number of witnesses
or someone from the building guild would be present at both stages. It should be
noted, however, that these formalities would be relaxed if the client was a relative or

a neighbour of the mu 'allem.

6,1.3. Al-Qabul (Acceptance, agreement)

The agreement on the system of payment was the conclusion of the
preliminaries to the building work. There were two systems of payment: jiwadah or

mudjawadah (lump-sum contract), or odjrah yaumiyyah (daily instalments). Prominent
mu 'allemfn would not accept the second mode of payment, because, besides being
less profitable, it had a degrading connotation. Only modest mu 'allemfn would accept
this. Once the system of payment was established, the budget of the client would be
discussed. The budget was not necessarily any indication of the client's income,
though this was fairly well-judged by the mu 'allem:

...from his name I can tell you how much he carries in his pocket..in
our community, the face of God is not covered [people new everything
about each other] I could tell if the fabric was in excess so I will give
him a roomy drape, and if the material was meagre, I will give him a
just-fitting and covering wrap. In general, an average four story house
would require something from 1000 to 2000 guinea. The client can do
better, of course, if he want to have a very nice house. (Mu'allem
Ahmad Hamzah al-Rlfi, Al-Madinah, April 25, 1990).

The price of building material during this period varied slightly from one

mu'allem's account to the other. Mu'allem §acjaqah Karkachin put the price of 1000
fyadjar manqabf (stone excavated from the Manqabah lagoon in Jeddah) at 360 riyals,
which seems like a very late figure (1940s) when compared with estimates from other
sources. Al-An§arT, puts the prices of Ifadjar (sold in 100s) in 1926 AD/1359 AH at
80-100 riyal. According to the accounts of the Nawab Sikandar9, the prices of
building material in Makkah in 1864 AD/1284 AH were as follow:

9 Sikandar, The Begum of Bhopal: The Nawab. A Pilgrimage to Mecca. Calcutta: Thacker Spink & Co.,
1906. 29-31.
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* Lime = 12 measures, or one chest = four qurush10 (n.sing. qarsh) = 0.2 riyal
(£ 0.028 in today's value);

* Bricks = 1st quality, per 1000 = two riyals and 10 qurush (£ 0.35);
2nd quality, per 1000 = one riyal and five qurush (£ 0.17);
3rd quality, per 1000 = one riyal (£ 0.14);

* Stones = 1st quality, per 1000 = four riyals (£ 0.57);
2nd quality, per 1000 = two riyals (£ 0.28);

* Timber for beams, from seven to ten riyals each lot of ten beams (£ 1 - 1.42);
for rafters = form five to six qurush each lot of ten beams (£ 0.03 - 0.042);

What was gathered during the interviews with different builders and clients
suggests that the cost of constructing a medium size house (accommodation for three
families) reached 400 Golden English Pounds ~ 4000 riyal madjfdi ~ £ 15.400 today's
value, while the total cost of building a large multi-family house (six families) reached
an amount of 1500 Golden English Pounds ~ 15000 riyal madjfdf ~ £ 57.750 today's
value11. However, in Makkah and in some parts of Al-Madinah, the excavation of
stone - as the main building material - was a very costly undertaking which resulted
in much more expensive - yet more durable - houses.

As in the contemporary sense, the 'budget' meant how much the client could
raise for his project, which depended on the client's relations with his family, clan,
friends and connections12. If the client were known to have come from a large
family, or to be popular in his neighbourhood, the budget could be roughly estimated
by the mu 'allem, until the client puts it in specific terms. The specified amount would
include the mu 'allem's share. Note that the seniority of the mu 'allem not only
determined the size of his projects, the type of his clients, and his allowance in the
project as we see in chapter five, but also allowed him a relatively free-hand approach
to experiment with new forms and ideas within a restricted range of possibilities

10 A monetary unit used during the Turks and still used today (one riyal = 20 qarsh). However, the
values presented here were those of the 1860s AD/1280s AH.

11 Similar figures were cited in Al-MaghrabI, M. 'All. Malamih at Hayah al Editima 'ivvah FTAl
Hedjaz. [(Arabic) Aspects of the HedjazI Social Life], Jeddah: Tehamah, 1982. Passim.

12 For example, if the client was a newly-wed, he would receive rufud (material gifts = jewellery, money,
food, furniture...etc.) from his family, friends, relatives and community members to assist him in establishing
the marital house.
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determined by a culturally-accepted matrix, which is discussed in chapter nine. It also
reflected a trust in his ability and confidence in his experience and sympathetic
appreciation of the desires of the client. Although towards the 1960s people believed
that employing senior mu 'allemfn would reduce their control over their decisions.

6.1.4. Ra§4 al-sfsan/Hafr al-asasat (Foundation layout)

Fig. 6.7. The accurate line of the development was ascertained by taut strings.

On the first day of the project, after the fadjer (dawn) prayer, the mu 'allem
would depart with his building-team from the mosque to the building site. After boring
the earth, he would roughly delineate the outside confines of the structure by
indicating in the ground with his stick where these should be by careful positioning
of qit'ah nadij'ah (clear-cut stone) in each comer of the land and the use of taut
awtar (strings) the accurate lines of the development would be ascertained. The
nawwar (plasterer) would then pour nurah (lime powder) over these strings to make
the outline visible (Fig. 6.7.). Each corner-stone was known as rdss al-dumagh (top
of the head), or roukon (comer).

The soil in Jeddah is of several types. In places it is a layer of hadjar bahari
(limestone), or of sabakhah (saline sand) or of balha' (sand) and small rocks. But
elsewhere it is only soft kashur (small coral rocks)....
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Itqan al-bedaiyyah ni§f al-'amal [well begun is half done], but some
mu 'allemin, may God guide them, they do not dig deep enough to
remove this soft material and start building immediately, thinking that
the land could bear their loads, and to save themselves some money.
But they end up paying more money and losing reputation by having
to y 'addelo [level] their houses. To me this land is like my skin, I can
feel it, I can smell it, I can detect its illness and I can prepare the right
medication for it before it hurts. (Mu'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin,
Jeddah, April 6, 1990).

The laying of the foundations began with excavating to a depth of up to two
meters according to the nature and quality of the soil and projected height of the
building (Fig.6.8.). This operation was known as ra§d al-sfsan (foundation balancing).
When the digging was completed, the mu 'allem and his crew would pour in dibs
(thick mud from the sea-bed) and kashur (a type of coral-blocks) to form a thin layer
which would function as a damp course (against the high water-table of Jeddah. This
procedure was not followed in Makkah). This mud was brought from Baher al-Tfn
(the mud-sea which is a lagoon to the northwest of the old town) on donkey-drawn
carts. It was then flattened, sprinkled with water, nurah (if it were very thick), and
ba[lfd' (sand). The (iyyan or khala{ would tread it until the mud turned into a

paste-like material. It would then be loaded in masahat (n.sing. mashah = metal
containers) to be used as mortar.

The best mortar was al-finah al-soudah [black-mud] that we brought
from the bottom of al-Manqabah lagoon. It was thick and could hold
two large blocks of hard stones of hadjar baharf together like cement
today. The last building I restored was that of bait al-afandi Na§ff [the
house of the prominent Na§ff family] in which the original builder -

Mu'allem Dandarouh from Makkah - used hashwah [filling] of
crushed-date stones, mixed with black-mud to achieve a thick and solid
miinah [mortar], it was also called dibs. (Mu 'allem Sadaqah Karkachin,
Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

In Al-Madinah, the best type of mortar was \in al-sabakh (flood/saline-mud)
which, because of its density, and its bonding strength (when mixed with sand brought
specially from a mountain there known as Jabal SW) did not need any further
treatment. It would be collected from the flooded fields, mixed with the special sand
and left on the building site for two days for takhmfr (fermentation) before it was
used. There were also other types of mud, like dohaiyynah (greasy-mud) which was
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collected from plantation fields. This type of mud was not used for buildings more

than two stories in height because of its weaker binding properties13.

Fig. 6.8. Foundation layout.

After this layer was put down, large hadjar bahari (1 m x 1.5 m) would be
arranged on top to form a hasfrah (raft-foundation). This stone was much stronger,
and it could bear a heavier load than hadjar manqabi (20 cm x 40 cm coralline
limestone) which is why it was mostly used for foundations. Once excavated from the
sea-bed, this stone (hadjar bahari) was cut into three or four smaller stones for easier

handling but only an expert and physically-strong garari (stone-cutter) could work
with this type of rock because of its hardness and the coarseness of its surface14.
Although the houses of Harat al-Baiiar15 in Jeddah were typified by the use of
hadjar bahari both above and below ground, hadjar manqabi was common throughout
the rest of the town.

13 Mu'allem Ahmad Ham/.ah al-Rifl. Tape-recorded interview, Al-Madinah, April 27, 1990.
14 A garari who works with hadjar bahari had to treat his hands with salt and hiuna' blossoms at the

end of the day. Sometimes he was obliged to stop working for two days until his hands were healed. Very
few garariyyah (n.sing. garari) could cut this kind of rocks into perfect squared-blocks.

15
ijarat al-Bahar was the fishing community. On days when there was no activity in the fish market,

they excavated hadjar bahari., loaded them aboard their sanabik, sawa 7" or doqqol (boat types), and either
sold them or used them to build their own houses. The majority of the surviving traditional houses of Jeddah
are from this hara.
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In Makkah and Al-Madinah, there was rarely a need to put down foundations
because of the rocky nature of the ground. Their builders worked on sisan {abi 'iyyah
(natural or direct foundations). However, in a few areas of Al-Madinah, foundation
work was carried out in a fashion similar to elsewhere, except that the ground was

pounded and then built up - to 'abad (graded) - with dabsh (rubble) to street level.
Unlike most of the houses in Jeddah, ground floors in Makkah and Al-Madinah were

built of mountain stone which gave the buildings a much greater load-bearing capacity
than those built entirely out of soft limestone. Hadjar baladi or asmar (black or

mountain-stone), hadjar zaraiyqf (smooth volcanic-stone or basalt), tub ahmar
(red-brick), or hadjar simaismi (porous sedimentary limestone) were used in
Al-Madinah for foundations and building purposes when necessary, all of which
needed special gararfyyah to handle them.

It took a week to ten days to complete the foundations (working from just after
the dawn prayer, before sunrise until half an hour before sunset) depending on the size
of the project and the type of soil. Throughout this period, the client would be on

hand to judge progress, offer his views or just to be seen to be hadir (present). If it
were ' ittifaq odjrah (a daily-payment contract) the client would be present on the site
at sunset to make any comments and to pay the worker. If he approved of what had
been accomplished thus far, he would give the mu 'allem the 'go-ahead' for the next

stage, the ground floor construction. If not, he would negotiate with the mu 'allem
over possible modifications or improvements in the quality of work or possibly
dismiss the mu 'allem altogether. (At this point, of course, he was also able to begin
to visualize the form of his house from the plan of the stonework laid down by then).

6.1.5. Ra§§ al-hadjar (Brickwork, brick-laying)

This stage began when ground mark had come up to street level. The
mu 'allem would mark out the entire plan of the ground floor with some taghiyyrat
khajfafi (slight modifications) to the full-size plan seen by the client on the first
meeting. He would then be followed by the nawwdr bisatle nurah (the worker who
put down the marking-lines using a bucket of lime-powder) with the client present.
The correct lines and positions of the walls and corners were again determined by
placing a perfectly squared-cut stone in each corner at established right angles between
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which connecting rows of stones were laid, the result was a clear 'footprint' of the
house on the ground (Fig. 6.9.). The next thing that was built was fafyil al-daradj (the
staircase-shaft, carriage of stairs). This consisted of a rectangular formation of vertical
stone-walls to ground level, creating a 'core of support' within the structure which
rose with the height of each floor, allowing for access to the staircase and into which
the external and other load-bearing walls were tied by means of ayadi (hands:
wooden-beams) for support during construction and for reinforcement thereafter. The
vacant space in the shaft was filled with mud and stones as it was erected or was left
vacant as storage spaces16.

Fig. 6.9. The result was a clear 'footprint' of the house on the ground.

The ditch of the foundation would be filled with one to two courses of stone-

blocks depending on the uniformity the street/ground level. This would bring the
building's ground level to about 40 cm above street level. The walls would then be
built up in rows of stones following the ground floor pattern or the 'footprint' of the
building (Fig. 6.10.) up to the level of the sills of rawashin (about 1.4 m). A total of
at least 1.3 meter above street level would then be filled with sand and crushed-stone

16 This technique - besides having a structural significance - was used by mu 'allemin in the early days
before they began to exploit the fact that by concealing the location of the staircase, the client could not risk
dismissing them before the completion of the house.
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to mark the building's ground level17. Nuqul or (small stones) were used to fill the
small gaps caused by the irregularity of large stones. The positioning of individual
stones depended on their particular shape resulting from the way they were cut by the
garari. The mu 'allem might, for example, instruct his worker to lay a stone on its
wadjh gharbi (westem-side) in order to match the stone next to it without any

irregularities. An expert garari, however, did not need the mu 'allem to assist him in
laying stones on their appropriate sides.

Fig. 6.10. Walls would be built up in rows of stones following the 'footprint' of the building.

"Al mu 'allem alfannan yiban men jadrowatii" (the artistic merit of the builder
is displayed in his walls). The expertise of a mu 'allem was judged by his ability to
build his walls up to a height of 30 meters without any deviation from vertical and
line, and the mu 'allem had constantly to check and measure for the slightest variation
in his walls and corners as the height of the building increased.

Tarbi" al-mahil [squaring the room] was a basic procedure that a
young mu 'allem could achieve, but keeping it murabba' [square] for
five floors was not something everybody could do. It was a black day
for a mu 'allem who discovered a maiyylah [deviation] in his walls or

angles...oh, his shame could not be described...better he blamed it on
the land. (Mu 'allem al-Rlfi, Al-Madinah, April 25, 1990).

17 Almost all houses encountered were built at least one meter above ground level. This was mainly to
raise the ground floor of the house above eye level to ensure maximum privacy.
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After every six madamik (rising.
medmak = course of stones = about 20 cm)
known also as bitrah or qalbah, boards or

poles of Indian teak known as taklflah,
taglrlah or takhlilah18 (insertions or

weight-distributors) would be laid or

inserted horizontally along the tops of the
outside walls and nailed to them. (Fig.
6.11.) They would then be topped with
mortar (mud, nurah, and sand-paste) mixed
with crushed manqabf or kashur stones as

a bed for the next course of stones.

Sometimes these taklilat would be inserted

in other walls at points of likely settlement
or where greater stress occurred as from
staircases or storage rooms. In this case,

. r \ i ii i Fig. 6.11. Boards of Indian teak would be laidthe plirpOSe of these honZOnt3.lly-l3.id horizontally along the tops of the outside walls.

wooden poles was to maintain the width
and uniformity of the walls. Tafyzfm al-bait (lit. Tying the house with a waistband) or
with these wooden boards gave it greater strength and stability against qar$ or

tariyyih (settlement). The techniques of using alternate rows of stones or bricks and
wooden beams to build jadruwah or hawaiyyl (n.sing. haiyy{ahlha i{ = wall) was

known in the 16th and 17th centuries as buniyyan shamf (the construction technique
of the Levant) after the construction method used by Syrian craftsmen.

Before the 1860s, these taklilat were simple tree-trunks which were laid on the
stone-courses. After a few years, they were developed in such a way that builders got
more wood out of one trunk once they cut it into a number of boards. This technique
was used in Makkah, Jeddah and Al-Madinah, but instead of laying the wooden boards
batih (flat), they were cut into narrow boards, which were then laid on their 'asi

[board-on-edge] to get yet more strength out of one thin board:

18 Taklilah in Arabic refers to a band or a crown, while taglilah means 'weight-reducer/distributor.'
Takhlilah means 'to insert, loosen, pass through, permeate or to intervene.' It was noted that the three terms
were used interchangeably by mu 'allemfn throughout Hcdjaz. In Al-Madinah, however, the equivalent of
taglilah is known as dafin meaning 'the concealed, submerged or buried.'
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...bear the loads against the wooden vines otherwise it will yi{oqq
(break). (Mu'allem al-RTfT, Al-Madinah, April 25, 1990).

These wooden boards would not survive the attacks of 'ottah (termites), but
the mu 'allemfn discovered a way to treat wood with mughri (a type of glue used in
boat-building) until various kinds of paint were introduced to the country. Wood was

then coated in advance and used in the building, although this treatment did not

prevent the swelling of wood in Jeddah because of the high humidity in the air, or the
shrinkage of wood in Makkah because of the excessive heat and dryness of the air.
However successful weather-enduring and termite-resistant, wooden beams and pillars,
it was found, could be made from palm-trunks brought from WadT Fapmah near

Makkah or imported sadj (teak). They required minimum treatment and survived the
weather very well, although the natural decay of wood was unavoidable.

In Al-Madinah, the ground floor could be built out of lebin (mud) poured into
wooden-casts, and supported with the same type of wooden poles as in Jeddah and
Makkah. It could also be built out of bolokkat {in (mud-bricks). These were made in
advance by putting {in hilow (pure-mud) in a standard mold, left to dry in the sun for
three or four days, and then used in the same way as red-bricks. The role of the sun

in drying and baking the mud or red-bricks was eventually substituted with ovens

known as kuoshah. This was done in the case of one or two-story houses19. In the
case of higher buildings or for retaining and load-bearing walls, mud-bricks were

totally avoided (substituted with granite or lava-stone). In Makkah and Al-Madinah,
the stone excavation for building was a costly procedure, as we see earlier, but
because of strong properties of the stone, it produced more durable houses (besides
being rescuable in the case of demolition). In Makkah, hadjar al-Shemaisi (stones
brought from al-ShemaisT mountain outside Makkah) was known to be durable and
hard to excavate, hence very expensive to build with. In Al-Madinah, hadjar sil'
(stones excavated from the mountain of SiT) had a similar status as that of al-
shemaisi stone.

19 Richard Burton - in his description of Al-Madinah in 1844 - stated that the "city was built on a gently
sloping plateau of white chalk, salt sand, and loamy clay that was easily made into bricks...the houses built
of palm-wood and burned bricks, flat roofed and double storied... the town was surrounded with a wall of
granite and lava blocks cemented with lime." Burton, Richard. Pilgrimage to El-Medina and Mecca. 3 vols.
London: Longman, 1855. 178.
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During the construction of the ground floor, preparations for the anticipated
sizes of rawashin20, built-in closets and interior wall-recesses (for shelving) were

made. Such preparations might include, for example, incorporating into the walls the
right size and thickness of taklilat to be projected at the base of the rowshan openings
which would be then called lisan al-{aqah (lit. tongue = window-support). Shishan
and rawashin were not independently fixed to the building after its construction, for
their wall-supports were arranged in advance during construction. The mu 'allem, after
deciding on the size of rawashin, recommended to the client the most suitable
carpenter to handle the type and the size of these bay-windows. On the other hand,
the budget of the client determined the type of wood, the type of mashrabiyyat21, the
quality of ornamentation and the overall size of the wooden lattice-work to cover such
apertures.

Usually, and in spite of the availability of {ourfah (eight meters long wooden
beams)22, rooms were not larger than 5 m x 5 m for fear of the bending or tarkhfm
of flooring support joists. Because wall thickness (about one meter) would consume

a portion of this length23, and the remaining portion (about six meters) of the
wooden- beams or joists could not withstand expected haniyyat (bending-moments).
Mu'allemin found by experience that "aqya ' istfqamah le-'ud al-tasqtf"24 (the
maximum resistance of bending-moments for wooden-beams) was achieved at about
five meters. This length would assure the owner of the house level-floors and ceilings
for as long as his house lasted. They also discovered a technique of using ready-bent
trunks (naturally-bent tree-trunks) with the arched side upwards in order to gain more

bending resistance.

20 The differences between a rowshan and a window or shish (blinds/shutters) are many, the most
important of which is that the rowshan would be built at the building's ground level (one meter above street
level, at the level of the main door lintel) while the shish would be built halfway up the rowshan (about 1.8
meters from street level). Structurally, the shish is flushed with the elevation with a wooden-screen in front,
while the rowshan is a three-sided projecting bay-window with a sitting-platform inside.

21 There were either elaborate and reinforced Egyptian mashrabiyyat, or simple and relatively small
Turkish rawashin known as agfa$ (n.sing gafa$ = cage).

22 These wooden beams were about 15 - 20 cm in diameter, on top of which was a dead load of about
10 - 40 cm thick flooring materials.

23 Walls were as thick as 85 - 100 cm at the base, and 55 - 65 cm at the top of the house, through which
the wooden-beams had to travel to the external walls of the house.

24 Mu'allem Allmad Hamzah al-Rlft, Al-Madinah, April 25, 1990.
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The duration of this phase depended on the 'quality' and ability of the
mu 'allem in managing his team, and on the capacity of the gararf to cut the required
stones at a certain rate. In Jeddah, for example, mu'allem Abu-Zaid was "very
demanding and tough on his workmen, and was famous for being the fastest mu 'allem
to deliver his houses."25 Normally, for an average-sized house, the gararfyyah could
finish up to two courses of stone per day. In Al-Madinah and Makkah, because of the
relatively heavy weight and the nature of mountain-stone, the best gararf could cut

only two stones a day if "the stone was rough and junub [hard and large] and the cut

required was clean [sharp]." But if "the stone was ruaisat [small] and the knocking
[cut] required was shaquf or ta 'dfl wadjh [rough/basic], he could then cut up to 60
stones a day."26 On average they could accomplish more than two cubic meters of
stone-built structure per day. An average eight makhazen house (8 x 42 m2 =336 m2)
was completed in two to four months.

Arches, doors and bay-windows required special kinds of scaffolding, building
materials and craftsmen. 'Oqud (arches) were framed with 'iddn karfah (thin and
flexible wooden-beams) which came from Sudan and India. The standard dimensions
of these beams were 10 cm thick x 10 m length.

...nisaiyydj al-'aqd [make the frame of the arch], no'qod famm
al- 'aqd [tie the mouth = horsing-up and decide the shape of the arch-
top], then we remove the frame after two weeks. (Mu'allem al-RlfT,
Al-Madinah, April 25, 1990).

The framework of the arch was made during construction (but was later
standardized by some mu'allemfn) and installed in the desired place. It was then clad
with a {abaq or qalib (mold, cast) of stone and mortar known as halq al-bab (lit.
throat of the door), supported by dabsh (heavy-stones) to maintain its shape until it
hardened. The same procedure was followed for window-cases and door nidjaf (frames
or standards). Staircases which were supported by arches were known as daradj
ma 'qud (arched-staircases).

There were several types of door, window and entrance-surrounds and
standards which were common in most of the HedjazI cities, for example:

25 Mu'allem §a<)aqah 'Olaimi, Jeddah, March 29, 1990.
26 Mu 'allem Ahmad Hamzah al-RTfl, Al-Madinah, April 25, 1990.
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- Ghums/Makhmils (lancet, Tudor & basket-handle arches for staircases),
- Na$if (round and horseshoe),
- Maiyytur (segmented),
- Mughrabi (Moroccan trefoil arch).

Free-standing arches were supported on kitf al-fyadjar (shoulders and columns
of stone) or wooden columns known as burdj al-seqalah (tower of scaffolding). These
could be as high as three stories if the right thickness of tree-trunks was available but,
if supported on stone columns, had to have a very wide base which reduced the size
(width) of the entrance. The specially-cut stones, known as hadjar al- 'aqd (stone of
the arch: voussoir), were either hadjar baladi or tub ahmar.

The ground floor construction would conclude when it reaches the height of
'awarid al-rawashin (lintels of the bay-window) which is about 3.6 meters from street
level. The lintels would then be topped with round Javanese wood-beams and inserted
into the side-walls to the depth of about 20 cm. Three courses of stones would then
follow, taking the ground floor to the height of 4.2 to 4.6 meters from street level. The
thickness of the ground floor ceiling would range from 30 to 50 cm.

6.1.6. Raf al-bina'/Baqiyyat al-adwar (Typical floor construction)

The first floor was likely to follow the same layout as the ground floor, almost
like a vertical extension of the walls - unless the building consisted of only two floors
with a terrace or khardjah27 (Fig. 6.12.). Usually, it would start at the height of 4 m

to 4.5 m from street level. The thickness of the walls would decrease as the building
went up. For example, if the wall thickness of the ground floor was one meter, the
wall thickness of the first floor would be reduced to 85 cm, and so on with an average

reduction of wall thickness of about 17 cm per floor. Building the stone casement of
the staircase was the major event at the beginning of this phase. The design and
direction of flights and landings were partly the decision of the mu 'allem and partly
that of the client. In most cases, the staircase would be located at the far southern end

of the house or slightly centred. This helped the builder to use the staircase-shaft as
a ventilation and light-well for the adjacent rooms.

27 Khardjah in Al-Madinah is known as saqifah (lit. little roof).
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Fig. 6.12. Floors construction near completion.

The stairs themselves were made out of round gandal wooden-beams, placed
side by side in a raft formation and inserted into the stone casement of the staircase-
shaft. They would then be topped with a layer of munah (mortar), and - in merchant
houses - marble blocks or hand-dressed stones would be placed on each step. An arch
would be yo 'qad (placed at the entrance of the staircase-shaft) in the same fashion
described above. The height of each sinnah (riser) was about four bandnat (fingers)
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or three to four hinch (inches)28, while treads width varied from 25- 30 cm to 25 cm.

In some larger houses, 18 cm risers and 35 cm treads were encountered. In general,
These rose in very shallow flights - almost ramp like - of an average of nine steps per

flight in the case of a square staircase-shaft and a combination of nine to five in cases

of rectangular ones29. The number of steps per floor ranged from 18 to 24 steps.
There were several types of staircases the most uncommon of which was the external
free-standing stairs or daradj shamf (Syrian-style). The construction of staircases was

a field of demonstration for each mu 'allem's technical and artistic talent.

The showpiece staircase in traditional Jeddah was that built by mu'allem
Dandarouh from Makkah, for al-afandfNa$if. The risers of this staircase were very

low (less than four centimeters) and their treads more than 50 cm. Mu'allem
Dandarouh designed and built this staircase almost like a ramp so that the owner of
the house and his guests could climb all the way up to a special reception roof-terrace
without getting off the back of their horses. He also designed and built another daradj
serri (secret staircase) for the family and servants in such a way that the stair-flights
were not exposed to any of the rooms of the house. This staircase allowed female
guests and saqqayfn (water-carriers) to move about freely without disturbing the
activities of the house or affecting the privacy of adjoining rooms. It was naturally-lit
through horizontal louvres located half way up each floor, while at night, it utilized
special alcoves on the wall for the placement of oil lamps. This design was the source

of utmost pride for both the owner and the mu 'allem for many years to come.

The positioning of air-shafts and side-openings for ventilation was also decided
upon at this stage. The pattern of air circulation, the size of the openings and their
stmctural consequences were major questions facing the mu'allem and testing his
competence. This was also a major field of continuous innovation. In Al-Madinah, the
bait al-bfr (well-shaft), and al-jila, badahandj or bdzdhandj (grilled ventilation-
opening or wind-catch)30 were given a special emphasis in layout and construction.
The first was located between the merhad or bait al-ma /{aharah (bathroom,

28 As a reminder: three inchs = 7.62 cm.

29 The nine steps being towards the wide side, and the three being across the narrow edge of the
rectangle.

30 See figures (6.5.) and (6.6.).
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water-closet or toilet) and the ma{bakh or murakkab (kitchen), and since the saqqa

was in and out of it continually to draw water, the privacy of the adjoining rooms was

very important. In the second, its shape and the direction of its openings and movable
flaps governed the pattern of air circulation throughout the house as well as its
sand-filtering properties.

TarabI'
(Tiles)

Khaltat nurah
(Lime-paste)
Batha'
(Sand)

Tin sabakh
(Lava mud)

Jarid nakhil
(Palm-leaf stalks)
Sa'af nakhil
(Palm-leaves)
Jizu' nakhil
(Plam-trunks)

Or
Khashab Jaw!
(Java wood)

Or
Jizu shadjar
(Tree-trunks)

Fig. 6.13. Ceiling/flooring detail.

The skills of the nadjar (carpenter) were of particular importance at this stage
for the construction of floors, ceilings, balconies, and stairs. The flooring on the
ground level consisted of thick wooden-supports of khashab Jawforfunni (Java wood)
which came from Singapore in a standard thickness of 7.62 cm, on top of which was,

first, a layer of sa 'af (palm-fronds), then a layer of jarfd (palm-leaf stalks) or khashab
hur (type of wood), then a layer of tin sabakh (saline mud-paste) mixed with crushed
coral-stone and lime, a layer of batha (sand), a layer of nurah (lime), and finally a

layer of tarabi" (square-cut stone-tiles). This process was known as tasbfl balat,
tasbfl biyyad or tadjsjs (covering with tiles and mortar). The floors and ceilings of
larger houses of Makkah substituted tin al-sabakh with tubtab which is a cementing
agent made of a mixture of crushed stones, limestone and lime-powder (Fig. 6.13).
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The quality and techniques of tasqif or ceiling construction was determined by
the budget of the client and the availability of building material. For example, the
process of tasqif ghashfm or 'aiyydi (simple, ordinary) - which means the installation
of untreated (unpainted) and undecorated wooden-beams at intervals of 25 cm to 50
cm - depending on the intended height (this type was the cheapest of all). The second
type of ceiling is tasqif wasat/bast (moderate, flat) in which the wooden-beams are

refined and given an extra layer of wood treatment and paint. The third and most

expensive is tasqif makhyuy (distinctive, special) in which more expensive types of
wood are used and further treated with decoration and colours. In all these techniques,
the wooden-beams are left exposed to form what is commonly known as dulii' (ribs).
The thickness of flooring generally ranged from 11 cm to 45 cm.

It was not common to line the ceiling except in large houses for rich
merchants, although in Al-Madinah, sa 'af was arranged in a diamond pattern for
decoration since it could be seen between the supporting poles. This roofing system
was called tasqif shaiarandj (checkerboard ceiling). Towards the 1900s, a very

elaborate types of roofing known as tasqif shami (Syrian style) were used in large and
rich houses. It depended on complete decoration of pre-cut and pre-decorated wooden-
beams to be installed along with other decorated wooden elements to form a sort of
a false ceiling. In the case of a tasqif for a bathroom, provision for a manwar (light-
well, window) was made. This is a square or a circular opening/s for ventilation and
discharge of steam and odour, while allowing natural light inside the room. Later,
towards the 1930s AD/1340s AH, these were covered with glass sheets or a number
of small domical forms.

Haramdinat (balconies), if featured, could start from any floor. Round-cut
hadjar bahari or manqabf were prepared in advance, and then placed on top of each
other to form supporting columns for balconies. In some cases, tree-trunks were used
as columns but the required lengths and diameters were very rare and expensive. The
durability of these wooden-columns was limited due to intense heat and the humidity,
and because of the high salt-content of the air in areas like Jeddah and Yanbu which
tends to accelerate the process of wood deterioration. Buildings with large wooden-
columns had to be treated regularly with oil, which was a difficult and costly
operation.
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The completion of qa§abat (n.sing. qa$abah = masonry water-pipe) or shaib
(cloth water-pipe) for the collection of rainwater from the roof was undertaken at this
stage. This smoothly-plastered water-pipe lead to the §ehrfdj (water-tank) located at
the basement of the house (foundation level). This same technique is also used for the
discharge of toilet and kitchen wastes. These would collect in a baiyyarah or dabil
(septic-tank) at the basement level. Septic-tanks were emptied and cleaned by nazzahfn
(n.sing. nazzah = nightman, bailer, sewage-cleaner) once every two or three years,

depending on the size of the tank (and number of families in the house).

6.1.7. Al-liyasah/al-Biyad/al-Tangil (Plastering, painting)

Plastering could be undertaken either internally as construction progressed or

both internally and externally when the building was completed or near completion.
Normally, this was recognized as being when the mu'allem had completed the
khardjah (roof-top terrace). Plastering would be undertaken vertically from top to
bottom in stripes determined by the length of the plastering-scaffolding known as

rahmaniyyah (Fig. 6.14.). These were not longer than four meters in average and
would be suspended from the top of the building by extended pulleys which were set

up at the top of the house. Strong and long English maritime ropes were lowered from
these to the rahmaniyyah and tied to it. The pulleys were then controlled by two

plasterer-assistants on top of the building who would lower or raise the plasterer to
the desired level. It was the norm that this rahmaniyyah be assembled and installed
in its place at night so that work can commence in early morning. Openings of
rawashfn, doors and windows would be covered with large plywood-sheets until the
plastering process was totally completed.

Buildings of hadjar manqabf needed tanwi'r (plastering) unlike those of hadjar
baharf which did not require plastering because of their weathering properties and
resistance to erosion. In Al-Madinah and Makkah, buildings with hadjar baladi
(mountain-stone) and hadjar harawf (lava-stones) were left exposed, while the floors
(storey) built with mud or simaismi blocks had to be plastered to withstand the
onslaught of sand-storms. Towards the early 1900s, there was no need for any wall
preparation in order to accommodate hidden wirings or ducts, although when
electricity was introduced to Jeddah around 1951 AD/1370 AH, wiring for electrical
and telephone connections were still laid on the surface.
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Fig. 6.14. Liyasat al-bait (plastering).

In earlier times31, plastering was not a common practice in the entire Hedjaz.
This did not affect the buildings of Makkah and those of Al-Madinah which were built
of stone32. In Jeddah, however, buildings which were not externally treated

31 When mu'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin was 17 years old (1920 AD/1339 AH).
32 Burckhardt's description of Makkah in the 1800s confirmed this when he observed that "Mekka (like

Djiddah) contains many houses of three stories high; few at Mekkah are whitewashed; but the dark grey
colour of the stone is much preferable to the glaring white that offends the eye in Djiddah." Burckhardt, John
Lewis. Travels in Arabia. Cambridge: Frank Cass & Co., Ltd., 1968. (First published in 1829). 145.
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deteriorated rapidly and none of them are in existence today because their fa9ades did
not withstand the harsh climate of the city. Mu 'allemin in Jeddah realized that they
should treat the external surfaces of their buildings with a weather-resistant material.
The first attempt at this was by applying a mix of lime-powder, sand and sawdust.
Although this type of plaster was satisfactory for internal purposes, it was of little use

outside since it cracked at the slightest change in temperature.

A subsequent technique was more successful. This involved applying a base
coat of lime-powder and sand which was left to harden for two days and then covering
with a coat of lime-powder, crushed stones and sometimes zahra (blue nurah or

ultramarine - which give the buildings a bluish colour). Towards the 20th century,

weather-proofing measures were further improved. In addition to these two coats,

buildings were given a preliminary rendering with a course mix of sand and lime-
mortar to fill in the groves and spaces. Also, as a finishing coat, a mix which was

cooked in an underground oven for some days and consisted of a type of glue (first
used in boat-building), qahud (finely-crushed stones), lime-mortar and fine-sand was

applied. There was no set specification for the ratio of these materials or any standard
shade reference for paints.

In Al-Madinah, a similarly successful type of mix known as bandjah souda
(black-plaster) was used, which was a mix of lava-sand and mud. With all types of
plaster, chalking of the paint was unavoidable in humid areas like Jeddah and Yanbu,
and peeling-off was common in hot areas like Makkah and Al-Madinah, hence
re-coating was a regular business for the nawwara (n.sing. nawwar = plasterer). The
process of internal plastering with nurah is known as tarkhim. A plasterer could be
referred to as nawwar, mulaiyyis, nahhat, or naqqash, the first of these being used
interchangeably with any of the other three, depending on his particular specialization,
be it painter, engraver or finishing plasterer. Some naqqashin were experts in carving
the fa£ade-stones on site, while other nahhatin had their own workshops where they
made hadjar manhut (ornamented-stones or ashlars) and gypsum-tiles which were

bought individually by mu'allemin and other nawwara and laid on site. Painted
ornamental-stones were usually done by a nawwar using blue nurah and later,
different shades, colours and pigments.
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Towards the 1960s, the nawwar

began to become more adventurous.
Whereas previously, the accepted
routine was that he would follow the

mu 'allem after he had rafa' yaddouh
(raised his hands = finished his task)
and plaster and paint whatever was

required, he now began to experiment
with ashkal men demdghuh (forms
from his imagination) A free-standing
arch, for example, would increasingly
be seen with Corinthian, Ionic, or

Doric capitals, and further embellished with Indian or other sources of ornamentation
or purely idiosyncratic devices. This development satisfied popular taste and
intensified the innovative competition among the nawwara.

Although the sources of many patterns were not necessarily identifiable to
mu 'allem §a$aqah, one can see clearly that they were borrowed from European
(Turkish and Greek), Morocco, India, Egypt, Syria, the Far-East (Chinese Imperial
patterns),...etc. During site-visits with mu 'allem §a$aqah he used to closely inspect
the ornamental work on building fa§ades and columns and identify the individual/s
who had done each particular job. He was also able to tell where the nawwar was in
some cases replaced by another craftsman from variations in the carving, chiselling,
depth of hammering or painting techniques, and overall pattern of ornamentation.
Differences in noqush [engravings, ornaments] means different work by different
mu 'allemfn, hence, different nawwara.

6.1.8. Tarkib al-abwab, al-rawashin wa al-Shishan (Installation of doors,

windows, blinds and wooden parapets)

Once plastering the internal and external walls of the house was complete, the
process of installing the rawashfn began. This was a time of particular celebration for
it was the first indication of the happy day when the client is going to receive his
house. In fact the commencement of the rawashfn installation was an advertisement

for the completion of the house.

Fig. 6.1S. Nawwara began to experiment with different forms.
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Generally speaking, the building of large ornamented rawdshfn made out of
quality wood33 was very costly, and only rich clients were able to afford them. Indian
wood was the best material for rawashin construction. It was brought to HedjazI in
lots of 20 boards known as kordjah (tr.pl. kordjat), each costing five golden guineas
at the time (~ £ 0.192 of today's value). A standard rowshdn was made from saisam,
zdn or tamr (beech: red and white)34, and there was no alternation between one type

of wood and another in any one rowshdn. Clients of more modest means preferred to

spend the bulk of their budget on interior features rather than putting it into more

expensive external elevations. In such cases, cheaper, smaller and simpler rawashfn
sufficed. Al-manqur or al-mandjur (ornamented, worked) was the name given to a

type of ornamentation which was used for a long period to decorate rawashfn until it
became synonymous with 'rowshdn' and eventually lapsed. During the 1920s, glass
was added to the structure of the rowshdn to further control the flow of air and dust

into rooms. This made them much heavier and more expensive as the types of glass
used for windows carried similar connotations of richness and social status.

The rowshdn was almost the centre of family life especially for younger

members of the family. There they played cards, drank, slept, sat, watched the
activities in the street,...etc.35 The social importance of the shape, quality and size of
rawashui and front doors ensured the continuance of a local timber and iron industries.

The size and elaboration of these rawashin, besides the gypsum ornamentation on the
building itself, were suggestive of the wealth and social status of a certain family.

Technically, the making of wooden fixtures like rawashfn, doors, windows and
parapets began with the laying-out of the ground floor of the house. Depending on the
size of the house and that of these features, the timing was arranged such that as soon

33 Rawashin made out of special types of wood like sadj (Indian teak) or khashab jawi (Java teak) were
beyond the reach of modest families who usually settled for rawashin made locally of saisam or tamr wood.

34 These were the types of imported wood that I could most closely match with the mu 'allemin's
descriptions. There is a possibility that Cypress and Mahogany were used in the interiors, along with other
types like Chestnut and Walnut. The obviously identified types of wood which were used in rawashin
construction were Indian and Java teak. The former rawashin were not only made of Indian or Java wood,
but some were also built and ornamented in these countries. They were in fact ready-made rawashin.

35 There was a dikkah (platform) inside the rowshan covered with mattresses and stuffed cushions
(takkaiyyat, masanid) and allowed two adults to sit or sleep inside the rowshan. Large rawashin which were
equipped with such facilities were named after their orientations as, for example, al-rowshan al-shami
(Levant rowshan = Syrian = northern direction).
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as the house was finished, shishan, doors, rawashin and parapets would be ready to
be added. These fixtures were treated in the same fashion as the other wooden

structural elements of the building for weather and termite resistance. Their dossor or
masamir (nails) were either imported from different sources, or were made locally by
the haddddi'n (blacksmiths). As discussed in chapter five, carpenters were either
regular members of one building-crew working under a mu 'allem, or they were

independent craftsmen brought in by the client. In both cases they had to abide by the
rules of the building mu 'allem, and were able to create their own forms and patterns
within that limit36. Carpenters belonged to their own guild and were not socially or

technically subordinate to the mu 'allem.

There were two distinct types of rawashin: the Turkish and the Egyptian (the
latter was known as mashrabiyyah). The Turkish type37 was an earlier simple model
of bay-windows, much like a qafa§ (a three-sided wooden-cage) which did not

incorporate any movable parts. Some rawashm of this type were topped with a

burnaiyy{ah38 (hat, hood) to provide shade and reduce heat inside the rowshan. This
was made out of thin, long and rough pieces of wood with no naqir (carving or

ornamentations). Later on (around 1865 AD/1285 AH), when mu'allemin from
Al-Madinah settled in Jeddah and Makkah, the Egyptian type was introduced to the
local carpenters of these two cities. This type was built from finely-cut small pieces
of wood, very elaborate in shape and incorporated a large number of controls and
built-in shishan. Mashrabiyyat contained two to four rows of shishan (shutters or

louvres) which were folded in different directions. By adjusting the setting of the
shfshdn, the amount of light and breeze entering the house could be controlled. The

36 The great diversity in the origins of those who came on pilgrimage meant that carpenters could gain a
knowledge of wood-making in places as far as India and Java. Pilgrims taught the locals all kinds of skills in
different aspects of building, but carpentry benefited most because the Hedjazles had very little experience in
working with wood, not seeing much of it around! At the beginning they simply copied shapes and
decorative patterns from the artifacts that the pilgrims brought but they soon began to create their own, based
on the elements of their own environment.

37 It is worth mentioning here that the mu 'allemin disagreed with crediting the Turks for the
mashrabiyyah or any element in the HedjazT house: "The turks governed Hedjaz, but they did not build it or
contribute in it. Al-Hedjaz was built by it's people," as mu 'allem al-RTfl of Al-Madinah protested. One can
understand, however, the rejection of the traditional Hedjaz.Ies to the history of the Turkish domination, and
the bias that this rejection could cause.

38 Also known to some as rafraf after the car's splash-board or mud-guard (apparently after the
introduction of motor vehicles to Hedjaz in the 1820s).
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non-movable pierced parts of the mashrabiyyah were made of turned dowels described
by mu'allem al-RIfi as aw§al khashab §aghfrah [small pieces of wood].

A typical rowshan is
divided into three main section

(Fig. 6.16.): the base known as

ardiyyah (floor or base), the
centre known as jallsah (sitting
area), and the top known as the
tadj, burnai{ah or rafraf
(crown or hood). The lower

part of the ardiyyah of the
rowshan is the supporting base
which is projected from the
wall onto which the rowshan is Fig. 6.16. The main parts of a Turkish rowshan.

fixed. This was not perforated
so as to protect the privacy of the users (this part being at the lower half of the human
body), while the main section of the rowshan - the centre where all the above
described activities take place - was covered with shutters or grilles of very intricate
woodwork known as al-mandjur, khashab kharj allowing visual access from inside
the rowshan to the outside. The upper part of the rowshan is again solid and
projecting beyond the depth of the rowshan so as to provide shade and protect the
central sitting-area from climatic elements, mainly sun rays and heat. In larger houses,
it was common for rawashfn to be vertically connected via a wooden frame known
as the hizam (belt) to cover the entire facade of the house. Ornamentation of
woodwork of all these parts depended on the budget of the client, type of wood used
and availability of skilled nadjarin. For example, the lower parts of the rowshan could
be extensively decorated in the form of very intricate stalactites or could be made as

simple as plain rectangular wooden-panels. In general, however, all wooden elements
found today in the remaining Hedjazi houses bare geometric or floral etched patterns.

To install these rawashin, extended pulleys were set up at the top of the house.
Strong and long English maritime ropes were lowered from these to the ground where
they were hooked by rashshaqat (n.sing. rashshaqah = hooks) onto specially-fitted
knobs at the comers of the rowshan (Fig. 6.17.). The bottom of the rowshan was tied

Tadj/Burnaitah/Rafraf
(Top of the rowshan)

Hizam (Band)

Jallsah (Centre)

Ardiyyah (Base)

Mu^a'af/Kurdi/Yadd
(Support/Caryatids)
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Fig. 6.17. Rawashw and shfsh installation (Egyptian types being fitted).

with two ropes at each end which were controlled by two men while it was being
hauled up so as to prevent any damage to it or to the surface of the building. When
it was level with the opening prepared for it, it was received by two nadjar assistants
who fixed it to the projecting wooden joists or stouts - which were deeply embedded
at the base of the rawshan opening - known as muda 'af, kurdi39 (caryatids) or yadd
(hand). Because these joists were tied into the structure of the house, there were no

39 In Al-Madinah, the term kurdi refers to wooden-frames and supports that are painted and decorated to
separate the iwan from the durqa 'ah (types of rooms). They usually take the form of corbelling stalactites.
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need for any further support for the rowshan (unlike the old Turkish type which had
to be fixed to the building using independent dowels). There were, however, cheaper
and simpler ways of achieving the functions of the rowshan (while missing the
projection into the street, hence, its wind-catching properties), one of which is through
the use of shfsh. The most common design of this type of windows is known as

gandaliyyah, after the Indian gandal wood used for its framing and construction. This
was either a round or pointed-arch opening fitted with a simple two-leaf louvred-
shutters.

The installation of blinds and shutters, doors and parapets (known as a 'rash
al-summar - thrones for night entertainment) was an easier operation because they
were all lighter than rawashin, and because the frames into which they fitted were

already in place and ready to receive them. Parapets were substituted with coloured
baked-bricks known as adjur (n.sing. adjar = backed clay-bricks) in towns like
Makkah where it was known as shaburah (porous). These were arranged in special
formation that simulated the lattice woodwork in terms of being perforated (by spacing
the bricks at certain distances from each other) to allow visual access (from inside the

khdrdjah) and ventilation. It is noted, however, that the adjur techniques is more

extensive in Makkah than the rest of Hedjaz (although wood, once available, was

equally accessible for all the craftsmen of Hedjaz).

The emphasis Hedjazles gave to entrances and main gates led to special
treatment of these by clients and craftsmen. Front doors usually have double heights
with elaborate brick, stonework and decoration. These were fitted with large wooden
doors, usually two-leafed with the right-leaf having a smaller door or entryway known
as khukhah (lit. peach = wicket or false-door). Specially designed two-leaf doors were
somewhat heavier and required stronger frame-supports. These were only opened to
admit large loads while the khukhah was the main entrance to the house. During the
1950s, these doors were in fashion and became something of a status symbol. Porticos
also came to be a desirable feature of house-entrances and this gave the mu 'allem's
and nadjar's added knowledge and experience of wooden structures and the different
means of supporting them. Such developments created an order of prestige among

nadjarin as they competed in the production of elaborate and highly decorative
wooden fixtures, false-ceilings, book-shelves, kitchen-fitments, specialized wooden
furniture like sahharat, kimar (cupboards), saisam jatiyyah, and rakkdlah (cloth-chests).
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The upper most part of the building, usually occupied by a khardjah, was

decorated with 'araiyyis (dolls or brides) that crowned the building's sky-line. These
crestings were made of carved coral-blocks which were plastered against weathering.
Most mosques and houses of Hedjaz were crowned in the same fashion for - at least-
the past 200 years. In large merchant houses, the same patterns and module of
crestings would crown lower and upper parts of mashrabiyyat (tadj, burnaitah and
muda 'af), the terraces as well as the roof-top parapets.

6.1.9. Taslfm al-bait (Presenting the house to the client)

It was very important for both the client and the mu 'allem to have the house
finished before the beginning of the hadj season and other local or religious festivity.
This means that the owner could receive a large number of expected guests during
these special periods, and the possibility of renting the house to expected pilgrims for
a good sum of money that would compensate for the cost of the building. Getting the
family to move to their new home was also considered as a complementary
celebration if synchronized with another happy event like a marriage, the Muslim 'id
or the hadj season. For the mu 'allem, this meant a relief of a major responsibility so

that he can execute his hadj or join in the festivity of the 'id. It also meant the
reception of his odjrah (earnings) which he can make use of at these particular
occasions.

The presentation of the house to the owner was a happy occasion for the
neighbourhood. After a long time - ranging from one to four years - it was finally
time to receive the family home (Fig. 6.18). The owner gathered a number of the hara
elders as witnesses to the preliminary procedure of tamtir al-bait (measuring the house
and approval of sizes). The mu 'allem and his assistants, accompanied by the client
and whatever members of his community, would take measurements room by room

and document them to check that they matched the initial client-mu 'allem oral or
written 'ittifaq, 'aqd (contract). Although generally the client was present at intervals
throughout construction and was aware of the overall structural form of the house, he
was not always in position to judge particulars before its final completion. The system
of 'ittifaq odjrah (daily-payments) gave the client a better chance of daily-inspection
of the structure - before paying the mu'allem and his team - than cases of 'ittifaq
mudjawadah (lump-sum contract).
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If the client was satisfied with the results of the tamtir, this document would
be sealed by the mu 'allem, the client, and at least two witnesses. It would then be
submitted to the local judge as a discharge of the mu 'allem's responsibilities, a proof
of completion of the house to the client's satisfaction, and a registration of
home-ownership by the client. One the other hand, if the client expressed the need for
any modifications, a period of time - depending on the extent of these - was given to
the mu 'allem to undertake the changes. This situation arose mostly in cases where the
client was a sea-faring man for example and did not have the chance to inspect the
house at least once at the completion of each stage.



This final episode ended with a ceremonial dinner held at the owner's new

house. The guests included the 'omdah of the frara, prominent residents and
neighbours, the mu 'allem and the senior members of his team (e.g., garari). This also
represented a declaration of the privacy of the house. Guests were not shown around
the house, even if no female family members were present. The house become bait
(Home) as soon as the owner receives it and his family name is associated with it. The
upper-floors of the house would then be considered as the harm (the most private
quarters which is restricted to the man of the house and to the female members of the
family). Accordingly, it was considered critically improper for other men to enter
these areas.

6.1.10. Taosf al-bait/Ziyadat al-bait (Extension of the house)

After a number of years of occupying the house, an increase in the number of
family members might be anticipated. As a result of sons' marriages, or the moving-in
of an elder member of the family, an extension to the house could become necessary.

This extension could be vertical or lateral. In either case, the services of a mu 'allem

were necessary. He could be the original builder of the house or another mu 'allem
from the guild, although the former was always preferred as he was expected to know
the building better than anybody. During the early 19th century, provision was made
in the construction of houses for anticipated future extensions. For example, land-plots
were bought larger than the initially required area of the house (so as to expand
laterally), and structures were built to cater for much heavier loads than those imposed
at the time of construction (so as to expand vertically).

Vertical extensions requiring major alteration to the house's structure began
with reinforcing the foundations and the ground-floor. Foundations were reinforced by
digging a trench around the house to insert large wooden beams and stones

(sometimes by suspending the house: both systems are explained later in this chapter).
Reinforcement of the ground floor consisted of either another course of stone around
the base of the house (an extra load-bearing wall), or by supporting the walls with
large hadjar baharf (or any type of stone, depending on the locality) in the form of
da 'amat hadjar (buttresses). Headroom in vertical extensions was much lower than
that of the original part of the house, as were the sizes of rawashin in order to
minimize the additional load on the building (lighter shfshan were used instead).
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In compact areas, where houses were attached to each other, with common

load-bearing and retaining-walls, the above-mentioned procedures were either
inoperable or unnecessary. Vertical extensions were simply erected where the weight
of extra floors could be distributed over the entire row of buildings. This could be
done up to a safe level of overall development in terms of the common load-bearing
capacity having due regard to already existing extensions. Such a system required
constant monitoring by sheikh al-mu 'allemfn who had to personally inspect the house
requiring extension before granting any permission. It was an obligation of
home-owners to get such permissions before attempting any alterations to their houses.

Although community meetings were always conducted before granting
extension-permissions - normally attended by the head of the guild, the 'omdah of the
hara, and the home-owners of the neighbourhood - this system of 'hammil aid jarak'
(charge your loads on/or load your weight on the neighbouring house)40 resulted in
later disputes between home-owners who were not granted permission to extend and
those who had already done so up to the permissible limit for the row as a whole.

Towards the 1930s, the stubborn unwillingness of some home-owners to abide
by the rules of the head of the guild and the age of the houses led to the disastrous
collapse of several buildings in the old city and the imprisonment of some members
of prominent families who had unlawfully extended their houses causing over-loads
on their own, as well as neighbouring houses.

On the other hand, lateral expansion of houses was very limited in most

HedjazI cities because of the severe shortage of land, especially in Jeddah (before the
removal of its walls) and in Makkah (because of the topography and the desire of its
residents to be close to the Holy Mosque). In Jeddah, the removal of the city walls in
1947 AD/1367 AH, relieved the population pressures in the central areas of the city
and made lateral extension more of a possibility but with the still high price of
available land in these areas, it remained an option open only to rich merchants.

Building annexes to existing houses was not a major task compared with
vertical extensions. The mu 'allem - bound by the size and location of the extra area

40 The notion of party walls was very common throughout Hcdjaz, where most houses developed as row
houses in closely-packed residential areas (most common in Makkah and Al-Madinah).
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of land - would look for a position in which to connect the annex to the original house
in a way that was consistent with the pattern of domestic routine and maintained the
privacy requirements of the structure. In some rare cases where the land available for
expansion was separated from the main house by an alley or a street, the latter would
be connected with the new one via a matfabah or a bridge which would be raised
from the street level by about three to six meters. If the mu 'allem could not find an

appropriate junction for expansion, the annex had to have its own entrance and
internal privacy and utility arrangements and stand as a small house on its own.

6.1.11. Ta'liq al-bait (Suspending the structure of the house)

During the early years of the 18th century, when recently-built houses
raiyyahat, waghazat, qarayat (settled), inha 'adjat (buckled) or tashaqqaqat
(cracked)41, they were either abandoned and left to decay, or were externally
supported with logs and the cracks filled with small stones and mortar. Naturally,
these houses did not survive very long after that (Fig. 6.19.). Through the years,

mu 'allemin gained experience of dealing with the problem with varying degrees of
success. Then they learned (source unknown) that it was possible to lift the building
off the ground, partially (Fig. 6.22.) or wholly (Fig. 6.23.), correct the foundations
beneath it and then put it down again, or simply remove the buckled stones and
replace them by talqtf (remove and replace).

This method was based on the temporary replacement of any load-bearing
structural element of the house, be it a wall, a column or an arch, by strong wooden-
pillars. Obviously not every mu 'allem had the courage to undertake it, let alone could
master the art of doing so. In Jeddah, for example, only two or three mu 'allemin were

experts in this procedure, which added to the demand for their services and their social
status. A very few mu 'allemin went to the extreme of suspending the structure of the
house while people were carrying on their normal life in the upper-floors, content in
the knowledge that these mu 'allemin were more than experts in the method:

Not every house had to be completely suspended, but when it
happened, I used to sleep underneath the house, while it was dangling
in the air, every night until it was fixed so as to make people feel

41 This was mainly because of the insufficient allowance for the type of soil, poor foundations, a rise in
the water-table, and/or because of structural over-loads.
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Fig. 6.19. Severe settlement of the structure.

secure knowing that I would not risk or sacrifice my life, my family
and my workmen for any glory or fame. When it was time to take
away the walls of the ground floor, I stood there, underneath the
structure, while my own workmen fled the site. I also stood there when
they removed the scaffolding, and women were crying-out loud: alhaqii
hada al-mu'allem al-khibil [rescue this crazy mu'allem]. A few years
later, when every body in the town knew how good I was at my work,
and that I could tell by leaning or putting my hand on the wall of a
building that it was going to split. (Mu 'allem Sadaqah Karkachin,
Jeddah, April 7, 1990).
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In cases of minor structural settlement, suspension took place only in affected
areas. Real problems were presented by cases of severe settlement and complete
distortion of the shape of the house, or when cracks appeared in fahil al-daradj (the
staircase-shaft as the main pillar- in the structure of the house)42. Suspension began
with a detailed inspection of the whole structure by the mu'allem, externally and
internally. He identified areas of damage and their extent so as to determine the
number of floors to be suspended, the possibilities of a successful levelling and the
length of wooden posts or logs needed for the operation. Once he decided on these
details and made his plans, he checked the current market for the availability of the
materials needed for suspension.

A part of these materials were very strong and thick Indian logs (Indian oak),
described by mu 'allem §a4aqah as "zaiyy al-hadid" (as solid as steel). These came

from India in sections known as jariyyah, each of which had a standard length of
eight, nine and/or ten meters, and a thickness ranging between 2.5 cm to 25 cm. These
were divided into two main categories: hamil wa mahmul (load-bearing and
load-borne). The load-borne beams were the smaller of these lengths, which were

inserted in the wall to be rebuilt immediately above the affected area (i.e., bricks or

stones below this level would be removed). For a wall length of seven meters, a hole
was pierced every 80 cm horizontally in the sides of the building along the required
level. These short beams were then thrust in through the holes to the other side of the
wall. Once fixed in place, these beams were called mughrass (an insert).

These Indian inserts could not withstand the high bending moments caused by
the loads of more than one floor. So mu 'allemfn maintained them in use, but only as

load-bearing agents, while the load-borne elements were replaced by mughrass Jawf
or samur (Java inserts) which proved to sustain much higher bending-moments than
Indian wood. Once all inserts were in place, the alwalj. al-hindf (Indian boards) were
fixed to them diagonally to form an 'A-shaped' structural support (i.e., trestle, horse).
At their base, these ta 'liqat, ta 'aliq (n.sing. ta 'liqah = upstanding supports, braces)
were driven into the ground to a depth of eight centimetres and stabilized by the use

of large stones. Ta 'aliq were placed side by side with a maximum distance of one
meter between each of them, while their footprints were to avoid being supported by

42 In such cases, the whole ceiling of the area where the deformed staircase exist would be removed.
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the weaker foundation of the building. In areas where they had to be supported on a

weaker soil, large hadjar baharf were dug into the ground where the A-frames were

to stand so as to ensure maximum stability of the frames.

Musmar

■Mughrass Jawl

Having done that, the
load of the floors above the

level of the inserts was

transferred to the trestles below

that level. In the case of large
rowshan opening, two of the
thickest boards were laid

horizontally to form a lintel
support at the bottom side of
the rectangle known as hizam
(wooden belt). To replace the
wall removed gradually, the
weaker stones of the affected

walls were removed one by
one, waiting for each of these
trestles to receive the loads of

the walls above it and settle,

until the whole floor was

completely removed. All other
vertical components of the
house like staircases and

air-shafts were treated in the

Nurah

Taklllah

Wall to be
levelled

-Hadjar Kashur
Fig. 6.20. Details of the suspension technique.

same manner. Salalim naqqalah (movable wooden-ladders) were erected to enable the
workmen and others to move around, while connections to cess-pools and
rainwater-collectors were diverted to external tanks by means of wooden gutters.

When the foundations of the building were exposed, they were completely
removed up to a depth of three meters. Small stones and sand were replaced by large
}}adjar bahari, and large amounts of water-insulating lime was poured in. When tar

paints were introduced to the country in the 1950s, they were mixed with thick mud
and used - besides as rainwater insulation on roofs - as the solum upon which the new
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foundations were laid. By generous reinforcement of foundation, mu 'allemin thought
that they would be taking no risks this time. The client, who saw his whole life
collapsing with his house, did not mind paying for this either.

Once the foundations were

solidly in place, the re-building of the
ground floor began by using larger
stones and less mortar, following the
same building procedure as in the
original construction of the house,
inserting wooden logs every six courses
of stone until the level of the mughrass
was reached. According to the thickness
of the gap between this level and that
of the last course of stones, the filling
material was decided. If the gap

happened to be over 12 cm in height,
small stones were custom-cut slightly
larger than this gap, otherwise it was

filled with the right thickness of the
same wood used for the suspension
inserts (Indian wood). It was very

important for the thickness of the filling
material to raise the trestles from the

ground for a few millimetres. This was to help the workmen to remove the trestles,
and prevent any sudden impact on the newly-built walls caused by the released loads
of the upper floors once the trestles were removed. It was not necessary then to
remove the horizontally-inserted magharess from the walls. Buildings where this
suspension process was executed had these magharess still projecting from their
external walls (Fig. 6.21.).

We suspended houses for ramramah or tarmim [restoration]. If the
owner felt that his house was becoming shaiyybah [an old-man], he
came to me to aroddoh shabab [turn it into a young-man]. It is a more
enjoyable job when one sees the admiration in the eyes of the client
when he sees his house becoming a bridegroom on his wedding day.
(Mu'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 8, 1990).

Fig. 6.21. Wooden inserts are left in the walls after
restoration.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SOCIETY AND THE HOUSE



CHAPTER SEVEN

THE HOUSE AND ITS SOCIO-CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

Introduction

The characteristic that distinguished the traditional HedjazI society - like all
traditional societies - is order; the sense of coherence in every aspect of life. In this
traditional Muslim society, this order was derived from a shared religious faith and
origin, and that validated the tradition. Islam as a religion and a way of life served as

the basis for the organisation of that society, land, dwelling, and family. However, this
traditional interpretation embodied other cultural doctrines that inspired every act and
every artefact. This chapter is an attempt to understand this metaphysical aspect that
inspired and gave life to the physical structure of the dwelling in traditional HedjazI
society. It is an attempt to investigate the unique relationship between this traditional
Muslim society, its houses and the universe. By examining the nature of the home
environment, the universe and its creation, sacredness and the position of man in it,
it should be possible to see reflections of such world views in the built environment
produced by that society.

I shall first argue that traditional Hedjazles saw man and the universe as divine
creations - a concept which will help to prove that their homes represented the sacred
creation of man who is but a tiny portion of the holistic creation of the universe. I
shall illustrate my arguments by examining the relationship between the universe, man
and the house from the traditional HedjazI point of view, emphasising the central
traditional ideas that tied the perfect creation of man to the construction of the house.
I will cite a few examples of traditional HedjazI homes as representation of both man

and the universe. This should help the reader to see how these ideas were expressed
in the house, whether through the rituals of building or the form of the traditional
dwelling itself. Finally, I will connect the three themes (man, house and universe)
together to further illustrate the role of such home-producing rituals and their
manifestation in and around the traditional HedjazI house - which is the aim of this
chapter.
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7.1. Rituals and symbolism associated with the house

7.1.1. The traditional Hedjazi perception of man and the universe

He has created the Heavens and the earths in just proportion, and has
given you shapes, and made your shapes beautiful: and to Him is the
final goal. (Qur'an, Sura LXIV: 3, Tagabun)1.
Assuredly the creation of the Heavens and the earth is greater than
man: yet most men do not understand (Qur'an, Sura XL: 57, Ghafer).

From an Islamic point of view, the universe is perfectly created by God, the
Perfect Creator of all things. It is beautiful in the sense that it is adapted for all the
functions it has to perform, and thus, everything in it is in order. Since man is also
a divinely-created being, he too is ordered within the universe. Man is simply asked
to leam from the universe how to be in order, how to obey and look for God in the
signs, indices and his own self. Any attempt by man to do otherwise is considered to
be a clear act of disobedience and a challenge to the convictions of God.

The analogy of this relationship could be summarized briefly as seen in figure
(7.1.) as follows: the main purpose of man in the universe is to worship God (Qur'an,
Sura LI: 56, Zariyat). God equipped man with the faculties that will assist him in life;
Islam provides man with the proper way of life that make his intentions and actions
fully devoted to God. Therefore, for man to obey and to follow God's order in the
universe, he must live, eat, drink, marry, work and so on for the sake of God. This is
the sole purpose of man's existence.

The universe has no will but to worship God, it will not deviate from His
commands because God has protected it from doing so. Man on the other hand was

not so protected; he was given the choice to obey or disobey, and therefore the sacred
balance of this divine creation could be disturbed by the creature itself. In general,
Muslims - including traditional Hedjazles - believe in an Absolute Creator who
'designed' a balanced, perfect universe to make it easier for them to implement His
injunctions in the universe. This universe is the ideal that can help man to be a God¬
fearing being, recognising God's Oneness and His shan'ah.

1 Qur'anic verses are quoted from the translation of Abdullah Yusuf Ali. American Trust
Publications: USA, 1977. 2nd Edition.
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7.1.2. The traditional HedjazT perception of man and the house

...everyone wants God's forgiveness, good health and God's mercy and
sutrah [shelter 2] in this life and in the hereafter, and then a [good]
house...but, after all, whatever God bestows upon me is good.
(Mu'allem §a<jaqah 'OlaimI, Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

In order to comprehend this culturally-based experience of the personal and
architectural meaning of a place, one must understand how traditional Hedjazles lived
and how they incorporated settlements and shelters into the pattern of their everyday
existence. While this is the subject of chapter eight, a brief picture will be presented
in this chapter to introduce the reader to further aspects of the traditional HedjazT
culture. But before we start examining this relationship we first have to understand the
particular HedjazT view of the purpose of creation.

The difference between the ideal Islamic view of the purpose of creation and
the traditional HedjazT version is expressed in figures (7.1.) and (7.2.) While the ideal
Islamic principle that the sole purpose of man on earth is to worship God and
recognize His greatness through the signs of the universe, the traditional culture of
Hedjaz shifted that priority so that man's living place in the universe came first. And
from this position he should live in accordance to God's laws. All their intentions and
actions were somehow related to home-making, so that dwelling and living coincided
to the extent that living itself became - culturally - an act of worship. This conception
was the product of a set of family beliefs, values and associations that invested the
home with significance.

However, we need to note that the difference between the ideal Islamic point
of view and that of traditional HedjazT culture is that the latter tries to assimilate the
universe and its sacredness to get closer to God from a fixed position in that universe,
while in the former, the universe test man and assists him in his mission in the

2 Sutrah in this sense is also used to mean satisfaction with what God bestowed upon someone;

shielding from evil, jealous or covetous eyes; protection from being exposed (e.g., by a scandal); or
mercy from God's sever punishment or malign fate.
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universe (i.e., to worship)3. Meanwhile, the means (i.e., the universe) of recognizing
the supremacy of God remains intact in both cases.

Fig. 7.1. The main purpose of man in the universe is to Fig. 7.2. The traditional tfedjazl culture shifted that
worship God. priority.

The process through which traditional Hedjazles established their position in
the universe, and built their homes as a microcosm to the previous argument (Fig.
7.3.). First, the understanding of the perfect qualities of the universe were known and
taught from generation to generation, then they were subject to different socio-cultural
interpretations which were later manifested in concrete terms by the mu 'allemfn. The

3 The following two passages from the Qur'an:
"Behold ! in the creation of the Heavens and the earths; in the alternation of the night and day; in the
sailing of the ships though the ocean for the profit of man-kind; in the rain which God sends down from
the skies, and the life which He gives therewith to an earth that is dead; in the beasts of all kinds that
He scatters through the earth; in the change of winds, and the clouds which they trail like slaves
between the sky and the earth; - (here) indeed are signs for a people that are wise." (Sura II: 164,
Baqarah). Also "O My servants who believe! truly, spacious is my earth: therefore serve ye me - (and
Me alone)!" (Sura XXIX: 56, Ankabut).
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1.

2.

final aim was to create a macrocosm in

which members of society would be
situated. However, one would expect this
process of universal conceptualization to
continue to a point where man - certain of
his place in the universe - would feel free
and unrestrained in his life. But in this

culture, the idea of man standing alone in
the universe was unthinkable, for this was

considered to be a state of total nakedness.

Dwelling could not have been reduced to
an activity that the traditional HedjazI
could perform alongside others: "He who
leaves his house, degrades himself."* A
majority of my informants considered
homelessness as non-existence5: "...if you
do not live in your own house, you are not

living at all."6 An example of this is the
usage of the words 'live' and 'dwell'
synonymously. This is an indication of the
extent to which taking a place in the
universe was an integral condition of the Hedjazl's life and 'being.'

Fig. 73. The idea of man standing alone in the universe
was unthinkable.

If we take this concept a step further, we will find that the term 'individual'
or 'man' in the HedjazI dialect does not refer to a single person, but rather to the
group in general7. In the Qur'an when a single person is addressed it is usually the
whole ummah which is called upon8. Likewise, the HedjazI word dunyah (world), is

4 A traditional HedjazI proverb.

5 "Alienation [absence from home] is misery itself," is another traditional HedjazI proverb.

6 Al-Makkl family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990.

7 There is a traditional HedjazI proverb about the merit of the group as opposed to the individual:
"even death with the group is mercy."

8 As in the verse "Thau man! verily thou art ever toiling on towards thy Lord - painfully toiling -

but thou shalt meet Him." (Qur'an, Sura LXXXIV: 6, 'Inshiqaq).
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synonymous to Hedjazles with universe, lifetime and 'ar<4 (land). The word 'arf,
means nature, house, lane, neighbourhood or a whole region. These two words
(idunyah and 'ard) constituted a set of geographical locations and time-scales that were
used in the Hedjaz to mean 'home.' Examples of traditional HedjazI proverbs like: "A
house in a land (place, town, country, region) that is not yours will not benefit you
or your children," illuminate the overlap between the terms land, life, home and
family.

This is, then, a set of relationships between the self, the group and the
universe, in which home becomes the common factor and the desired product. Home
connected individuals to a group, which in turn connected them to a land, and finally
the land connected the group to the universe. What matters here is that through this
traditional belief, both the group and the land were understood as divine creations
which exerted a powerful effect over the individual's life and provided man with a

fixed place, both socially and spatially within the universe.

In examining the HedjazI house, we find that it was seen as a living element
of society; a structure was called after the mu 'allem's name until it was completed,
and then it took the name of the owner's family. Houses were called "young and old",
"happy and sad", "healthy and sick." The fact that HedjazI mu'allemin named major
parts of their houses after parts of the human body testifies to this image. Buildings
not only shared the names of men, but building components were also named after
parts of the human body (Fig. 7.4.). To most of the mu 'allemfn the house could not
have been imagined with a missing part, just as a normal body could not: "...the house
has eyes, ears, arms, legs, bones, ribs, skin, veins, a chest, a heart and a stomach....it
has a back and a front, a shoulder and a neck."9

As discussed in following chapters, the traditional HedjazI mu 'allemin were

expressing the commonly-felt relationship between the perfection of man's creation
and the place that housed it, the functions that both had to perform, and the notion of
embodiment and habitation. As a living entity, the house not only provided for basic
physical and biological needs, but reflected and nurtured mental, emotional and

9 Mu'allem §a<)aqah 'OlaimT, Jeddah, March 29, 1990. He concluded by saying that the only
difference between humans and houses was that the house was more fortunate than humans, for houses
could be renovated and could become 'young' again.
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Fig. 7.4. Some building components which shared their names with those of the human body.
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spiritual well-being for man, "...besides God'sforgiveness and good health, what could
you ask of life [the material world] more than that?"10.

However, the house did not only resemble the human body in that it was a

material envelope of an immaterial spirit; it also had an important role to play in the
process of enhancing the microcosm of man (his body) and creating his microcosm
(home). The end product, with its meanings, confirms that the criteria used by the
mu 'allemfn shaped the house as something much more than just a shelter. The identity
of this house implied a strong bonding between building, man and place: a mutual
identification between the dweller and the dwelling.

We shall now look briefly at the traditional HedjazI house from the perspective
of its builders and of the society that produced it. We will then study the house as a

physical representation of man, and finally we will look at the house as a symbolic
representation of both man and the universe.

As noted earlier, establishing an appropriate place in the universe required the
involvement of the whole group to achieve the initial links with the land. By simply
abiding by the socially-accepted norms, values and rules of behaviour of the group,

the owner of a house still to be built guaranteed himself initial acceptability in the
community. To prove his attitudes towards the common beliefs of the community, he
had to reflect them. Here came the role of the house as the mirror of the individual's

intentions and actions. A man would try to build his home to be as close as possible
to the prevailing ideas of the time. The mu'allem's role - as a member of that
community - consequently became that of both a civil servant and a supervisor. He
would guarantee the client a structurally-sound house and would see to the application
of all building rituals necessary for the initiation and establishment of his client's
place in the world.

Families were physically and emotionally involved in the production of a house
in traditional Hedjaz. The idea of building a house would stem from a family's need
for more space, or from a change in the family's income. In whichever case, the
initiation of the scheme required a family gathering and perhaps a kind of clan
fund-raising to cover the allocated budget for the house. Approaching a mu'allem

10 Mu 'allem §a<)aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 16, 1990.
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required a gathering of heira members to advise the owner on the 'best man for the
job.' §alat 'istikharah (a prayer to ask God's guidance) was maintained for a day or

a number of days before the client approached the selected mu 'allem. The initiation
of the idea of building a new house was marked by a dinner gathering for family and
neighbours in celebration and to ask for their support (in terms of their understanding
in the matter of the annoyance that the constructions work was going to cause them
for a number of years).

The construction process began with 'presenting the house to God' through the
common Muslim HedjazI practice of sacrifice. A sheep was slaughtered on the
building-site as an offering by the owner in thanks to God. The meat of the animal
was distributed to the poor of the town in appreciation and sharing of God's gifts. The
role of this ritual was both to ward off the present forces of evil (e.g., evil eye)11 and
to evoke the presence and protection of God. The process of sanctifying a building's
foundations was also believed to serve many purposes. It ensured the stability of the
building, it protected the construction workers against injury, and it invoked Divine
help for the owner in completing this vital undertaking. In some cases, the recitation
of Qur'anic verses on the location of the prospective house was another means of
asking God to witness this event in the owner's life.

During the construction of the house, similar rituals took place with the
completion of each floor. The most important ritual then, would be the demarcation
of the threshold and front door - which is discussed later in the chapter. When the first
course of stones was laid, an amount of five riyals was buried under the threshold to
make it 'tabah mabrukah (a blessed-entrance)12. In Al-Madinah, the same procedure
was followed, except that besides the sums of money, hizmat na 'na' (a sheaf of mint)
was buried under the first step of the entrance in the hopes of making it a green

11 Precautions against the evil eye were taken throughout the construction process to provide
assurance that the construction would be completed with no complications and that the building would
stand and serve for many generations.

12 This amount of money was given to the mu'allem by the client so as to bury it during the
construction of the 'atabah. However, it was conveyed many times by former clients that most
mu 'allemin did not follow the client's wishes by burying the money until it became the norm in Hedjaz
that the ritual of the purification or sanctification of the threshold would be complete once the money
was given to the mu 'allem to do so, even if he was not going to bury it.
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(prosperous) house13. These beliefs and habits did vary from time to time and from
family to family. For example, the owner might invite a chanter of the Qur'an to
recite a few chapters from the Holy Qur'an on the intended plot of land in order to
guard the future home from evil eyes and to beseech God's protection of the house
from the devil from the first day on. This was as known as lilat %iker; diker; qirdiyah
(a night of remembrance, recitation, invocation of God's)14. This practice was also
carried out before the family move to the new house to make it 'safe' from evil
presence. This stage marked the initial establishment of the owner's territory on the
land and the beginning of establishing his place in the universe.

As soon as the house was completed, no one but the owner was allowed
beyond the reception areas of the house. The rest of the house was rendered 'invisible'
to outsiders15. This stage was the first indication of the transformation of the house
from a solid structure to a personal realm. Only the owner would decide who could
"enter his life" and what degree of intimacy would it fall in. The submission of the
house to the owner was marked a ceremonial dinner 'azfmah held at the owner's new

house. The guests included the 'omdah of the hara, prominent residents and
neighbours, the mu 'allem and the senior members of his team (e.g., garari). The main
purpose of this procedure was the establishment of the rites of passage or transitions
of ownership of the house from the moral ownership of the mu 'allem to the legal
possessions of the occupying family. As we see in chapter six, the ceremony also
represented a declaration of the privacy of the house. The guests were not shown
around the house, even if no female family members were present. The building
became bait (home) as soon as the owner of the house finally received it and his

13 Both the sheaf of mint (and its green colour) and the shining silver had special connotation in
traditional Hcdjaz. The green colour being the symbol of peace and prosperity, the fresh scent of a sheaf
of mint - brought from Al-Madinah - symbolized the virtuous reputation of the owner, while the silver
coin (and the number five) symbolized prosperity protected from the evil eye. It was also the norm

among the rich merchants to bring special heavy polished-stones and marble-blocks form India
especially for the threshold construction.

14 This not similar to the $ufCs ghikr, which is a spiritual method of concentration and recitation
of special sacred formulas.

15 It is worth noting here that the penetration of non-family members into the private realms of the
house was considered as "the penetration of a foreign body into one's eye, it puts the eyes at risk
immediately that it should be removed promptly." Such risk stemmed from the belief that the family's
symbolic terrain would be in jeopardy. This harm would dramatically multiply if the family had already
used the house, it was then considered as "sleeping in some else's bed without his permission."
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family name became associated with the structure. Then, the upper-floors were

considered as the haram (the most private quarters) which were restricted to the men

of the house and to the female members of the family. It was considered critically
improper for other men to enter these areas. The norm was that the closer one was to
the family occupying the house, the deeper and the higher one was allowed inside it.
This associative act revealed a process by which the conceptual was translated into the
actual and then experienced as reality. The spatial position of man on earth was then
established.

Furnishing the house was also an occasion of communal celebration within the
one hara as well as other adjacent communities. For example, if the house was to be
occupied by a newly-married couple, the household gear would be carried from the
family house of the bride to the new one in a public parade that could cover one or

two harat. In this, members of both the bride's hara and that of the bridegroom would
contribute to the moving process. Neighbours can then observe what the couple have
and what they might need for the completion of the furnishing of their house. This
could then be gifted to them in the following days of the marriage ceremony.

Once occupied, the house became the setting for many religious and socio-
cultural rituals, and hence the establishment of a spiritual domain for the family16.
The whole house was a potential praying area for the family, while the reception areas

were used by relatives and guests. There are some HedjazI houses that had a mu§alla
(a spacial place for communal prayer) in which some neighbours gathered during
prayer times. The establishment of a mu§alla in the house introduced a further layer
of sanctity in it. The house, as a primary domain for individual, family and group

worship, was thus linked with the religious life of the larger community17.
Furthermore, the house was associated with all local socio-cultural festivities and was

'dressed-up' and adorned with the appropriate ornamentations of each occasion.

16 Cyclical events like the five daily prayers and family gathering on meals were considered as
minor daily rituals that varied in their duration and interval length and which also involved certain
places in the house, time, objects and people.

17 Some of the richer houses would establish a weekly religious-gathering in their house. These
madjalis involved the presence of learned men and religious leader as well as large groups of the hara
residence.
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The principal location of the rooms of the house had a special connotation. The
proverb "aim for the chest, even ifyou were penniless" means that if one is invited to
a house, one should position oneself in the focal position to gain the respect of others.
This shows how Hedjazles traditionally reserved a high esteem for such locations.
Only senior members of the household and special guests occupied such highly-
honoured locations. We should note that this is a conceptual and not a physical place,
and that a single room could have more than one such place depending on the time
of day. For example, al-merkaz (a high sitting-platform) would be the focus of the
reception area in the morning, while jalsat al-rowshan (the sitting area in the bay-
window) would be the focus of that same room in the afternoon; and so forth.

Hedjazles traditionally recognise three main divisions in the human body and
in the house (Fig. 7.5.), these are: the head, body and legs on the one hand; and
family quarters, living areas and reception areas on the other. The head of the human
body is considered to be the highest part, 'high' meaning that most of the senses

(seeing, hearing, tasting and smelling) are centralised in it. From the spiritual point of
view it is considered as the sacred part of the body since God tells us in the Qur'an
that every human being who comprehends iya 'qil) is held responsible for his acts18.
Correspondingly, the top section of the HedjazI house accommodated the living
quarters of the head of the family and other senior members. It should be noted that,
in traditional HedjazI society, the head of the family was considered to be supreme in
authority, decision making and 'reverence.'

The middle part of the human being which comprises most of the specialised
organs is accommodated in what we will term 'the body.' Some of these organs can

be removed from the body without substantial damage, while others remain vital for
its existence (e.g., the heart). Although the heart is not responsible for any emotional
and spiritual feelings, the Hedjazles traditionally believed it had. In the HedjazI house,
the living quarters were accommodated in this middle section19, because this was

where the whole family lived together throughout their lives. This is the reason why

18 That is to say that those who reach maturity and for some reason or other are insane are promised
paradise and exempted from judgement on the Last Day. There are also numerous verses in the Qur'an
(e.g., Sura V: 58, Ma'idah) which refer to the signs of God that are given to mankind to seek the Truth
and will not be seen except by those who comprehend (ya 'qilun).

19 The Hedjazles call the central part of the house way] al-bait (the waist of the house).
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we find no houses without a heart (i.e., the main madjlis or family living-room) while
they could have one, two or three maqa 'id.

The lowest part of the body, the legs, which was responsible only for mobility,
was much more essential to Hedjazles formerly than today, for then the life of a

person depended on his ability to walk. His social activities, his work and
consequently his image was vital to his survival. Likewise, a HedjazI house without
a reception area was inconceivable; this lower part of the house was its extension
towards society at large, and this was where the status of the family was put to the
test: their hospitality, largesse and justice.

As we see earlier, in the traditional Hedjaz 'centres' were shifted from one

hour of the day to another in different parts of one room and within the one house.
Likewise, Hedjazles believed that a man's behaviour would change according to need.
Thus mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin referred to the different postures that one adopts
in certain circumstances, for example, the sudden reflex of movement to a more

respectful posture when a senior member of the family enters a room.

Responsibility
* Decision making for family
maintenance.

Family Private
Quarters

Family Living-room

Family Living
Areas

Reception Areas

Accommodation
*

Family grow & bond into
a unit.

Extensibility
* Extend outward to society.
* Sustain familial & cultural

relationships.
*

Represent the family.

Fig. 7.5. The traditional fjedjazi house as a representation of the human body.

7.1.3. The traditional Hedjazi's perception of house and the universe

The first House appointed for men was that at Bakkah: full of blessings
and guidance for all kinds of beings. (Sura III: 96, Al-'Umran).
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The significance of homes from the traditional HedjazI perspective led society
to accept several interpretations of a number of Qur'anic verses to reinforce further
the value of home. For example, the verse quoted above is believed to refer to the
Mosque at Makkah. The local HedjazI belief is that when God decided to send a

vicegerent to earth, He first provided him with a house. Another version of this story
relates that when Adam sinned and was sent to earth, he was first provided with a

house on the spot of 'Arafat, a mountain near Makkah. But while these stories were

narrated as folk-tales - along with Qur'anic verses - they had the power of religious
teachings in terms of their credibility and the effect they exerted on informants.

In any event, Hedjazles traditionally took the above verse a little further by
regarding it as a declaration from God that if man were to dwell on earth from now

on, he should first have a home to protect him and provide him with stability20.
Furthermore, this house should be blessed, for it would be the place where God's
commands would be observed. Several similar interpretations were derived from the
Qur'an to indicate that dwellings are provided by God in the sense that the Almighty
provides man with the building materials (from the sacred universe) and with the
knowledge to establish homes, which He will then bless and protect21.

Different verses from the Qur'an were always recited by my informants to

support one argument or another. Some of these verses were far removed from the
topic discussed at the time, but nevertheless showed the significance of religious belief
in society. For example, the following verse was recited to me as a proof that the
house as an 'earthly abode' should be a way for man to reach his heavenly home:

Which is then best? - he that layeth his foundations on piety to God
and His Pleasure? - or he that layeth his foundation on an undermined
sand-cliff ready to crumble to pieces? And it doth crumble to pieces
with him, into the fire of Hell. And God guideth not people that do
wrong. (Qur'an, Sura IX: 109, Taubah).

My informant went on to assure me that in the Qur'an, man was not asked to
build houses, but was promised a house in Paradise if his earthly home was a house
of worship and good deeds. It should be a place for religious observance expressed

20 Interpretation by a member of Al-Makki family. Makkah, May 16, 1990.

21 For example the word baiyyat from the Qur'an, which means 'to meditate' is derived from the
same Arabic root as the word bait and bat, meaning a dwelling, to pray at night or to spend the night.
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by rituals, prayers and activities. These in turn would bond the dweller and the
dwelling to God, and the group to the land.

The moral of this example is that this human product of culture became an

object of sanctity, as divine as a God-given creation. The Qur'an says: "It is God who
made your habitations homes of rest and quiet for you;..." (Siira XVI: 80-81, Nahil),
and "and among his signs is this, He created for you mates from among yourselves,
that ye may dwell in tranquillity with them, and He has put love and mercy between
your (hearts)..." (Siira XXX: 21-22, Rum). The Hierarchy of sanctity in the universe,
as revealed by God in the Qur'an, had its effect on traditional HedjazTes. The place
where they worshipped God became the most sacred of places. The place where they
lived and worshipped was also sanctified, with its own hierarchy of sanctity, as seen

earlier. When these Hedjazles differentiated between places it was a distinction of
degree and not of kind.

Distinctions of sanctity were first learnt from the Qur'an; and the description
of what made places sacred was also learnt, transmitted, culturally interpreted, and
later assimilated through their buildings. For instance, the haram or inviolable zone

which was first known in prehistoric Arabia to distinguish Makkah from other places
became the term used to distinguish the most private quarters of the family in the
HedjazI house22. Likewise, the whole earth is not uniformly sacred and neither is the
house.

7.1.4. Other socio-cultural aspects associated with the house

I would like to return to the issue of socio-cultural beliefs to further elaborate

their role in the shape of the built environment and the behaviours of traditional
Hedjazles, especially when it comes to the threshold of the house and its importance
as a symbol of the entrance, gate, boundary and as a physical transitional mark.

In general, and as we saw earlier, the traditional Hedjazles believed in fa'I
(omen), 'in al-hassud (the evil eyes of a covetous person), as well as in jinn or afarit
(ghosts, spirits), among others things, as much as they believed in other religious
matters. The extent of these beliefs determined a great number of protective acts and

22 This is different from the term hartm which means 'women of the house.'
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object like the hanging of a fyedjab23 (amulet) or the saying of protective words like
masha' Allah, la quata ilia billah24 (God's will be done, there is no power but with
God). These fears are at their most when it comes to the family house with a number
of children playing around, happy marriages and aged living parents and grandparents.
Those who are expected to be the most envious are the family members and relatives
themselves, therefore, they are expected to spill out the words masha' Allah
immediately upon entering the house (at the threshold) or upon seeing children or

objects that they like, so as to ward off any charge of being envious. Guests and
visitors come second as potential desirous or jealous people25. Once again, the
threshold tends to be the place where any jealous spells (or healthy blessings) could
take place (where household objects or family relations could become observable).

The importance given to the threshold stemmed from its role as a division in
the homogeneous space, establishing an outside and inside, installing a difference.
Because it was a mere symbolic boundary of transitions, accessibility and visibility
between two domains, it had to be more dependent on social rules and cultural
conventions than the dihlfz (lobby), for example, which was enclosed by physical
barriers. The burial of a silver coin or a sheaf mint under the threshold, although
involving an element of fiction, was a conscious indication of the significance given
to the act of passing through the threshold of the house. Through the door, and on this
threshold, people moved from one world to another, from public to private, and from
everybody's world to this individual family's world. This threshold marks and installs
two distinctive places (i.e., outside-inside), that required the invocation of a strict
ancient Arabian ritual of territory, property line and an inviolable domain demarcation.
This also involved proper dues of receiving, salutation and respect as appropriate to
the culturally-accepted norms and patterns of behaviour required within these different
places.

23 These are written charms to counteract or preserve from enchantment. They were also written
verses from the Qur'an.

24 This is part of a Qur'anic verse: "Why didst thaw not, as thaw wentest into thy garden, say:
'God's Will (be done)! There is no power but with God! It thaw dost see me less than thee in wealth
and sons." (Sura XVIII: Kahf, Verse 39). These are words that point to the proper way of perceiving
or enjoying God's gifts with gratitude rather than with arrogance or frasad (jealousy or envy).

25 It is worth mentioning here that this was neither a general Hedja/.T attitude, nor was it a social
norm that the mu 'allemin and other informants confirmed.
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Al- 'atabah (rising. 'atabdt = thresholds) is the first step people make towards
the house and the last thing they pass when leaving. A 'green'26 threshold would then
be effective to prevent the evil eye and the visitor's evil recollections of what he saw

inside the house, whether he liked or not. The following is a list of opinions
concerning the importance of having a 'green' (protected or prosperous) threshold as

suggested by my informants:

1- A green threshold was a symbol of a firm and upstanding house;
2- A place where children are born;
3- A place where the owners would remain in good health;
4- A place where sons would marry and daughters would be given in marriage;
5- To keep all evil people and evil eyes away from the house;
6- A place that is peaceful and where a troubles-free family would inhabit.

As a guest in a Hedjazi house, it is a compliment to say to the owner: "Allah
yedj'alha 'atabah khadra' or mabriikah," (may God make it a green or blessed
threshold), "bismi Allah al-Rhman al-Rahfm" (in the name of God, Most Gracious,
Most Merciful), or "'amir insha' Ilah" (may it be wealthy and prosperous in God's
will)27. The threshold here is used as a reference to the whole house, with emphasis
on the significance of the threshold as it would include the above list of connotations.
The Muslims' custom of respect and religious belief of entering the mosque with
one's right foot and leave with one's left foot was extended to the threshold of the
traditional Hedjazi house. This was considered as a matter of respect and a

demonstration of the visitors' good will28.

In general, the rituals associated with the construction of a house, or reception
of guests in a completed one seem to be supported by religious and other mythical
cultural beliefs. The HedjazT believed that spirits - whether of past owners, ancestors

26 The term 'green' threshold was only symbolic and was rarely manifested on the threshold. Hardly
any threshold in HedjazT houses were painted green, instead the colour was applied to doors, door lintels
or free-standing arches marking house entrances.

27 Such is still the case today, especially upon visiting the houses of elderly families where such
rituals should be strictly observed. Failing to do so, however, would be considered by such families as
an offense.

28 Again, this Hedjazi custom is still observed today. Inhabitants of the house enter with their right
foot first, and leave with their left. Visitors, out of respect, are expected to do the same.
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or otherwise - are future members of the household29. This belief was found to be

the strongest in Al-Madinah and is treated as a matter of fact, while in Jeddah and
Makkah the reputation of a maskun house (inhabited by spirits) was a negative one.

However, throughout Hedjaz, these spirits were addressed as sukkan (dwellers, which
is the same word for inhabitants of a house).

Similar to the Islamic belief to greet the 'angel' occupants of the house upon

entering the place (even if the house was empty), it was gathered throughout the
interviews with the elderly of Hedjaz that a desirable tendency was to have socio-
cultural non-religious beliefs correspond with other religious rituals. For example, it
was a desirable notion to enter the house for the first time (after its completion) on

a Friday after the congregational prayer when one's sole and body have just been
purified from earthly matters.

Each completed floor of the house was marked with appropriate celebration
and festivity - as we see earlier - and poor people followed the progress of
development since they gained socially and materially from such occasions. Some of
them waited for the completion of certain houses to hold their own celebrations and
gatherings as if these houses were their own. Although this meant a gift of food or

money, the recognition of the home-owners of these people in their days of prosperity,
and the habit of sharing this prosperity and happiness with others led to the
development of friendships between members of the community at different levels of
income. Almost everybody in the town knew who was building a house, what floor
was being constructed and when it was going to be completed.

As we see in chapter six, the process of installing the rawashin promulgated
the beginning of the accommodation process of the house. This was a time of
particular celebration for it was the first indication of the fortuitous day when the
client is going to receive his house. In fact the commencement of the rawashin
installation was a declaration of the completion of the house. The presentation of the
house to the owner was a happy occasion for the neighbourhood. After a long time
- ranging from one to four years - it was finally time to receive the family home.

29 The presence of virtuous or evil Jinn (spirits) is a Qur'anic fact, in which they are addressed in
many verses after humans as in the verse: "O ye assembly of Jinn and men! came there not unto you
apostles from amongst you, setting forth unto you my signs, and warning you of the meeting of this
Day of yours?...." (Sura VI: 130, Al-An 'am).
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As we see in chapter six, it was very important for both the client and the
mu 'allem to have the house finished before the beginning of the Hadj season or other
major local or religious festivity like 'id al-fipr (three to six festive breakfasting days
after the fasting month of Ramadan). This means that the owner could receive a large
number of expected guests during these special periods, and the possibility of renting
the house to expected pilgrims for a good sum of money that would compensate for
the cost of the building. For the family to move to their new home was also
considered as a celebration for the hara if synchronized with other happy events like
a marriage, the Muslim 'id or the Hadj season. For the mu 'allem and his team, this
meant a relief of a major responsibility so that they can perform their Hadj duties, join
in the festivity of the 'id, and the reception of their odjrah (earnings) which they can

make use of at these particular occasions.

Because of the eagerness of the traditional Hedjazles to create as perfect
surroundings in reality as humanly possible, their norms, mores, beliefs and
behavioural patterns - along with some dreams and inspiration - supplied what could
be missing in a home environment, and compensated for shortcomings to make a

happy ritual out of an important event as inhabiting a new house. The dinner party
that was held on the first day of occupancy involved most of the neighbours of the
community in which the newly built house was erected30. According to my

informants, this ritualized home-making party had the following connotation:

1- An expression of the owner's happiness which should be shared with relatives,
members of the neighbourhood and those of the larger community.

2- An occasion of expressing the owner's gratitude to God by sharing God's gifts
and feeding the poor of other neighbourhoods.

3- An unpretentious custom of gaining the approval of the community - that the
house confirmed with the norms, values and habits of the community, or

prescribed by the larger HedjazI society.
4- On the one hand it was a confirmation by the owner of being egalitarian, and

that the new house is accessible to all. Everybody was welcomed and would
be treated as a valued guest...all are equal.

30 It was revealed by mu 'allem §a$aqah Karkachin, that this 'occupational ceremony' use to last
for two to three days in the old times (not specified) but was reduced to a one day occasion somewhere
in the 18th century. (Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 8. 1990).
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5- On the other hand it was a means of establishing the owner's new territory
inside the neighbourhood. A 'silent' announcement to the community that there
now exist the new territory of such and such family.

6- Members of prominent families were invited in order to associate their respect
with that of the owner. This practice might look apposed to the fourth point
discussed above, but both meanings were combined to convey humbleness;
although the owner might be well known and well connected with the
prominent members of the society, he would not emphasize this in the way he
treats his fellow neighbours.

7- A symbolic gesture that, since the community is entertained and fed in the
house, this home, its residents and the family are linked to the larger society.

8- A expression of the owner's appreciation to all those who helped in the
production of the house whether directly (money lenders, mu 'allemin and their
apprentices), or indirectly (neighbours who bore the inconvenience caused by
construction work).

9- Finally, towards the 1960s, such home-making rituals shifted in terms of its
meanings and emphasis to include a tour around the house with an oral report
of the sums paid for constructing and furnishing the house. It may also witness
some sort of entertainment known as {arab (lit. delight; pleasure)

Other rituals involving the house were manifested in such cases as the death
of the eldest family member or the leader of the family. In large merchant houses, the
room in which the deceased family member lived (mainly his sleeping-quarter) was
locked permanently. All his belongings were kept in this room, to which only the
elder members of the family were allowed access. While this was not the norm

throughout Hedjaz, the least manifestation of this ritual was the closure of the room

for a number of mournful days (mostly 40 days known as arba 'fniyyah) before it was
opened again and used by the brother or sister of the deceased or the eldest of his
sons. In some cases the closure of the deceased room extended to a year known as

sanawiyyah (annual mourning). The main reasons of such rituals were not exactly
determined, but it was gathered that because of the association of particular places in
the house with the sad event of the death of a loved one, no one would want to carry

any sort of activities in that place, especially festive ones. In the cases when the room
of the deceased was not closed, certain precautions were taken as a matter of respect
to him like the prohibition of children play in the room or the arrangement of other
activities of festive nature like dinner gatherings and marriage celebrations.
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The belongings of the deceased were kept as inheritance, to be passed on to
his children and grandchildren. In most cases, certain belongings would be distributed
amongst senior family members in a gender-linked fashion. For example, young

female adults would receive the jewellery and dresses of the deceased mother or
grandmother to be used in a specific future event like a wedding, thereby linking the
past with the present and future, and reflecting the continuation of the family bonds
through the course of time. This notion was stronger with the male member of the
family who will receive clothing items of the deceased father or grandfathers. It had
the connotation of the transformation of power and authority of the leader of the
family to his eldest son who would, not only occupy the quarters of the former leader
of the family, but would also wear his turban and carry his stick.

In conclusion, one can see from the rituals and symbolism associated with the
house that the Islamic version of creation, the divine order, as culturally interpreted
in such a traditional society, inspired and legitimized almost every human act. The
traditional HedjazI house was a schema of relationships, the aim of which was to bring
order, integrity and meaning to one's life in the universe - a series of connections
between person, house, time and the whole universe. Through the physical and
symbolic reproduction of the sacred within the secular, the universe within the home,
people saw the moral order writ large in the world, and they knew it was true because
it was objectively represented and prescribed by religion.

Home in this tradition was meant to be an extension of the divine order of

things: self, group, land and time. It expressed for society the logical proof of the
unity of all things; the link between the people, the objects around them and God. The
attempt to convert the home into a kind of sacred place served both to legitimise the
group itself and its occupation of the land, for in this way, the town at large and the
home within it formed a part of divinely-ordered nature rather than being a merely
human creation. Individuals found their rightful place within this well-ordered system.

The HedjazI conception of the relationship between microcosm and macrocosm
was that man is the image of the universe and vice versa. Both man and the universe
were explained reciprocally, one in terms of the other. In traditional HedjazI society,
this expressed the idea of a supreme unifying order in the universe which is embodied
in man. It is this order that the traditional raw 'allem has tried to grasp and interpret
in his works as discussed in the following chapters.
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However, to most families living in traditional fashion in the Hedjaz, home in
the sense we are talking about here began at the very origin, in 'one's head,' an issue
that is discussed in further details in chapter eight. There we see how to be at home
with one's beliefs and values, one's familiar experience and bodily routines, is to be
at home in one's microcosm (body). That microcosm was in one's head and heart and
so was its comfort; it only needed a place to settle in. People's real homes were 'in
their heads'; wherever they went, home went with them. This symbolic conception of
a built-in home suggests that home was a state of mind before it could be a presence

in a particular place. On the other hand it could mean that the establishment of a

sound microcosm was a prerequisite of the development of a macrocosm. In this case,

the house as a physical structure could not be man's place in the universe until he
could assert his inner beliefs and come to terms with his own self, and thus experience
a 'real presence' in the universe. Home stood between one's body and the universe,
while the house was merely the means by which the positioning of oneself, one's
values and beliefs in the universe became possible.

The design and building processes that we discussed in chapter six also provide
a clear evidence of the desire for correspondence between man, universe and building,
each of them a 'dwelling' in the true sense. This central idea was constantly reinforced
by rituals, language and by the building itself. Various forms and metaphors were

employed which served as devices to remind one of the primordial event from which
all order was generated.

The question is, were these inner-meanings of the home clear to both the house
owner and the mu 'allem? If this were the case, to what degree did these inner
meanings effect the perception of home in society at large? And finally, how did the
mu 'allem as a member of the community transmit them to his clients if they were

ignorant about them? While the interviews with a number traditional families, clients
and builders - discussed in chapter four - shed some light on some of these inquiries,
as seen in the following chapters, they did not provide wholly satisfactory answers to
these questions.

On the one hand one can think of these symbols and rituals as an extension on

the community level of the rituals of home. Most of them were fictions devised by
this traditional society through the course of time to make its dwelling more of a

blessed home. Whether these fictions or rituals reflect the truth is beyond question, but
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the fact that they were believed and acted upon make them factual. Ancestral legends
which became favourable by time, once again, merged with religious ideals and
became inseparable. The favourite legends became associated with affections and were
considered as a pleasant thing to do. In short, these rituals were a group activities
which ensured that members of the community are participating in a highly-charged
individual state and group atmosphere which left no participant untouched by the
depth of social and ideological meaning and emotions aroused.

On the other hand, one feels inclined to believe that no amount of knowledge
about the inner meanings embodied in these traditional houses would have changed
the prevailing attitudes of society towards the home. People 'lived' these meanings;
they led their lives in accordance to them even if perhaps they did not understand
them completely. Houses were sanctified. The reasons for this sanctity might indeed
have enhanced31 the perception of home, but it would not have altered it to any

significant degree.

It seems likely that, in the end, clients came to recognize many of these inner
meanings. Some clients, for example, asked the mu 'allemfn to install certain motifs
and symbols in different parts of the house, or to initiate a certain ritual at some point
of the construction process, because these would carry certain meanings that they
wanted to convey. Some of these notions were not accepted by the community at the
beginning but were later absorbed and repeated in several other houses. An example
of this would be the writing of Qur'anic verses on the walls of certain rooms modelled
after mosque inscriptions, the planting of a palm tree in the courtyard (a symbol of
paradise) and so on. Today, the power of such meanings has decayed, and the symbols
of that power have decayed as well, a situation which is discussed in more details in
chapters eleven and twelve.

31 Rare were the cases when the inner meaning of a certain aspect of home ruined its perception
instead of enhancing it. However I was told an anecdote about a conflict of meanings between a client
and an inexperienced young mu 'allem from Al-Madinah concerning the opening of a courtyard in a
house. The mu 'allem suggested to the client that, besides the breeze that the courtyard would bring to
the house, the client could also "see the Face of God all day." The client, attached as he was to the
traditional 'school of thought,' insisted that "God's Face, God willing, will be all over the house, for
the Face of God did not need an opening to be seen." Accordingly, the client rejected the idea even if
it would have brought his children "all the entertainment." Mu 'allem Ahmad Hamzah al-Rlft. Al-
Madinah, April 25, 1990.
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7.2. Privacy in the traditional Hedjazi house

Here, I will try to reinforce my argument that the traditional Hedjazi domestic
architecture had a 'culture' of its own, a particular set of pragmatic meanings, and that
it was one that encoded cultural and social rules and conventions. This traditional

house contained the most powerful and ramifying cultural codes. Its appearance and
content were always highly constrained by community ritual acts, the most lasting of
which were the maintenance of the house 'purity' through the protection against
intruding presence (of individuals and their olfactory senses) and other forms of
unwanted social contacts.

Amongst the major roles played by the actions and rituals in traditional Hedjaz
was to provide definitive temporal boundaries and demarcations to the different life
stages of the house and its inhabitants; they aimed at the appropriation of the home
environment to suit the lives of the residents. Although this may sound similar to the
reasons for the dwelling-community dialectic of territoriality discussed earlier, in fact
both the means and extent were different. The latter strive to establish the family
space as differentiated from the community spaces, the former aims at purifying the
specific family space itself32.

One function of the design of a house is to distinguish between public and
private domains as Lawrence puts it33. The relationship between these domains
expresses the administrative, cultural, judicial and socio-political rights of the
inhabitants, neighbours, visitors and strangers. We have seen earlier how boundaries,
thresholds and transitional zones were assigned certain socio-cultural values that
communicated meanings, the aim of which is to evoke proper behaviour, therefore
minimizing disturbance to the lifestyles of community members, hence, social
conflicts.

32 Naturally, the traditional Hedjaz.I house exemplified primary territories, which were further
subdivided within the house itself as discussed here. However, the notion of privacy maintenance was
considered as a regulatory mechanism while the notion of controlling access to the house was
considered as a mean ofmaintaining property-lines. Both notions were so clear and obvious to everyone
that they were regionally acknowledged and accepted in Hedjaz, which made them function as a major
stabilizing force in the society by regulating and providing cues for accepted social behaviour.

33 See Lawrence, Roderick J. "Translating Anthropological Concepts Into Architectural Practice."
In Housing, Culture and Design: A comparative Perspective. Edited by Setha Law and Erve Chambers.
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989. 90.
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The basic means of minimizing social conflicts from the traditional Arabian
and later Islamic perception, meant that the greater part of the enclosed area of the
house, like that of the tents of the Arabian nomads, should comprise of separate

apartments for each gender. A subtle progression from one domain to the other, and
from the outside to the inside became an essential requirement34. Access to most
Arabian and Muslim houses takes place through carefully-positioned entrances (male
and female visitors), along a buffer area in the form of an antechamber, a corridor or
passageway. To emphasize the importance of the transition from one domain to the
other, these various thresholds (main entrance, corridor, antechamber, reception room)
are usually embellished with one sort of decoration or another (carvings, gypsum
work, Qur'anic inscriptions) appropriate to its use or the attributes of the owner.

Coming to the maintenance of privacy in traditional Hedjaz, we find that it
was, and still is, mainly directed towards the insulation of the whole household from
outside, non-kin visual exposure. The visual protection of the house-interior is another
vital requirement of the HedjazT house, especially when the inner family-apartments
are considered. Given the compact and continuous layout of buildings and the very

dense nature of HedjazI cities, rooms of the ground floor were raised above the eye-

level. Windows in these rooms, although much larger than those of other floors, were
shuttered and protected with ironwork and latticed with wooden-screens. The same

applies to the rest of the house - except for the ironwork.

Different places within the 'home range'35 meant different types of territories,
each with its specific behavioural regulators, sign systems and cultural cues. The
distinction among these places were based on the degree of control, use, duration of
spatial claims and the amount of cultural sign systems necessary to maintain a

culturally-accepted behaviour. These were mainly non-verbal sign systems like
harawiyyah, verbal sign systems like the use of {ariq, physical factors like the
positioning of private spaces, or cultural and social customs and conventions like
giving one's back to the door. All these are discussed later in this chapter.

34 Such an arrangement was not only typical to the yedjaz, but also to almost every traditional Arab
and Muslim house in the world.

35 The term 'home-range' is used in this research to refer to the areas around the traditional house
in which my informants felt 'at home.' This may include the lane, heira, market place, mosque, work
place, and as far as city gates. This is discussed in more detail in chapter eight.
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But besides such social means of maintaining privacy, there existed other
means that did not necessarily require the construction of barriers like walls and
antechambers. The following discussion gives some examples of the social and
physical means of maintaining privacy36 inside and outside the house. Figure (7.6.)
shows the traditional HedjazI perception of these two domains.

Inside

* Private

* Feminine

Inside

* In + Up
* Female

♦Private

Outside

♦Down

* Male

* Semi-Private

Outside

* Public

* Masculine

Fig. 7.6. Inside-outside relationship.

Figure (7.7.) demonstrates how physical and social codes operated in traditional
Hedjaz to demarcate territories, to provide social cue for proper behaviour and to
control contact with others. In between the major boundaries, filters and territories,
there existed another hierarchy of minor regulators, most of which were socio-cultural
ones, such as the group membership filter that controls the entrance of non-hara

36 There were a multiple local equivalent for 'privacy' in the vocabulary of traditional Hedjaz: for
example: 'ar, 'irtj, fyaram, and many others which were not necessarily translated to mean 'privacy'
in English, but were used in similar contexts. For instance the phrase: ifr/ad 'arakk (meaning to defend
or protect one's private things or honour like the female of the house) is used in similar contexts as
'maintain your privacy' in English.
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residents. Note that the hierarchy of these filters and the role played by each one

determined its importance to the family of the house, hence the degree of elaboration
and the socio-cultural values assigned to it. As we see earlier for example, the
entrance-hall (dihlfz) was the most important of territory demarcations and therefore
had the highest social values. Because it was intended to regulate access of people and
objects between the private and public domains, and was required to control visibility
between the exterior and interior of the house, it was saturated with all kind of

symbols, social and physical cues. While the entrance-hall was a spatial demarcation
of the beginning of a more private zone, it was not considered public or private.

Tnaidn Entrance Zucaq Hara

House

Further divisions ofprivacy
and other territorial demarcations

Family member
Female guest

Relative

Guest

Neighbour

Hara resident

Outsider
(Accompanied)
Outsider
(Un-accompanied)

Physical limitation
I I Social limitation

Fig. 7.7. Physical and social means of maintaining privacy and regulating social contacts.

Territory indicators inside the house were 'softer' than those within public or

semi-public areas which tend to be more physical than socio-cultural. The hierarchy
of the right of passage as seen in Figure (7.7.), illustrates the number of 'filters' that

people, seeking admission to a house, had to go through. The means of passing
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through any of these filters were determined by the status of the individual
approaching the house (stranger, relative, friend). Also note that even after passing
though the last filter (the threshold), where the visitor was physically inside the house,
he was not considered fully admitted until the host decided the final stage where the
visitor was to rest. The rituals associated with each stage of transition communicated
to the visitor which filter he was passing though37.

7.2.1. Physical controls

Historically speaking, the division of the Arabian tent into three socially and
physically defined zones reflected the emergence of a widely accepted home-privacy
system that is still usable until today. However, the traditional house - as we see in
chapter three - was divided into three main parts. The lower floors (ground and first)
were reserved for service38 and reception areas (madjalis, maqa 'id), the middle
floors (second and third) included the family living and relative-reception areas

(mu'akhkhfr, maqa'id and suffah), and the upper floors accommodated the family
sleeping quarters (khilwat, mabaiyyit) and terraces (khardjat). The main rooms of the
house (i.e., maqa 'id and madjalis) had large bay-windows (mashrabtyyaf) with
latticed wooden-screens that allowed one-way vision from the inside to the outside.
These window areas - which were the main architectural characteristic of the HedjazI
house - were used for sitting and sleeping, depending on the time of the day.

Each of these parts had its own restricted function. Strict socio-cultural codes
and rules of proper behaviour were to be observed by all members of the household,
relatives and visitors regarding who went where, when and with whom. Privacy in the
house was well defined - as discussed later in the chapter. The hierarchy operated in
ascending order. The ground floor was the semi-public domain, the first and second
floors were the semi-private domain, and the upper floors and inner rooms were

designated the haram or inviolable-zone because they were the most private parts of

37 For example, coughing or making similar sounds would indicate to the visitor that the owner of
the house is alarming the female members of the household that he is admitting a male guest and that
they have to evacuate the reception room.

38 This included the entrance-hall (dihliz), the staircase (daradj), storage-room (digaisi), and water-
closets (merfrdtj or [aharah).
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the house. As seen earlier, the traditional HedjazI socio-cultural connotation of the
sanctity of each part of the house was determined according to these vertical and
horizontal hierarchies.

The general custom of
Hedjaz dictates that a male
visitor's accessibility to any

of these zones is mainly
determined by his status with
regard to the host family.
Accessibility within a certain
zone is controlled by a

further division of sub-zones

restricting the visitor's
accessibility into deeper
sections of each zone (inner
rooms). Generally, the closer
the visitor is to the family the
higher and deeper he can go

inside the house. Height and
depth (Fig.7.8.) are the major
criteria of privacy in the „ __ . , .... , . .. , .,r J Fig. 7.8. In a traditional ^edjazi house, the closer you are to the family, the
house, although female deeper and higher you can go.
visitors tend to enjoy a much
higher and deeper accessibility inside the HedjazT house than male visitors, regardless
of their relationship to the host family.

Height was not only a physical expression of privacy but was also a symbolic
one. If a person from the neighbourhood was to marry the daughter of a certain
family, it was said that he would be 'itraffa', or be socially promoted within the
bride's family (Fig. 7.9.). It also meant that he can go to the higher floors of the house
as a family member within the limits of the customary gender segregation (men areas).
Therefore, and as mentioned earlier, the sense of being inside the house is not

necessarily related to the physical boundaries of the house; rather it is dependent on
the actual floor relative to the house. The higher the level the more inside it is
perceived to be.
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The provision of more than one entrance to the house was another means of

maintaining privacy in the house, minimizing the contact between men and women in
terms of movement to and inside the house. In large houses, separate staircases were

provided so as to lead male guests to reception terraces or upper madjalis without
disrupting the activities of females in the house39. Visitors' staircases did not lead to

all floors but only to those which housed designated reception areas.

39 There was always a hint in mu'allem §a<Jaqah's speech as well as in those of other male
interviewees of a possible 'femininity' of the traditional Hedjaz! house as the domain of women: the
idea of being a guest in someone's house was always preoccupied with the concern of disturbing the
rhythm of the place where the ladies might be alerted.
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The use of the rawashfn, [aqat, shfsh, and parapets as visual-access controls
was another major tool by which the traditional HedjazT house achieved privacy to its
interior. As we see in chapter six, the structure of the rowshan was devised in such
a way that anyone sitting inside it would become fully invisible up to his waist-line
and then covered with meshed-screens up to his head. In ground floor rawashin, the
whole room was raised about 1.5 to 2.5 meters above street level (also eye-level) so

as to assure the user of the rowshan total avoidance of attentive eyes (Fig. 7.10.).

toCCv. X"Xy. XwX.wXv
«*x; >««•

Fig. 7.10. Anyone sitting inside a rowshan would become fully invisible up to the waist line and then covered with meshed
screen up to the head.

The maintenance of the house privacy was one of the mu'allem's vital
responsibilities. If, for example, one of his clients asked him for a rowshan which was

going to over-look a neighbour's khardjah (although any reasonable client at the time
would recognize that this was a virtually unacceptable request, in fact non-negotiable),
the mu 'allem - knowing the rules and regulations in such cases - would object to it.
But if the client happened to insist on having such an opening, the mu 'allem would
try to gain permission from the neighbour to allow it. This required a meeting between
the mu'allem and the neighbour in the presence of a witness "...in order to hear it
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from the neighbour's mouth. "40 However, if the house were surrounded by a large
enough piece of ground, with no neighbours close by, it could have openings on any

elevation according to choice or the asbaqiyyah (right or priority) of the owner.

Where building took place in confined areas, the space between houses was

regulated by the distance at which windows could face out mertafyah (lit. comfortably
= without harming others). The minimum distance was eventually standardized at five
meters. Furthermore, no one was permitted to install a window in an existing house
if the street separating his house from that across the street was less than five meters
wide. It was the mu 'allem's role to ensure 'at any cost' that these controls were not

infringed and certainly not merely to satisfy a client's wish for a door, a window or

a balcony where this would disturb the privacy of the other residents of the Ijara.
Such lapses would be his responsibility and he would share the disgrace with the
owner in the eyes of the community.

May God bestow His Peace upon Him (Prophet Muhammad) once said
to his friends: "Do you know the rights of you neighbour: that you
should not build to prevent the breeze from his house before you ask
for his permission, to grant him peace, to respect his privacy and to
feed him even if he lives seven houses away from you."41 If I dared to
fool myself and accept a client's request against the will of God,
people would say this mu'allem does not have 'ar [honour],
shakh§iyyah [firm word, strength of character], nor millah [religious
faith]

...take another example, the khardjah, if a client, for example, happen
to ask me for a removal of the parapets and sleep where everyone can
see him - which is impossible -1 will never agree to such a request nor
will another mu 'allem because the religious command is so explicit:
'no one should sleep in a roof that is not protected or screened.'42
(Mu'allem Sadaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

40 Mu 'allem §a$aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990.

41 An authentic Prophetic tjadith that was narrated in this occasion by mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin
in an informal manner "as I learned it from the street frakawati (story-teller)." (Mu 'allem §a<)aqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

42 An authentic Prophetic IJudith narrated by mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin in its informal format.
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7.2.2. Implicit codes versus explicit norms and rules for social control of
privacy

O ye who believe! enter not houses other than yours, until ye have
asked permission and saluted those in them: that is best for you in
order that ye may heed (what is seemly).

If ye find no one in the house, enter not until permission is given to
you: if ye are asked to go back, go back: that makes for greater purity
for yourselves: and God knows well all that ye do.

It is no fault on your part to enter houses not used for living in, which
serve some (other) use for you: and God has knowledge of what ye
reveal and what ye conceal.

Say to the believing men that they should lower their gaze and guard
their modesty: that will make for greater purity for them: and God is
well acquainted with all that they do.

And say to the believing women that they should lower their gaze and
guard their modesty; that they should not display their beauty and
ornaments except what (must ordinarily) appear thereof; that they
should draw their veils over their bosoms and not display their beauty
except to their husbands, their fathers, their husbands' fathers, their
sons, their husbands' sons, their brothers or their brothers' sons, or
their sisters' sons, or their women, or the slaves whom their right hands
possess, or male servants free from physical needs, or small children
who have no sense of shame of sex; and that they should not strike
their feet in order to draw attention to their hidden ornaments. And o

ye Believers! turn ye all together towards God, that ye may attain bliss.
(:Qur'an, Siira XXIV: 27-31, Nurf.

The education of Hedjazles - as discussed in previous chapters - is a mix of
Islamic teachings and ancient Arabian customs which merged over the years to form
the HedjazT norms and habits. These include a very strict code of personal conduct and
social and public behaviour with regard to the genders and different age groups. The
convention and restriction applied to social relations tend to be more rigorously

43 Abdullah Yusuf Ali's interpretation of these verses suggests that "The Muslim principle of asking
respectful permission and exchanging salutations ensuresprivacy without exclusiveness, andfriendliness
without undue familiarity Because privacy is precious, and essential to a refined, decent and well
ordered life, [entry without obtaining permission] is a breach of refined manners." Ali, Yusuf A. The
Holy Qur'an: Text Translation and Commentary. USA: The American Trust Publication, 1977. 903-904.
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observed among non-relatives and could be regarded as a filter for maintaining
privacy at the neighbourhood level:

If we saw a woman coming towards our way, we knew what to do, we
changed lanes, looked to the ground or the other direction until she
passed. (Mu'allem §a^aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 8, 1990).

This non-verbal code also safeguarded the privacy of the elderly men and
women, providing them with 'noise-free' areas and private gathering-places without
the interference of younger age-groups (the elderly of Hedjaz prefer the company of
similar age-groups for most of the day). Quietness is valued in Hedjaz, especially in
the traditional multi-family houses where the comfort of elder members of the family
occupies the highest level of domestic priority.

At the domestic level, the normal conduct of Muslim visitors, as well as the

culturally accepted behaviour dictates that no one be allowed inside the house except
with the permission and in the company of the house owner. This means that the
visitor will be shown to the reception area after the owner has checked with the
women of the house that none of them are in the way or in any of the reception areas.

As discussed in chapter eleven, the diminishing importance of such manners and rules
of proper conduct in modern Hedjaz resulted in extreme dissatisfaction by my elderly
informants, as one of them protested:

One's house is like one's body, it belongs to us individually for the
fulfilment of very personal functions. Who would want or dare to make
his body public. Only a proper balance can save us a lot of social
problems. Our houses today are so public that it is not private any
more, I am sorry to say that our guests today run around and inside our
houses like wild sheep, that they do not know where to stop. It is not
your fault or mine, but no one taught them where to stop. You young
Hedjazles build your own houses to satisfy your guests not yourselves,
no wonder then. ('Aflf family, Jeddah, May 8, 1990).

It is the norm - again a religious command merging with a tradition - that the
visitor should turn his back to the entrance of the house immediately after he knocks
on the door until he hears the voice of his host permitting him to come in. Otherwise,
after the third knock44, the visitor will leave. Unlike most of the houses in the Arab

44 Usually a visitor would call out the name of his host loudly in order to identify himself, signal
his presence to the family and ask the women to clear the appropriate reception area.
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world which contained bent-entrances or other visual barriers, achieved through
different architectural devices, this custom enabled such considerations to be dispersed
within the HedjazI house.

Related to this custom, the use of a number of verbal codes represented by the
terms (cirfq or yd Satir (give way, O Ye Who protects and covers, O Concealer =
names of God) and dastur yd ahl al-bait (permission, ye dwellers of the house) was
meant to draw the attention of women inside the house to the arrival of men (or vice

versa). The women could then withdraw to their upper or inner apartments and leave
the entire floor for male guests.

These verbal codes had more than just the force of practical instruction; they
had a social evocation which was reflected in the design characteristics of the HedjazI
house. Such codes could turn a private reception area into a semi-public place for men
within seconds (Fig. 7.11.). This meant that the same areas of the house could be used
for different functions without assigning special places for each gender. Depending on

the occasion, the main madjlis of the house could be used by female guests who could
withdraw to the private family quarters upon the arrival of male guests (who did not
have the same freedom of movement within the house)45.

...if you did not see anybody coming, say when you were approaching
or sitting in someone's house, as soon as you hear words like tarfq, yd
satir or dastur yd ahl al-bait, we immediately faced the wall, left the
place all together or just looked to the floor. This was applied to both
men and women. Women clapped their hands to announce their arrival
because their voices should not be heard by strangers....In our Hedjaz,
black were the days of someone who had the reputation of being abu
'ain tawi'lah [long-eyed = rude gazer/coaxerl (al-Makkl family,
Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

It was the norm, however, that intimate friends of the men of the house could
move freely around the madjdlis of the ground floor, where no women were expected
to dwell or circulate. Extreme precautions, however, would be taken while circulating
beyond these rooms without the company of a member of the household (the latter
case was almost impossible in traditional Hedjaz).

45 In such cases, what was known as madjlis el-ridjal (men sitting room) becomes madjlis el-sittat,
or al-tiarfm (ladies sitting room) within seconds.
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Fig. 7.11. The word 'tang' had more than just the force of practical instruction.

The fact that the traditional HedjazI house accommodated a number of families
- relatives and non-relatives - could have led to conflicts between the private parts of
each family apartment. However, the existence of both implicit and explicit
mechanisms saved the families a great deal of such conflicts. For example, in the
initial stages of accommodating a new family in the house, the principle of al-jar gabl
al-dar (ask about the neighbour before you ask about the house) functioned as a filter
that prevented landlords from letting their houses to unmarried, misbehaving or ill-
reputed individuals46.

One of the major social problems that traditional Hedjaz was suffering from
was harawiyyah which was an exaggerated notion of privacy. It meant that a youth
from one neighbourhood would not allow someone from an adjacent neighbourhood
to stroll their streets and alleys or 'territory' (even praying in a local mosque) unless
accompanied by a resident of this area47. This behaviour was justified by those
youngsters as for the privacy-maintenance of the hara and its ladies from the visual
or verbal disturbance of others (attempting any sort of physical contact even with

46 This yedjazl proverb was a two way process that was applied by both prospect tenants and
landlords. Both would choose people with 'satisfied-eyes,' or those who would not invade the privacy
of others, or look without covetousness on the good fortune of others.

47 During his visits to Makkah in 1884, Snouck Hurgronje commented on the harawiyyah as: "No
man of one of the quarters can then venture from his own quarter into the other without the danger of
stones being thrown at him from houses or even, in the night time, of him being attacked with knives."
See Hurgronje, Snouck C. Mekka in the Latter Part of the 19th Century. Trans. J. H. Monahan. London:
Luzac and Co., 1931. 9.
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related females was inconceivable). Such modes of control went to extremes and in
most cases involved severe beatings and even murder48.

The other reason for the emergence of the phenomenon of faarawfyyah was that
in such a tradition-directed society as the one in question, there existed a clear
category of insider/outsider in every neighbourhood. As discussed in the following
chapter, the insider was the familiar, the one who was 'at home,' the one who
belonged to the particular hara. The outsider, on the other hand, was the stranger, the
one who was from 'away,' from another hara and who did not belong. Because
members of the hara were known to each other, the presence of non-members in
one's midst was immediately apparent, and to the youngsters of the hara this presence

was, in most cases, not desirable (unless fully justified).

Within a group of youngsters within one hara - known as a bashkah - strict
codes of ethics were observed by all members. 0§ul al-bishakk (lit. fundamentals =

traditions and conventions of groups) functioned as guidelines to the accepted norms

of behaviours as well as tools of supervising the observation of such norms. A young

man from a certain hara would not deviate from the locally-accepted norms even if
he so wished. For example, he would not admit a friend of his to the hara if that
friend was not desired by the bashkah because of his ill-reputation. The policing of
the hara by the bashkah was extended to all sort of socio-cultural events that took
place in the neighbourhood. This included, for example, the guarding of a lane where
a walfmah (banquet) took place against uninvited spectators - as the preparation of
food was usually carried out in the open, on a side-lane adjacent to the house.

Besides the previously discussed architectural methods of maintaining privacy
at both the levels of the neighbourhood and the house, there were widely observed
social devices intended to deal with instances of conflict between neighbours over

windows or terraces overlooking each other's houses. For example, there was the
institution of taradi (agreement or treaty) between neighbours to open windows at
distances much less than five meters, based on two important socio-cultural concepts
of common welfare:

48 As mentioned in chapter four, Mr Hussain Jar - who lived in the old part of Jeddah (in a
traditional house which was built in the 1800s AD/1220s AH) and one of the members of the interviews
team - had a younger uncle who was killed in an infamous fight just after their house was built, because
he was praising a bridegroom from his neighbourhood in another hara.
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First: kollana amanat ba 'ad (we are all the custodians, the trustees,
and the guardians of each other). Second: Your faith will not be
complete until you wish for your brother what you wish for yourself.
[A gentlemen's agreement means that] we - the neighbours - trust each
other beyond any rules or regulations, therefore if your window was to
touch mine, I shall rest assured that you will not think of looking at my
harm, let alone attempting to invade the privacy of my house. Because
I know that you would not like me to look through your windows and
you want to be fair with me. Although Islam laid down penalties as in
the Prophet's Hadfth that he who looks into a house without permission
of its owner will have his eyes punctured. This referred to periods full
of sick [perverted] people, when people start doubting each other's
honesty and hearts became full of misunderstanding and suspicion.
(Mu'allem §adaqah 'OlaimI, Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

This principle meant that upon taradi, neighbours could waive or overrule the
formal building regulations and would be witnessed and recorded by sheikh
al-mu 'allemfn or the 'omdah. The firm societal belief of the general Islamic principle
stating that one should not harm others or oneself, and others should not harm oneself
or themselves guaranteed that the socio-religious principle of taradf would be
respected by the following generations of house-owners until a complaint to the
'omdah or local judge were raised to raf al-darar (alleviate the harm) by revoking
the original agreement.

Comment

To sum up, the existence of a privacy hierarchy or gradient in traditional
Hedjaz played a great role as far as its effect on the house design was concerned. This
privacy gradient structured the position of interior spaces, leading from the most
accessible to the most private, least accessible and least visible. All traditional HedjazI
houses exhibited a consistent gradient that existed from the most public to the most

private rooms inside each house. As we see in the physical morphology of the
traditional Hedjazi house (chapter three), the relative position of the entrance-hall for
example, to the other rooms of the house illustrates that although there was no direct
correlation between the nominal distance between the rooms in each house, there is
an underlying structure that enables the position of rooms to be considered with
respect to the desired degree of privacy envisaged by the residents.
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This privacy gradient was not only important in the location of rooms relative
to the public realm of the hara, but also in defining the spatial relations between
rooms. That is, whether they were accessible only from a circulation corridor (i.e., al-
§uffah), or whether there was sequencing of spaces or change of levels between them.

It is to be noted, however, that the maintenance of privacy in the traditional
HedjazI house could be considered as a Tump sum,' meaning that people were more

concerned with the privacy for the entire family from the outside world. Internally,
there was no privacy for the individual as the term privacy would indicate. If privacy
means the decent seclusion of the individual, the right to do what one likes
unwatched, un-criticized and unhindered, then only the elderly of the household
enjoyed such privacy in traditional HedjazI houses. For the younger generations, the
house did not provide full privacy. This was a point raised by a female member from
the 'Aflf family as a negative aspect of the traditional HedjazT house:

Privacy does not mean selfishness or supremacy of one person over the
other. The general principle in traditional Hedjaz was ideally the
expansion of home through the extended family by loving inclusion of
each and every family member rather than possessive invasion by elder
brothers and sisters because they were culturally in a position to do so.

But the very concept of the 'family house' dictated the utmost communality
of all activities and all spaces in the house, almost at all times. This is, of course,
different from the seclusion of different gender and age groups, but within any given
group, the privacy of the individual was not fully known as such. Mothers, especially,
didn't know that the concept of privacy even existed except in her bed chamber.
Mothers' time was shared by children, husband, relatives, guests and servants.
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THE HEDJAZI SENSE OF PLACE



CHAPTER EIGHT

THE TRADITIONAL HEDJAZl SENSE OF PLACE

Introduction

It is God who made your habitations homes of rest and quiet for you;
and made for you, out of the skins of animals, (tents for) dwelling,
which ye find so light (and handy) when ye travel and when ye stop (in
your travel); and out of their wool and their soft fibres (between wool
and hair), and their hair, rich stuff and articles of convenience (to serve

you) for a time. (Qur'an, Sura XVI: 80, Al-Nahf)1.

In chapters three and six, we looked at the house in its mostly technical aspects
- as a process - and as an expression of practical demands. This chapter, in extending
the attempt of chapter seven to examine the house as a cultural unit, further explores
its 'meanings': it illustrates the ways in which the house is as important to its
occupants as a 'set of symbols' as it is for its utilitarian value. To do so it is necessary
to look beyond the temporal influences on architecture and consider those abstractions
which ultimately define intrinsic appeal. The major aim of the chapter, by focusing
on perceptions of spirit, character, atmosphere, location (space) and the sense of place,
is to understand the mechanisms which link people and environments, the house and
its dwellers. It also aims to persuade that through an appreciation of these, an

awareness and sympathy with the traditional values behind the domestic architecture
of the past can be gained which will enable modem architects to create valid, sensitive
and culturally authentic houses and urban settings for the future.

We need to understand the sources of a particular sense of place, to specify the
environmental elements that make one place different from another, and to understand
people's commitment to certain places. Bearing in mind that the meaning of a house

1 According to the interpretation of this verse by Yusuf Ali: man's social, intellectual, and
spiritual gifts make, of his permanent dwelling, homes of rest and quiet, of refinement and the purer
affections, which are the types in this earthly life, of the highest spiritual good, the love of God. The
pure Home thus becomes the type of the highest spiritual destiny of man. And these capacities in
man are the gifts of God. See Ali, Yusuf. A. The Holy Qur'an: Text, Translation and Commentary.
USA: The American Trust Publications, 1977.
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is un-interpretable without its context and its accompanying cues from other symbolic
systems, the analysis of traditional domestic architecture alone would not reveal the
'hidden' layers of meaning examined in chapter seven, which are sought in this
research. Meanings revealed by the people who built these places uncover the qualities
which make home what it is, and, as Heidegger puts it, will illustrate that human
existence is unquestionably spatial, environmental and architectural and thus
inseparable from spirit of place2.

There is a point which should be mentioned here. It will be noticed that the
recollections of traditional builders and their clients - presented in this research - are

expressed to a great extent in figurative terms. This is understandable in that they were
trying to describe experiences which are subtle and, in terms of directly applied
vocabulary, highly elusive. Descriptions are therefore rendered in terms of parallel but
explainable experiences (e.g., the feeling of being uncomfortable or ill at ease in the
home is conveyed by the sense of being watched). Moreover, 'at homeness' seems to
have been taken for granted and the traditional way of life was neither questioned nor

the subject of explicit attention (perhaps until these interviews were conducted). The
component phenomena were easier 'experienced' than described. Therefore, when they
speak of such, we must be careful to keep this element of metaphor in mind to avoid
misleading interpretations.

It will be useful at this point to differentiate the words of 'house' and 'home'
in the HedjazI dialect in order to satisfy the reader that the interviewer and interviewee
were talking about the same thing. The Arabic words relating to 'house' belong to the
language of pre-Islamic times. They were all absorbed into the language of the Holy
Qur'an and their meaning varied according to the context of the verse.

The word bait was used to mean: society, object, instrument, family, house,
resident, structure, heart, place, mansion, wealth, company, privacy, domain, dwelling,
edifice, cell and habitation. The word dar was used to mean: home, mansion and life.
The word manzel was used to mean: entertainment, settlement, hospitable homes,
hospitable gifts, mansions, grades and levels. The words maskan, masaken or sakan
were used to mean: serenity, tranquillity, rest, composure, peace, to dwell, to belong,

2 Heidegger, Martin. Being and Time. (A translation of "Sein Und Zeit.") by John Macquarrie
and Edward Robinson. New York: Harper and Row, 1962. 54.
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to exist, to be still, to lurk, to be quiescent, as a letter which is not moved by a vowel,
to abide, to dwell together and bring up a family, habitations, to live, dwelling, place
and space3.

In the HedjazI dialect, the most commonly used words for house and home are:

mahil = a place: house, room, and shop, and bait = house and family4. These two
words are used interchangeably to express a range of meanings which include 'place'
in the physical, social and spiritual senses. The exact meanings of these words are

understood from their use in context or theme of discussion. For example, when it is
asked how a bait (house) is to be 'constructed', what is referred to is the structure.

The same question, using the word for 'build' in a different sense of development,
when applied to the word bait renders it to mean 'family' and therefore refers to the
development of a house from a social point of view5. In order to encapsulate the
meaning of the English language term 'home' in its abstract sense, the question was

best illustrated by asking the interviewer "where, outside your house, can you feel as
if you were at your house?" Once this meaning was established, it maintained
throughout the conservation. Each interviewer described his sentiments of home
indirectly by describing his experience of places elsewhere.

An important observation made throughout these interviews was that although
the house was generally seen as a place of continuity across the past, present and
future, whether to an individual, a family or the whole community, most of the
examples of 'home' portrayed by the respondents were of their traditional homes when
they were children or young adults. Regardless of income or social status, everyone
seem to have an idealized memory of their childhood house where the serenity of the
past seemed removed from the problems of the present. These idealised images of
home also seemed to be fixed in a certain time after which they ceased to exist and
were never projected upon their present homes. While I found this phenomenon to be

3 These terms were extracted from the translation of the holy Qur'an by Yusuf Ali.

4 The words sakan, maskan and manzel are also used in Hcdjaz but not as frequently.

5 For example, a HedjazI would say: "kaif Hal bait 'am Ahmad {lit. How is the house of Mr
Afomad)," to mean "how is Mr Aljmad and family."
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universal6 rather than culture-dependent, it is worth emphasizing that this sense of
'home' has a deep emotional focus beyond mere nostalgia. This 'imagining of home'
is not simply endemic romanticism but a reaction to the insufficiency of their present
homes in satisfying the ethos of traditional life. The past and the present worlds are

in disharmony.

Reflecting this, the present homes of most respondents are decorated or

equipped with traditional items as physical reminders of the past, the matfabah on

the gate, fully-functioning rawashin and so on, as if these can bring the past into the
present or can ensure that the past and present will continue into the future.
Traditional rituals, values and customs, still alive among elder residents, are also
revived intentionally and imposed on grandsons during their visits to these homes
(e.g., the embargo on smoking or drinking coffee in the presence of the grandfather).
Such social customs helped the elderly to bridge the gap between present and past
homes by creating a sense of the continuity of the traditional familiar lifestyle.

To think of home is to think of the past, of something that is missing. 'Home'
is the standard by which the elderly of Hedjaz measure their dissatisfaction with the
present: "Your old is your friend, even if the new satisfies you."7 It seems to be a

constant comparison of the way things are and the way they should be - realities with
ideals - that disturbs the elderly of Hedjaz. As discussed in chapter seven (and later
in this chapter), home in traditional Hedjaz was much more than a building, it was the
neighbourhood, the gathering place, the city, the region of Hedjaz and, above all, a

state of mind. Their present homes, though still the focus of their domestic life,
ultimately appears empty and contaminated by the present. These homes are still
centres of attraction but not centres of growth or activity.

6 The writings of most 18th and 19th centuries authors like Julia Wright (The Complete Home,
1870), Charles Dickens (In Mother, Home and Heaven, 1879), James Froude (The Nemesis of Faith,
1849), Udolpho (In The Mysteries of Udolpho, 1794), John Ruskin (Sesame and Lilies, 1865), all
seem to praise the homes of childhood whether directly or through the characters in their novels.

7 A traditional yedjazl proverb meaning that one should not give up his old things, values,
beliefs and so on, even if the newly-introduced substitute is more appealing.
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8.1. House and home from a traditional Hedjazi perspective

In order to comprehend any culturally-based experience of the personal or
architectural meaning of place, one must understand how people lived and how they
incorporated settlements and shelters into the pattern of their everyday existence, into
their lives. This is best approached in the perspective of the questions of what human
dwelling on earth is and how it is possible to have a 'home'; what the relationship is
between man and his world; what the state of connectedness is which generates a

feeling of 'being at home'; whether home is the area that links self to the world.
Answers to some of these questions were revealed through the examination of the
traditional Hedjazi perception of 'home.' To begin with, a 19th century home owner,

asked about his perception of the house as a structure, would reply that it was that:

First of all, you will find that everyone wants God's forgiveness, good
health and God's mercy and sutrah8 [shelter] in this life and in the
hereafter, then a house which has large rooms with generous headroom
[or high ceilings], large decorated wooden rawashfn [bay-windows],
decent-sized ornamented two-leaf doors, cool and clean terraces,
covered balconies with wooden arches, dignified and well furnished
reception-rooms with large openings and an entrance sitting platform
topped with mattresses... but, after all, whatever God bestows upon me
is good. (Mu'allem §atjaqah 'OlaimI, Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

As a physical object, the house is a building with measurable dimensions, built
of certain building materials with certain proportions to satisfy certain spatial
requirements and so on. As a practical object it is a shelter from the elements for
one's self, family and personal belongings. But while a house is an architectural
object, a Home does not have to be a building; a house could be a home but a home
is not necessarily a house. Home is more of a neutral, spiritual and emotional place
than a physical one. It is not merely a homogeneous, rational and measured space. It
is a place chosen, incorporated and transformed by one's personal experience into
one's own, one's self. People see their houses and neighbourhoods as home, birth
place, and an amalgam of memories and events before they see it as a physical form.
The traditional concept of home embraces much more than its physical characteristics:

8 Sutrah in this sense is also used to mean: satisfaction with what God bestowed upon someone,
shielding from evil, jealous or covetous eyes, protection from being exposed (e.g., by a scandal),
mercy from God's severe punishment and fate.
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My home is the place I can come back to every night, find my family
safe and happy, watch my children grow and get married, obey and
take care of my old parents, comprehend their wisdom, and try to
deliver it to my sons as much as I can. Its the place I live in and live
for, I will make sure its not lacking food, water and lighting-oil
[provisions]. I guard it as I guard my reputation and honour, make sure
that my visitors enter happy and leave happier, although everyone
dreams that his guests would leave sad that they left his generosity and
excellent reception. I want my madjlis to be full of people - family,
neighbours, friends, relatives, children, every body, every body. Al-bait
ma yihiyya 'ilia bi'ahlu wu zouaruh [A house gains life only from the
number of family members who occupy it and the guests who stay].
But when I want to sleep, I want to find it cool, dim and quiet, until
the mother of my children wakes me up with her tasty cup of tea. My
home is almost all that I own in this life. If I built it well, it will treat
me well and will enhance the remaining days of my life, just like ones
bizurah [seeds = children]. It is very important that you build a house
of your own. You will have a different feeling when you own this
thing. (Al-Makkl, May 18, Jeddah, 1990).

Fig. 8.1. Through incorporation we develop and gain a distinct sense of our home enveloping us with the tissues of
our own bodies.

Like its shell to a snail, home is our ultimate, intimate refuge within our wider
surroundings and we invest in it our characters and personalities in the process of
assimilating it within our scheme of comfort and familiarity. Through such
incorporation we develop and gain a distinct sense of our home enveloping us with
the tissues of our own bodies (Fig. 8.1.).
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This emotional sphere we create is the place we support, we live with and live
in. Home may very well be regarded as our lives. It is developed, moulded, changed
and enhanced by the same influences to which we ourselves respond. Home delivers
us from the infinite abstract space of geometry and places us in a space of our own
dimensions, in a space which gives itself to us and responds to us. It is an area

between the self and the world, a place of self-expression as well as a means of
engaging with life. Home involves some kind of continuity; it is a means rather than
an end.

8.1.1. The three homes: body, dwelling, and the universe

As discussed in chapter seven, the traditional house of Hedjaz, was seen as a

living element of the society where house components shared their names with those
of the human body (e.g., ras al-bab = head of the door = top rail, ras al- 'amiid =

head of the column = capital)9. The identification of parts of the house with the
human body did not reflect visual proportions as in the architecture of the
Renaissance; more that the traditional builders were expressing the commonly-felt
relationship between the perfection of man's creation and the place that housed it. In
discussing the HedjazT domestic architecture it is impossible to speak of a house
without, at least, implicit reference to the human body. It is treated as a being in itself,
not just a place of shelter. Like the human body, the house is felt to be more than its
structure; it is the material repository of its spirit. The identity of this house implied
a strong bonding between building, man and place. The integrity of this connection
was that there was a mutual identification between the dweller and the dwelling.

Similar to the organization of man, body and brain are not separate entities:
"comfort is for those with brains."10 The human body (including the mind) belongs

9 Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah 'OlaimT (Jeddah, March 29-30, 1990) and nut 'allem Ahmad Hamzah al-
Rlfi (Al-Madinah, April 25-30, 1990) thought that the only difference between humans and houses
was that the house was more fortunate than humans, for it could be renovated and could become
'young' again as we see in chapter seven. Furthermore, the mu'allemin of Hedjaz thought that the
overall structure of the house resembled that of the human body in that both are a combination of
tension and compression structures. Changes in one part of either would effect other parts, while
restricting movement in one part overuses and stresses the rest of the structural system.

10 A traditional HedjazI proverb which means that one must use his intellect to achieve one's
bodily comfort.
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to the realm of culture and is shaped and regulated by it. Correspondingly, the top
section of the HedjazI house as we see in chapter seven accommodated the living
quarters of the head of the family and other senior members who were considered to
be supreme in authority and decision making. Therefore, the traditional HedjazI belief
that some houses have wedjfh kdlihah (dim or sad faces) is a natural outcome of their
conception that man's action is a mirror of his intentions and that the muscular
changes of his face corresponds to changes of his state of mind: if the inhabitants of
the house were sad individuals, this will show on the house!

As also seen in chapter seven, the middle and lower parts of the human being
corresponded with those of the house to suggest similarity and integrity between both.
Therefore, thinking of home as embodied, as a kind of second body; means to see in
it different aspects of life. Moving from one room to another, from downstairs to

upstairs, from inside to outside, means a completely different experience of home with
each of these movements. It changes from one place to another in accordance with our

association with these different places. This attitude towards home is opposed to that
rational, scientific attitude which understands each different place as a space of
different dimensions and proportions - quantifiable objects and things. Home, on the
contrary, is a psychological attitude, a state of mind where things are part of our
human experience of these things. They almost speak our language, to us and through
us. As such, home is very individualistic and it is as different and particular as every
human being on this planet.

To most mu'allemin and elders of Hedjaz, home in the sense we are talking
about is...

...in one's head and heart and so is its comfort, it only needs a place
to settle in. Our real home is in our heads, wherever we go it goes with
us. But the place where we settle (the home in your head) is the place
where, when we come back to it we can find it waiting for us and
where when we feel tired we can come back to. It so happened that
this 'home in the head' is best settled within the four walls and under
the ceilings of our houses. (Al-Makkl, May 18, Jeddah, 1990).

The concept of "home in one's head" reinforces the argument of this chapter
that being at home is a state of mind before it is a presence in a particular place. This
state of mind or 'at homeness' could very well be found in a group of loving friends.
But it seems to need an attachment to place more than to people in order to be fully
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satisfied and born11. The place mentioned here (the one where you settle the home
in your head) means, perhaps, where one can be at home with oneself, which is harder
than being in one's house or in the world. What I gathered is that this place is a

chosen one, chosen according to certain criteria that the individual sets as conditions
for the place where he would settle in and inhabit. Such criteria are a product of the
values, mores, customs, traditions and ideals that the individual would like to be

represented around or within his home.

This, of course, is 'choice' in the ideal and it must compromise with the
various constraints of resources, knowledge, technology, availability, prejudice and
mush else. However, even in cases where choices are not applicable, this would not
reduce the significance of dwelling. Let us say that among those who have choice,
inhabiting is an intention; it is not just to be somewhere, but to inhabit a certain place.
If we conceptualize any environment or lifestyle as the result of a series of choices
tending toward some implicit ideal images, then we can also say that people choose
to inhabit environments that can afford to express their inner-selves, certain
environments that match their image of home. Since choice - among the socio¬
economic level discussed here - was present in most situations, then it follows that
these homes or environments reflect people's preferences more than it does other
variables (e.g., financial resources).

It is almost axiomatic that the human individual has an essential and inevitable

need to recognize some form of commitment to the place of one's birth or early life.
This natural commitment is the partial source of the strong sentiment for previous
homes that was evident throughout the interviews, even amongst those who did not
have a happy childhood home life. But the commitment to a dwelling place, in the full
exercise of choice, is predicated upon a wish to live within a certain environment, to
belong to a certain place, to be 'at home.' For such reasons, those born in one place
frequently choose to settle in another at a later stage in life. Inhabiting is what
Heidegger called "the basic character of being."12 It is not something to be taken for
granted, but like friendship, it is a relationship that must be worked at.

11 Although a counter traditional Hedjazi proverb asserts that "a paradise without people is not
worth stepping into."

12 Heidegger, Martin. "Building, Dwelling, Thinking." Poetry, Language, Thought. Trans. Albert
Hofstadter. New York: Harper and Row, 1971. 143.
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What we learn from chapter seven is that the Hedjazies, like ordinary human
beings, seem to cany their lives through their values, mores, beliefs, dreams,
inspirations and biological needs. With these in mind, they shape their houses in both
conscious and unpretentious fashions simultaneously, the aims of which are to change
an anonymous space in the universe into a familiar place, into Home.

There are two processes involved in the situation where the place within which
we exist, or we come to occupy, becomes our personal domain and home. One is that
of transforming objective space into a place, and the other is that of incorporating
this place into our daily-life. Both transformation and incorporation are central to the
subjective features of our existence and are active and mutually supporting treads in
a pattern of reciprocal assimilation. These processes involves the appropriation of a
certain space by taking-over, becoming familiar with, investing with meaning,
cultivating and caring for, and displaying identity and belonging with a place. A
neutral space is transformed into a familiar place when we are able to project our own
general spirit upon it as when we buy a house and equip and furnish it according to
our tastes, personality, character, values, ...etc. (of course, the importance of
companions, family, friends, or what have you is part ultimately of this picture as

discussed later in the chapter). But we are, in turn, influenced by this place in a

manner to which we can respond and which is, in itself, a reflection of our character
through the ways in which we act upon the place and how we relate to it. Such
feelings are sublimated in a process of incorporation whereby the place and features
of it are assimilated into our lives with an intimacy like that of parts of our person.

When a place is addressed and referred to as 'home' it is a declaration and an

assertion that this place has been transformed from its status in impersonal objectivity
and been incorporated within our own intimate reality. It, and all its features, have
been successfully transmuted into something which is spiritually annexed to ourselves
by virtue of the process of incorporation. As our physical presence extrudes
throughout the house and touches the things in it, it breathes life into them and places
them within our intimate circles, so that they function as extensions of our body and
become a part of our identity. It is not surprising that the house and its parts and
features were identified in traditional Hedjaz with the human body, for after a certain
period of time, these and body become as one.
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Such transformations were evident throughout the interviews with the elders
of Hedjaz. The notion of incorporation suggests that when people attach psychological,
social and cultural significance to objects and spaces, they thereby bond themselves
and the space or object (environment) into a unity. For example, most of the
respondents did not sell their old furniture like carpets, chests and even old cars. To
most of them, these are not mere 'things,' they are reminders of forefathers and their
time. "They smell like them," remarked an elderly member of one family. Pointing at
an old chest, he explained that it was a piece of his father's furniture, and that it "feels
like him - may God bless his soul." With such as property in mind, this chest could
not be sold "even for a million riyals."13 In this chest or similar pieces of furniture,
the family saw their age, a record of memories of past events running by their eyes
upon looking at their old belongings, "how then can we depart from these things and
let someone else toy with them. It would be like suggesting someone else sleep in our

beds, which is shameful and obscene in traditional Hedjaz."14

People grew attached to furniture and even utensils of their houses sometimes
solely because of its memory association with their parents, neighbours, friends and
other loved ones:

You know if I saw a chest like this in the shop, I would only give it
a second glance because it resembles mine. That is all. But if I bought
it and used it for a year, you have to cut it off my flesh to would take
it from me. Not because I am acquisitive or because of their value. By
God. No! Can someone sell his peace of mind? Of course not! These
things give me peace of mind when I gaze at them in the afternoon.
What is between me and these items is bread and salt15. ('AfTf family,
Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

In the same way, a rowshan for an anonymous client in the carpenter's
workshop is just an object until it is attached to a certain house or associated with a

familiar family name. It is then that the rowshan is associated as being the intimate
sitting area of the father of the family and the peaceful sleeping corner of the children.

13 'AfJf family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990.

14 Al-Makld family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990.

15 A 'aish wa-milh. (lit. salt and bread = comrades). This is an Arabian expression used only
between humans to convey strong, loyal and affectionate relationships - based on sharing meals
together - hence, full trust. The term being used here in association with a piece of furniture is
unconventional but rather metaphoric and highly symbolic.
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It gains meaning through its use and through its involvement in the daily life of the
family. The house itself may be a masterpiece by a famous mu 'allem. But to the
owner, when he receives it, it is the essential institution of his and his family's life
and identity. As if it loses its status as a solid building or an alien sphere to become
life itself to the family that occupies and uses it. The house then becomes as part of
the body of its owner so that we can experience in material existence of that house
the physical presence of its owner. It becomes home when identities of person and
place overlap.

People's capacity to relate intimately to a certain place in the world is what
Heidegger saw as the foundation of dwelling, which is an act of affirming our own

existence16. The task of making something that could be called Home is not a task
that man can avoid, as Heidegger puts it: "I am, therefore, I must dwell,"17 Human
lives depend upon how people are able to dwell, where dwelling means more than a

rational, utilitarian act such as merely occupying a building. But as said earlier, a

building will remain outwith man, until he transforms it and incorporates it into his
own existence:

We rarely moved from one house to another, mainly because few of us
had the financial means of doing so. But when I got married, I rented
a place from el-sheikh Abu al-Hamayil who owned a large number of
apartment buildings in Jeddah. My father - may God bestow His mercy
upon him - did not have a house big enough for all of us at the time.
Anyway, when I first entered the place, I could see and smell the
previous tenant in every room in the house, to the extent that I used to
joke with my wife by calling his name every now and then as if he
stayed with us. So I went ahead and began covering the traces of the
previous family by repainting the house. Not that the house needed
renovation, or that I wanted to impress Abu al-Hamayil, I only felt that
I was living with other people in my own house, as if I was paying the
rent for myself and the spirits of the old tenants. It took me about five
months before I could forget these spirits and faces. Oh, there is
nothing like having your own house. Just like that, you enter your
house and you find everything you touch and see feels familiar, even
if you are entering it for the first time, even if you did not build it
yourself but it was built for you. ('Aflf family, Jeddah, March 12,
1990).

16 Heidegger, 1962. Passim.

17 Heidegger, Martin. Poetry, Language and Thought. New York: Harper and Row, 1971. 54.
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A comfortable state of habitation cannot be instantly achieved. One is seldom
immediately at home in a new place18. In the above statement, it is shown that
though one may possess the legal occupation of the house, this does not necessarily
mean that it will belong to one in spirit, at least not until united with us through the
process of incorporation. In this case an attempted transformation is represented by
an act of personalization in repainting the house in order to conquer a foreign presence

and impose familiarity on one's own terms. (Some men in Hedjaz were criticized for
having the sinister ability to make themselves at home anywhere. It is considered to
be virtually impossible to feel at home anywhere unless "a lack of sensitive feelings
and ignorance are characteristics of those men."19)

Therefore, the time factor is an integral part of the processes of transformation
and incorporation, simply because they occur over and in time. One of the major
qualities of home lies in its continuity and accumulation of histories and memories.
Furthermore, these processes are time-bound which means that their meaning, nature
and probability of enactment can change with the resident's own changing life-stage,
and their meaning, nature and occurrence can change with social and cultural change.
Hence, people are linked to homes through dynamic changing processes as discussed
in later chapters.

The time factor and its effect of the process of transformation and

incorporation of a place into one's own entity was also evident in the traditional
HedjazI phenomenon where by the house under construction carries the name of its
mu 'allem until it is completed. I believe that because of the presence of the mu 'allem
and his team on the building-site for a period of at least two years, every stone in the
building was moulded with the spirits of the building team, until the owner occupied
the place and began accommodating his own presence into the place. This was evident
in mu 'allem §a4aqah Karkachin's following statement in which he expressed the
integration between a mu 'allem and the stones and debris of a building through the
course of time:

18 When asked how would they feel in a hotel room, the answer of members of the 'Aftf family
was that they did not have such feelings as the presence of the 'spirits' of the former guest. To them
the hotel is so public that it belongs to everybody equally as a term residence and that nobody stays
in a hotel long enough to leave a 'spiritual' trace.

19 Mu'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 9, 1990.
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... do not tell me that you are a mi'man [an architect] unless you tell
me first that you have touched these stones, carried them, felt their
weight and your face was covered with their dust and debris.
(Mu'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 8, 1990).

As we see in chapter one, King Abdul Aziz attacked Hedjaz in 1922 AD/1342
AH and people from Makkah left their city for Jeddah where they sheltered with
relatives, friends or whomever invited them to live in their homes. Almost all of the
houses of Jeddah had a family from Makkah lodging with the original occupiers.
Some recollections of this period point to the time when the visitors left to go back
to Makkah and the host families felt the presence of their guests long after they had
left. The rooms in which the guests had stayed had lost their old familiarity and
nothing in them seemed the same. The still-felt presence of their departed guests and
the accompanying feelings of estrangement obliged some of these families to repaint
the rooms or even to change some of the simple furniture. It seems that the casual or
unconscious transformation of these rooms in their hosts' houses during the course of
their relatively lengthy stay resulted in the incorporation of the guests in the changed
identity.

In some instances, there is no need for any act of personalization or process

of transformation to sustain the process of incorporation, as in the case, for example
of visiting a friend's house. Since the friend's house would not be considered one's
home or an extension of oneself, there is no need for it to satisfy one's own values
of habitation except in a general sense; rather it is a secondary level of habitation
within the context of a social relationship, where the process of incorporation will
involve a relationship with the friend's being-in-extension and probably have a

vicarious element to satisfy. This is an unconscious process of familiarization leading
to contentment in, and attachment to a place (the friend's home). Although this can

take some time to complete and before the atmosphere of the home becomes entirely
warm and intimate.

...for example, if I came to you as a guest, and suppose that - may God
forbid - I did not feel comfortable in your place, not because of you,
by God no, but because of the place itself! In that case you would find
me praying to God for the moment I can leave. I can not extend my
feet over the couch nor can I lay my back on the sofa as I would wish.
But I can go to another house, and feel exactly as if I am in my own
place...Only God knows why. I agree that the man [the host] plays a
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part in this, but I assure you that the place itself will play a much
stronger role20.

If my best friend moved to another house, and I went there as a visitor
and happened not to feel comfortable in the place, I will feel exactly
the same about wishing to leave as soon as possible. After three or four
visits I may feel comfortable in the place...But hey, lend me your ears
and open your eyes. I am not the only crazy old man who thinks this
way in the country...Those of my age or those of us who were raised
together in the same neighbourhood will say exactly the same and you
can ask 'amah [your uncle] Ahmad and 'amah Husain [elderly
neighbours who were present]. We loved each other in spite of our
houses, not because of them. ('AfTf family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

It was also stated that some houses or places had wedjfh kalihah (dull and un¬

welcoming faces). With such places, only stones and wood, or the material elements
of the house were what was noticed, unlike the other, more welcoming houses in
which the spiritual aspects of the house were the dominant characteristics, along with
respect, comfort, generosity and the evident happiness of the host family. These
feelings could be explained in terms consistent with those referred to above: what is
really happening is that these 'un-welcoming faces' or the walls of the house offended
the informant sensibilities and so constricted his access to the spiritual heart of the
place. His attention was then engaged by irrelevant and insignificant details of the
structure21 to ward off and divert his mind from imaginings about what he referred
to as the un-welcoming faces looking at him.

Furthermore, it was argued by some family members that not all the houses of
Hedjaz are the same. Only an outsider would think that they are similar. They believe
that every room in every house was different. This, they confirmed, had nothing to do

20 Incidently, similar observations were reported by Clare Cooper: "most of us have had an

experience of moving from one house to another, and finding the new abode initially strange, un¬
welcoming, perhaps even hostile. But with time, we get used to the new house and its quirks, and it
seems almost as though it gets used to us; we can relax when we return to it, put our feet up,
become ourselves." See Cooper, Clare. "The house as Symbol of the Self." Environmental
Psychology: People and Their Physical Settings. Ed. Harlod M. Proshansky, New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1976. 436.

21 This could have been justified if it were narrated by one of the mu 'allemin. As builders, they
are by virtue of this inclined to see those elements of professional interest as the dominant ones in
any place they enter.
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with "areas and meters or wooden beams and wall plasters,"22 but the difference lies
in the roah and rig al-mahil (the spirit, ambience or aura of the house). They also
believed in 'happy' houses and 'sad' houses "...there are big saraiyyat (palaces) which
are in fact poor places that generate only sadness," as mu'allem §a<jaqah asserted. It
is not only due the to the occupants of the house. Each house and each room has a

wadjh and rig (face, ambience or flavour). Upon entering one of the big houses, for
example, we may feel that the 'face' of the house is kalih (dim) as if it looks back at
us as unwelcome visitors, or it may be just the opposite. Some mu 'allemfn claimed
that some of the houses they built themselves ended up with wedji'h kaliljah and that
every house they built had a different face.

"To form a friendship with the place or with these faces"22 is a way of
expressing comfort in a certain place, both in the physical meaning of the term and
through being in sympathy with its character. What is meant is being able to
accommodate oneself physically and spiritually within the atmosphere of the place.
And as such, one is able to strengthen one's bond with the place, to become a familiar
'relative' and to become embodied with the personality of the place24. In company,

one must dress, talk, act and appeal- in a certain manner, but to be fully 'at home'
means relaxation of all this. In other words, individuals need to be different people at
different times and places. Home, however, because of its total familiarity, provides
people with an easy atmosphere where the 'presented self can be dropped and where
the individual can be totally himself and at ease (i.e., "lie on the coach or stretch out
one's legs"). The notion of being in unfamiliar company or being watched - like the
one described above - excites feelings of unease, attentiveness and self-consciousness
which are absent when at home, for home is the place for relief and rest from
unwanted and unfamiliar contacts.

22 'Afrf family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990.

23 'Aflf family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990.

24 Failure to achieve this friendly relationship does not necessarily mean moving away from the
place. If our spirit did not 'agree' with the spirit of the place, we can still be able to gradually feel
content with the place without compromising some of our spirituality so as to correspond to the
spirit of the place. This adaptation, which in most cases is encouraged by external factors like the
price of the house for example or the views, could take time. Only the time factor can decide
whether it is possible to continue the compromise or further changing and moulding would be
required.
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A number of conclusions could be drawn from such a statement concerning the
house as a representation of self. The fact that large palaces can look sad and poor

depending on whose occupying them may vindicate this image. If everything in the
house is incorporated within the extended being of its occupants and is a reflection of
their general character, then the interior of the house must be the closest representation
one can have of the owner's self. This might well include the exterior of the house
depending on the extent of the occupiers' influence. Unsuccessful habitation and
embodiment is, ultimately, alienation for both owner and visitor. Similarly, the extent
of the habitation process is seen in Bachelard's description of home as an extension
of a suit of clothes, a protection from the outside world, as well as a representation
of the inhabitant to that world and should, therefore, be well-fitted to the owner25.

As people settle down in a certain house, and their living spaces evolve
through time into architectural environments and expressions of their nature, there
should develop a corresponding spiritual atmosphere in which to live. This leads us

to the examination of the HedjazI perceptions of the interior and exterior of 'home'
whatever they considered it to be, whether a house, hara, market, city or the whole
of Hedjaz. While home is seen as the beginning and the end (life and death), the
social life of the individual (especially men) seems to fill the in-between. This active
human effort in relation to the socio-spiritual and the physical environment is an

integral step in a successful completion of the dwelling process. According to

Heidegger, dwelling involves a wish to care for and preserve things, people and events
which join to make the place where one chooses to live26.

Traditional HedjazT home-owners expected a 'good' house to go beyond sound
structure for a house must be 'good from inside and outside.' Good from the inside
when one have successfully chosen a wife from a good family, raised a loving, caring,
well-mannered and well-behaved family, in accordance with the habits, norms and
traditions of the society. "Your wife's good cooking is not a guarantee that your

25 See Bachelard, Gaston. The Poetics of Space. Trans. Maria Jolas. Boston: Beacon Press,
1969. (First Published in 1958). Passim.

26 Heidegger, Martin. The Basic Problems of Phenomenology. Trans. Albert Hofstadter. USA:
Indiana University Press, 1982. (Published in German as "Die Grund probleme der
Phanomenologie," by Vittorio Klostermann, 1975). 115.

*
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stomach will be in good shape."21 Similarly, her ability to keep the whole house
running smoothly, have no trouble with servants or with children, determines one's
gains and extent of achievement of the full benefits of home. A child we can be proud
of is a child who grew up with a good home life and with a sincere family love.

I was advised by the elderly members of one family to invest a lot of time,
money and energy into the enjoyment of my family and of my house, because family
happiness and love can not be taken for granted or be enforced, it must be earned. I
was also told that the secret of their successful homes lies in their daily meetings
[rituals] with all members of the family. This was referred to by one of my

informant's as 'al-jabhah al-jowdniyyah' (the internal world or frontier)28. This
internal world could be achieved when one's home can satisfy everyone's needs in a

different way. It is then when home can be synonymous with: marriage, love, birth,
children, families, life and death (Fig. 8.2.).

The Prophet (God's peace and blessings be upon Him) said that
happiness comes from four: a good wife, a specious home, a good
neighbour, and a good mount29. Thinking of the components of a
successful internal world, one can find that the first two (good wife and
spacious home) are essential for al-doniyyah al-jowaniyyah, while the
second two are essential for al-doniyyah al-barraniyyah (external
world/frontier). ('Afif family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

Al-doniyyah al-barraniyyah (Fig. 8.3.) is work, fatigue, trade, neighbours,
relatives, reputation, love and care. Thus, a good house from the outside is achieved
when one can successfully choose a suitable neighbourhood that is socially coherent
(e.g., homogeneous social classes), and maintain a respectful and friendly relationship
with the neighbours. Accordingly, we can not live happily even if we were able to
achieve the best family relationship in itself without having this relationship outside

27 'Afif family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990.

28 I later modified this term to 'al-doniyyah al-jowaniyyah' (the internal world) and its opposite
'al-doniyyah al-barraniyyah' (the external world). Using these two terms to distinguish between the
life inside the house and life outside found strong support from almost all the interviewees that they
began to use them to explain to me how each of these 'worlds' were lived by them. Quotations
from the interviewed households and mu 'allemtn testifies to this notion.

29 An authentic Prophetic tjadith narrated here by an elderly from the 'Afif family in its
informal format.
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Fig. 8.2. Components of the 'internal world' of home.

the house, that is if we do not extend ourselves to the neighbourhood30. Achieving
the one without the other would mean one of two things: we must either be loath to
leave our own houses to face the world outside, or we must hide in our houses most

of the time "like women, which is impossible in Hedjaz."31 Why? Because we are not

happy with our relations with the rest of the fyara. In either case "you will not last for
long. Better you moved somewhere else. An old jfedjazfproverb says: 'Do not enter
a paradise that does not have people.' The pleasure offood is lost if the meal is not

30 There is a HedjazI traditional saying by the mother in the day her daughter leaves the family
house to here husband's: "If he was in your house, his is your husband, but if he was not, he is
married to somebody else." This advice means that the wife should not ask her husband about his
whereabouts, how and with whom for it is obvious that he have another obligation outside the house
- as serious as marriage - with the other members of the community. See Al-MaghrabI, M. 'All.
Malamih el I/a \ah el Edjtima 'ivyah Ft el tjedjaz. [(Arabic) "Aspects of the HedjazI social life."]
Jeddah: Tihamah, 1982. 35.

31 This was mostly due to certain social norms associated with the house. The home in Hedjaz,
in its very nature, is intended to shield from danger; it is in origin a hiding place, a shelter for the
defenceless (i.e., women and children). For men to stay in it most of their time is in no way
conducive to the development of courage and dignity.
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shared."*1 Mu'allem §a$aqah Karkachin remarked that:
One's home is truly a place of refuge and relief from the pressures of
life. One needs social relations to live a decent social life full of good
qualities, constantly staying at home does not do it. A healthy and
well-balanced man has his position in life and at his home, and finds
happiness in both. One simply cannot survive alone. (Mu'allem
§a$aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 11, 1990).

Fig. 83. Components of the 'external world' of home.

The importance given to the family33 as a fundamental social unit in the
HedjazI community required appropriate attention to provide for its physical comforts,
psychological security and an uninterrupted peaceful environment for its residents. The
suggestion of having a good internal world indicates that one's personal and familial
situation must be stabilized and ordered before a sense of extended community

32 Al-Makki family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990.

33 Slaves and servants were included in the family and were referred to in several occasion as

'legitimate* members of a household. Most travellers' recollection of this period confirms the fact
that slaves, maids and servants were dressed, and more often, treated as family members as far as
accommodation was concerned. See Hurgronje, Snouck C. Mekkah in the Latter Part of the 19th
Century. Trans. J. H. Monahan. London: Luzac and Co., 1931. Passim.
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(external world) could be established. These are not necessarily the homes in which
there is the most love. Along with love, or even as a substitute for it, must go a sense

of home, a willingness to enjoy the kind of companionship it provides. At the same

time, there is a belief that women are not necessarily good home-makers and it is the
man's responsibility to make it work or to destroy the home completely if he did not

"play it right." However, the significance of the role played by a woman at the centre
of the home was stressed in many occasions:

...but you know what's much more important than a saraiyah [mansion]
with 70 rooms and 70 servants? A good wife....All these are worthless
'iza mafffi el-'aiyylah, mfn ahol yaddf 'alfh kol lafllah [if there is no
body in the family/clan that I can lean my head on every night].
(Mu'allem §a$aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

8.1.1.1. The internal world: within the boundaries of the house

Within the home, the process of incorporation is a continuous one. 'Hiding-
places' are chosen by individuals within the house which most satisfy privates needs,
wants and wishes of 'home,' places where embodiment of self and place is most felt.
Naturally they vary from one individual to the other. This 'sub-home' is not

necessarily the individual's own territory (i.e., one's private chambers). According to

my respondents, this place may very well be the bathroom! Whatever this place may

be it is considered home within home, a sort of last retreat before one can withdraw
to his own home in the head..."the ideal home," as the traditional proverb suggests.

The main reason for choosing this sub-home is to find a retreat. It is not any
random place in the main house but a haven of privacy, a place where one can shut
out all the world, and within which one can seek further retreat into one's ideal home.
These sub-homes are centres for the exercise of the imagination, places around which
one can weave one's own fictions, pockets of freedom and self-growth (an example
of such homes was evident throughout the interviews with the elderly when they tried
to preserve their individual sense of comfort in the presence of a large number of
grandsons).

In one example, the rowshan, because of its range of possibilities, was used
as a metaphor for home as a whole, real and imaginative: "solitude is worship and my
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rowshan was my zawiyyah [small mosque], my living room, my dining room, my bed
room, my tea balcony... my rest," said an elderly from the 'Aflf family. In this home
within home, the individual is able to set up a substitute reality where most unwanted
elements can be excluded and a more convenient replacement created. What matters
is whether the individual uses this home, this territory between oneself and one's
world, to engage the real self on the one hand with the real world on the other, or to
escape from both. The latter seems to be the case with the elderly of Hedjaz in their
present homes:

When life turns its back, I sit down by myself on this sofa, look
through the window, and let the door of the khardjah [terrace] say to
the door of the safih [roof-top], he who comes, comes and he who
leaves, leaves [come what may, I do not care]. (Mu 'allem Sadaqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

There is another very important social consideration associated with residence.
In the Arab culture the boundaries of the house mark its owners' domain of total

authority over everything and everybody, but at the same time the area of his greatest

responsibility. While a guest was obliged to recognize the owner's supreme authority,
the owner was obliged to extend his respect and protection to his guests. The
announcement that "someone is at the threshold of the door" was the signal for the
family to be on 'full alert' in the service of the visitor.

The vital emphasis on the home as domain and sanctuary was itself to the
general human impulse to hospitality, but this is especially significant in Arab culture.
The customs of hospitality became institutionalized in the ancient periods of tribal
organisation when the status of a guest was held to be sacred in an Arab's tent and
was governed by the laws and usages of hospitality, as we see later in this chapter.
In the past Arabian days, if the domestic integrity and laws of hospitality were not
observed by the owner of the house, the visitor would have claimed it with his sword.
In order to illustrate the social significance of a man's house, whether to its owner or

his guest - domain or sanctuary - I will refer to an example from Islamic history:

When Prophet Muhammad (PBBH) entered Makkah in the year 8 AH/630 AD
as a conqueror, he announced that "he who enters the house of Abu Sufian (the leader
of the prominent Quraiyyish tribe and one of its nobilities) shall be safe." Then he
added that "he who enters his own house shall be safe." Historical records show that
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those who refused to do so were attacked and killed. In the first part of the Prophet's
announcement there was a statement to the effect that the Muslim army would

recognize Abu Sufian as the respected leader of the Quraiyyish tribe of Makkah and
that in deference to this, whoever entered his house would be awarded the respect due
to Abu Sufian (although he was the leader of Quraiyyish's infidels) and treated
accordingly. They were to be granted honourable asylum. In the second part of His
announcement where the promise of safety under curfew was extended to all the
residents of Makkah, He recognised the house as a kind of secular shrine of peace
where no fighting or killing must take place. The house was then 'elevated' to a level
of sacredness comparable with that of a holy place or sanctuary (again where no

fighting or killing should take place), although without any religious implications.

What the traditional Hedjazles treated as the norms and conventions of
hospitality was actually an extension of an ancient Arabian custom, even before Islam,
where the bedouins of the desert had the habit of not asking a guest any question
before the third day of his stay, even if he was a reputed enemy of the hosting tribe.
This again stems from the ethos that envelops 'home'; it is the moral power of 'home'
manifest in the strict rules of hospitality. The subject of hospitality requires special
attention to be paid to its associated issues like shelter, privacy, security, identity,
social status, domestic comfort and responsibility, and their relationship to the
perception and design of the HedjazT house.

Being inside the house in traditional Hedjaz would not only mean protection
from the elements, but from any other disturbances, physical and social. The owner

of the house had the full responsibility of ensuring the guest's comfort and protection,
to make him feel "as if he was at his own home." The host's home must socially 'fit'
the guest; his sense of importance is catered to by the host's acceptance of his status,
so that the guest should feel as a 'visitor of distinction.' Instead of being 'on his own

grounds,' the host was expected to act in the exact opposite way by submitting this
privilege to his guest as a gesture of respect. The appreciation and respect of the other
members of the community of this fact is associated with their respect to the house
owner as it was the case in the Prophet's announcement.

[The habit of shouting our names loud at the doors or knocking] is a
matter of respect to the man we are going to visit. By doing this we
allow the owner of the house to make up his mind, prepare himself
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according to the visitors' status. For example if the visitor's voice is
the familiar voice of a close neighbour, the owner would not have to
change his clothing as for a formal visitor. Of course, when you visited
someone you normally knew their eating and sleeping times and their
habits in general, so that if they did not answer the door when you
knew them not to be ill or absent it could put you into an uncertain
situation where you had the feeling that you were either not welcomed
or that you had called at an unsuitable time. ('AfTf family, Jeddah,
March 12, 1990).

The visitor's status is considered to be a delicately felt one and it is the duty
of the host to provide reassurances. The traditional HedjazI proverb confirmed this
convention in the saying: Idginf wald taghadfni (lit. meet me and do not feed me =

to receive me well is better than to well-feed me). According to the elderly of Hedjaz,
because the person waiting at the door seeking admission to the house will feel a

sense of awkwardness, the house-owner will feel obliged to dispel this feeling by
allowing him access and trying to set him at ease, through sometimes exaggerated
hospitality and generosity. This sense of social vulnerability is reflected in the
following:

The visitor actually feels that he is going to disturb the rhythm of life taking
place inside the host's house. Appreciating this situation, the visitor becomes very

sensitive to the slightest gestures or expressions from the owner of the house as to the
amount of disturbance his arrival has caused his house. The responsibility of the host
to show to the visitor that no disturbance was caused by his visit was considered to
be the basic level of hospitality. In the case of less familiar guests or those known to
be especially sensitive in such matters, the host will convey to the visitor that "he is
as the owner of the house" and that his wishes will be fulfilled in that spirit. This
(second) level of ministration is intended to relieve the visitor's sense of vulnerability
and achieve the appropriate level of ease and hospitality. This means that not only will
he feel that his presence was especially welcomed by the house owner but that, as a

guest, he is in a position to ask for extra things which will be granted by the owner

"as if he were in his own home."34

On the other hand, being a guest in one of the family houses would mean that
you are under two claims of responsibility: the first in respecting the general customs

J4 Al-Makk! family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990.
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of Hedjaz as applied to guest status; the second in adherence to the particular customs
and habits of the host family based on one's experience or prior knowledge of that
family. If such guidance were not available, guests were expected to 'read' the social
messages - cultural codes and symbols - present in the house as hints to the particular
personality of their host (e.g., Qur'anic scripts on the wall, lack of elaborate
decorations or family portraits):

Of course we knew the habits of each other, but we also knew that
homes were secrets [secret places] and each family stood on its own in
front of God. Some people are conservative and religious, some are
liberal and only fellow travellers. All this could be seen in the madjlis
as if it were written bil-bont al- 'arid [with large letters on the walls
of the room], ('Aflf family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

It seems that the thought of home evokes sacred feelings that immediately
promote a moral influence on everyone within its walls. Once within the confines of
the house, a guest should not criticize or show any annoyance with the atmosphere of
the house (noise of children, unpleasant odour), nor should he speak or behave
towards the owner of the house in the same way they would deal with each other on
the street. A formal guest who made himself at home without the consent of the host
would be considered to be insensitive: "a stranger must be courteous" is a well known
HedjazI proverb defining the behaviour of someone in another's territory.

This was further emphasized by a number of interviewees on several occasions
with equal assurance that it had nothing to do with the nature of HedjazI hospitality,
but rather with respect for one another. In one instance, a strong proverb was used to
show how conscious they were of this point: "He who leaves his house, suspends his
self respect," as he submits that to the will of the host 'to restore it.' In this sense, the
home is seen as an area of interaction with the world rather than the expression of the
owner's self. Priorities shift back and forth between the wishes of the guest and the
customs of the house.

As a representation of the owner's generosity and hospitality, the HedjazI
house manifested a host of physical and social features. The level of decoration and
architectural emphasis on the main entrance was actually a language which spoke of
the traditional experience of socialization and hospitality. On the social level, the
open-door was another way of saying that everybody was welcome there, and, given
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the strict need for privacy in Hedjaz, was hardly for ventilation purposes. This
elaborately-decorated or opened door was an incorporation of the owner's experience
of hospitality shared with his community in a silent but very effective and
comprehensible language. Though this did not mean that a plain unornamented or

closed door would indicate the owner's rejection of his community or that he was

inhospitable.

Let us examine once again the habit of leaving the front door of the house
opened throughout the day and early evening. This habit expressed the generosity of
the house-owner and his ability or willingness to receive, protect and respect whoever
was going to pass through this open door to the inside of the house. Such a custom
was valued and interpreted by other members of the community as facial expressions
and body movements on the part of the house-owner (i.e., an open door = a smiling
face or welcoming arms). This habit was also a symbolic 'periodic submission' or
even the 'relinquishment' of territory by the owner. This act of erasing or - at least -
dissolving one's own boundary and territorial integrity so as to bond with others is the
essence of the desire of the individual to enhance group homogeneity for the sake of
strengthening the group unity.

In response, other members of the community, even the most outspoken or pre¬

eminent amongst them, would observe the customs and standards of behaviour
incumbent upon them in the circumstances and would enter this symbolically free
territory having regard to the appropriate rules of conduct. That is, those of Hedjaz in
general and those recognizing the particularity of the gesture by the house owner. In
this latter sense, visitors were expected to respond to the owners gestures by similar
gestures of social concession and to subordinate their own likes, dislikes, habits and
so on to that of their host in an unstated mutually respectful exchange. To emphasise
the nature of this relationship, an elderly HedjazI exclaimed that if:

You enter my house like a cat, I will treat you like the lion, like the
king of the place [emphasized], but when you enter my house and do
not treat me as the head, I will treat you like a foot. (Al-Makkl family,
Jeddah, May 18, 1990).
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8.1.1.2. Sex roles and perception of the internal world

The main purpose of including the woman's point of view at this particular
stage in the research is to discriminate between societal perceptions of home-makers.
In traditional Hedjaz, home-making is a task which society holds the man responsible
for achieving, while the failure of home-making is mainly blamed on the woman

because she is a home-maker by nature. The man takes the initiatives of building the
house, and once its built, he 'submitted' it to his wife. The house was then transmitted
to her as the 'guardian' and maintainer of its continuity. The real home - her
husband's - is her responsibility even when she is too young to cope with its
problems. Naturally, the father's home seems like a safe heaven even though she was

required to perform a great deal of domestic tasks. But while men had more choice
to remaining unmarried until they felt ready, women had less choice, and in most

cases, were taken by surprise with little knowledge of home-making. In general we
will notice that the sex of the home-maker is less important than the question of how
the home works to the benefit of its occupants and the outside community.

Given the cultural identification of home with women and the actual

involvement of women with home-making roles and activities, it is not surprising that
women's sense of identity with respect to home typically differs from that of men,
especially in a culture of strongly differentiated gender roles as Hedjaz35. While to
most men home is only one of their areas of activity and can find partial fulfilment
elsewhere, women see the home as an avenue of self-expression and a reflection of
self. Women in Hedjaz hardly left the house, especially the elderly ones and the young

adults. In Hedjaz, the women's position in the house was never questioned (at least
not by my female respondents). Girls had an inborn understanding of their role, and
an almost superhuman ability to endure hardship and to maintain their own welfare.
They knew that they themselves must not change either; they moved smoothly from
girlhood to womanhood with the same attitudes as their grandmothers. Home to the
HedjazI woman was almost everything she had, it was her surrounding from birth to
death. Most of her day was consumed by the undertaking of domestic tasks. The
socially prized woman was the most patient, submissive and inexhaustible labourer.
Therefore, most of her time was devoted to the family, and in what remained she was

35 Although living at a home did not always give Bedjazi women a positive sensation of
security, because for some home was oppressive and restrictive.
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allowed no scope for any other vocation (even if maids or servants were employed).
Her sphere was wholly in the home. It was her workshop, her vehicle of expression,
but was never thought of as a confinement36.

My home was my entire life. It contained all that I could ask for or
dream of, my husband made it a complete place. I married very young
and he was my father and my whole family. I did not mind his
decisions when we got our first house built for us. I told him that I
wanted a well-lit and ventilated kitchen and a large living room,
because we were a large family. When we moved to the new place,
every one went to his apartment with great pleasure, no one said that
he did not like his place. Each family organized its place as they
desired. (Al-Makkl family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

Women and men invested different meanings in their domestic environment,
based on traditional gender identities. Among the women and men interviewed who
identify with then- homes, women interpreted home and valued domestic objects as

symbols of family life, while men saw their houses as signs of personal achievement
on behalf of their families and as what they represented in terms of community
perception. It must be emphasized, however, that family and home overlapped
throughout the interviews with women respondents. Women regarded themselves as

the maintainers of home and family, while home was perceived as the family's major
symbol of identity.

The physical arrangement of the house's interior was the area least likely to
be affected by differences of opinions within the family. As we see in previous
chapters, as the family grew older, space in the house became more segmented and
specialized. The arrangement of the physical aspects of the home to one's liking is
relatively easy within the income group dealt with in the research. But as we saw,

home to most of these people was more than just a building; it was a place where
people lived together, surrounded by different sets of people on the outside; and
people are less easily controlled than things. Therefore, the importance given to the
choice of the right combination of people to create the best of homes was vital (to
marry a good wife). Happy interaction within the home is not seen as easily achieved,

36 Although it was said in traditional Hedjaz that "a woman leaves her house twice, she leaves
her father's house when she is married, and leaves her husband's house when she is buried."
Women went out to visit relatives and parents but not for any sort of participation in public
functions or entertainment.
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but there are homes where relations between people are harmonious, and it does not
seem to matter how many people there are, or how they are related.

The maintenance of the house, however was the main concern of the senior

family member who determined and emphasized the general theme of tidiness and
cleanness for it was a direct representation of the family in the eyes of the friends,
neighbours and relatives. The distribution of domestic tasks in accordance with this
theme was the responsibility of the senior female member of the family, who, in turn

supervised the work of daughters and daughters-in-law towards the achievement of this
goal. This hierarchy and division of labour ensured the continuous maintenance of the
house, although sometimes it was the source of internal friction between family
members as to their ranks and duties.

I reared my children and supervised the education of my grand¬
children. I taught my daughters and my daughters-in-law how to cook
and how to be God-fearing wives. No HedjazI girl sat idle, no HedjazI
girl was spoiled, they all found pleasure and status through serving
others. Daughters washed and ironed the clothes of their brothers as
well as their own. Girls vied in performing as many tasks as possible
when they were content with them. My daughter-in-law was a perfect
wife. I could not imagine the house if my son married someone else.
It was their place, and they knew how to handle it. We did have
problems of 'who does what,' and "why her and not me" and so on,
but this was, after all, in my face [my responsibility] and I had to end
these clashes before my husband arrived to find a dirty place [house].
They all helped me and one hand does not clap. (Al-Makkf family,
Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

It is clear that within the family itself, the way the members of a household
feel towards one another, and towards the home, is more important to home happiness
than ties of blood: membership in the family is taken for granted. The extended family
tends to have a superiority over the nuclear family because the majority thought that
homes are often richer when they include friends, relatives and distant relatives.
Although conflicts between relatives exited, they were considered minor compared
with the practical and moral improvement their presence brought. It was also
emphasized that when there is love between the family members and willingness to
live with one another, the question of power and control does not arise. For most of
the time it was quite obvious to everybody in the house who had the power and who
was in control.
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...we used to go out and visit our neighbours and relatives, sometimes
alone, but most of the time we had one of the children with us. My
mother taught me how to sew but I was not as good at it as my
daughter-in-law. She made most of our clothing, including that of my
husband. We had problems of jealousy between wives sometimes, but
they ended when I settled their feuds. I had to keep a tight control to
keep this family together especially when my children grew-up. Every
one listened and obeyed me from the youngest to the eldest of my sons
and their wives. ('Afif family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

The daughter-in-law, whose tasks were subordinate to the will of the mother-
in-law, and who spoke little in the household, is brought up by her own family to

accept the delegated role within the marital household. Therefore, in spite of her early
perpetration for such a role, her perception of her father's house is much 'homier' than
that of her husband's house, especially in the early years of marriage. Also her
perception of the extended family organization is less attractive than that of the
nuclear family home, unless she has the power, or rather the permission, to develop
her own household in accordance with her ideal image of home.

Such was my entire life: a teacher, a cook, a cleaner, a doctor, a
mother and a father. I tried to avoid interference from the children's
father as much as I could, because he was very tough. I gave him
peace as much as he tried to provide for us, such was the deal [she
laughs]. So you see, I tried to give him peace as long as he tried to
provide for us. I had my hands full all the time and I loved every
minute of it until my husband died and I moved with my children to
this new house away from my old neighbourhood. I go out now more
than I used to, but I do not enjoy it as much. If you do not live in your
own property, you are not living at all. ('AfTf family, Jeddah, March
12, 1990).

The association of home and women throughout history seems to have been
a culturally-independent phenomenon demanded by public opinion, sanctioned by
religion and enforced by culture37. What seems to distinguish the HedjazI, however,
is that home to her is not only the beginning of life, it is also a place to die, because

37 "A man without a wife is a man without a home" is a proverb found in numerous nomadic
cultures (e.g., Arabian tribes), But this woman's position is far from being alone characteristic of the
traditional HedjazI, Arab or Muslim women. All women on earth seem to have a home-making
instinct, and in Hedjaz they just extended it from their parent's house to their husband's. Many male
writers of all periods (e.g., Thomas Marriot, 1759) have described Western women as being
associated with domestic tasks and claiming that they are capable of working miracles.
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home represents the passage of time; the duties, the pleasures and bitterness of life
that will end some day in the same place where she found settlement (when she first
moved in with her husband). Because most of the female respondents were among the
elderly of Hedjaz, the perception of the house seems to be that of retreat and death
rather than development and life. This point of view was not totally shared by male
respondents as if they expected death somewhere else. This again reinforces the idea
of the house as extent of the woman's domain in contrast with that of the man who

had a much wider domain.

The association of the internal world of the house with the world of women

invokes concepts of femininity and masculinity in Hedjaz. Once again we find hints
within this context which stress the sensitivity to the house as the female domain
which should be given due weight. The sacredness of the Arab/Muslim house or

haram (inviolable-zone) derives from the presence of women (harm) within its walls.
The difference between the family house and that of an unmarried man is this
sacredness which "completes one's religion by getting married"** and which demands
privacy and domestic reserve when the women moves in. A bachelor's house brings
loneliness along with a sense of mastery and independence, but his house is lacking
a purpose and future until he sanctifies it with the presence of a woman and turns his
house into a home. Otherwise it is going to remain a house with a number of rooms
which are kept neat and comfortable.

The existence of sub-homes within homes was also evident from a woman's

point of view. It seems they existed for them at a young age before they got married.
In these hiding places, a girl was able to practise the skills she would need to survive
as a wife and to set her own standards of the ideal home. Such homes are imaginary
modifications from the parental home, eliminating all the complexities and
shortcomings and enhanced by the girl's perspective of an ideal home. It also seems

that the real homes of these future wives stalled in their imaginations and were given
substance in the real life situation, at least as much as they possibly could be. What
matters here is that these sessions of imagination or day-dreaming seem to have taken
place in special comers of the house, the ones that seemed closer to the girl's heart
or perhaps closer to her ideal home:

38 An Authentic Prophetic yacilth.
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My father's house..that was a dream I could not dream again, but I
thank God for everything. I Thank God that my life with my husband,
my children and the children of my children was a very good one. But
that house could have been better if I shaped it to my heart's desires.
(Al-MakkT family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

The emphasis on the ownership of the house - "ifyou do not live in your own
property, you are not living at all" - revealed some aspects about home as a

commodity. The house as a private property is tied to notions of privacy, freedom of
decision and movement and not mainly of individuality and self-actualization. Later,
towards the beginning of the 20th century, the ownership of houses gained the position
of being a status symbol for the family.

Pride is felt by those who have property and money, especially
property since it is visible. As a matter of fact, men are measured by
their accomplishments and good deeds, but money dresses men with
honour and status while properties clothes them with beauty. (M. §alih
Ba 'ishin)39.

This view I found to be common among both sexes, although it is more of an
issue when it comes to the male's identity as an independent and dignified member
of the community. In the case of rented accommodations, incorporating the house
within one's own existence and being were referred to only where a relatively
'sufficient' period of time applied and it seems that private ownership of the house
brought it closer to the family's heart as fully 'theirs,' and that rented accommodations
always lacked this 'fullness'; it was an incomplete and transient home, not worth any

sentimental investment. A purpose-built house, owned by the family, was to the
Hedjaziyyin, the first real milestone on their home-making journey (and, apparently,
still is).

8.1.1.3 The external world and unity of the parts

...every house in the town was mine, we were all one big family. If
someone was happy, we were all happy, and if someone was sad, we
were all sad, and in both cases we would be with him...If someone

39 Ba 'ishin, M. §alilj. "Personal Autobiography." Cited in Mawso 'at Tdrfkh Madinat Jeddah.
[(Arabic) "The Encyclopedia of the History of the City of Jeddah."] 'Abdul Quddus al-Angarl.
Cairo: Dar Mi§r LilJTba'ah, 1982 AD/1402 AH, vol.1. 279.
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wanted to build a house and he did not own a piece of land to build
on, one of his relatives or friends would lend him the land to build on

for a nominal fee called hiker, which was less than three or four Riyals
annually. We had cases where roof-tops were rented to a friend and
built on as an extension to the house, and we had houses where each
floor was rented to a different family but where the name of the
original owner was maintained. (Mu'allem §a<jaqah 'OlaimI, Jeddah,
March 29, 1990).

In the same way that the house becomes incorporated with the self, so will
other environments, landscapes and places. These are multifaceted in character,
projecting a range of the world from tangible to those abstractions such of home-
atmosphere, spirit and sacredness. In the traditional HedjazI neighbourhood, people's
interaction with their local environment represented personal and collective struggles
and accomplishments, responsibilities and changes, and these become associated with
the physical settings in which they occurred and charged them with purely local
meanings. These meanings seem to be so powerful that they predominate over the
physical image of the place. They are places of origins, where one knows others and
is known to others, and hence they are where one comes from and they are one's own.

Furthermore, the metaphor of Hedjaz as "one big family" implies that of the
Hedjaz as one home. The need to establish a home beyond the individual home is seen

to be evident. This home is achieved by 'expanding' the individual home to include
the rest of Hedjaz if the owner wishes to do so. This phenomenon requires the
establishment of common mores and customs among members of the community to

give meaning and purpose to the world around.

There is, then, a prerequisite to this expansion which is the willingness of the
individual HedjazI to assimilate the features of the world outside into his home and
the concomitant acceptance of the rest of the community within his domain. But to
absorb the greater environment on his own terms was, I was told, beyond the power

of an individual in Hedjaz. Since even the structure of an individual's home influenced
perceptions of the abstract landscape, the larger group rather than individual's values
was the main determinant of its identity.

Although people tended to treat their homes as separate from the world and as

a private preserve, there was often a countervailing and balancing tendency to see
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home as a physical reflection of its owner and therefore an involuntary self-revelation
in the eyes of the world. We say involuntary in view of the great emphasis on the
privacy of life in Hedjaz and the society's high awareness, and inordinate sensitivity
to public reputation and image (which was believed to be always at stake). Relations
were in public conceived of as self-revealing, to an extent that one's personal
appearance would reveal clues to one's feelings and hidden emotions. Within such a

close-knit society, and with what would seem an invasion of privacy, homes and lives
were shared and problems were revealed and discussed beyond control, all of which
helped Hedjaz to emerge as one large family. The Hedjazles were able to create

physical boundaries that excluded others, but they hardly had the ability to control
information about themselves.

As we see in chapter seven, establishing an appropriate place in the universe,
a home, from a traditional HedjazT perspective required the involvement of the whole
group to achieve the initial links with the land. By simply abiding by the socially-
accepted norms, values and rules of behaviour of the group, the owner of a prospect
house guaranteed himself initial acceptability in the community. To prove his attitudes
towards the common beliefs of the community, he had to reflect them: "He who have
two eyes and a head, does what people do."40 The house then became a mirror of the
individual's intentions. Through his means, the house owner would try to build his
home to be as close as possible to the prevailing ideas of the time.

To live in a neighbourhood, is to be more than just a figure, a drop of
water in the sea. 'Me' is much less than 'us,' its at least 4000 people
less and it does not fill a stomach or brightens a heart in Hedjaz. Our
elders knew that even death with a group is mercy. 'Me and 'us' are
two different worlds: I pray God to protect me from the first and it
selfishness, and help me to fulfil the second and its relations and
obligations. One must be associated in a number of ways with others,
grouped together in the neighbourhood functions and affairs. We in the
hara mixed with each other so much that we always knew what others
did and do and what their problems were. The family and relatives
alone do not in themselves constitute a community; a community
relation is something much larger. Although one must have his private
house to be separate in, but one must also have a bigger house to be
together in with other fellow men. The mosque, the market, the street,

40 A traditional Hedjazi proverb which means that if someone wants to belong to a group he
must observe and comprehend their norms, habits, and values.
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the qahwa; all these are very important in Hedjaz, may be as important
as the madjlis [sitting-room] itself. The customs and traditions are clear
and open, observe them and you will find how easily love, dignity and
honour could be won...he who has a head with two eyes must follow
the ways of the people. (Al-Makkl family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

From the house to the street, one crosses a succession of thresholds, each

representing a degree of relationship. When one leaves the house and enters the outer
domain of Home, one leaves one's intimate relatives to be among friends, neighbours
and acquaintances and still be at home. One was always at home as long as one

maintained the right set of relationships with the world. For in a community such as

this, no matter how much one tried to submerge oneself, one was still a part of this
world, or as I was told "he who abides with people for forty days becomes one of
them."41 Home in this sense was a milieu not defined by one's private surroundings,
but by the world shared in common by all of the concerned characters; family,
relatives, friends and neighbours.

These houses, forming a neighbourhood and a community, appear as both
places and processes through which a person understands and accepts a position in the
community and the broader world. Traditional Hedjazles are more 'at home' when
they find an acceptable place in the network of social relations and social order of the
local community. As they grow older, this circle is widened by more experience of
more places. Hence, the feeling of being 'at home' was achieved on a wider scale that
could include a whole city. Home is then a state of 'rootedness' in place, grounded
in the familiarity of knowing and being known in a particular place.

The HedjazI culture placed great emphasis on personal image and reputation
in the eyes of the community. To gain an accepted place or 'home' within the
community, one had to satisfy a certain image or 'persona.' One had to be sufficiently
'at home' with oneself to adjust his self-image to the common expressions of social
behaviours with which one was confronted. In other words, an individual had to be
at home with himself first in order to convey the proper self-image he desired. In
order to gain the 'us' quality of the neighbourhood, one must adjust and modify
oneself-image according to the reciprocal attitudes of the other members of the
community.

41 A traditional Hedjazi proverb.
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Achieving this is the first step towards being at home with the society. To the
child, for example, home is limited to the structure of the house and the domestic
group. During the early adolescence one extends one's home into a social world
beyond the house, but one's orientation is largely confined within the social world of
the hara. As one grows older, one's ability to present oneself to a wider range of
communities and neighbourhoods within the town increases, resulting in the
reinforcement of being at home in almost all the parts of this town. 'At homeness'
then gains new values and meanings throughout and the evident need to adhere or

adapt to wider and more complex social and moral configurations is a continuing
priority.

In this society, where social cohesion depends to a great extent, upon a

commonly-accepted codes of public behaviour, social relations and values are highly
collective and contributions to or participation in group projects or activities tend to
be appropriately acknowledged in terms of enhanced social standing (prestige) while
conscious personal consumption or self-glorifying display tend to be stigmatized.
Under these conditions houses are conceived of and valued primarily as shelters and
places of group activity. The use of the house for personal display tends to lower, not
enhance the social status of the individual42. Accordingly, this individual will not
only lose his acceptance and status within the community, he will lose his 'at
homeness' within the neighbourhood as a result of losing the first. Identities are

known and social self-presentation depends on the individual's membership of the
group.

Those who came with the radical changes and unconventional ideas, and those
who extravagantly decorated their houses and tried to over emphasize their
appearances were not, in most cases, well-known Hedjazles. Although in some other
cases, prominent HedjazI families brought builders and craftsmen from India, Syria
and Egypt to build their houses. In general, they wanted to be known by their material
wealth explicitly displayed on the faces of their houses:

42 The expression of one person's gain through an elaborate house, or facade would be seen as
another's loss, hence houses had to look more or less the same. Even displays of territoriality-
demarcations involved a more 'political' set of relationships between family and neighbours and the
larger community. In a territorial image of home, the force that controlled family display of identity
was primarily the practical necessity to remain on good terms with one's neighbours, and not to
invoke evil eyes.
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The original and authentic HedjazI family did not need to go through
all this showing-off, everybody knew them very well and we all knew
how much they were worth from the size of their warehouses, shops
and their merchandise at sea. They also were very modest about
showing any difference between their houses and ours, although some
of the younger ones did, but no one I knew was offended. Between us,
the ordinary Hedjazles, if one of us started spending large sums of
money on the fagades of his house, people became offended, and he
was condemned for trying to be different. It was as if belonging to us
[not so rich] did not suit him, and he was immediately shunned by the
hara. Real men were judged by then- accomplishments on behalf of
others, their morality and ability to serve their community, not by how
much wealth their trade brought them. You could have been the richest
in Hedjaz and happened to be an arrogant type of man, isolating
yourself from the community by showing your unwillingness to help
others and mix with them. As such, people would know nothing about
you, but that you were very rich and that all your money and your
beautiful saraiyah [big-house] would not capture the heart of the
youngest of our children. (Al-Makkl family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

Which then is best? - he that layeth his foundation on piety to God and
His good pleasure? - or he that layeth his foundation on an undermined
sand-cliff ready to crumble to pieces? And it doth crumble to pieces
with him, into the fire of Hell. And God guideth not people that do
wrong. (Qur'an, Sura IX: 109, Taubah).

As discussed in chapter seven, mu 'allem §at)aqah recited this verse of the holy
Qur'an to further emphasize the importance of the purity of sentiments and motives
of home-owners. The main goal of building a house, he emphasized, is to shelter
oneself and family and not to use it to advertise one's superiority over others. Instead,
this earthly house should be a way of reaching the heavenly house. In the holy Qur'an,
man was not asked to build houses, but was promised a house in Paradise if he helped
his neighbours, accommodated homeless people or built mosques:

The houses that we were building represent the shade of the tree that
Prophet Muhammad (PBBH) meant in his Hadfth: "This world and
myself are like a wayfarer who sat under a tree in a hot summer day,
and then left [died] the tree [life] when it was no longer needed43.
This life is not permanent, and therefore, we must use these earthly-
houses to obey God. By helping each other to pass this life as easily

43 An authentic Prophetic Ijadith, narrated here in its informal format.
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as possible, we - if God Almighty wish - will gain the dignity of the
heavenly house. We all strived to gain this heavenly house...but as you
know money corrupted the souls of many people, everything that
angers God seems to be caused by money. (Mu'allem Sadaqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 14, 1990).

Then the mu 'allem recited the following verse from the same chapter of the Qur'an:
Say: If it be that your fathers, your sons, your brothers, your mates, or
your kindred; the wealth that ye have gained; the commerce in which
ye fear a decline; or the dwellings in which ye delight - are dearer to
you than God, or His cause; - then wait until God brings about His
decision: and God guides not the rebellious. (Qur'an, Sura IX: 24,
Toubah).

The communal nature of social events encouraged a number of family
celebrations in poor areas to be held on the street rather than indoors. This led to the
emergence of a strong link between houses and their surrounding streets and alleys in
the poor sections of the city, even to the extent of considering the street as an

extension of the house (as discussed in chapter three, a large number of household
activities which are today restricted to the interior of the house, used to take place in
the alleyways). But no matter how large an area was included in the concept of home,
or how familiar all Hedjazles were with each other, the private house had to be
completely enclosed: private and public spaces should never encroach upon one

another.

In a typical traditional Muslim city, there existed three types of boundaries: a

property boundary which defined the limits of the privately-owned land; a physical
boundary which defined and physically guarded a zone into which a stranger could
not pass without permission, like a wall; and a visual boundaiy which prevented visual
access to the property-line from the physical-line44. However, and as we see in
chapter seven, all of these boundaries coincided in the traditional HedjazT hara; the
property line was also the physical, the symbolic and the visual privacy boundary. The
house itself was viewed as the first and the last boundaries in the sense that it

represented the threshold to the individual's life in the community (upon entering and
withdrawing).

44 See Cebeci, Numan N. The Muslim Environment: Its Evolution, Change and Adaptation-
Proceedings of a symposium on Preservation of Islamic Architectural Heritage. Istanbul, Turkey:
Arab Urban Development Institute, 1985. 99.
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There also existed gradations or a hierarchy of 'at homeness' in traditional
Hedjaz. This was illustrated by the strong social links between the self and the house
and the street and the residential neighbourhood as representatives of the wider home.
The scope of home tends to include a much wider areas than initially expected. In one

recollection, the informant's view of home had to include his regular route between
the city-gates and his house, an area of whose its familiarity was such as to be
embodied within his life and therefore part of his 'home.' The images and concepts
of self, house, street and neighbourhood were seen as inseparable. Home was not

complete within the walls of the house, for the street was part of it too, even the entire
neighbourhood must be included, for it too was part of home. Therefore, a place was

a successful place only to the degree it generated a sense of 'being at home.'

...my house, the lane, the hara, the mosque, the shop and the vegetable
market; all these are my home, you can say my larger home. In
Makkah for example, I feel at home in al-Haram [the Holy Mosque],
mind you it is Bait Allah [the house of God] where one feels most
comfortable where Al-Mighty is the Greatest Host. Outside al-Haram,
I am not exactly at home. I am at home in the house of our mother Eve
[Jeddah], Once in Jeddah, I feel that I have arrived home, and I say to
myself: "thank God, oh mother of prosperity and despair [a local slogan
= Jeddah]," until I pass Bab Makkah [Makkah gate = one of the gates
of Jeddah], I then begin longing for my hara, until I see ras al-shari'
[street corner] and I say to myself: "you have arrived boy," then my
heart looks for bab al-zugag [the lane leading to the door of my
house], until finally I see bab al-mahil [the door of my house] and I
forget that I even left the place. Yes I think of my Jeddah house when
I am in Makkah or in Al-Madinah, but as if my head [imagination] can
not go as far as the walls of Jeddah, until I come closer and closer to
Jeddah that the image of my hara consumes me. (Al-MakkT family,
Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

The succession of environmental levels from region, town, hara, street, house
and so forth can be interpreted as gradually smaller and inclusive worlds where the
larger contains the multiplicity of the smaller which, in turn, in a more condensed and
concretized form, refers to and signifies the larger (Fig. 8.4.). The size of 'home' in
this case depends on a sequential pattern of identification with different places when
the individual feels familial- with; but he was most 'at home' at home! Home, then,
stands between anonymity and familiarity and between foreign and personal. This
suggests that the experience of home is not at all limited to the dwelling place and
that it is also possible to feel out of place in one's house. Yet, houses as meaningful
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places should be home places: significant locations that situate identity in its social
setting, providing both a sense of attachment and a sense of 'being' at a certain place.

Fig. 8.4. Home-range, and the hierarchy of 'at homeness.'

Additionally, there is an element of identification of different cities with their
major features or characteristics like the Holy Mosque in Makkah, the Mosque of the
Prophet in Al-Madinah, or the tomb of Eve in Jeddah. What is worth noting, however,
is that the sacredness of the House of God in Makkah, for example, did not suffice
as a substitute to the familiarity of the secular home of the informant at Jeddah, which
he was always conscious about during his trip45. Traditional HedjazI sayings were

recited to further elaborate this point: "A house in a town that is not yours, will not
benefit you or your children." and "alienation [absence from home] is misery."

To 'bring the world home' was not achieved by including one's community
only, but also by including places and objects. To say that the lane and the
neighbourhood are parts of the house would not merely mean that they are part of the
architectural image of the house, but also are necessary to the completion of the image

45 Knowing how critical this statement is, the informant actually whispered it in my ears, and
tried to explain what he meant thoroughly to make sure I understood exactly what he meant in the
most positive way possible.
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of home. As a consequence, HedjazI towns and cities exhibited a wholeness, a unity
that identified them physically and spiritually with the inspirations and values of the
society that brought them to existence and enhanced them with meaning.

The feeling of 'at homeness' seems to be progressional rather than strictly
territorial but that it is stronger towards the centre (house). Although the feeling of
coming home was strong enough upon reaching the city-gates and increasingly so
from the hara to the street to the house without any need to personalize these places
to embody them into one's system of living, this culturally symbolic 'home' embraced
a relatively wide range of non place-bound relationships. While 'at homeness' is an

inverse function of distance from the house as the core, it also features the degree of
familiarity with the environment, the people and other registers of identity.
Boundaries, for example, may have more important connotations than enclosures and
are primarily social, although they often have territorial relevance, as in the case of
the areas around a house which have a public significance yet are privately controlled
by the owner of the house (quasi-public places).

Summary

The principle validity of this chapter exists in its examination of sense of place.
The significant influences on the evocation of a sense of place included spatial
structures, spiritual associations and patterns of human events and behaviours. We see

here a lesser emphasis on a rational attitude to architecture which understands
buildings as functional entities than on a psychological attitude where houses share a
human experience. Meaning is not only a part of the functions of the house, it is most
likely to be the most important function. To limit the analysis of domestic architecture
to the study of its configuration would be quite misleading, because the meaning and
use of domestic space is not solely dependent on form.

Each home on this planet is a unique example on its own. The individualized
character of the concept of home is the product of a set of family beliefs, values and
associations, both real and subjective which inspire the home with an atmosphere -

'homeness' - that is as pervasive as any religious ethos. This power of 'home' is so

elemental and essential to experience that it cannot be expressed in terms more basic
than itself and, as we see, respondents relied on secondary allusions to describe their
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feelings about home. In all cases, the pleasures, sweetness or bitterness of home seems

to be unspeakable.

Home in traditional Hedjaz served as both a utilitarian device and a symbolic
one in both the internal and external realms. Home faced both inward and outward,

to the family and to the hara. Unlike the physical structure of the house, home was

not a barrier between public and private realms, but it was certainly an essential
counter manipulating, recognizing, marking and 'softening' the boundaries that existed
between the domestic sphere of the family and other members of the community. The
HedjazI home was an 'exhibition' of cultural intentions and actions: the 'private'
interior space reflected this blend as much as the 'public' exterior fa9ade of the house.

Home as a whole is not and cannot be just the sum of the parts (e.g., mind,
spirit, fydra, street, neighbourhood, shop, mosques, town, region), simply because these
parts have a varying balance and an interdependence within the whole. An internal
world (doniyyah jowdniyyah) cannot be fully realized in the absence of an external
world (doniyyah barrdniyyah) and vice versa. Home and life in the community or

within the patterns of the \}dra were inseparable. Home is an irreducible whole
because its wholeness cannot be achieved by a simple integration of elements outwith
a process of dynamic interaction fulled by time. The Home is an integration of
multifarious factors within a social dialectic; it reflects a changing synthesis of the
wider environment. The traditional HedjazI environment was a whole, with parts

coming secondary to that whole, "a familial wholeness in which even all sorts of
domestic animals likewise participate."46 Therefore, while the major influences on

home development were centrifugal, those on the larger environment were successive
and aggregational. The whole home then, can not emerge without its parts, but the
whole depends on these parts to be able to form, and the parts depend on the whole
for their significance.

The notion of transformation and incorporation reflects the mutual unity of
people and home (house, neighbourhood, district). The home is an important
repository within which socio-cultural norms, interpersonal relationships, invested
meanings, transformation and incorporation, are manifested. Home, thus gains meaning
and is partly described by these phenomena. Because of the reciprocal relation

46
Jung, C.G. Memories, Dreams, Reflections. New York: Vintage Books, 1973. 223.
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between these phenomena and the home, they, in turn, are understood partly in terms
of the home as an intrinsic aspect of their meaning. Thus, home and the process of
home-making are inseparable and mutually define aspects of one another.

For a space to become home, it must be defined, and in the HedjazI society,
socio-spiritual space definitions were as important as physical enclosures. In general,
it seems that what constituted a home in Hedjaz were mostly more than physical
features. The individual's image of home, based on cultural assumptions and
definitions of environmental quality was projected onto a location of his choice as

being suitable for transformation and incorporation into an existential 'place' where
he could establish a position in the universe, in the community and be wholly 'at
home.' Within this collective social world, where afflictive behaviour and the tenets

of co-existence prevailed, the house became a symbol of group values and was seen

as a shelter which had little to do with one's self-image. In most cases the HedjazI
house does not serve as a strong indicator of the owner's character, for this purpose

was served by other means (e.g., the deeds of the family). Home, on the other hand,
is an abstract projection of self in all its aspects and has to be protected for the sake
not only of reputation and image but for the sake of self-value.

Home is a state of mind, a process of growth, and inner-self place before its
a private property and a territory and before it is a building. It is consciously
considered a physical entity when shelter and private functions are the main concern.

The primacy of socio-cultural factors in the establishment of a home concept in
Hedjaz helped in maintaining an overall homogeneous society, which was in turn
reflected on its domestic architecture. While social life is shared and mostly conducted
on a communal basis, the house as a physical entity provides the backstage for
personal habits and attitudes that are not (or should not be) shared with the
community. Areas of the house in which communal activities took place were almost
identical in Hedjaz (e.g., type and amount of furniture) while personal differences or

culturally inconsistent habits were not apparent as they were represented in the most

private rooms of the house (e.g., bedrooms).

As discussed in chapter eleven, the abrupt changes of the early 1900s made
this lifestyle impossible and destroyed the elderly's familiarity with places, disrupting
their spatial and social patterns. Changes in the planning and structures of the old
sections of the HedjazI cities, not only modernized these cities it also destroyed all
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what was considered to be 'home' and reduced it to the confines of the house. The

entire gamut of the Hedjaz habits, beliefs and traditions became irrelevant and
incongruent with the new lifestyles. This change in the traditional concept of 'home'
resulted in a consequential change in the societal customs concerning communal
existence and a reduction in the significance of 'homeness' outside the house. In short,
it made the Hedjaz a 'homeless' culture.

Finally, all the above described feelings, emotions, inspirations, dreams, values
and attitudes that combine to make a house 'home' are deeply personal and controlled
by culture. Such notions as transformation, incorporation and the sense of place in
general and how people used them, all affected people deeply. But not as intimately
as the way in which the traditional culture of Hedjaz directed the organization of the
psyche, which in turn had a profound effect upon the ways people looked at places
and things, behaved, made decisions, ordered priorities, organized their lives, how they
thought and perceived architecture.

(
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CHAPTER NINE

SOCIO-CULTURAL LIMITATIONS ON PRODUCTION IN

THE TRADITIONAL HEDJAZI HOUSE

Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to identify the factors that contributed to the
emergence of the particular 'style' of the traditional HedjazI house, and to measure

the extent of the influence of social and physical determinants upon the resulting form
and their limitations upon novelty within this context. For these purposes, this chapter
synthesises the data contained in chapters six, seven and eight1.

I shall first take a more detailed look at the mu'allemin, their perception and
their role in producing the house. This is important to understand the processes of
development and change in the form and space configuration of the traditional HedjazI
house that took place between the 18th and early 20th centuries. The main part of the
chapter is an examination of the variable elements that influenced the design criteria
within which the traditional mu 'allemin of Hedjaz operated. This will reveal the areas

in which the mu 'allemin were able to put their ideas into practice with freedom, and
those areas where they were restricted. It will also show which aspects of traditional
HedjazI culture and domestic architecture were constant and invariable, or changed
very slowly, and which aspects were variable and in what ways. In establishing where
the fundamentals and constants lay, it will be necessary to distinguish between
traditional and modem influences upon the process of producing a house.

To present these ideas, the chapter is divided into three sections: The first part
deals with the mu'allemin's own values, ethics, and codes of proper conduct ('u§iil,
tagalfd, and a 'raff al-mihnnah) as sources of architectural form and appearance. The

1 As a reminder, the main sources for this thesis are the three mu'allemfn: mu 'allem §a<jaqah
Karkachin (Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, April 6-15, 1990), mu'allem §a<jaqah 'OlaimI (Jeddah, March
29-30, 1990) and mu 'allem Ahmad Hamzah al-Rlfi (Al-Madinah, April 25-30, 1990). The clients
and households are represented by the two families of al-Makkl (Jeddah/Makkah, May 18-19, 1990),
and 'Afif (Jeddah/Makkah, March 12-13, 1990).
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second part deals with the space within which the mu 'allemfn were able to present
their work to their society, and the tolerance of that society to change. This shows
how the mu 'allemfn played a double role in innovating within the tradition - so that
the tradition could absorb new ideas and techniques in a controlled and organic way -

while preventing incoherent novelties which could conflict with either the tradition of
building, traditional life, or both. The third part deals with the traditional design
criteria used by mu 'allemfn to judge and evaluate the work of one another, or to
determine the quality of their own. These codes or criteria were also used in the
communication process between clients and mu 'allemfn to convey certain messages

(i.e., approval of work quality, rejection, objection), and for identifying the 'class' of
mu 'allemfn (i.e., recommended, not recommended, acceptable)2. This part aims at

showing that the traditional mu'allemfn followed principles but not rigid rules or

forms.

Finally, it is to be noted that the representative authority of the traditional
Hedjazles interviewed is enough to suggest uniformity of beliefs and attitudes.
However, their quotations are only examples in evidence and not necessarily proof of
commonly held beliefs. As such though, I believe that they suffice as indications of
the common norms of the culture in question, and that they can be used to support the
arguments presented here.

9.1. Ethics and morals of the producers of the traditional HedjazI house

In previous chapters we have discussed the social aspects of the traditional
HedjazI culture and its effect on the production of the house and its various
environments (neighbourhood, adjacent spaces). House architecture among the
traditional Hedjazles, as discussed in chapters six, seven and eight, was associated
with a multiplicity of roles and identities in conjunction with its diverse functions as

home, house, family, group, land and universe among others. These divergent roles

2 As we see later in the chapter, if a mu 'allem's work was described as shughlu daradja 'Ma
(lit. his work is first class), then he would be recommended by either another client, another
mu'allem, or by the head of the building guild for future projects. For more details on the subject,
refer to the rights and obligations of the members of the building guild (chapter five), the initial
stages of producing a house in traditional Hedjaz (chapter six), and classifying the merits of
mu 'allemin later in this chapter.
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together played a part in determining the shape each house would assume, the actions
that were structured within it, and the meanings it conveyed. Here I will argue that
traditional architectural form and appearance (aesthetics) have also constituted an

important part of architectural meaning. The emphasis on socio-cultural norms, values
and beliefs that previous chapters might have conveyed may suggest that these reigned
supreme over the architectural form-language of the HedjazI house. The description
of the traditional process of producing a house, presented in chapter six, might also
suggest a lack of aesthetic sense or concern on the mu 'allemin's side. I shall argue
against such suggestions by showing that the traditional criteria of architectural
aesthetics were determined by the building's appropriateness to the prevailing social
norms and cultural mores, the congruence between its form and function, the
soundness of its structure, vertical and horizontal alignment of its walls, and the
congruence between its colour, forms and building material and its context. This
should add to our knowledge and understanding of the nature of the society and the
meanings of its house architecture.

The concept of beauty in general - and as far as the traditional domestic
architecture is concerned - could exist simply in the eyes of the beholder, the nostalgic
longing for the past, and the tendency of most researchers - like myself - to beautify
all that belongs to past era. However, I will attempt to recognize this beauty as a

result of the traditional proper sense of handling practical architectural problems.

Throughout this research, it has been acknowledged that the traditional HedjazI
domestic architecture was integrated into everyday life, it was a social art as well as
an art of service. The traditional notions of 'artistic builders' or al-mu 'allemm al-

fannanin that are discussed later in the chapter, show that the more efficiently
operating, imaginatively dreamed, and technically sound, the more beautiful the house
was considered, hence, the more desired it was, and the more 'artistic' was the

mu 'allem who built it. This interrelationship between architectural aesthetics and
practical aims and functional efficiency suggests, in turn, an important connection
between the traditional social values and societal sense of beauty (or aesthetics).

It is worth mentioning also that throughout the interviews (and may be for
reasons of cultural sensitivity or courtesy to others), I could not detect whether or not
there existed a direct relation between the notions of beauty and good, and ugliness
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and evil. The mu'allemfn and their clients were hesitant to spell out negative
descriptions of the work of one another, nor were they able to credit or criticise their
own. In most cases, negative descriptions were conveyed by denying the existence of
certain good qualities rather than using the binary opposite. For example, a mu 'allem
would describe a building as "good or not so good" instead of "good or bad." Only
in very few cases where an outspoken mu'allem or client would use a negative
description of a house, as discussed later in this chapter. In general, however, I believe
that there existed a strong correlation between 'good' and 'desirable' as opposed to
'not good' and 'undesirable' in the building traditions of Hedjaz.

In the traditional HedjazI dialect, especially that of mu 'allemin, description of
a house as jamil or hilow (beautiful/handsome) would usually refer to a number of
things simultaneously. This could be referring to works of design, structure, external
components (e.g., rawashfn), or to particular aspects that the speaker has in mind. The
exact meaning of the thing referred to could be detected only within the context of the
sentence. For example, if the discussion was about the structure of a house, and the
description used was something like shaf Ijilow [lit. sweet work = good work], the
meaning conveyed here puts more emphasis on the general quality of the structure,
with no reference to particular details other than the fact that this particular aspect of
the house is acceptable. On the other hand, if the description used was, for example,
shughul maraud [the work is well-balanced; well-calculated], then the exact meaning
and the aspect being described could be detected (in this case it is the measurement
and layout of the foundation).

9.2. Social values of mu 'allemin as sources of architectural 'aesthetics'

The traditional mu 'allemin of Hedjaz operated within a certain code of ethics,
basic requirements and qualities or design and building criteria - if we may

appropriate the term - and these had an active and direct role on the process of
producing the house. It is important to bear- in mind that what is described here was

never conveyed to me by either mu 'allemfn or clients in the format presented in this
chapter. What I am about to present is a set of carefully selected notions that were
repeated - or emphasised - by a number of my interviewees in separate occasions but
within similar contexts of discussion. The sequence of these criteria or codes of ethics
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is also arranged - as closely as possible - in accordance with the emphasis given to
them by my sources. In most cases they were not mentioned as separate points, but
rather as a whole principle that included some or all of them. It is also of great
importance to bring to the reader's attention that all these points were generated when
discussions between my interviewees and myself revolved around the general
traditional principle of "makhafatu Allah wa al-raghbahff tawabuh (the fear of God
and the desire for His reward," as the ethics of HedjazI mu'allemfn (this principle
further testifies to the role of religious beliefs in the traditional Hedjazi life as

discussed later in this chapter).

9.2.1. 'Itganl'Ikmal (Proper completion, fulfilment)

El-haddgah [creativity, intelligence] was not in just building the house.
For the house must be completed zai al-nass [lit. as good people would
build it = properly completed], and yikun shughulak nadif [lit. to be a
clean job = well built] that it can stand on its feet when your great-
grandson's feet can no longer hold him [for a long time]. (Mu'allem
§a$aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 9, 1990).

This criterion governed the process of producing a house from the moment that
the mu 'allem and his client met on the building site. "You would not accept the idea
of someone raising your child on your behalf in a way that is completely different
than yours while you are standing there and watching your child go astray."3 This is
what mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin felt about the prospect of being stopped by the
client from completing the production of a house - which he considered as his own

begotten child - for another mu 'allem to complete it. To prepare for such possible
occurrences, mu 'allemfn had to be willing - from the first day - to see the building
through until its completion. However, the criterion of proper completion had a wide
range of impacts on the process of producing a house as it operated on a number of
levels. The lowest of these levels is discussed in chapter six (when the client
conducted daily-inspections of the progress of construction). If the mu 'allem, during
the stages of brick-laying, for example, approved of the quality of madamik (n.sing.
medmak = course of stones) alignment without vigorous inspection on his side, and
the quality of work was not up to the client's liking, the mu 'allem and his building
team could then face the prospect of being relieved of their duties.

3 Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990.
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Accordingly, the mu'allemfn operated under this criterion of 'proper
completion' on a daily-basis, and as the most basic of their skills as craftsmen. The
highest level of operating under this criterion was represented by the mu 'allemin's
self-satisfaction with their reputable quality of work and proper timing4. The criterion
of proper completion governed the quality of the mu 'allemin's work for the life span
of their buildings. Any future structural faults for example were - in most cases -

delegated to 'improper completion,' and never to a client's humble budget or weak
building material. Unless it was an act of God, a structural fault would be mainly
blamed on the mu 'allem who built the house and his team. It would have also have

a negative effect on his reputation and that of the institution of the building guild.

Sheikh al-mu 'allemfn was summoned in such cases to pass his judgement (as
to whose fault was it). This took the form of repairs and maintenance work to the
damaged house. In spite of the importance of the notion of 'proper completion' as a

design and building criterion, and the sincere desire of most mu'allemfn to be
associated with it, no building in traditional Hedjaz would ever be described as kamil
(complete). "Proper completion is for God alone," was a common traditional HedjazI
proverb which means that only God Almighty is capable of producing complete and
flawless work. Buildings - as well as people - would thus be described as "kullahum
takmil" (lit. full of completion) because they possess good qualities that make them -

with some exaggeration - slightly close to being complete. However, the criterion
governing the wish to properly complete and accomplish, as mu 'allemin's first aim,
meant to truly want to do so, mu bas jaber khawa\er (not just to conciliate or

propitiate clients). The incentive for proper completion was "makhdfatu Allah wa al-
raghbah ff tawabuh (the fear of God and the desire for His reward)," hence, the final
verdict laid within the domain of God, then that of the client. This sincere desire
would lead us to the second most important criterion or code of ethics:

9.2.2. 'Amanah/Sidg (Faithfulness, honesty)

To be honest and truthful is to be a good Muslim, and to be a good
mu 'allem...Yon could hide things from your wife to save your day, but

4 As discussed in chapter six, some mu 'allemfn like mu 'allem Abu Zaid in Jeddah for example,
was "very demanding and tough on his workmen, and was famous for being the fastest mu 'allem to
deliver his Iwuses." This quality gave the mu 'allem a great reputation and social status. (Mu 'allem
§a<)aqah 'OlaimI, Jeddah, March 29, 1990).
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you should never never deceive your zabun [client], your friends and
colleagues instead of treating them indulgently. For example, mizanak
fi albinna' [lit. your balance in construction = accuracy of structural
measurement, choice of building materials and appropriateness of one's
ideas to the purpose they will serve], must be extra precise...truth will
prevent a lot of mischiefs from happening, and it will keep you from
doing wrong things like...claiming to be a knowledgable mu'allem
when you are not...One can fool another man, but you will not be able
to fool God Almighty. And what about al-hadjar [the stone]! This will
fall on your head or you will fall on it, head first. (Mu 'allem §adaqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

As discussed later in this chapter, one of the main virtues of members of the
traditional HedjazI building guild - as mu 'allem §a^aqah Karkachin emphasised - was

honesty: a building would be described by both clients and mu 'allemin with a number
of qualities, most of which would mainly refer to the loyalty of the mu 'allem, and his
care for the reputation of his guild and the satisfaction of his client. It was believed
in traditional Hedjaz that a house would reveal the intentions and actions of its
builders before it would that of its dwellers. Therefore, the mu 'allem had to make sure

that he 'really' knew his client's intentions from the first day. For example, if the
client happened to be a rich merchant with a relatively ample budget, the mu 'allem's
primary step was to learn from his client - if he did not know him personally -

whether he wants this budget to show on the building, or should it instead be invested
internally, in quality building materials, decorations and the like. In any case, the
building will reveal the client's socio-economic status, but the emphasis on its size
was more readily acceptable by the society than the lavishness of its imported material
or extravagant treatment as shown by this statement (discussed in chapter eight):

Between us, the ordinary HedjazTes, if one of started spending large
sums of money on the facades of his house, people became offended,
and he was condemned for trying to be different. It was as if belonging
to us [not so rich] did not suit him, and he was immediately shunned
by the hara. Real men were judged by their accomplishments on behalf
of others, their morality and ability to serve their community, not by
how much wealth their trade brought them. (Al-Makkl family, Jeddah,
May 18, 1990).

A mu 'allem would not be described by his community as an 'honest' or 'loyal'
man unless he achieves this reputation through his deeds: the houses he build.
Prospective clients placed this virtue on top of their choice of mu 'allemin s list of
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qualities. If a mu 'allem happened to be the most 'artistic,' 'creative' or the best
builder in Hedjaz, but lacked honesty - in the broadest sense of the world - he would
practically be discredited, as noted by mu 'allem §a4aqah Karkachin:

El-mu'allem illf tishufu zai kidah, shughlu tarmfg, 'aid, elhurukruk,
janinbu bi'adjaruh wa badjaruh [lit. A mu'allem that you know this
(dishonesty) about him, and that his work is fragmentary, leave him
aside to his vices and faults] or you will join him in his sorrow and
grief, for dishonesty have short ropes [a dishonest man would not last].
(Mu'allem Sadaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

The criterion of truthfulness and honesty was also closely related to another
important virtue of the traditional mu 'allemfn of Hedjaz; protection against plagiarism.
Between mu 'allemfn, accidental plagiarism was not a fully acceptable notion.
Buildings took a relatively long time to be built and ideas were exchanged freely in
coffee-houses between mu 'allemfn. Good design concepts, especially unconventional
ones were not expected to be repeated in two houses during their production process

unless one of the mu'allemfn was in the habit of "fatih al-mandal [palm-reading]."5
In such cases, the two mu 'allemfn would call for a tribunal or guild-meeting
(jam 'iyyat tahkfm) to decide which building would proceed and which would be
altered if one of the mu 'allemfn was proven to be at risk. Because of the severity of
this accusation - being called a cheater - mu'allem §a(jaqah Karkachin recalled
attending only one case of plagiarism in his entire life.

9.2.3. 'Ikhla$/Her$/Mutdb 'ah/Tadgfg (Sincerity, follow-up, quality-
control)

Itqan al-bedaiyyah ni$f al-'amal [well begun is half done], but some
mu'allemfn, may God guide them, they do not dig deep enough to
remove this soft material [bad soil] and start building immediately,
thinking that the land could bear their loads, and to save themselves
some money. But they end up paying more money and losing
reputation by having to y 'addelo [level] their houses. To me this land
is like my skin, I can feel it, I can smell it, I can detect its illness and
I can prepare the right medication for it before it hurts. (Mu 'allem
Sadaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 6, 1990).

5 Mu 'allem §a<)aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 10, 1990.
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This criterion governed mainly the ability of a mu 'allem to 'put his words into
action.' In other words, his work should not fall short of his client's expectations. This
meant that from the moment "you stand with your client fug al hufrah [on the hole
= building-site], until you submit the house and put your stamp on the papers, the
mu'allem was to behave as if he owns the house and its vicinity."6 While, for
example, it was the client's responsibility to deal with the caipenters producing the
wooden components of the house like doors, windows and mashrabiyyat (bay-
windows), the mu 'allem was not supposed to show any mahsiibiyyah (favouritism)
towards his fellow craftsmen on the expenses of the client's expectations. The
mu 'allem was to inspect the craftsmanship of all those involved in the design and
building processes to guarantee his client a " ...wholesome work of the highest possible
quality, not patchy pieces ofwork ofdifferent qualities. When the client and his guests
come to inspect the house, everything they see and touch will point at you, your
quality as a mu'allem, a raiyyis and a captain of the ship."7 This extended the
responsibilities of the mu'allem to the inspection of other craftsmen's workshops,
quarries and sources of building material (even those overseas sometimes). Once the
quality of these was determined, a mu 'allem was to inspect their installation in the
building, refinement of details and so on until the completion of the house:

Shughul abuk ya waladi la yighlibiik [Always insist on the quality of
your father's work (conventions and norms) or you will be beaten
neglected or dishonoured]. (Mu 'allem §a^aqah Karkachin, Jeddah,
April 10, 1990).

The relatively lengthy duration of the process of producing a house (an average

of three to four years), the task of inspecting the work of the building team, as well
as that by other guilds (i.e. carpenters), have placed great burdens on all mu 'allemfn.
Some of them assigned special foremen to help them carry some of the physically and
time-consuming inspection jobs. However, and as mu 'allem §a$aqah Karkachin
pointed out, only the mu 'allem - "like the captain of the ship" - would be responsible
before his client, the community, and the 'urff of the building guild (practising norms

and principles) for any deficiency or breach of mutual trust by other craftsmen:

6 The mu 'allem mentioned the house vicinity here as if it was owned by the client, but to him,
this refers to his own concern for other people's properties as we see later in the chapter. (Mu 'allem
§a<jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

7 Mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990.
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Trust your foreman but keep an opened eye on him, wala tuflut al
habil 'ala el gharib [lit. and do not loosen the rope = do not give rein
to others] because at the end of the day it is your bread and theirs that
you will be jeopardising. (Mu'allem Sadaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April
7, 1990).

Therefore, the continuous presence of the raw 'allem on the site, his thorough
tadgfg (precision) and vigorous mutaba 'ah (follow-up) would assure him 'proper
completion' and guarantee him - and his client - a good product, hence the desirable
reputation and the social status. The continuous presence of the raw 'allem on the
building site was governed by a fourth criterion that, according to raw 'allem §a<jaqah
Karkachin, was responsible for his healthy life until the age of 95:

9.2.4. Nashat/Himmah/Muthabarah (Industriousness, persistence)

Some clients will yibarridu himmatak [dishearten or discourage you]
by continuous criticism, continuous alterations and the like. But in spite
of everything, el-mu 'allem la bud yukwi har ff shughlu [must be hot
= exuberant in his work]. You should set your pace of work from the
moment you pray the dawn prayer till the moment you pray the dusk
prayer...Aw// al nahdr 'ala ridjil wahdah [lit. all day on one foot =
non-stop]. Remember that care and diligence bring luck and he who
grows will soon harvest. Take a nap only if your workmen fall asleep,
but never make a habit of turning your back when they are working,
otherwise you better have the heart and face [courage and patience] to
face the consequences. (Mu 'allem §a^aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April
8, 1990).

This at first may sound like a sound advice from an elder who experienced an

undisturbed healthy life. However, the statement reveals a number of principles. It sets
forth the basic rules of dealing with critical clients as well as the 'skill' of dealing
with other craftsmen and professionals. It points to the responsibility of the architect
as a coordinator, organizer and foreman during the process of producing a house. This
himmah was believed to counteract any deficiency in a raw 'allem's work and that of
others, as it allowed for quick responses to take place before problems could develop
beyond remedy. If the architect supervising a project was 'all over' the site on daily
basis, chances are he might, as in the traditional case, get various other ideas of
handling on-site technical problems that were not conceived of at the office. It also
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gives the client further guarantees that the "mu 'allem guddmu §u{ wa $ura [lit. the
mu'allem could be seen and heard = wholeheartedly present]."8

The reader will notice the connection between this criterion and the former one

in terms of the mu'allemw's concern with their ability to lead a productive,
responsible and efficient building team. These two criteria, along with the previously
mentioned ones, were the tools by which mu 'allemin were almost sure to guarantee
their clients - and themselves - the translation of their design ideas into physical
manifestations. This may also include mu 'allem §a$aqah Karkachin's advice to future
architects to "remember to take the right road even if it was the longest, that likull
mudjtahiden nd§ib [constant application overcomes the greatest difficulties] and that
repetition teaches well those who are slow learners like myself."

... do not tell me that you are a mi 'man [an architect] unless you tell
me first that you have touched these stones, carried them, felt their
weight and your face was covered with their dust and debris.
(Mu 'allem §a$aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 8, 1990).

I believe that this last advice represents a lesson for architects and engineers
who are divorced from the main fields of their profession and locked in the comfort
and unreality of their offices. As we see later in the chapter, mu 'allem §a<]aqah
Karkachin considered these conditions as the primary qualifications of architects,
without which he would not be willing to accept the title mu 'allem or mi 'man.

9.2.5. 'Ishrak/'Istisharah (Consultation, involvement, sympathy)

First: kollana amanat ba 'ad: We are all the custodians, the trustees,
and the guardians of each other. Second: Your faith will not be
complete until you wish for your brother what you wish for yourself.
[A gentlemen's agreement means that] we - the neighbours - trust each
other beyond any rules or regulations. (Mu'allem §aqiaqah 'OlaimT,
Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

...the owner of the land does not have much to say in the project, the
final authority is al-mu 'allem's. The client gives you his budget and

8 Mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990.
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may suggest to you his desired number of rooms and their areas and
then depends on God [leave it to fate and leave the site]. (Mu'allem
Al-RTff, Al-Madinah, March 25, 1990).

when it comes to the client's desires and needs, I know exactly what's
in his head, what he likes or dislikes, what his brothers would prefer,
and even what his sons-in-law might like to have in their rooms.
(Mu 'allem Sadaqah 'OlaimI, Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

...one hand doesn't clap, you need two or may be more to make a real
noise [a good job]. I did not think alone, for not only did I have
assistants who would always suggest something here and something
there, but I had the whole hara to worry about. (Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

From his name I can tell you how much he carries in his pocket..in our
community, the face of God is not covered [people new everything
about each other] I can tell if the fabric was in excess so I would give
him a roomy drape, and if the material was meagre, I would give him
a just-fitting and covering wrap. (Mu 'allem al-RlfT, Al-Madinah, April
25, 1990).

Of course we knew the habits of each other, but we also knew that
homes were secrets [secret places] and each family stood on its own in
front of God. Some people are conservative and religious, some are
liberal and only fellow travellers. All this could be seen in the madjlis
as if it were written bil-bon{ al- 'arid [with large letters on the walls
of the room]. ('Afif family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

The customs and traditions are clear and open, observe them and you
will find how easily love, dignity and honour can be won...he who has
a head with two eyes must follow the ways of the people9. (Al-Makkl
family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

These opinions are indicators of a closely-knit community where involvement
and sympathy did not represent a problem. However, these quotations might also
represent some contradiction with the notion of consultation, since everything seems

to be known about everyone in the society. This, however, could be safely dismissed
if we consider the socio-cultural proximity between clients and mu 'allemfn and the
notion of indirect involvement of the client in the building process (discussed in

9 A traditional Hedjazi proverb which means that if someone wants to belong to a group he
must observe and comprehend their norms, habits, and values.
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chapter six). What seems to us like a contradiction was referred to by mu'allem
Sadaqah Karkachin as the 'thread.' He considered the process of dealing with clients
as an art that few mu 'allemin could master: "Dealing with clients and with people in
general is an art and a talent: the talent of maintaining sha'rat Mu'awiyyah10."
While the maintenance of this string differed from one mu'allem to another, the
process of communicating with the client and involving him in the process of
producing a house was a must regardless of the form it took (direct or indirect).

Like the other criteria discussed above, this one operated on a number of
levels, the lowest of which was to ensure total agreement between the client's requests
and the mu 'allem's understanding of them, as far as building material, budget
constraints, space arrangement and construction techniques were concerned. This
agreement prevented clients' dissatisfaction with the mu 'allem s work leading to

alterations, demolition and rebuilding one part of the house or another. The highest
level was the importance of this criterion to the process of producing the house, as

manifested in its effect on the protection and maintenance of cultural norms and
values, and the building tradition as a whole.

The maintenance of communication between members of the society and their
craftsmen was of great vitality to the continuation of time-honoured traditions,
experience, moral standards and values. As described by mu 'allem §a<jaqah
Karkachin:

The camel does not see his hump [one does not see his faults]. Failure
to maintain good contact with all the builders you once knew, dead and
alive, what your parents taught you, and what your old mu'allem
showed you is as if ka'nak ya abu zaid la ruht wald jait [lit. you did
not leave your place = you did not learn anything from life]. Hatta la
yinfarii al 'igid [lit. So as not to disperse the pearl necklace = to
maintain the order of things] you should involve others whom you trust
in every detail, major or minor, direct or indirect, be they your client,
peers or neighbours. God put his secrets in the most humble of his
creatures and those who are one year older than you have a year more
of experience. (Mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 11, 1990).

10 Mu'awiyyah Ibn Abl Suffian (reign 661/41 AH till 679/60 AH) was the Caliph who coined
this slogan when he was asked about his ability to deal with the society: "If they pull the thread, I
will release some, and if they release some, I will pull some. In all cases, the thread should remain
intact." (The Caliph's answer according to mu'allem §a<)aqah Karkachin. Jeddah, April 7, 1990).
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9.2.6. Al-hirs 'ala masha 'ir al-nas (Caring about, courtesy to others)

Care for others and they will care for you, and as you like for yourself
you must like for others. The Prophet (PBUH) ordered us to take care
of the furthest of our neighbours before the closest of them. When you
stand on the building site you are not alone in the world, the irritable
mu 'allem is useless on site and to his community. There are other sick
and tired people who are not interested in the quality of your work as
much as to give their bodies some rest that you will be needing some
day. Today you pass a building site that its engineer seemed to have
made an oath to wake the entire city and shake every child in it on
behalf of their mothers. This is one thing. The second thing is to do
with your peers: do not bring them down or degrade them for a
momentary gain. The last thing is that the other houses in the
neighbourhood might not be as strong and young as the one your
building, so do not lean on them - if you are going to - break their
backs and kill some people. Watch for madjarih [private spots] when
you open windows and doors. The real mu 'allem is not only a banna'
[builder], he must be a mu 'allem of life. (Mu 'allem §a<jaqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 11, 1990).

The most generally applied rule in the production of the traditional house of
Hedjaz was the notion of "neither harm nor reciprocating harm."11 The application
of this criterion was observed from the first day of the process of producing a house
as discussed in chapter six. The owner of the prospective house arranged for a dinner
gathering on the day before the commencement of any construction work so as to ask
for the appreciation of neighbours and those who would be directly affected by the
construction work. While such courtesy was usually observed by the owners of the
house throughout the duration of the process, the mu 'allem had a number of roles to

play. For example, the arrangement of windows and openings of the house, along with
ten-aces and outdoor areas, was carefully conceived so as not to harm the privacy of
other adjacent houses. This was considered during the design stages of talbfq
al-'ard/Fi§lat al-bait (matching the land and the house-image, tailoring the house).
During the stages of ra§§ al-hadjar (brickwork) and raf al-bina', baqiyyat al-adwar
(typical floor construction), and taosi" al-bait (extension of the house), and when the

system of "hammil 'aid jarak" (charge your loads on, or load your weight on the

11 An authentic Prophetic tjadith.
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neighbouring house)12 was in operation, courtesy to the extension needs of
neighbouring houses was observed.

As discussed earlier, the mu 'allem's consideration of the house and its vicinity
as his own during the process of its production worked as a further measure of caring
about the properties of others. This was the highest level of applying this criterion,
along with the mu 'allem's respect for the prevailing norms and values of the locality
wherein he was building. This varied from simple adherence to building conventions
in respect of senior master-builders (a'raff al-bina' or 'u§ul al mihnah =

fundamentals of the building craft), to the mu 'allem's socio-cultural obligations to the
HedjazI culture in general (this is discussed in more details later in the chapter).

Masha 'ir al-nass, or care for people's feelings was a very extensive notion in
traditional Hedjaz that included people's emotions, beliefs, pride, dignity,
physiological needs as well as their dreams and aspirations. Each stage of the process

of producing a house seems to have touched the boundary of one of these human
requirements or another, which, in turn, placed further responsibilities on the shoulders
of the mu 'allem. These, by time, became part of the qualifications of those wishing
to become members of the building guild, and the attainment of which was a

prerequisite for candidates of honourable titles like mu 'allem or banna' (master-
builder) or raiyyis (foremen).

9.2.7. Tandun al- 'amal/Takhfit 'ala ilrnada alba 'id (Organization and
long-term planning)

We should not look into the future because it is not ours. Man proposes
and God disposes. However, God expects a good person to look ahead,
plan and not be short-sighted when he says "work for the day of
judgment." Dawdm al-fyalmin al-muhal [stability is unattainable], some
things could not be helped because it is in God's knowledge, but one
must look before one leaps, save the white piaster for the black day,
and spread one's cover to the length of one's feet. (Mu'allem Sadaqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

12 As discussed in chapter six, the notion of common or party walls was very common
throughout Hedjaz, where most houses developed as row houses in closely-packed residential areas.
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Due to the relatively lengthy duration of the process of producing a house, it
was essential for mu 'allemfn to think ahead of matters like changing prices of
building material, cost of living, changing family circumstances, needs and
requirements of each time period. As discussed in chapter six, the mu 'allemin did not
have a complete perception of the final shape of the house during the early stages of
its design and construction. A mu 'allem simply conceived a rough image of how the
final product would look like, and then proceeded towards the implementation of that
image. He was also able to change some of the space arrangements that he might have
made earlier, and so on until the house was completed. As he went along in this
simultaneous design and construction processes, long-term organization was essential
to save him and his client a lot of time and expense. It required more involvement of
the mu 'allem into his client's personal details as well as in those of his building team:

If you were not satf 'ala [familiar or friendly with] your client, you
would not go and ask him whether his children were going to marry
soon, or whether his grandson would reach puberty within the coming
two years and require a room of his own rather than sharing with his
sister. You simply learn about such matters as life went on in the frara.
However, you need to know his financial status, the state of his
merchandise at sea, you follow his news as if it concerns your own

pocket. I am not talking about my own odjrah [fee], but about the main
bulk of expenses: hadjar, mfinah, khashab... [stones, mortar, wood]
One should not look into the future because it is not ours, but we need
to prepare for khatlat [surprises] like, may God forbid the departure of
your best raiyyis, garairi or nahhdt whom you were depending on for
a tricky idea here and a difficult job there when you need them the
most. (Mu'allem §a(jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 10, 1990).

Mu 'allemfn were conscious about such situations so, where possible, they
began with the most difficult and most demanding parts of the house. The staircase-
shaft was one example, along with column capitals, free-standing arches, wooden
balconies and the like. To make use of the best available material and workforce as

soon as possible was the mu 'allemin's preferred traditional HedjazI proverb, because
"a bird in your hand is better than ten on the tree." This precautions assured both the
mu 'allemfn and then- clients the best possible results within the advantages and
limitations of their resources, including the time factor. The expertise of special
members of the building team, rightly called 'hands' by the mu'allemfn, were

essential for the application of new design ideas as well as for the completion of a
house within an assigned period of time. This, in turn, gave the mu 'allem great pride
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and satisfaction, added to the good reputation of the mu 'allem and his team and
guaranteed them future projects. In short, this was the ideal situation that all
mu 'allemfn were aiming to achieve.

9.2.8. 'Ihsas/Zoug/Tadjmil (Sensitivity, taste, beautification)

Tarbi" al-mahil [squaring the room] was a basic procedure that a
young mu 'allem could achieve, but keeping it murabb' [square] for
five floors was not something everybody could do. It was a black day
for a mu 'allem who discovered a maiyylah [deviation] in his walls or
angles...oh, his shame could not be described...better he blamed it on
the land. (Mu'allem al-RIfT, Al-Madinah, April 25, 1990).

What a feeling one gets when the house is finished, standing there like
a bridegroom in his wedding day and kullu hadjar fih yugul shufuni
[lit. each stone in it would say: "look at me."]. Let people point to the
house and say "God is Great, he who lives close to the perfume maker
will most naturally smell good." (Mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin,
Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

The beauty of a building - as discussed later in this chapter - was judged by
a set of criteria based, for example, on the mu 'allem's artistic merits in the form of
proper wall alignment and so on. It was also to do with the strength and stability of
its structure, its youth and newness. Notice that the mu 'allem took pride in the beauty
of his construction which was tied with the youth of the structure (i.e., bridegroom),
as well as the smooth and clean newly-plastered walls. The morphology used by the
mu 'allem (i.e., the speaking stone) suggests that it was the duty of the house to reflect
the effort, care and sensitivity of the mu 'allem, otherwise he would not get the
satisfaction or pride feelings of achievement.

Accordingly, it was each mu'allem's concern to ensure that his buildings
would 'speak' of his sensitivity and his ability to 'make things beautiful.' The simplest
level on which this criterion was manifested began with the notion of 'ihsas, zoug or

tadjmfl (sense of beauty) as design criteria that were attentive, for example, to choice
of colour schemes, wooden and other components of the structure in accordance to a

preconceived house image. Again this was done with the utmost respect to people's
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(and not only the client's) prevalent, preferred or positively-connoted colour
schemes13, quality building material (e.g., rich wood for doors and windows, weather-
resistant plasters), and so forth.

The highest level of operating under this criterion was 'innovation' which is
discussed later in this chapter. Mu 'allem Sadaqah Karkachin's statement, discussed
here and in chapter six, that it came to his mind one day that he could make a recess

in the facade resembling a skylight but without reaching the sky, testifies to the
validity and vitality of this notion. While the following statement implies that the
mu 'allem who was not the master of his craft would repeat the forms of a poorly-
designed house without realizing or daring to face his mistakes, it points to tadjmil as
a taken-for-granted notion that was a basic quality of a mu 'allem who is in command
of his craft:

...al-mu 'allem ellrmahu wakf [who is not in command of his craft or
lacks self-confidence] could be satisfied with a poorly-imagined house,
and keeps repeating it. He will tell you that min khaf silim [he who is
afraid will not take risks]....(Mu 'allem §a4aqah Karkachin, Jeddah,
April 7, 1990).

9.2.9. Siyyanah/Ramramah/TadjdTd (Maintenance, renovation)

We suspended houses for ramramah or tarmfm [restoration]. If the
owner felt that his house was becoming shaiyybah [old-man], he came
to me to aroddoh shabab [turn it into a young-man]. It is a more
enjoyable job when one sees the admiration in the eyes of the client
when he sees his house becoming a bridegroom... (Mu'allem §a<jaqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 8, 1990).

The importance of the youth of the house as a positive character of the
building - and as opposed to the negative connotation of an old house (bait shaibah) -

was closely related to the criterion of tadjmfl (beautification). Each mu 'allem had to
make sure that his buildings either 'remained young' or at least were well-maintained.
But for a house to remain young was not something that a mu 'allem could control,
unless he was asked by his client to do so. Therefore, the other alternative was to

13 For example, white for purity and peace, green for prosperity, and blue for tranquillity,
coolness and hope (Also see chapter seven).
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insist on durable building materials from the beginning and to promote structural
maintenance. This last point would lead us to the notion of educating the client as a

very traditional concept:

Some twenty or twenty-five years ago, when we wanted to point to one
of our clients that it was time for him to make a 'amrah [lit. overhaul=
renovation] to the house, we would tell him "ya fullan [oh master so
and so], we want to get your house married," meaning that it was time
for your house to look like a youthful bridegroom: young and
handsome. Some would answer you with a traditional saying like "it is
our father's house and people are chasing or evicting us," or "one is
growing a beard and the other is bothered by it," to tell you that it is
none of your business, but few days later you would see them at your
'atabah (door-step) asking for your help. (Mu 'allem §a$aqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 10, 1990).

Similarly, in the initial stages of the house production, the mu'allem would
remind his client with the traditional saying: "ya mitrakhi§ ya mitnaghif [lit. to go

for cheap is to go for deficiency and embitterment], aiming at emphasising the
importance of choosing quality and lasting products to insure their efficiency, hence,
clients' satisfaction. Some traditional societal values emphasised the importance of
having a young and well-maintained house14, at least externally, while others
contradicted this notion by emphasising that it is not the gay coat that makes the
gentleman. In both cases, house maintenance and renovation was the dream of every
mu 'allem, especially for the houses they had initially built.

....renovating a house you built some ten years ago was as if I was
dressing my young son tub al 'aid [a new gown for the festival]. It
was a real pleasure to do so. You laugh to yourself when you
remember the days when this house was being built, as if in a dream,
every new stone you put brings a different memory. You tend to put
your heart, your blood and flesh with the new stones and mortar when
renovating the thing [the house], (Mu'allem Sadaqah Karkachin,
Jeddah, April 8, 1990).

14 As in the traditional saying in such occasions: simahum ft wudjihum [A fair face (good-
looking house) cannot have a crabbed heart (contents = family)].
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9.2.10. Twazun ka twazun al-'insan (Equilibrium, balance as that of man)

Do not make me a house with a madjlis [reception room] that would
carry forty people and a mabft [living/bed-room] that carries only two.
Do you know someone who has five eyes and two noses? Your houses
today are like men from the moon. (Mu 'allem §a$aqah Karkachin,
Jeddah, April 12, 1990).

...Look: al zdi'd akhu al nagi§ [lit. too much of something is exactly
as too little of it], so always remember that khair aI umur al wasa(
[the best solution lies between two extremes]. (Mu'allem Sadaqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 8, 1990).15

Stemming from the traditional HedjazI belief that a house is like a human
body, in that every jerm (body) has the same principle and organization and yet "every
house in Hedjaz and every room were as different as the palm of our hands."16 To
achieve a structural, formal and functional balance in a family house, reminiscent of
that of the human body was the aim and hope of every mu 'allem: "The hand would
wash, eat, hit, lift, write, plead...etc, and so would other parts ofyour body. Why then
should we confine these parts to a single function!"11

Again we find that there were a number of levels on which this criterion
operated. The lowest of these levels was observed in the construction of the house: the
symmetry and balance of plan arrangement, orientation of the house, the location of
staircase-shaft/s, and positioning of windows in plan and fa?ades. The highest level
of operating under this criterion was in the perception of the house - as a whole - as

a human body were the arrangement of rooms symbolically represented the head
(family private quarters), the body (family living rooms and apartments) and the legs
(reception areas)18.

15 Modified by mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin from a traditional Hedjazi proverb.
16 This particular statement was repeated several times by a number of my interviewees.

However, it is mentioned here by mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin. (Jeddah, April 7, 1990).
17 Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 9, 1990.
18 This part of the house would never be described by a traditional HedjazT as resembling the

ridjil (n .pi. ridjiil = foot) because of the negative connotation of this part of the human body (being
the lowest), and its association with footwear. Instead it would be likened to al-sag (ii.pl. stgan =
the legs) or al-sisan (ti.pl. al-sas = the foundation).
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Iii this metaphoric perception that we see in chapter seven, we find that
buildings shared the names of men, and that the house could not have been imagined
with a missing part, just as a normal body could not. The traditional HedjazI builders
were expressing the commonly-felt relationship between the perfection of man's
creation, its equilibrium, and the place that housed it, as well as the functions that both
had to perform. We also see that the house had an important role to play in the
process of enhancing the balance of man and creating his home. The end product, with
its meanings, confirms that the criteria used by the mu 'allemin shaped the house as

something much more than just a shelter.

9.3. Tolerance and extent of change within the traditional HedjazI house

9.3.1. The role and perception of mu 'allemin in the house production

To the owner, the house was a place of freedom and peace, the source of his
pride and happiness, his home in the universe, and the other things described in
chapter eight. He was not himself directly involved in the design and building
processes of the house (as discussed in chapter six), and most of the credit for the
achievement of all this was given to the mu 'allem who had put such careful thought
and ingenuity into the house's 'creation'19. His aim was to achieve the best balance
in terms of the considerations involved, such as the socio-cultural requirements,
climatic factors, availability of building materials, construction technology and so on.

His ideas reflected a habit of practical response that interpreted the common

institutionalised framework.

Moreover, the mu 'allem, as a fully integrated member of the community, had
a special affection for the houses he built. This is shown by the fact that during
construction, the site of the house was named after the mu 'allem who was building
it (e.g., bait al-Karkachin means the house mu 'allem §atjaqah was working on) until
the moment the owner took over the building when it immediately became associated

19 No mu 'allem voiced feelings of pride openly. I inferred such feelings from the interviewees'
tone. This diffidence is understandable sense to claim pride in creativity is disapproved of as in the
terms of a well known proverb: "madili nafsuh iblfs [only the devil would praise himself]." This
reflects the common HedjazI perception that 'creation' is the domain of God. They were "mere
servants of God" who gave them the knowledge and ability to "make things."
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with his own family name. This recognition, in such institutionalized form, of a

passage of spiritual ownership, emphasizes the importance of the house in the life of
various members of the community, especially the mu 'allemin.

A mu'allem remained strongly attached in sentiment to the houses he spent a

number of years building. He marked special events or stages of his life by the houses
he built and remembered, especially those which required particular effort or technical
expertise. He might refer to the house of a certain family as "el-bait ellf shajf youm
zawadjf [the house that saw him married]," or of another as "ellf shaff awwal bizoratf
[the one that saw the birth of his first child],"... etc. Each of the houses he built

represented a part of his life. A sequence of memorable events in such a man's life
was marked by his creation of structures which had an identity much as he had
himself.

As discussed in chapter six and earlier in this chapter, in the initial stage of
talbfq al-'ar4 (matching a 'design' with the plot of land), the mu 'allem had to consult
with the client in the most comprehensible terms since the client's knowledge of and
involvement in the production process was limited and indirect. In similar fashion, the
mu 'allemin had to intercede in disputes between home owners in a number of cases,
the most common of which were those of extensions threatening the collapse of
another building or of the intmsion on the privacy of one house by neighbouring doors
or windows. The building control thus exercised imposed a particular responsibility
but also conferred a special respect upon senior mu 'allemfn.

In such respects, the role played by mu 'allemin in the production of houses
was more intellectual than emotional. They were known by the Turkish authorities of
19th century Hedjaz as a^hab al-khibrah wa al ma'rifah (proficient, experienced or

intelligent ones). As a knowledgable person, the mu 'allem saw himself as a public
servant, not only because of his ability to 'put a roof on people's heads,' but also
because of his professional involvement with the community throughout the duration
of the building process and, in the later stages of development when he was asked to

interpret building codes and regulations. He was expected to know the traditions of
the building industry and the principles or guidelines ('urf: n.pl. a 'raf) that had been
followed and respected throughout the years. As discussed later in this chapter, he was

the regulator of a process of change which was an essential aspect of person-home
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interaction. He controlled the mechanisms by which individuals, communities and the
whole culture balanced continuity and change20.

The mu 'allemfn of traditional Hedjaz saw themselves as a controlling
mechanism, a 'safety valve' whereby the changes in society's customs, symbols,
norms and beliefs were expressed in architectural form. Translating these values
throughout their evolution into concrete form, preserved and protected continuity of
cultural expression down the generations - and these gradations of change are visible
today, going back more than three hundred years.

The mu 'allemfn, having actively and creatively developed their craft in formal
apprenticeships, cultivated a flexibility towards their work. As discussed later in the
chapter, the creative intellectual effort involved in the development of the
mu 'allemfn's skills and knowledge enabled them to reconcile and incorporate non-

traditional forms and symbols into the established local tradition.

The reader will notice that throughout the past few chapters there has been
quite an emphasis on the role played by the traditional mu 'allemfn of Hedjaz in
comparison to that of clients. Though individual house designs and forms might result
from individual decisions, they added up to the acts of a whole community and to an

integrated whole. Otherwise than in recognition of this, how would one expect the
mu 'allemfn to produce houses for such communities? As discussed in chapter six and
earlier in this chapter, they understood the needs of their clients in ways which were

lived rather than learned:

...one hand doesn't clap, you need two or may be more to make a real
noise [a good job]. I did not think alone, for not only did I have
assistants who would always suggest something here and something
there, but I had the whole hara to worry about. (Mu 'allem §a<jaqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

The mu 'allem s involvement in his society was so comprehensive that even
his personal talent, or rather its use, was socially 'regulated.' The above statement by
the mu'allem means that the members of his hara were actually, even in their
absence, thinking on his behalf, for if he did not consider them during the design and

20 The mu 'allem''s superior knowledge of the a 'raf (guidelines) was in large measure due to the
accumulated experience of generations.
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building processes, the possibility was that they would not like or accept what he
built. They were in essence thinking with him. The canons of 'design' were inculcated
into the minds of every craftsman involved, whether builder, carpenter or stone-carver,
through the master-apprentice form of artisan training. These canons, which reflected
a series of religious beliefs and the broad cultural ethos, provided guidance on every

practical level as well as on aesthetic and symbolic interpretations.

According to these mu 'allemfn, building houses was, traditionally, a communal
undertaking until a division of labour gradually emerged where the mu'allemfn
became accountable for the accomplishment of the task. From this point, the evolution
of the form of the traditional HedjazI house was the work of individuals, modified by
social and physical factors through the course of time. But the designer and builder
of the HedjazI house, in its creation, expressed thoughts that were common to his
group, and were based upon collective and communal experience. As such the design
of the traditional HedjazI house and the evolution of its form, shape and space

configuration was dual in nature: it was general and individual simultaneously.

However, it would be truly unrealistic to believe that all the traditional
mu 'allemfn were mere contractors or 'technicians.' Each of the mu 'allemfn combined

in his characteristics his experience, background, the influence of his former
mu'allem, his own 'artistic' merits and ambitions; in short, a distinct 'individuality.'
When a mu 'allem, designed and built, he was naturally bound to do so in accordance
with the 'individuality' he represented and reflect this in the houses he 'created.'
While most of the traditional HedjazI mu 'allemfn are gone, the houses they have left
behind them still have echoes of their presence.

The mu 'allem's statement that "Al mu 'allem al fannan yiban men jadrowatu
[the skill and artistic merit of the builder is displayed in his walls]," suggests that -
regardless of the client's budget - the house as a whole could reveal whether the
builder was an imaginative one or just a good but uninspired technician27. The
mu 'allemfn were able to judge whether the work was executed with unassuming skill

21 The word fannan in Arabic, includes an array of meanings such as artistic, expert, skilful, and
thoughtful. However, in the traditional HedjazT sense, it was mainly used to refer to the inherent
inner qualities of a mu 'allem, which were beyond his acquired basic structural knowledge and
expertise. As such al-mu 'allemtn al-fannanin is a category that only encompassed naturally-gifted
builders and not necessarily well-trained ones.
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and sympathy or as a self-conscious assertion of cleverness:
The moment I touch the walls I could tell you if the banna kan wahid
mu'allem, walla wahid yibghalu yit'alam [the builder was a true
mu'allem or someone who needs to leam a great deal more].
(Mu 'allem §a$aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).22

The evident consciousness of such comparisons also suggests that the
mu 'allemin were fully aware of their roles as 'designers' in the production of houses
as opposed to that of 'contractors.' However, it must be clarified that only a certain
class of mu 'allem fell into the category of fannan (skilful). As discussed in chapter
five, each Hedjazi town had one or two representatives of this class.

"Al jud min al maudjud, wafaqid alshai la yo '{ih [lit. He who does not have
it cannot give it]," was a common phrase among the mu'allemfn of Hedjaz, which
says that the artistic merits of the mu 'allem must come from within. A 'creative' form
will not emerge unless it is instinctive. If it does not show without artifice then he
does not have a talent and he is a simple banna or builder (as opposed to mu 'allem,
which embraces the possession of a number of attributes, the most important being
this instinctive creativity and the ability to deal instantaneously with problems).

...I could look at a piece of land, and would immediately have a
picture, a vision, of what the desired house would look like, and most
of the time, I could actually walk around in this fikrah [vision, picture,
idea] and look through the windows of the house to see myself and my
client standing down there and talking to each other. I looked at my
client's face while he was talking to me, and I could see in my
imagination him praying with his son in the madjlis, and I saying to
myself that there should be no rowshan with a person sitting inside it
while this man is praying...and I blanked out the image of the rawashfn
and toilets from the direction of the qiblah [Makkah direction], I
sometimes laugh to myself when I think of how I saw a little child
playing on my clients back while he was praying...because I knew that
his son was not married yet and this child was yet to be bom.
(Mu 'allem §ai)aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

Throughout the interviews with the mu 'allemxn, signs of the employment of
man's basic 'design' faculties were evident. Intuition, instinct and imagination were

22 This is also an indication of the mu'allem's visual memory and ability to imagine creatively,
combining the components that went to make up his houses in ways he was conscious of before the
beginning of the house production process.
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applied under different circumstances and as the need arose. Basic houses required the
least technical knowledge to construct, yet great imagination and fine instincts were

demanded in order, for example, to achieve more space per room, or to allow more

breeze and light into a restricted area. Compared to the duration of the production of
a traditional house, reaction for most new problems must have been infinitesimal.

"It came to my mind one day to make a recess in the fagade resembling a

skylight but without reaching the sky." This was mu'allem Sadaqah Karkachin's
statement, referring to such instances as where a new idea might be conceived while
he was away from the site. According to the mu 'allem, such an idea "opened the door
for more problems to pour on [his] head," such as, presumably privacy maintenance
and the like. Such an attempted innovation would not be 'drawn' on the ground in the
usual way, but retained in his head, given a chance to tistawf (mature), and later
communicated to his foreman to execute. The client would be informally appraised of
the idea prior to its execution, and the response would be generally favourable.

Whilst this may suggest that the building tradition of Hedjaz was open to 're¬
creation' in the hand of the mu 'allem, there was a dividing line between the freedom
exercised by the mu 'allem and the need to satisfy the expectations of the client, which
though never clearly or specifically defined, was based on a common understanding.
The strength or weakness of expression of the prevalent traditions and values did
however depend on the instinctive capabilities of the mu 'allem though the general
principles that sustained tradition did not rigidly constrict or compromise the desires
of clients. Rather, from their point of view, this tradition realised a means by which
the house became a physical representation of the accepted socio-cultural rules and
conventions.

From the mu'allem's point of view, the process of interpreting what was

culturally-acceptable drew on cognitive and symbolic social information to create a

'design' which emerged from the cultural setting, but also added a personal 'touch'
to the already established cultural form. Traditional 'design' principles were drawn
from interpretations of cultural meaning and context. The mu 'allemfn's understanding
of what constituted a culturally-appropriate 'design' was not simply a matter of
drawing on knowledge of past traditions, but also involved sensitivity to social - and
gradual - cultural change. This latter facilitated the generation of new forms which
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were readily accepted by society because of their respect for and adherence to the past
and their sympathetic approach to the present.

The individuality of the mu 'allemin that we discussed earlier does not mean
that they had a 'style' of their own. They simply had to get along with their own
creative stamina. They ranged along the whole front of occurring problems in their
pursuit of appropriate forms. Gradually, the characteristics of their particular
approaches became apparent. These were consistent with the spiritual and material
characteristics of the society and time, changing, much like any other socio-cultural
feature of Hedjaz, only gradually. Only those features which represented and reflected
the inner values and the emotions of the people were retained; the rest were forgotten.

Through the course of time, individual ingenuity was required to provide for
newly-emerging socio-cultural and physical necessities as in the traditional proverb:
"Likul zman daulah wa ridjal, wu kull wagt wulii adan [lit. every epoch has its men

and country, and every prayer time has its call]." In other words, the mu'allem was

referring to the nature of change in the needs and desires of the community through
time, and the means required to fulfil them. Although most needs could be satisfied
on any pre-existing basis, ingenuity was often required to set new standards of
acceptability thereby creating a new 'need' when desirability was recognized through
common approval. The need to constantly refer to the accepted norms obliged
whoever had a new idea to have community approval before his innovation was given
social legitimacy as expressed by the traditional proveb: "...gfs gabl al ghafa [lit.
check the depth of the water before you dive]." This may sound today like an

intolerable restriction on personal freedom. It was the case, however, that in traditional
Hedjaz, satisfying one's own desires was conditioned by presenting a socially-
acceptable front to one's neighbours so as to dispel the fear of estrangement from the
group or any accusation of ridiculing or ignoring more widely prevailing social norms
through breaches of conventions.

For example, when the haramdinat or balconies were first introduced into
Hedjaz, they were an idea borrowed to please the owner of a particular house. Had
the idea of the balcony, let us say, not gained the approval of the community, even
after a reasonable period of time - many ideas were introduced prematurely - the
mu 'allem and the owner of the house would retreat to a tactful compromise. The
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mu 'allem would claim that the balcony was structurally deteriorating and had to be
removed because it represented a certain danger. It would then be replaced by another
device which might be a cross between an already-approved window and a balcony,
say like a 'rowshdn without the lattice work.' To but it in mu'allem Sadaqah
Karkachin's words: "...look: al zai'd akhu al nagi§ [lit. too much of something is
exactly as too little of it], so always remember that khair al umiir al wasa{ [the best
solution lies between two extremes]." So the community would be handled gently and
discreetly, but not ignored. Even if the 'inventor' of the idea had been the genius of
his time, he had to advance at the rate and pace of his community (Fig. 9.1.).

5pace within which builders
were able to establish new Culturally-acceptable
forms and ideas under the
socio-cultural limitations of
each period.

\ 1 Culturally-unacceptable

1720s 1020s 1920s Time
Fig. 9.1. Mu'allemin's ability to experience new ideas varied with the culturally-accepted matrix of the time.

Behind any successfully executed idea in Hedjaz, there were common needs,
common sentiments, and an appreciative society. Many an idea did not see the light
because of the absence of one of these three. My main source of information and one

of Hedjaz most resourceful and adventurous builders - mu 'allem §a4aqah Karkachin -

had to "restrain his imagination" at times because he knew that some of his ideas
would not be readily accepted. In doing so, he acted as his own societal 'filter of
acceptability' and quality control. However, the general societal attitude and belief that
poorly 'designed' houses could make the performance of culturally-consistent activities
difficult, while good house 'designs' could enhance them, encouraged most Hedjazles
to approach new ideas with caution rather than fear.

Mu 'allemfn, who were trained to judge experiences by their usefulness, saw
that imaginative thinking was not only pleasurable in itself, but also important in
shaping future houses. They considered some of the ideas that were radical at a certain
time, suitable for serving a purpose in later life when their visions might achieve
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reality: "save the white piaster for the black day."23 These ideas were stored in their
heads and hatched when the right moment came: "ill yosbor yinul, ...akl al 'unab
habba habba [lit. who has patience will gain at the end...to finish a cluster of grapes,
you must eat one grape at a time]."24 No mu'allem was able to predict when this
might be or define the conditions, but most of them agreed that it occurred on site and
instantaneously, as we see earlier in the building process. "Hands were better than
heads sometimes,"25 said mu 'allem §a$aqah Karkachin, meaning that when an idea
was executed spontaneously on site, it was bolder and less frustrating than day¬
dreaming in the coffee-house.

...al-mu 'allem ellf mdhii waki [who is not in command of his craft or
lacks self-confidence] could be satisfied with a poorly-imagined house,
and keeps repeating it26. He will tell you that min khaf silim [he who
is afraid will not take risks]. You may say Ok: rfhat abu 'all wala
'adamu [lit. at least they were available]. But the fact is that those who
were afraid to act and did not believe in their work did not last for

long, they were simply not recommended....sometimes the best cure
comes from the point of the needle. (Mu 'allem §adaqah Karkachin,
Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

Because more complicated ideas may have been more difficult to turn into
reality, and because people had different concepts of what constituted reality, it took
experience and intuition for the introduction of new ideas to succeed. Only those
mu 'allemfn and clients, whose imagination had been well developed could understand
how to link their ideas with the society's. An experienced senior mu'allem was

always aware of his connection with other times and places. He used his imagination
not to change the past or to be imprisoned by it, or to avoid the future, but, as a

"home-builder" should, to improve the present.

One of the virtues of the traditional mu'allemin of Hedjaz was that their
schemes and ideas were not kept private. They shared ideas and consulted each other

23 This and the following statements by mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin were modified from
traditional HedjazI proverbs. (Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

24 Also equivalent to 'where there is a will there is a way.'
25 Mu'allem §a<)aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 8, 1990.
26 This statement implies that the mu 'allem who was not the master of his craft would repeat

the forms of a poorly designed house without realizing or daring to face his mistakes.
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regardless of competition for fame or material gain. The Hedjazi mu 'allemfn also
borrowed ideas and techniques from neighbouring countries which were mostly the
product of master builders in these countries (notably Yemen, Egypt and Syria). What
seemed to matter to mu 'allemin was the form these took rather than from whence they
came or how they originated. Figure (9.2.) illustrates the reciprocal relationships
between the mu 'allemin and the society, which regulated the process of continuity and
change in traditional Hedjaz. As soon as a new architectural element was introduced,
it was subjected to the culturally-accepted matrix for 'approval.' In most cases, these
borrowed ideas had to be modified so as to suit the local Hedjazi socio-cultural
requirements, and were either rejected, modified and given a local name, or were

slightly changed while retaining their original name27.

Society's socio-culturally
4-^A .

Fig. 9.2. The reciprocal relationship between the mu'allemin and the society.

But a large imaginative capacity must confront the hard facts of lack of
building materials, biased clients, societal disapproval and the like. These factors
would hinder the most imaginative of clients or the most skilled of mu 'allemin from

27 It also happened that the travelling Hedjazles either modified and adapted architectural
elements that they saw during their travels, or they brought terms more suitable for describing
elements they already had. Examples of such cases were the Egyptian mashrabiyyah which became
the Hedjazi rowshan (although the latter is originally Persian = rawzana), the Greek dihlFz, the
Persian qubbah, [wan,...etc. See Ibrahim, Laila Ali Turkish Terms in Mamluk Architecture. Abstract.
Unpublished manuscript.
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executing their ideas as fully as they would like. It is there that they drew the line:
"you would usually close the door that brings you blowing winds...but in most cases
our hands were tied already," protested the mu 'allem §a$aqah Karkachin28. On the
other hand, they believed that such difficulties had to be expected if continuity was

to be maintained.

What we have seen might give the impression that most mu 'allemin felt a

constant urge to introduce new ideas for their own sake. The fact is that mu 'allemin
were concerned to 'gradualise' change within their tradition to maintain its survival:
khud min al til yikhtl [lit. if you keep digging the hill, it will collapse]."29 In other
words, unrestricted licence to ignore the societal norms and conventions would lead
to total social disintegration. This was exactly what mu'allem §atjaqah Karkachin
meant when he referred to the HedjazI rush to modernity in the middle 1900s: "what
the ant [tradition] collected in a year, the camel [modernity] squashed with its
foot."i0

Some aspects of the picture presented here may appear rather exaggerated as

a result of an emphasis which I have given to data, that informants themselves treated
as unpretentious matters of cultural assumptions. I made a decision to include such
data to provide a comprehensive treatment of material which has not hitherto been the
subject of published research. Even the minor details concerning the role of the
mu 'allemin in the process of producing the traditional HedjazI house I have
extrapolated from, as far as permissible, to present the true significance of much that
was otherwise understated but nonetheless of central cultural importance.

9.4. Traditional design criteria

In this part I feel obliged to be as brief as possible in my analysis since most
of the data presented were dealt with in previous chapters to serve different purposes.

28 Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 12. 1990.
29 A traditional HedjazI proverb.
30 Originally a traditional HedjazI proverb used here by mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin to suit his

purpose. (Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 14, 1990).
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I will instead concentrate on the terminologies used by my interviewees either as

design criteria or as mere descriptions of the qualities of their desired houses that were
not demonstrated elsewhere. It is also important here to emphasis that the traditional
HedjazTes in general are very careful when they describe houses, as this description
would naturally point to the characteristics of the family that dwells in the house; their
personal taste, values, social identity and so on. However, when it could be clarified
to the person describing the house that the discussion points directly to it as a physical
entity, as a structure, an image or an idea, closer and more accurate descriptions could
be obtained as it was the case during the course of the interviews for this research.

A handsome house is like a well-mannered, well-brought up and well-
dressed child. It is a running charity that everyone who lives in it,
visits it or simply looks at it would say "that which Allah come to pass,
there is no strength save in Allah, may God preserve the hands that
built it, may God forgive and be most kind to the man who put his
effort in making it." (Mu'allem §a4aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7,
1990).

My home is almost all that I own in this life. If I built it well, it will
treat me well and will enhance the remaining days of my life, just like
ones bizurah [seeds= children], (al-Makkl, May 18, Jeddah, 1990).

Here we find an emphasis on describing a good or beautiful house as one's
children. From the traditional HedjazT point of view, regarding the house as something
as deai-, lovable and vital to one's life is quite natural. The house accumulated such
characteristics in the past for a number of reasons that were discussed in chapter eight
(i.e., embodiment). But the most striking of this resemblance between the house and
one's offspring is beauty, youth, strength, hope and aspiration that were traditionally
associated with both. Traditional Hedjazles expected their houses to be beautiful and
'well-dressed,' just like their children.

We also see in chapters six and eight - and earlier in this chapter - that
newness, straight edges, aligned walls, solid foundation, proper implementation of new
or creative design ideas, ornamented wood-work, original or indigenous designs,
proportioned elevation treatment and the like, were amongst the merits of any house
built in traditional Hedjaz. If a house exhibited a greater number of these qualities, the
work of the mu 'allem who produced it was considered beautiful or shughul jamil.
However, these qualities were not given equal values, or emphasis. The relative beauty
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of a building was determined by such qualities that had a direct effect on its
inhabitants, the neighbouring houses, and/or observers. As such, these qualities could
be categorized as internal, external and general qualities, where the internal refer to
those affecting the inhabitants of the house, the external are those qualities that were
felt by the rest of the community, and the general ones are those that both house-
dwellers and outsiders could feel, see or touch.

To detect some of these qualities, let us recollect some of the opinions of
traditional Hedjazles about the internal qualities that they wanted to have in their
homes in order to make them beautiful. Remember that we are mainly referring here
to physical (architectural) qualities that would not include, for example, the happiness
of the family or the integration of its members that we discussed in the previous
chapter :

First of all, you will find that everyone wants... a house which has
large rooms with generous headroom [high ceilings], large decorated
rawashin [bay-windows], decent-sized ornamented two-leaf doors, cool
and clean terraces, covered balconies with wooden arches, dignified and
well furnished reception-rooms with large openings and an entrance
sitting-platforms topped with mattresses... (Mu 'allem §acjaqah 'OlaimI,
Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

... when I want to sleep, I want to find it cool, dim and quiet,.,.(al-
Makkr, May 18, Jeddah, 1990).

My home was my entire life... I told [my husband] that I wanted a
well-lit and ventilated kitchen and a large living room, because we

were a large family...(al-Makkl family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

In this representative sample, we find that size, decoration, coolness, cleanness,
quality furniture, light and acoustics control were of primary importance to my

respondents. However, the size of the house and its furniture were considered as

personal matters that differed from one family to the other in Hedjaz, and were

regarded in most cases as optional (as discussed in the following chapter). The
remaining interior qualities were emphasised in a number of occasions for their
extreme importance to all traditional Hedjazles, hence are also regarded in chapter ten
as constants.
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There were a number of descriptions that were used by either mu 'allemfn or

clients to refer to these interior qualities, which included space configuration,
decorations, wood-work, furniture arrangement,...etc. These descriptions included terms
like shughul badi" (wonderful, admirable work), badramit, mubagga' (mongrel,
spotty), barih, mubahbah, or muri'h (unrestricted, spacious), bap'dn (lavish, showy),
makhdum (flushed, levelled-up), murtadjal; murammag (improvised, patched-up) and
raiyyig, aid al raiyyig (articulate, translucent) among others. It is worth mentioning
here that because the interior of the house, as far as colour schemes, arrangement of
furniture and quality of domestic objects fell within the domain of women, and
because of the cultural sensitivity of the issue of describing people's interior spaces
after one was welcomed in these houses, it was of extreme importance to my

interviewees to convey these qualities in a very cautious and respectful manner51.

The external qualities included elevation treatment, arrangement of wooden
components on the facades, proportions, alignment of walls, design quality, plaster,
mortar and brick works. Expressions used were as follows: Shughul badikh (high,
lofty, elevated work), abdjar (big-bellied, discordant), 'uyulf (by the book, complying
with the prevalent rules), 'awadim, zai al-nass (customary, traditional, conventional),
bariz (projecting, protruding, salient), ba isslba{{dl (bad, worthless), baymadjiyyah
(reproducers, imitators), batran (lavish, showy)32, dardja 'ula (first class), gharib,
dakhfl (extraneous, alien, unfamiliar), mahbiik (bound), mahkur, hukkur (well-done,

complete), mahsub, marsum bilmis\arah (calculated), ma'luff, mu'tad (familiar,
native), maraud (well-observed, balanced), matin (solid, laborious), mat'ub 'alaih
(far-fetched), mauzun (balanced, straight), muba 'tar (scattered, dispersed).

The last category, that is the general quality of the house, which included
external and internal qualities were described as follows: Shughul mauquff (prescribed,
recommended), mil battal; la ba'ss bii (not bad, mediocre), mu'di (unfavourable,
harmful, offensive), mekhastak (indisposed, not well), nadij (clean, honest, flawless,

31 In all cases I was asked not mention the name of the person describing these houses,
especially when the house being evaluated was identified with a certain family name. Here I
refrained from mentioning any names because of the irrelevancy of doing so to the issue presented.

32 The meaning of the term batran (lavish or showy), depended on the context of the sentence
to refer to a certain characteristic of a house or a person. For example, it could be used to mean
strong, courageous, and fearless, or it could be used to refer to a very negative characteristic like
ungrateful, reckless and arrogant.
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long-lasting), namuzadjf (exemplary, model), rastakkah, rastaq (replenished, well off,
flush), tarmig, \al$agah (patchwork, commercial), ta'nnf (meticulous, careful), rcisT,
rdkiz (anchored, stable, firm), 'a§fl (firmly rooted), munadam (ordered, harmonious)
and so on33.

The following table (Fig. 9.T1.), provides a more detailed list of these
terminologies and their use in the traditional architectural criticism or evaluation. The
reader will notice that there are no references in the table to qualities like youth or

newness for these were embedded in expressions like solid, firm, strong, balanced and
anchored, which were considered as characteristics of young people or new artifacts.
Also as we note earlier, houses that displayed opposing aesthetic qualities and values
were strongly condemned but hardly in public.

Design Criteria Lit. Meaning Meaning Use

Shughul abdjar Big-bellied/discordant DistortedAmba laneed Design

Shughul 'a$it Orig inal/genuine Creative/established Design

Shughul badramiymubaga' Mongrel/spotty Varied/eclectic Design

Shughul barif}/mubafybaf] or

muril}

Comfortable/roomy/spacious Unrestricted (e.g., by a budget) Design

Shughul gharib/dakhil Alien/infiltrating Extraneous/unfamiliar Design

Shughul ba^madjiyyah Reproducers/imitators Repetitive/copied Des ign/woodwork

Shughul makhliil Intermixed Confused/comm ingled/not

conforming to the matrix

Design

Shughul md'lufflmu tad Regular/familiar Local/indigenous Design

Shughul muba *yir Scattered/Dispersed Disconnected/not harmonious Design

Shughul rastakkah (rastaq) Replenished/well off/flush Cautious/imaginative Design

Shughul raiyyig/ala al raiyyig Clear-minded Articulate/thoughtful Design

Shughul bariz Projecting/protruding/salient Distinguished General

Shughul ba'iss/baHal Sad/miserable Bad/worthless General

Shughul ba{rdn Thoughtless/care- free Lavish/showy General

33 A number of very general expressions that were used by my interviewees were omitted from
the table. For example: Shughul [aiyyib [good, nice work] and its opposite shughul mu taiyyib [not
good, not nice], shughul 'ifish [indelicate, repulsive], and the like.
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Shughul bizimmah With integrity and honesty Meticulous/painstaking General

Shughul dardja 'ula First class flawless/vigorous General

Shughul'austili By the book/complying with
rules

Authentic iconforming to the

culturally-accepted matrix

General

Shughul 'awadim/zai al-ntiss People's work Customary/conventional General

Shughulbadf Wonderful/admirable Innovative General

Shughul mafykur/ljukkur Well-done Holistic/refined General

Shughul mat 'ub 'alaih Far-fetched/tedious Laborious General

Shughul mau$tiff Prescribed/recommended Characteristic/outstanding General

Shughul mil baQal/la ba'ss bti Not bad/mediocre Insignificant/tolerable General

Shughul mti'dr Harmful/offensive Faulty General

Shughul munatfam Organised/ordered Holistic/even/harmonious General

Shughul namtizadjr Exemplary/model Prototype General

Shughul ta 'ban Sick Weak/inadequate General

Shughul badikh Costly High/lofty/elevated Structural

Shughul mafjbtik Well-bound Secured Structural

Shughul maljstib/marstim

bilmis{arah

Calculated/drawn by the ruler Accurate/precise Structural

Shughul makhbtii Mixed/mingled/muddled Diverse/indiscriminate Structural

Shughul makhdtim Served Flushed/levelled-up/aligned Structural

Shughul mar^tiuf Observed/calculated Balanced Structural

Shughul matin Solid/strong Stable/massive Structural

Shughul mekhastak Sick/not well Indisposed/flimsy Structural

Shughul murtadjal/murammag Improvised/patched-up Insensible/careless/undeveloped Structural

Shughul rasi/rakiz Anchored/stable Firm/solid Structural

Shughul mauztin Balanced/even Balanced/steady/straight Stone/brickwork

Shughul nadif Clean Upright/flawless/durable Stone/brickwork

Shughul tarmfg/yiliagah Patchwork/sale work Commercial/low quality Stone/brick &

woodwork

Shughul td'nnf Meticulous/Careful Meticulous/Careful Stone/brick &

woodwork
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Design: includes plan organization, elevation treatment, colour schemes, house orientation, unconventional ideas;
General: includes design and structure criticism;
Structural: includes foundation, wall alignment, brick or stone laying, wood work and engraving, plastering;
Wood work: includes design of elements, quality of structure, ornamentation;
Stone, brickwork & mortar: includes trimming of stones or bricks, horizontality of madamik (courses of stones or bricks),
amount of mortar used,..etc.

Table 9.T1. Traditional evaluation terminology.

According to the traditional Hedjazles, a beautiful (handsome) and authentic
house should be harmonious, organised, indigenous, familiar, original, conventional,
proportioned, structurally-sound with straight walls, firm and stable foundations. The
reader might find a great deal of these terminologies rather general, vague or even

contradicting. They were, in fact, clearly identified by those who conveyed them,
especially as far as the use and context of terms were concerned34. From a modern
point of view, these qualities may - rightly so to a certain extent - convey descriptions
of architectural qualities of form, design or structure. Traditionally, however, they
embodied ideals of family identities, history, religion, well-being, socio-cultural norms
and values, as well as mu'allemfn's own moral ethics.

For example, house facades may be the outcome of both the mu 'allem's and
the client's artistic merits, and careful proportioning and selection of wooden
components, but at the same time they were the projections of each person in the
community and especially that of the family that owned the house. The same is true
for house interiors which defined the inner-selves of both owners and builders.

Therefore, the beautiful and authentic house must symbolize the architectural sense of
the community and the moral values of that society. As we see earlier, these moral
values operated on a number of levels, ranging from purely physical to purely spiritual
qualities. Handsome and authentic houses gained their beauty and authenticity from
these qualities and then, in turn, extended these qualities to their inhabitants and
builders. As such, houses served as the standard of the whole community's ethics and
moral values, and visually affirmed these social mores and ethical values that helped
bind the community together.

34 For example, the term shughul 'a$il (original or conventional) may indicate that any idea that
is 'unconventional' would have a negative association as shughul ghanb (alien). However, the latter,
when used in its proper context, would refer to a new idea that is far beyond the acceptability of the
community, meaning that the pace of change in such a case was not sensibly considered by
whomever introducing the idea. On the other hand, the former would refer to a new idea that is a
gradual alteration of an already established or conventional architectural element and the like.
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Comment

The traditional HedjazI house was not only indigenous to the community that
produced it, it was born within those who designed and built it. The code of ethics,
that the traditional building guild operated in accordance with, was derived from years

of experience, modified and strengthened from one generation of builders to the other
as an essential component of the craft. Its main strength lies in the communality of
its values, beliefs and ethics, not only between members of the guild, but also between
the guild and the whole society. These 'bom within' values and ethics guaranteed
wholesomeness to traditional art and architecture, and to shared world views of the
merits that constituted proper residential environments.

The local trend of architecture in traditional Hedjaz was a composite natural
expression of many physical determinants on the one hand (climate, building
materials, building knowledge and structural restraints) and non-physical components
on the other (norms of accepted conduct, the prevailing social codes and aesthetic
beliefs). These factors led the mu 'allemfn to implement creative and practical building
solutions, none of which where meant to be 'artistic.' The outcome was a physical
manifestation of the true HedjazI lifestyle. Domestic architecture was never viewed as

a prominent specialty concerned only with the technical aspects of building science,
but rather a total social craft, sensitive and receptive to man's feelings and needs. To
'build a roof over someone's head' was to socially cover him and his family from the
eyes and to physically shelter them from the natural elements. The 'why' and the
'how' were almost common sense, while the 'what' was inclusively agreed upon.

Therefore the final architectural cast of the house was never the impression of an
individualistic expression, but rather the product of the motivations and common needs
of a whole society.

The traditional HedjazI society provided itself as well as its builders with
culturally-accepted norms of behaviours and architectural conventions. These were

gradually modified and changed on a rate that was imperceptible. New ideas steadily
found their ways into the domestic architecture and were incorporated into the
previously established cultural matrix and so on, but in such a way that they were

absorbed into the tradition and neither conflicted with it nor broke it. Likewise, the

building techniques and solutions to problems were tried, repeated and, once proved
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effective, were adopted as conventional norms. Accordingly, the mu 'allemfn became
the guardians of change as well as its source.

New cultural ideas, when they emerged through the course of time, may have
engendered the creation of new forms and spaces that were responsive to the altered
cultural values35. In as much as houses were manifestations of what this culture

deemed appropriate, they were mirrors of cultural values and were often an

opportunity for questioning the degree to which the society's aspirations were matched
by cultural achievements. As such, the authentic home, or the authenticity of 'being
in the world' that the traditional HedjazTes valued, could only be experienced when
there was a clear, balanced relation between the individual and the world to be

experienced. The 'traditional' attitude of the HedjazT clients and mu 'allemfn, assured
the society an architecture that developed very close to the borderline of what people
themselves regarded as acceptable norms. This was also the result of the societal
attitudes and values that guided and 'supervised' the behaviours of individuals to

culturally-meaningful intentions and actions. Both attitudes were taken in an automatic
fashion as a natural reaction of everyday life in Hedjaz.

The traditional HedjazT notion of architecture criticism and evaluation was not

mainly concerned with forms and proportion as in the modern practice of architectural
magazines. It was a common and more socially-concerned routine that did not require
professionals or experts to conduct. As a service and social art that touched the lives
of the whole society, the traditional HedjazT domestic architecture was everyone's
business, hence, it required the involvement of the owners, their neighbours, passers-
by, the mu 'allemfn, other craftsmen and their guilds. While this seems like an ideal
architectural situation, it is however far removed from the modem case.

In the following chapter, we take this picture a step further and see how far
this culturally-accepted matrix went in determining the constant and variable elements
of a typical traditional HedjazT house. This analysis should help us to see how far a

traditional HedjazT house could be changed without ceasing to be traditional. Once
these elements are established, chapter eleven demonstrates how modern societal shifts

35 As changing the mode of eating from the floor to low wooden tables /abliyyat, when the
latter became the norm, and so on. These may have required different space configuration to
accommodate, or were assigned special rooms because they became immobile because of their size
and weight.
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in the perception of these elements reduced the home environment to a mere

showcase. Chapter twelve gains from such investigation in its attempt to identify the
notions of 'authenticity' in the production of a home environment that is culturally-
rooted and respectful to the locality from which it emerges.
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CHAPTER TEN

CONSTANT AND VARIABLE ELEMENTS IN

THE TRADITIONAL HEDJAZI HOUSE

Introduction

The analysis of preferences and constraints (either socio-cultural or physical)
could be the key to the question of how far could a traditional house be changed
without ceasing to be traditional? These will not be analyzed in this chapter from an

architectural point of view, but rather as a set or prerequisites for the emergence of
a traditional HedjazI house as any individual within this context would perceive them
(without which the traditional Hedjazles would not have imagined a house to be). For
the sake of clarity in handling an otherwise complex and interrelated subject material,
these factors (physical and non-physical) affecting the development of the house are

divided into constant and variable categories1. These categories include elements
which are physically indispensable (fixed) such as structures; re-arrangable features
(semi-fixed) like furniture2; and socio-cultural elements (non-fixed)3 like values,

meanings, verbal and non-verbal communication, behavioural patterns, movements and
so on, all of which are essential to the making of home in traditional Hedjaz.

1 Constant elements are those which were uniformly present and consistent throughout the towns
of Hedjaz. The term is not used here to mean fixed or unchanged but rather to refer to invariable
elements which were marked by continual and regular occurrence, operation and manifestation.
These elements did not vary or change in their relationships with the other constituents of the house,
including its dwellers. On the other hand, variable elements are those components of the house that
were susceptible or subject to variation and change. They were marked by their diversity and
inconstancy through the houses of traditional Hedjaz.

2 These semi-fixed features of the house would also include its form, size, colour, furniture, and
other external, movable fixtures (e.g., mashrabiyyat). These were not considered by my informants
as essentials, but the functions they performed were of extreme importance in any HedjazI house.
For example, it was not the mashrabiyyah that gave the house its character, but the provision of
privacy accomplished by it that mattered to the HcdjazTes. Since most, if not all of these elements
did not represent home necessities in Hedjaz, there were naturally not included here as constants.

3 These categories are adopted from Amos Rapoport who conceptualized any given environment
as consisting of fixed features (e.g., floors, walls), semi-fixed features (e.g., furnishings) and non-
fixed features (e.g., people and their activities). See Rapoport, Amos. "Systems of Activities and
Systems of Settings." Domestic Architecture and the Use of Space. Ed. Susan Kent. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1990. 9-20.
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10.1. Constants and variables in the traditional HedjazI house

10.1.1. The constants

10.1.1.1. Adherence to religion

It is not the new buildings that anger God the Almighty, it's the people
and the money that build them which ruins what God made good at the
beginning...everything that angers God comes from money...what is
wrong with this era of yours is that you [modem Hedjazles] put God
Almighty aside in the urgent pursuit of life's pleasures. (Mu'allem
§a4aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

This statement by the mu 'allem was in an explicit sense, referring to the rush
to respond to the allurements of modernity which the oil wealth precipitated. But in
saying this he was setting the whole fabric of HedjazI religious life against questions
of personal gains, advertised social status, affirmed sophistication, self-regarding, and
worldliness. He also meant that the failure of the modem house was not the 'fault' of

the building so much as that of society in general. He was referring to misplaced
human values and the failure of individuals to recognize social obligations. He was

suggesting that where the house was built and occupied by those who had God in their
hearts, souls and minds, this would naturally be exhibited.

As shown in chapter one,

the most pivotal feature of
HedjazI cultural heritage was

religion. All social conventions,
norms and values turned on

Islamic teaching as the basis of
culture. Many customs and
conventions made explicit
reference to Islam, both to

emphasise their value and to

express how elemental religious
observance was in traditional Fig- 10 L Islam as ,hc lifes,vlc of ,he traditional ijedjazies.

HedjazI life (Fig. 10.1.).
Adherence to the principles of Islam imposed responsibilities on believers as a

Religious and Cultural
Spheres
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community as well as on an individual level. The modern concept of group identity,
which is discussed in the following chapter, limits cohesion and is one which is totally
rejected by Islamic principles of ummah (nation, group).

The design, building, and use of the traditional HedjazI house was based upon

this religious sense of life, and from this were created the various environments.
Adherence to Islamic principles in the past shaped development of the traditional
cultural order. It is obvious that any close examination of the basic traits that
characterized Islam will indicate that some of these traits were highly conducive to the
establishment of HedjazI domestic architecture (e.g., privacy maintenance, neighbours
rights and obligations, gender separation, hierarchy of age groups, orientation of
rooms, facade treatment).

There were important virtues in religious adherence that all the traditional
mu 'allemfn were conscious of and insisted upon throughout the interviews. The
principle one was honesty: to be true to God, then themselves, their clients, building
materials and structures...

To be honest and truthful is to be a good muslim, and to be a good
mu 'allem...You could hide things from your wife to save your day, but
you should never, never deceive your zabun [client], your friends and
colleagues. For example, mizanak ff albinna' [lit. your balance in
construction = accuracy of structural measurement, choice of building
materials and appropriateness of one's ideas to the purpose they will
serve], must be extra precise...truth will prevent a lot of mischiefs from
happening, and it will keep you from doing wrong things like claiming
to be a knowledgable mu 'allem when you are not...One can fool
another man, but you will not be able to fool God Almighty. And what
about al-hadjar [the stone]! This will fall on your head or you will fall
on it, head first. (Mu 'allem Sadaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

Honesty, in its aspects, as discussed in chapter nine, was enshrined in code of
ethics that the mu 'allemfn abided by, and in chapter twelve we see how the traditional
HedjazI perception of 'honesty' prevented mu 'allemfn from copying or imitating
architectural forms and devices from other cultures without modifying them to suit the
climate, landscape or available building materials and otherwise rendering them
acceptable in context. This also encouraged the mu'allemfn to be 'creative.'
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Mu 'allem §a$aqah Karkachin instanced some features of modern architecture
which he attributed to a failure of religious adherence and described as "challenge of
God's laws." One such is that of the house, glass-built in defiance of natural climatic
conditions, where modern methods of temperature and ventilation controls have to

compete with the basic disfunction. He maintained that even if air-conditioners were

available at the time, his contemporaries would have thought twice before installing
any in their houses. Not that it was religiously forbidden or culturally unacceptable to
do so, but...

...because the Prophet (PBBH) said that even if one was washing
oneself from a river, one should not abuse the water beyond the needs
of washing oneself...I use air-conditioners in rooms where there is no
other way to cool them because of the hellish heat discharged from 100
air-conditioners around my house. (Mu'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin,
Jeddah, April 8, 1990).

This suggests that adherence to religion in traditional Hedjaz - while serving
many other socio-cultural functions - provided the mu 'allemfn with a higher reference
and a codes of ethics to operate by. This applied in solving building disputes,
controlling individual mu'allemfn's conduct and practice, observing compatibility
among neighbouring houses, satisfying the needs of privacy and determining the
general cultural priorities of house construction. As we will see, all such aspects of
development were governed in one way or another by the extent of religious
adherence on the part of individuals and communities.

10.1.1.2. Climatic consonance

When my great-grandfathers and yours advised us to "close the door
against the gales if we want to have comfort," they were not only
figuratively talking. They used an actual example that occupied the
thoughts of Hedjazies for years: when will the sand blow from this
direction? Which way to face your madjalis [reception areas]? And
which to face al-maga 'id [family sitting-areas]? What to wear? Where
to get the proper fabrics and clothing for this unbearable heat? Where
to sit? Which room was cooler and when? These poor people wasted
their lives trying to find answers that were particular to each hara in
Hedjaz, not knowing that we were going to let go of all this for cold-
air boxes that are turning everything else into fire, including our oil. If
we only listened to them. Do not try to fight that which you know is
going to beat you along with those who will come to assist you before
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you even leave your seats. Do not just open your door and then cry
that strong winds are bothering you...think of it. ('Afif family, Jeddah,
March 12, 1990).

The climate was always something with which to contend, though minimal
sacrifices of comfort were often made for socio-cultural purposes. It was elementary
to the traditional HedjazI house that it be naturally ventilated4. Temperature controls
had to be consistent with the demand for natural lighting and this resulted in a pattern
of controlled inlets that saved on the use of lamp-oil and other sources of artificial
illumination, hence, reducing the consumption of resources: "Ifone was washing from
a river, one should not abuse the water.'6 Dust and heat controls were amongst the
concerns of the mu 'allemin who provided covered openings with various techniques
for air-filtering. This led to the location of kitchens and toilets at the back of the house
in such a way so as to provide for maximum ventilation, and to protect living areas

from smoke and odour.

Climatic considerations were responsible for the particular orientation of houses
- to face the direction of the prevailing wind where it was possible. Correct
orientation, along with courtyards or projecting bay-windows functioning as wind-
catches and collectors were amongst the different measures developed by HedjazI
builders for more efficient climatic control. In Al-Madinah, the courtyard which served
to regulate temperature in the house was a necessity rather than a design option. In the
most adverse conditions, the need to regulate the internal temperature of the house
meant that even the choice of building materials was not really optional, as we see

latter in this chapter.

The HedjazI emphasis on natural climatic control was also manifest in their
programming of activities over the time of the day or year. As discussed in chapter
three, different zones of the house identified for their thermal properties, and activities
assigned accordingly. This resulted in the arrangement of different activities for

4 Because of Ihe lack of the technology at the time, it was obvious that the I^edjazI house would
be naturally-ventilated. Despite this fact, it was claimed by some of my interviewees that depending
on nature means survival which "is still preferable in a region such as IJedjaz where the availability
of water, let alone oil is not an eternal occurrence." ('Afif Family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

5 A Prophetic IjadFth, presented here by mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin (Jeddah, April 7, 1990).
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different parts of the day and according to the season as well as the location of such
places in the configuration of the house.

10.1.1.3. Client participation

...the owner of the land does not have much to say in the project, the
final authority is al-mu 'allem s. The client gives you his budget and
may suggest to you his desired number of rooms and their areas and
then depends on God [leave it to fate and leave the site]. (Mu'allem
Ahmad Hamzah al-RIfl, Al-Madinah, March 25, 1990).

...when it comes to the client's desires and needs, I know exactly
what's in his head, what he likes or dislikes, what his brothers would
prefer, and even what his sons-in-law might like to have in their rooms.
(Mu'allem §a$aqah 'OlaimI, Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

This 'constant' was discussed in more details in the past three chapters.
However, as a reminder, the client had minimum direct participation throughout the
process of the house construction because his needs and requirements were well
understood beforehand by the mu 'allem. The role of the client could not be neglected
altogether, but the nature and extent of his participation in the process and the end
product was indirect:

...he [the client] and his loved ones must be involved in the story
[building process] from the very beginning to the very end. If he and
his family want this place [the house] to be like one of their children
they must see to its upbringing themselves. The mu 'allem will give
them al-galib [the mould] and they will insert al-galb [the heart] if
God Almighty so wills. (Mu 'allem Sadaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April
7, 1990).

10.1.1.4. Gradual growth

My home is the place I can come back to every night, find my family
safe and happy, watch my children grow...Its the place I live in and
live for,...I guard it as I guard my reputation and honour,...I want my
madjlis to be full of people - family, neighbours, friends, relatives,
children, every body, every body. Al-bait ma yihiyya ilia b'ahlu wi
zouaruh [A house gains life only from the number of family members
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who occupy it and the guests who stay].... My home is almost all that
I own in this life. If I built it well, it will treat me well and will
enhance the remaining days of my life, just like ones bizurah [lit. seeds
= children]. It is veiy important my son that you build a house of your
own. (Al-MakkT, May 18, Jeddah, 1990).

Traditional houses of Hedjaz were places where people were born and lived
for the rest of their lives. 'Memories' in these houses formed out of local events and

were entwined with communal history and tradition. Lifestyles involved the deepest
form of 'growing,' a situation of complete and unselfconscious immersion in places6.
The relationship between a house and its inhabitants was dynamic and adaptable.
Modification, maintenance, expansion, and living within the house were the products
of a distinct cultural exchange.

Peoples' relationships with their home-areas developed over extended periods
of time. In the course of repeated interaction with the same people, surrounding
environments, facilities and activities, the features of the home environment become
embedded in people's subconscious, that they were no longer fully aware of them. Of
course, people knew that their taken-for-granted environments were there, but they
only noticed their significance when they were removed from them. As discussed in
chapter eight, this was the case with the family member who regained his feelings
about home as he came closer to the city-gates, the market, and so on until he reached
his door-step. Gradual growth through time was responsible for the strength of such
relationships between person, land, the group and home.

We can say that, a newly-completed house became a 'fully mature' one when
it embraced a lifestyle that reflected the rhythm of its environment. When the
atmosphere of the house was sympathetic with the people and places in and around
it, it became a home. To use the traditional metaphor, the seeds of the house were

spread by the whole community, and were then left to grow and mature under the care

6 Note the metaphoric expressions used by the interviewees throughout the past few chapters, as
well as the following ones which always referred to the house as a 'growing' body: yistawf (to
mature), rabbih (up-bringing), bizurah (seeds = children), bait shaibah (the house is an old man),
bait shabab (the house is a young man), yi 'ish (to stay-alive), ...etc.
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and supervision of the owners7. To be modified without ceasing to be traditional, a

traditionally designed house had to have been spontaneously growing to emerge,

mature and "stay alive."

The concept of gradual growth granted the traditional Hedjazles a measure of
flexibility in the house design. As a private entity, each house in Hedjaz displayed a

different degree of strictness in terms of restricted accessibility to different rooms by
non-family members. The time factor and the gradual growth of the house led
occupants within certain harat to relax their rules of inaccessibility in the case of
some rooms to admit of functions that - generally - were not allowed within them. For
example, old hara friends could be admitted to the family madjlis, if a public event
was taking place on the guest madjlis and a private discussion was desired.

Gradual growth over time created an order of values to the varying aspects of
the house: its building material, objects within, furniture, and even its inhabitants. As
seen earlier, association with these in time developed what the traditional HedjazTes
termed as al- 'ishra (association or companionship). Imagine feeling companionship
with a cupboard or with a wall simply because one grew up and lived with it all one's
life! A range of values was attributed through the familiar use of certain objects in the
house - utilitarian, aesthetic, use, sentimental and symbolic - all of which were

inherent in interpersonal communication between parents and children, and between
members of different social groups.

10.1.1.5. Everyday use

The essence of home authenticity in traditional Hedjaz lay in the emergence

of meaning through action and use. Commonly and frequently undertaken activities,
associated with places, objects and their meanings, all tended to reinforce one another
and establish a common 'system,' and a congruous lifestyle. Such places and objects
were vital for the house to perform its functions properly, and if a Home was to

emerge.

7 Note the quotation of the mu 'allem above: "The mu 'allem will gave them al-galib [the
mould] and they will complete al-galb [the heart]." (Mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7,
1990).
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The time factor allowed various elements of the house to assume further layers
of values in a reciprocal process whereby each element complemented and completed
the other as vital components in the home organism8. If authentic places and things
were bom from genuine dwelling practices in everyday life, then the manifestation of
this authenticity in the house is most likely to be in its overall configuration.

We [old Hedjazles] say "if you cannot afford it, you do not need it, and
if you do not need it you do not have to look for it." Open the door to
your own desires, your wife's or children's whims and you will have
opened a door that only God Almighty can close for you. There is no
end to the things that could make you comfortable, but a limited
number of things can sustain you with the least trouble and effort on
your part. If you can stop using your arm for a year, you most likely
will not need it. If you can live without a car for a year, chances are
you do not need one... The child who wets your lap, put him on the
floor or give him to his mother...Passengers on a ship will not carry
goats unless they are going to eat them, and in a sinking ship, what
they do not need they will leave to the sea to save their own lives.
('AfTf family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

These comments were made in the context of a comparison between traditional
and modern Hedjaz. It is a criticism of luxury for the sake of luxury, of houses with
multiple rooms that are infrequently used, of elements of the house that are attached
to it as "goats that are not going to be consumed," and are of little functional value.
This statements by an elderly member of the 'AfTf family expressed the opinion that
objects and even rooms in the house are meaningful only in terms of usefulness to
members of the household and that it is better to discard what is no longer useful. He
remarked that old furniture or clothing had a useful sentimental value until the house
became full of them. Therefore, a point is arrived at where sentiment must yield to

practicality (he gives the analogy of the lap-watering child).

As discussed in chapter twelve, today's use of replica rawashfn (bay-windows),
for example, would never lend authenticity to the houses to which they are attached.

8 According to Kimberly, "Authenticity is a property of connectedness between the perceived
world and the believed world. It connects us spatially with the places in which we dwell and
temporally with the past and the future..its a way of being-in-the-world through everyday use." See
Dovey, Kimberly. "The Quest for Authenticity and the Replication of Environmental Meaning."
Dwelling. Place and Environment. Ed. David Seamon and Robert Mugerauer. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1985. 47.
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For, traditionally, these bay-windows served as boundary control devices for the
regulation of temperature, ventilation, light and sound, to provide views, and to satisfy
a host of other domestic functions. In their original context, these rawashin were

integrated with the everyday life of the places they enclosed. The authenticity of time-
old traditions is lost when the form loses its integration with everyday life of the
place. Although I believe that the meaning of an object or a place might lie dormant
until circumstances combine to bring that object or space into use or provide it with
meaning, I still think that the example used by the 'Afif family member - the unused
arm - is relevant.

Everyday use in the HedjazI
house established the best

employment of space. Traditionally,
almost every inch of the house was

used throughout the day (Fig. 10.2.).
Each room was characterised by the
way people did things in it which
were functionally vital in the course

of everyday life. In most cases,

different places in the house and
neighbourhood were also associated
with social relationships, and
evoked memories of childhood relationships, family history, cultural and religious
affiliations. Respondents in my interviews referred to gender and age group-linked
activities associated with each room, such as cooking and meeting by women

(murakkab = kitchen), business dealings by men (maq 'ad, madjlis - reception-areas),
playing by children (bdb al-zugag = at the gate or lane), afternoon-meetings by the
elderly (ma^abah, merkdz = outdoor sitting-platforms) and so on, thereby confirming
the role of the Home as the locus of social bonds, rules, and norms.

10.1.1.6. Meaning

The Hedjazi family invested the house, the neighbourhood and different places
in the city with meaning and significance, and acted in ways that reflected their bonds

Ground Floor First Floor

SB Frequent Use

€1 Occasional Use
Fig. 10.2. Almost every inch of the house was used throughout the

day.
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with these places. While the primary purpose of the built-environment in traditional
Hedjaz was not communication, people read volumes from every space, building and
situation, and these meanings were well-known to everyone. The reciprocal process
of transformation and incorporation between the individual and his home-range that
is discussed in chapter eight, involved in the first place investing it with meaning,
caring for it and identifying himself with it.

Meaningful environments were the outcome of the fusion of understanding and
feeling. The spiritual HedjazI home that we refer to in chapters seven and eight,
emerged from the physical house and vice-versa. The fact that houses developed under
the 'restrictions' of the culturally-accepted matrices, indicates that the meanings of the
built environment were shared and widely accepted, resulting in a holistic environment
which communicated clearly to its inhabitants. These meanings were "as if they were

written on the walls of the room with large letters."9 The existence of both implicit
and explicit rules for the use of space, transformed the house from a space into an

effective place where personal and social values and meanings converged and
interacted.

The residents of the house and the house itself formed a unity of meaning in
the eyes of the community. As mentioned in chapter eight, in the case of the elderly
member of the 'AfTf family visiting his new friend's house for the first time10, the
interior of the house and its occupants could be subsumed by the message of the
structure. The extent to which this applied would, of course, develop on the degree of
familiarity the visitor otherwise had with the family, and the degree of confusion in
the architectural language.

The spatial organization of the HedjazI house expressed meanings and had
symbolic communicative properties. These meanings coincided with the spatial
organization of the house and the neighbourhood. Furthermore, different spatial
arrangements communicated different meanings that were indicators of social position
and identity and were indications of expected behaviour as we see later in this chapter.

9 'AfTf family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990.
10 As understood from the interviewee's narrations: when he felt 'rejected' by the 'dim faces' of

the house he was visiting, his attention was drawn to the physical entity of the house and its
structure. See chapter eight for more details.
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10.1.1.7. Privacy

First: kollana arnanat ba 'ad: We are all the custodians, the trustees,
and the guardians of each other. Second: Your faith will not be
complete until you wish for your brother what you wish for yourself.
[A gentlemen's agreement means that] we - the neighbours - trust each
other beyond any rules or regulations, therefore if your window was to
touch mine, I shall rest assured that you will not think of looking at my
harem, let alone attempting to invade the privacy of my house. Because
I know that you would not like me to look through your windows and
you want to be fair with me. Although Islam laid down penalties as in
the Prophet's tjadtth that he who looks into a house without permission
of its owner will have his eyes punctured, it was referring to periods
full of sick [perverted] people, when people start doubting each other's
honesty and hearts became full of misunderstanding and suspicion.
(Mu'allem Sadaqah 'olaimi, Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

The traditional HedjazI house, neighbourhood and city were based upon an

intricate balance between the privacy of the individual's life and his communal role
in society. This applied in various ways to various combinations of individuals and
groups and was recognized and respected. At the house level, privacy determined
domestic organization and the corresponding spatial arrangements. It governed the plan
of the house in that it had to be ensured among members of the household, in the
separation between public and private functions within, and in protecting the house
itself.

...you cannot go around telling people "This is a senior member of our
community, by God address him properly, didn't you notice that he
was sitting ft wast aiahil [in the centre of the gathering]." Or
"Please turn your eyes because we are approaching a private area." Or
"By God cough or make a sound so that the women of the house will
know that your are coming or you are sitting in the room." What is
worse than this, something that happened to me some days ago: I had
to tell some people not to follow me until I looked for a tarfg [notified
the women of the presence of a guest] as they were dashing inside the
house without my permission. God is Great! If you told an old HedjazI
to do any of these things - if he happened to be ignorant of them - it
would be the last you would see of him in your entire life. Let people
learn and understand their 'adat by themselves, or may they suffer the
worst of consequences for they are not children or adjanib [foreigners].
(Al-Makki family, Makkah, May 19, 1990).
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This stress on privacy is - at its core - a religious requirement; functions and
places in traditional Hedjaz were divided on the basis of gender, and visual barriers
had to be created. However, the desire to control unwanted interaction with others
resulted in a set of architectural and spatial imperatives that were met with a number
of solutions. The aim was to segregate public from private space so that the men could
circulate without interfering with the movement and activities of women.

As discussed in chapter seven, many mechanisms for achieving privacy
operated, most of which were not physical at all. The observance of rules dictated by
normal good manners, an understanding of what or whom to avoid and when, and a

recognised social hierarchy substituted for physical barriers by defining correct
behaviour so that unwanted intercourse was virtually always avoided. Custom was

relied upon to inform the need to avoid certain places at certain times (e.g., the
principle of (ariq or "give way"). A combination of characteristics contributed privacy
inside the HedjazI house. For example, the understanding of who could penetrate
where and how far was customary and normative, but also supported by appropriate
physical and visual barriers.

...In my day,...when someone knocked my door at 2 o'clock [siesta
time], I had no doubt that it was an emergency and I was the only one
who could help. Today when someone knocks on my door whenever
he feels like it, the emergency is in my house for I have to immediately
rearrange my time, my madjlis and my activities to receive
him...{Mu'allem §a^aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 9, 1990).

10.1.1.8. Common cultural language

[The customs and traditions are clear and open], observe them and you
will find how easily love, dignity and honour can be won...he who has
a head with two eyes must follow the ways of the people. (Al-Makkl
family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

Of course we knew the habits of each other, but we also knew that
homes were secrets [secret places] and each family stood on its own
before God. Some people are conservative and religious, some are
liberal and only fellow travellers. All this could be seen in the madjlis
as if it were written bil-bont al- 'arid, [with large letters on the walls].
('Aflf family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).
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Culture constraints like those discussed above belonged to a system of rules,
or as what is referred to in the previous chapter as the 'culturally-accepted matrix.'
These were taken into consideration in the priority assigned to the various house
elements and sometimes architectural devices could be dispensed with when custom
could achieve similar ends. For example a bent entrance or an antechamber (§uffah)
could be used to prevent direct visibility into the house. But if it were the custom to
lower one's gaze once at the door of the house, then all that would be needed would
be to evacuate the area where the guest was received. That is, the social means of
control would be sufficient to alter the design priorities of the house.

These social means could also be considered as a 'common language' which
is mainly a silent one. What the mu 'allemin referred to as 'adatana wa taqalfdana11
(norms and habits) or al- 'utf (the cultural convention, custom or protocol) were a set
of beliefs and values which led to a common world view and the way HedjazT cities
was shaped. These 'adat and a 'raff represent a common cultural language - or a

semiotic spatial language - which gave warnings and helped persons to perform their
required duties while still observing avoidance norms (e.g., mechanisms for privacy
maintenance). Unlike spoken language12, the common cultural language transmits
meaning through a form of collective intuition. Therefore, social understanding
described what was appropriate and expected in certain settings at particular times, and
gave meaning to each setting, group of people and their behaviour. Social norms and
roles suggested how homes should be used, the times and places for entering,
entertaining, eating, as well as a host of other active and symbolic practices. These
were reflected in the configurations of HedjazT homes as well as in the location and
use of objects and furniture.

As discussed in chapter eight, the HedjazT house changed centres of importance
from one mode to another in accordance with the arrangement of the daily routine.
The visitor's knowledge of convention would inform him when, for example, a private

11 'Adat or normative customs in traditional Hedjaz meant those regional customs and practices
which had the force of social 'law.'

12 Hall defined the spoken language as a system of organizing information and for releasing
thoughts and responses from one individual to the other. See Hall, Edward T. Beyond Culture. New
York: Anchor Books, 1976. 57.
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place changed into a semi-public one (once the principle of [arfq was invoked)13.
The common cultural language would moreover inform him of the protocols to be
observed: where would behaviour, normally taken for granted, be unacceptable or even
prohibited (e.g., laying down in the presence of a distinguished guest), when would
the simple consumption of beverages become an insult to a family member (i.e.,
drinking coffee in the presence of a senior family member), and so on.

We also see in chapter three that activities of the house must be seen in time
as well as in space, and that the organization of activities into diurnal, nocturnal and
seasonal time-frames substituted for the organization of space through physical means.
The understanding of the prevailing cultural conventions of time-organization as we

see above, assured residents that there would be no interference with, for example, the
time for meeting visitors in the madjlis. A special madjlis for reception could be
replaced by allocating and specifying the time for this activity elsewhere.

The existence of common cultural language was responsible for the
homogeneity of the HedjazI neighbourhood. It made life more predictable, it simplified
understanding and it reduced the need to process information on an individual bases.
It allowed people to behave more naturally within a clearly comprehensible domestic
environment. It allowed meaning to be taken for granted, leading to a much clearer
and more effective non-verbal communication14. The traditional HedjazI proverb "a
stranger must be polite," was more or less a warning to those who do not 'speak' or
comprehend the common cultural language as the al-Makki family member suggested
above15. The retention of common cultural codes and symbols may often obviate the
need to exercise or develop other ways of conveying non-verbal messages, such as

physical violence. It reduced conflict, the need for territorial demarcation and so on.

13 In smaller houses for example, the segregation of genders depended solely on such codes.
14 Even local disputes with neighbours or strangers like the problem of tyarawiyyah (extreme

pride of one's tiara leading to fanaticism and exaggerated protectiveness), which always escalated in
stages, started with non-verbal cues, body language and gestures, then proceeded to verbal hints,
verbal confrontations, and finally physical action as a last resort. This was a typical pattern whether
within a household, or in a situation of a neighbours quarrel over a boundary. In all cases, these
stages were well known to everyone. According to mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin, children were
brought up to observe these rules as accepted normal behaviour.

15 "Let people learn and understand their 'adat by themselves, or may they suffer the worst of
consequences for they are not children or adjanib [foreigners]." (Al-Makkl family, Makkah, May
19, 1990).
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10.1.1.9. Group solidarity

...every house in the town was mine, we were all one big family. If
someone was happy, we were all happy, and if someone was sad, we
were all sad, and in both cases we would be with him...If someone
wanted to build a house and he did not own a piece of land to build
on, one of his relatives or friends would lend him the land to build on

for a nominal fee...Hearts were righteous, full of nobility, gallantry,
love, bravery, magnanimity, manhood and fellowship: Kanat all-Widjih
frha moiyyah [lit. faces were full of water = bashful, self-conscious,
timid, full of dignity, consideration and courtesy to others]... (Mu 'allem
§a$aqah 'OlaimI, Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

I want my madjlis to be full of people, family, friends, relatives,
children, every body, every body. Al-bait ma yihiyya ilia b'ahlu wi
zouaruh [A house gains life only from the number of family members
who occupy it and the guests who stay]... (Al-Makkl, May 18, Jeddah,
1990).

Do not enter a paradise that does not have people. The pleasure of food
is lost if the meal is not shared.16

The Hedjazi bara performed
important functions in areas of social
control, socialization and mutual help
for its residents (Fig. 10.3.). It
established, maintained and encouraged
a social solidarity in a closely-knit and
homogeneous community. Each of these
harat retained a special character. The
solidarity of some of these harat was

based on common craft or occupation
(e.g., Harat al-Bahar for fishermen in
Jeddah) or strong family ties between
the residents. The hierarchical order of

Houses

Fig. 10.3. Houses in a y»dja/J Ijara were socially
connected.

group solidarity was represented in every house in the neighbourhood through the
multi-generation extended family. As discussed in chapter one, the basic unit of the

16 The first part is a traditional Hedjazi proverb modified by an elderly member of al-Makki
family. (Written interview, Jeddah, May 18, 1990).
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HedjazT community was the extended family where group solidarity and social
cohesion originated. The influence of this social structure was of great importance for
the very livelihood of any given community.

The nature of the traditional HedjazT family structure, where the eldest of the
family, representing the supreme authority inside the house, followed by his wife and
the elder son - as discussed in chapters one and eight - meant that the physical and
social needs of those within it were fulfilled in the sense of obligation. The loyalty
and sense of belonging that resulted from such a structure enhanced the quality of life
inside the house (i.e., the internal world) and were further extended to the rest of the

neighbourhood (i.e., the external world). The family represented the inner world of the
individual, without which the notion of 'home' would not emerge to its full extent.

Group solidarity produced a coherence in the traditional HedjazT domestic
architecture. We see in chapters six and nine that houses were not created solely by
the user or the mu 'allem but were rather the product of a system of shared values.
House designs were based on the use of a culturally-accepted model with some

variations at different periods. Group solidarity was the gauge by which these
variations were measured against the 'cultural limit' of acceptability. It also eased the
process of communication between individuals and their environment, since it was
linked with notions of common cultural language and privacy maintenance among

other things.

Each hara, being a self-sufficient neighbourhood was able to live almost
independently when necessary through a delicate balance between self-sufficiency and
isolation. The services provided in each neighbourhood (e.g., mosque, market, coffee¬
house) maintained the solidarity of residents and their concern to protect and care for
it, creating a municipal structure that could take care of itself.

We never caught anyone throwing rubbish into the street because he
knew that he was responsible for the cleanliness of his street and
spraying it with water in the afternoon. A clean street is a sign of clean
houses and clean people... (Mu 'allem §a(jaqah 'OlaimT, Jeddah, march
29, 1990).

The solidarity of the hara was also reinforced by the important social and
administrative responsibilities which devolved upon it. Administrative responsibilities
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fell to the elderly or the selected 'omdah and were extended to cover the functions
of the local authorities (i.e., police). But, as far as the houses were concerned, the
reciprocal duties and obligations between members of the community were governed
by the fundamental Islamic principle of "neither harm nor reciprocating harm."17
The communal property right ensured the continued provision of common space.

Territories and boundaries were therefore influenced by solidarity with, and care for
others rather characterised by endless disputes over property lines, conflicting visual
accesses and so on. The difference between the outside and the inside of the house

was reduced to the mere materiality of different spaces. This community spirit reduced
the dependency on mechanisms of defence and privacy for protection, as well as

providing a common purpose and a shared desire to co-exist on the best terms

possible. Reciprocal duties and obligations represented by the notion of "we are all
the guardians of each other"ls dictated that each member of the community had to
be responsible for the wellbeing of his fellow members. At the street level, the
security of women, children and the elderly was maintained through this closely-knit
social structure.

There is no evidence to suggest that there existed any fundamental division
between separation of socio-economic classes throughout Hedjaz. Harat were

communities of both rich and poor, elite and common-folk. Homogeneity and
agreement on goals based on shared values and world views led to a high level of
cooperation among members of the community, with the involvement and participation
of everyone.

10.1.1.10. Self-representation

...the original and genuine HedjazI family did not need to go through
all this [showing-off], everybody knew them very well and we all knew
how much they were worth from the size of their warehouses, shops
and their merchandise at sea. They also were very modest about
showing any difference between their houses [rich families'] and ours,

although some of the younger ones did, but no one I knew was
offended. Between us, the ordinary Hedjazles, if one of us started
spending large sums of money on the fa?ades of his house, people

17 An authentic Prophetic tjadith.
18 Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah 'OlaimI, Jeddah, March 29, 1990.
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became offended, and he was condemned for trying to be different. It
was as if belonging to our class did not suit him, and he was
immediately shunned by the hara. Real men were judged by their
accomplishments on behalf of others, their morality and ability to serve
their community, not by how much wealth their trade brought them.
You could have been the richest HedjazI and happened to be an
arrogant type of man, isolating yourself from the community by
showing your unwillingness to help others. As such, people would
know nothing about you, but that you were very rich and that all your
money and your beautiful saraiyah would not capture the heart of the
youngest of our children. (Al-Makkl family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

All means of social identification were emphasized in traditional Hedjaz, but
in appropriate context and without ostentation. The 'self' in traditional Hedjaz was

presented through other means than physical ones. In view of the homogeneity
between apparent members in the neighbourhood, the need for personalization did not

result in chaotic architectural products for the sake of self-advertisement. Instead, this
was satisfied within a coherent process which produced houses with a distinct and
comprehensible character enabling members of the community to communicate their
identity in a subtle and discreet manner. The external facade of the house was hardly
ever targeted either by clients or their mu 'allemin for personalization. However, the
interior of the house was the main focus of self-representation in terms of lifestyle or

by symbols of social status and identity.

Objects were used as a medium of identification rather than for vulgar display.
The house represented the owner rather than 'performed' on his behalf. The traditional
house did not have to 'dress-up' to the standards of the social elite, simply because
the houses of those on the 'top' were not dramatically different from those of any
other in a given tyara.

10.1.1.11. Ownership

If you do not live in your own property, you are not living at all.
('Aflf family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

Pride is felt by those who have property and money, especially
property since it is visible. As a matter of fact, men are measured by
their accomplishments and good deeds, but money dresses men with
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pride and status while property clothes them with beauty. (§alih
Ba'ishin).19

These statements affirm that, to the traditional Hedjazles, house-ownership is
a basic ingredient of home. House-ownership was so important that it was almost
associated with life itself. There were many cases of people who rented
accommodation for a life-time, yet did not get the full satisfaction of 'home,' as

enjoyed presumably by others. This may in part be due to the societal value placed
on real-estate ownership (which was not applied to buildings other than houses).
House ownership is an issue that was related to territoriality in the traditional Hedjazi
neighbourhood. Ownership was a means of confirming one's place in the 'world,' that
is, in the neighbourhood. It was a pre-condition to the success of the process of
incorporation and home-making.

10.1.1.12. Hierarchical order of age

...true that real-estate and money were valued in Hedjaz, but men were
not judged according to their wealth. We respected an old man whether
he was a ghafir walla wazir (a night guard or a minister). Younger
brothers addressed their older brothers as sfdf, just as the older brother
who would address his older brother or a senior member of the family,
in turn, as ya sfdi (my master or grandfather). Call someone who is
older than you "yd 'arrant (my parental uncle) even if you just met
him for the first time, hull wahid yi 'rif gadru wu magamu (each one
knew his social duties and obligations as well as his social status)
(Mu'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 8, 1990).

Every one listened and obeyed me from the youngest to the eldest of
my sons and their wives. ('Aflf family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

No child, a man of your age, or even one of the rich merchants of
Jeddah, would pass by my 'atabah [threshold or outdoor sitting-
platform] without greeting me and may be humbly asking me for
advice. No one would swear before an older person, not a man to his
own brother or even to his wife as long as one [a senior member] was

19 Ba 'ishin, M. §alif). "Personal Autobiography." Cited in Mawso 'at Tarikh Madinat Jeddah.
[The Encyclopedia of the History of the City of Jeddahl. 'abdul Quddus al-An§ari. Cairo: Dar Mi§r
Lilpba'ah, 1982 AD/1402 AH, 2 vols., 1: 279.
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present. Not because you would deprive them of their daily bread or
prevent them from drinking water or breathing air. It was simply the
spirit of the past, people gave you respect because you were senior, you
knew more about life and respect you because you were worth learning
from. I am not telling you a story about Al-sha{ir Hasan [a folk-tale
about a famous Arabian personality], I am talking about daily routines
that we [elderly folks] never thought about until these days when we
sit and remember the past. If 'amakfulan [lit. Your uncle= an elderly]
asked you to do this or that, you would not question him, even if you
were not related to him, as long as you lived with him in the same
hara....(Mu'allem §a4aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 14, 1990).

The hierarchy of authority and obligation in Hedjaz - from the family to the
governor of the State - helped in maintaining the social stability of communities. The
unquestioned nature of this hierarchical system, though not a political one, helped
individuals to attain their position in any given community. Status as a senior member
of society was much more influential in resolving disputes and in decision making
than any financial power or political position. Younger brothers reported to older ones,

neighbours reported to their 'omdah (the elderly head of the neighbourhood), the
apprentice reported to his mu 'allem and so forth.

We see in chapter eleven how group membership, which was a function of this
hierarchical social order, traditionally helped individuals to find their place within the
community and identify and be identified accordingly. This form of social organization
clarified traditional HedjazI society by reducing the number of categories under which
an individual could be socially classified (he was a member of a particular family and
a resident of a particular hard). Occupation further identified individuals within the

hierarchy which did not need enforcement.

10.1.1.13. Inside-outside relationships

The streets and lanes of the traditional neighbourhood - as discussed in chapter
three - were natural extensions of the house, hence, the family. Families used areas

of the house and around it to interact with each other as well as with the rest of the

community. Part of the daily life of the family spilled out into the surrounding areas

of the house which was a very important feature. Outdoor recreation for most age
groups took place on the street, and so did special events like marriages and other
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communal festivities (as we see earlier,
this was reflected in the fact that Ijdra
residents cleaned and maintained areas

around the house, even though they were
not legally responsible for their upkeep).
We also see in chapter eight how the
notion of home encompassed the

neighbourhood as the first concentric-
zone around the house. (Fig 10.4.).

The concern of the traditional

Hedjazles to define the demarcation
between their own domestic territory and
its outside surroundings was not
maintained to advertise a physical
distinction for its own sake, nor to

discourage physical contact, which
would have been necessary. It was to

protect their visual privacy. Therefore, it
was a socio-cultural device, where line-of-sight control rather than physical distance
was important. In fact, spatial distance between houses or between rooms in a house
was rarely, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, the solely relied upon mechanisms for
maintaining social distance. Of course physical barriers were employed to emphasis
social boundaries in the absence of a comprehensive common cultural language20.

10.1.1.14. Neighbourhood configuration

....hull hodjrah wulhd odjrah, wukull bait wulu makanu wu makanatu
[lit. there is a price for every room [or house], and a specific place and
value for each house]...the houses in any HedjazI hdra may appear to

20 An interesting example of this was narrated by a member of the 'Afif family from the city of
Jeddah: in tyarat al-sham (the neighbourhood of the Levant), most of the large merchant houses
were rented by foreign missions (e.g., American, British) who were, naturally, not fully aware of the
cultural language of the city. The result was that all the houses of this neighbourhood - including
their foreign and native occupants - displayed different signs of social identity and physical barriers
than the rest of the town.

Fig. 10.4. Each of these zones represented a territory to
different genders and age-groups.
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you as if they were poured down from the sky and each one fell in
whichever space it desired, but everything we built was in accordance
with a meaningful pattern. We considered the hurumat [privacy] of
each other's houses and lanes, the direction from which the life-giving
breeze blows, the suitable grounds [soil], and a lot of other things that
only someone of my age could understand. We would not just build
houses attached to each other and prevent one another from enjoying
the face of God [slang, light, views and breeze] (Mu'allem §a^aqah
'Olaimy, Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

The prerequisite considerations included, therefore, patterns of built form, open
space, land use, relations between buildings, commercial settings and so forth. While
the above statement might imply that traditional HedjazI harat were 'pre-planned,' the
considerations mentioned by the mu 'allem were only observed within the framework
of expected growth of the hara. Although these harat were not planned in the modern
sense of the term, every new building found its place in the urban fabric, and was not

haphazardly conceived by its owners and builders. Topography and available space

determined to some extent the location of prospective houses, but evidence from the
interviews suggests that an overall image of the hara was discussed among members
of each community, particularly its elderly, the 'omdah (head of the neighbourhood)
and sheikh al-banna' (head of the building guild). Furthermore, the traditional HedjazI
mu 'allemin did not build houses as self-sufficient units in terms of space, but
considered the layout of the entire neighbourhood. Like the pieces of a mosaic, houses
fitted into a gradually forming picture where space turned into streets, brahat (open-
spaces), aswaq (markets), aziqqah (lanes) and so on.

Mainly two traditional 'planning' concepts governed the layout of the HedjazI
hara-, these were appropriate orientation of the whole neighbourhood, and its internal
spatial organization. Both served a multitude of physical and socio-cultural functions.
For example, the choice of location of harat in the urban settlements was guided by
the concern to protect and to benefit from the natural environment, and to create

socially-congenial and bio-climatically comfortable living conditions on the one hand,
and to protect the visual privacy of houses on the other. Therefore, site selection was

a major concern. For a city located at the seaside like Jeddah, for example, houses
naturally faced the sea, taking full advantage of the sea breeze. The city's back was

turned against the hot winds of the desert. And further protection against them was

achieved by grouping the houses together in a dense pattern.
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Organization of houses in the closely-knit neighbourhood arrangement typical
of Hedjaz reflected and fostered different forms of communication, temporal flows of
interaction and interpersonal relationships between neighbours. It contrasts with some

of the inevitable impersonality which was the outcome of the rapid growth of the early
1900s as described by mu 'allem §a4aqah Karkachin: "..our harat treat us today as the
solid buildings within them, new comers [new HedjazI residents] care nothing about
us [old residents] and we return the sentiment."21

The arrangement of houses in the hara aided privacy - in spite of their
proximity - and discouraged outsiders from exploring or wandering around. This
maximized privacy while minimizing the physical mechanisms needed to enforce it
like high walls and bent-entrances. The organization of buildings in the neighbourhood
also defined activity by placing buildings in particular places and settings, each with
known or expected associations (e.g., "houses in proximity to the mosque were to
serve the mosque in some way or another."22) They conveyed meanings in social and
cultural terms (e.g., "houses with open doors are generous houses,")23 and they
provided frameworks and settings that indicated appropriate action and behaviour in
particular events and in particular locations (e.g., houses in a baraha or cul-de-sac
form a private-zone that require permission to enter).

10.1.1.15. Spatial organization of the house24

While the layout of houses varied slightly between the towns of Makkah and
Jeddah, and more notably between these and Al-Madinah, as seen in chapter three, the
spatial configuration of the HedjazI house throughout the region revealed the same

aspects of the corresponding lifestyles. This was independent of shape and more

fundamentally expressive of the characteristics of the occupants than form or building
material:

21 Mu'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990.
22 Mu'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 10, 1990.
23 Mu'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990.
24 Although it is represented here as a fixed (physically-indispensable) feature of the house,

space organization expressed meanings through the pattern of semi-fixed and non-fixed features
(objects, furniture, and other human behaviour) as discussed here.
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...you can say that we were one big family in Hedjaz...of course each
house had its own peculiarities, but in general all houses were HedjazI
ft algalb wa al-galib [lit. in heart and mould = houses were similar in
their interiors, adherence to conventions, space organization, and in
their external forms]. ('Afif Family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

Typical throughout all income levels in traditional Hedjaz was the vertical and
horizontal growth of the house to accommodate new members as families increased.
The vertical expansion of the house gave the layout its typical HedjazI configuration.
However, the location of activities with respect to the inhabitants' gender, age, and
domestic status (as well as the use of different spaces as determined by seasonal
variations and daytime activities), was a consistent feature regardless of orientation or

direction of growth.

As discussed in chapter seven,

the distinction between private, semi-
public and public spaces in the HedjazI
house was so consistent throughout
HedjazI cities that certain cultural
conventions were established (e.g., the
deeper and higher inside the house, the
more private it becomes). This, in turn,
indicated appropriate behaviour based on

a common understanding of the layout
of the house: ground floors for men Fig. 10.5. The deeper and higher inside the house, the more

whether members of the family, relatives Priva,e 11 becomes,
or guests; upper floors for the women of
the family as well as guests. Houses also featured similar zones of penetration for
people like visitors, kin-groups and women from the outside. Guest rooms and
visitors' movement were restricted to assigned zones of the house to preserve privacy.
Furthermore, vertical communication (staircases) between rooms was segregated and
visually protected, as discussed in chapters six and seven. This facilitated family and
guest movement inside the house with minimum disturbance to its routine.

Within these assigned-zones, interior spaces were made functionally non¬

specific, so that rooms could be used interchangeably for a number of domestic
purposes. Rooms in the traditional HedjazI house were not considered as merely a
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space-formation of four plain walls, but as places with living characteristics that
included all the features that made the house a proper place for human existence.

There was also an additional number of constants that the traditional house

could never have been imagined without. These included built-in furniture (non-
movable furniture of the house like the front door ma^abah, merkaz and jalsat al-
rowshan (sitting-platforms). As permanent fixtures, these structures gained cumulative
layers of meaning from the time they were built and 'aged' with the house. There was

also the prerequisite of having two entrances to the house, one for each gender. This
requirement depended on the size of the house as far as the adjacent street width was

concerned. The availability of more than one elevation exposed to the street also
determined the possibility of having a secondary entrance. Finally, terraces were

necessary in houses where outdoor spaces or courtyards were not available in order
to provide an open space for family gathering and entertainment.

10.1.1.16. Multi-purpose rooms

We see in chapters seven and eight that the traditional HedjazI house 'changed
faces' from one hour of the day to another and, with it, the role played by each place
in catering for different activities of the household. The house could then be described
as a 'multi-house' in which each room would have a certain function, and include or

exclude certain groups, depending on the time of day. This was a constant factor
stemming from the traditional perception of the house as a human body: composed of
many parts yet still being one jerm (body) as mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin put it:
"The hand would wash, eat, hit, lift, write, plead...etc, and so would other parts of
your body. Why then should we confine these parts to a single function!" For instance,
the madjlis was used as a reception and sitting room during the day and as a bedroom
at night. We also see in chapter three that the khazdnah (storage-room) was used not

only to store goods but for cooking and food preparation as well. It was possible to

engage in the same activity in a number of different places or rooms, except that some
settings were more appropriate than others for certain uses and certain meanings25.

25 For example animals could be slaughtered on the roof, at the front gate, or in the kitchen. But
this same activity had different meanings depending on the place with which it was associated, some
positive, others not. (e.g., slaughtering at the front door = show off = negative).
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Diurnal, nocturnal and seasonal patterns of space-use granted the house great

flexibility and the possibility of accommodating more families per house, thus
reducing the demands on building. The potential of space for multi-purpose use and
the non-specialization of rooms were almost essential in traditional HedjazI houses
when space for building was relatively limited, and a large number of families had to
be accommodated. Each new situation brought new needs, wants, ideas, likes and
dislikes. The notion of multi-purpose rooms is related to the concept of 'gradual
growth' discussed above, as it allowed for various arrangements to be tried and
different moods to be created within the house. A large part of the house remained
neutral for some time before a new function was allowed to fill in, hence the house
was never locked into limited themes, moods or activities. The house did not only
accommodate the family at a particular time, but also for times to come.

Within this scheme of flexibility, some rooms in the house gained particular
significance through their consistent use at certain times of the day. An example of
such would be the special room where members of the immediate family (as opposed
to the extended family) met. While many functions were carried in this room (e.g.,
reception of relatives and female guests), the family room was almost always assigned
a special name because of the frequency and duration of its use. This room was

described as "the caring heart of the house"26 by one of the ' Afif family members,
who spent the last 63 years of his life in a traditional house in the city of Makkah.

10.1.1.17. Building materials

The main criteria for selecting certain building materials for the production of
the traditional house were their availability in different localities, their durability and
their suitability for the intended use. For instance, it was not a pre-condition for a

house to be built using hadjar manqabf in Jeddah, and the owner could bring
mountain-stone from Makkah. However, building a house in Jeddah with stones from
Makkah would have been culturally undesirable because of the associative meaning
of using materials from different localities27. Accordingly, it was not the materials

26 'Aflf Family. Jeddah, March 12, 1990. Also see chapters seven and eight.
27 Using building materials from different localities without having a good reason for doing so

(e.g., price of material) would suggest that the house owner is trying to be different from his group.
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themselves which were constant, but the meanings generated by their use through the
course of time that determined their cultural values.

"hull mm wu samnufi dagigii [lit. Each town had its cooking butter in its flour
- each town used its own resources]."28 Building with local material was a priority
because it emphasized a number of meanings such as harmony with the natural
environment, and the maintenance of equality and conformity between members of the
society29. Once the type of building material available was established, the second
pre-condition was to determine its suitability for the intended use (whether for load-
bearing properties, heat-transfer delay, associative meanings,...etc.).

Durability was not just a 'beautiful' and desirable property of a building
material, it was a priority. Building materials could measure up to the desired quality
in other regards, but would still be unsuitable if it was not durable20. As we see in
chapter seven, the use of marble blocks on thresholds, or the use of teak wood for
mashrabiyyat - despite their association with wealth and high social status - satisfied
the major concern of both mu 'allemin and clients (rich and otherwise) for durability
of materials.

The other main point concerning the use of certain building materials was the
"feelings generated by the earth around one."31 The fact that they were local
materials had a special meaning to the Hedjazles, engendered by this in itself. Being
in context, local material gave a sense of identity to people. "Stones and bathah from

28 Mu'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990. Modified from a traditional Hedjazi
proverb.

29 Although importing wood from around the Muslim world for the construction of rawashin
and doors was acceptable, having the whole house built with a non-contextual specific material was
not recommended. Inside the house, however, foreign-made pieces of furniture were, on the
contrary, desirable to have because of their fine craftsmanship. (Mu 'allem §a<jaqah Karkachin,
Jeddah, April 7, 1990).

30 In some cases the durability of a building material could be put before suitability of purpose.
Heavy wooden logs were used for flooring large houses (which increased the dead weight of upper
floors and the thickness of the walls) were used because of their durability, while lighter palm
trunks were more readily available, cheaper and more commonly used. This emphasis on durability,
incidentally, did not add to the popularity of the cement blocks of the early 1900s which offset the
advantages in this direction with their heat-conducting properties.

31 Mu'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 12, 1990.
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the ground under your feet"32 (Fig. 10.6.) was a further mean of connecting the
traditional HedjazI to his hara, land, town, and to the environment in general.
Elements of the earth had certain familiarity about them that made people feel at home
in their houses, within surrounding houses, and in nature:

... do not tell me that you are a mi 'man [an architect] unless you tell
me first that you have touched these stones, carried them, felt their
weight and your face was covered with their dust and debris.
(Mu'allem Sadaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 8, 1990).

Fig. 10.6. "Stones and ba\)\ah from the ground under your feet".

10.1.2. The Variables

The main variable of the traditional HedjazI house that found representation
in the fixed elements was that of its structure. This was due to the fact that building
techniques were constantly modified and elaborated, and that what mattered to both
clients and mu 'allemin was the soundness of the structure regardless of the techniques
used. For instance, it did not matter whether the mu 'allem used bunian Shamf or

Damasin (Syrian, Damascene building technique), Yamdni (Yemen, Hudaidah method)
Ma§ri (Egyptian), or mughrabi (Moroccan). Accordingly, and during the interviews,
the mu 'allemin were hardly keen to elaborate on the importance of structural elements
unless they were associated with certain meanings or unless they represented their

32 As we see in chapter six, houses of the fishermen district in the city of Jeddah (fyarat al-
bahar) were constructed of tjadjar bafrart (coral-stone excavated from the sea). Mu 'allem §a<Jaqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 12, 1990.
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craftsmanship. An example of this would be the location of the staircase-shaft, the
subterranean water-tank (§ehrfdj), the suspension techniques and so on.

We discussed in chapter six that locating the staircase in a particular position
in the house plan was mainly a structural problem, and was not uniform to all the
houses of Hedjaz. However, favouring the location of the staircase-shaft towards the
far end of the interior of the house was solely for the sake of privacy maintenance,
and so was its concealed casement. This suggests that the means of achieving a

constant such as privacy was variable and inconsistent throughout the houses of
Hedjaz. Likewise, the location of the sehrfdj within the foundation layer of the house
was also a variable. Topography and position of the house determined its location, and
so did the availability of building materials. Mobile water-tanks (made out of tin
barrels mounted on a donkey-drawn cart) were used in areas of hard soil and irregular
topography. In whichever case, the location of the water-tank did not represent a

factor of any significance to the mu 'allemin or the residents of the house, which its
construction did.

10.1.2.1. House form

A more utilitarian view might relate the form of the traditional HedjazI house
to human physiology, climate, technology and the available building martials. Part of
this is true, for house forms were mainly influenced by the use of available building
material. This should not be seen as a determining factor, since availability of
materials has to be viewed alongside other constants and valuables like activities in the
house, the living pattern of the inhabitants, and the need for certain spatial dimensions.
House form was also governed by the surrounding environment and climatic factors.

The HedjazI house did not exhibit complicated forms, or an intention to create

any. The dependence of the mu'allemin on the simplest and the most direct of
geometrical forms - like the square and the rectangle - could be easily attributed to the
lack of flexible and suitable building material, lack of know-how and technology and
so on. What was important at the end of the traditional 'design' process, however, was
the utmost architectural simplicity and clarity of purpose. As we see in previous
chapters, the mu 'allemin of Hedjaz had the choice, the willpower and the capability
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to create different and complicated forms, yet their equally willing compliance and
conformity with the socio-cultural ethos and their respect for the environment inhibited
them from doing so. However, the shape of the house did not contribute as much to
the basic values and principles of traditional domestic architecture as did the other
constants:

If you plant onion you will harvest onion, if you plant roses and
jasmine you will harvest roses and jasmine. You will most likely need
both, otherwise you would not have planted any of them to begin with.
Your problems will begin when you harvest onion when you wanted
roses in the first place. The fault is yours then, and you will have to go
back and see what have you done initially: what was your intentions
when you planted? Did you want to eat onion while your real
intentions were to impress your mates with your roses? This is Hedjaz
today, you all want to live zai al-nass [like normal people, humans,
properly] and at the same time, you want to be ghair al-nass [different
from people and from each other]. My advice cannot and will not help
you unless you all decide what you want to do. (Mu'allem Sadaqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 14, 1990).

The form and overall treatment of any traditional house depended on the extent
of conformity in the society, at the time and to the values of its ancestral traditions.
It was seen earlier that, again, a correlation could be detected between the cultural
'loosening' of form-acceptability and the emergence of unconventional or alien
building forms (i.e., middle 1900s). Therefore, form in the HedjazI house was not set
as a priority or the outcome of an arbitrary decision by the mu 'allemfn, nor was it a
determinant of any use or meaning in the house. Variant forms gained certain
associative meanings and values through their constant use in time. Although one has
to keep in mind that there were circumstances where a certain form could inhibit a

particular use, the form of the HedjazI house was capable of sustaining more

numerous uses and meanings than complex modern forms.

As discussed in the following chapters, the traditional HedjazI form allowed
for a 'loose fit' between form, use and meaning. Designing for a 'tight fit' would have
resulted in the creation of limits upon the possibilities of form, and change of use
would have become impossible, which was not the case in traditional Hedjaz.
Therefore, a look at the simple forms of the traditional domestic architecture of Hedjaz
and the range of its possible uses will lead to the discovery of the possibilities
inherent in such forms. The form as a factor effecting the 'traditionality' of the
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HedjazI house is considered here as a semi-fixed variable (movable) because it is a

personal belief that the modern uses and functions of the house would not - and could
not - be hindered by the adoption of traditional forms which were very simple and
straightforward. It is the principles and concepts that count.

The shape and form of the traditional house was an outcome of its spatial
organization which was bom out of the intimacy of contact in everyday life, as seen

earlier. Forms and shapes were elaborated and differentiated from one period to
another to accommodate changes in the spatial layout of the house. Hence they were

not the main features of the house. They were, however, tangible expressions of the
values that led to certain spatial organizations. They produced concrete metaphors for
the ideals and beliefs of the society and provided solid reminders of what society
valued. It is, thus, both useful and efficient to physically express different settings, to
remind people of accepted behaviour within particular contexts.

The distinctive traditional features of the house that are copied and attached
to modern houses, originally gave the traditional HedjazI society and its houses their
character. The rowshan and its elaborate woodwork, the arches and parapets, all had
a particular purpose that was specific to that particular society. The rawashm, the
khardjat and shfshan maintained privacy and provided projecting semi-covered outdoor
spaces, the arches had structural functions, and so on. None of these was

architecturally of any formal importance but they conveyed meanings through their use
over the course of time. Furthermore, the straightforward shapes and space

configuration of the house and the simply applied decorations of the traditional
HedjazI house - internal and external - sprang directly from construction methods,
from practical requirements, from religious and socio-cultural considerations, and not
least from the psychology of the people and the spirit of time.

10.1.2.2. House size

The size of the house depended traditionally on the number of families
occupying the house and the budget of the owner. What really mattered was the
adequacy of its size for the intended functions of the house. Each inch of every room
was used to its fullest capacity, leaving no space to be wasted for any reason. The
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complete harmony and correlation between size and activity was obvious to see in all
examined houses (chapter three), emphasizing the idea that the determinants of size
were functions and activities (e.g., duration and time of the activity, who is involved,
and who is included or excluded).

There also existed a deterministic relationship between spatial organization of
the house, room areas and the location of household activities. As we see from

previous chapters, one can rationalise the size of rooms in any traditional HedjazI
house through the examination of the available building material and technology at the
time of construction. Despite this fact, larger rooms were built with the available
materials through the employment of different or unconventional building techniques
as long as the need for a large room was functionally justified. As discussed in chapter
six, in spite of the availability of {ourfah (eight meters long wooden-beams), rooms
were not larger than 5 m x 5 m for fear of the flooring support joists bending.
However, rooms of larger dimensions were not unusual throughout the region.

10.1.2.3. Furniture

In any traditional HedjazI house, we are confronted with an array of objects
whose only significance to us may lie in their measurability, observability and
pecuniary value. This is typically a modern mode of empirical thinking which destroys
the possibility of the emergence of spiritual meaning. But as we open ourselves to the
world of things, we bring them meaning through our care and concern, and at the
same time, these things lend meaning to our sense of identity. This was the opinion
of the elderly HedjazI from the 'AfTf family, who protested to my point that furniture
was, after all, just pieces of wood:

I did not sell my furniture, my carpets and even today I do not sell my
cars. These are my things, ... I see my age in them, I see a film tape
running by my eyes when I look at them, how can I let someone else
toy with them... Can someone sell his peace of mind, no! These things
give me peace of mind when I stare at them in the afternoon. ('AfTf
family, Jeddah, March 12, 1991).

Beyond the inherent nostalgia of this statement was a perception of objects and
furniture in accordance with their actions and implied behaviour, rather than in
accordance with their specific physical characteristics. While furniture for its own sake
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was of no significance to the authenticity of the traditional HedjazI house, these were

used in the house for purposes of social interaction. Therefore, it is not the object
itself so much as the use and meaning of the object that count for the emergence of
an authentic home. The traditional Hedjazles lived with things in lasting satisfaction.
Pieces of furniture remained in family possession, generation after generation. They
were as dear to their hearts as the members of the family they associated with them.

We see in chapter eight how everything in the home became incorporated with
the body and how the body, in turn, extended itself throughout the house through the
objects in it. This two-way process or bodily integration brought subjective realities
into the domain of physical existence. Characteristics of this might be discernable in
numerous ways, but are very clear in the case of furniture which was not only an

essential component of home life but the time-keeper of life itself.

Therefore, the house, its objects, furniture and decoration derive meaning
through daily household use and symbolic value. They were not 'lifeless' or impartial
accessories, they actively participated in creating and maintaining meanings and strong
relations with the past. This, however, does not mean that furniture was a must for a

house to become a home, rather it was the use of furniture and its meanings that were
constants. If they were used only to impress, they were simply mute and quantifiable
objects that could be replaced as used-commodities. On the other hand, if they were

used as things that spoke the language of human experience then they were part of
human life in the house. Any piece of furniture in the HedjazI house expressed its
meanings in the ensemble of all the features of the living space. They served their
functions just as the structural elements of the house. However, the functions
mentioned here do not refer only to practical use without a hint of spiritual
considerations. In traditional Hedjaz, some furniture was laden with cultural meanings
and played an active role in communicating a common cultural language. This assisted
in indicating the behaviour appropriate to the context (i.e., jalsat al-rowshari). As we

saw earlier, the presence of a person setting on a merkaz in a madjlis indicated the
importance of that individual, and hence the appropriate manner of communicating
with him.
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Summary

CONSTANTS VARIABLES

NON-FIXED A) Adherence to religion

(Non-physical or Socio-
cultural elements) B) Climatic consonance

C) Client participation

D) Gradual growth

E) Everyday use

F) Meaning

G) Privacy

H) Common cultural language

I) Group solidarity

J) Self-representation

K) Ownership

L) Hierarchical order of class, gender and age

M) Inside-outside relationships

SEMI-FIXED A) House form

(Re-arrangable elements)
B) House size

C) Furniture

FIXED ELEMENTS A) Neighbourhood configuration * Structure

(Non-movable elements)
B) Spatial organization of the house

C) Multi-purpose rooms

D) Building Materials

Table 10.T1. Summary of the constants and variables observed in the production of the traditional Qedjazl home and its
environment.

We will see in the following chapter how the shifts in perception of the role
of the designers and builders, combined with a socio-cultural shift in the perception
of self, family and house all resulted in the destruction of the distinctive characteristics
of the traditional society as a whole and its architecture. This change, manifest in the
introduction of new socio-cultural and architectural ideas, instead of seeking an

accommodation with the culturally-accepted matrix, usually conflicted with it,
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disregarded it or totally destroyed it. The consequences were that the newly-emerging
social ideas were established as norms in themselves, and the continuous processes of
the transmission of tradition was severed for good.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

SOCIETAL CHANGE AND ITS IMPACT ON

DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE

11.1. Social change and its impact: what went wrong? How?

In chapter ten we have analyzed the elements without which no traditional
HedjazI house could be imagined. It remains to be seen how modem architects can

extract from these elements what would allow them to produce 'authentic' houses
today. We need to shed some light on issues like the ability of modern architects to
maintain the same balance of continuity and change that the traditional mu 'allemin
mastered through time, and the competence of today's society to perceive its houses
in the light of yesterday's realisation. But, as discussed in the last chapter, the majority
of factors that lent the HedjazI house its distinctive characters were more societal than
physical. Should we not then start looking for answers to these questions by
investigating the major deviations between the traditional HedjazI society and that of
today? Furthermore, if modernity is taking over as a universal culture, how can we -

as modern researchers - reassess the transition from tradition to modernity in such a

way that would enable us to adjust the course of the domestic architecture in Hedjaz?

To approach this investigation, we need to identify the areas of major conflict
between traditional and modern HedjazI societies. Issues like the perception of
individuals, families and communities are placed first in this chapter's list of tasks. In
discussing these issues, direct comparisons between yesterday and today's societies are

conducted on each case. The aim here is to establish the reactions of two distinctive

time-periods to the same phenomenon, that of home and its meaning.

It remains to mention that the conditions of the modem HedjazI society that
are represented in this chapter are based primarily on my own perception of today's
social attitudes, and the way they are perceived by my interviewees. No empirical
research has been conducted to support my argument other than the observable results
of the modern socio-cultural changes that are reflected on the modern domestic
architecture of Hedjaz.
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I will start with a brief definition of society and community from a traditional
HedjazT point of view in order to clarify where things went wrong in the shift from
tradition to modernity. First, a community would have been understood as a group of
people living in the same area, within which their social, psychological and physical
needs were satisfied. Secondly, the unit of measurement for space in traditional
HedjazT towns was the individual, while the common determinant of the arrangement
of space (spatial structure) was the family. Thirdly, from a sociological point of view,
the family as a social group, where face-to-face contacts represented the most
immediate form of social interaction, was the smallest unit for measuring social
groups. Finally, a social group would have been perceived as a group with a system
of relationships in which members were united by a sense of emotional solidarity,
common purpose, and within a culture which defined their social roles and standards,
based on traditional values and common norms. These values and norms, along with
the particularities of different HedjazT sub-cultures, were measures by which members
of HedjazT towns and harat were differentiated from non-members.

11.1.1. Social transformation

When groups are subjected to environmental stress various strategies
are possible. They can change the macro-environment (e.g., move);
they can alter the physical environment at the meso- or micro-scale;
they can change their behavior; they can change their values and
perceptions and thus reduce cognitive dissonance; the group can break
down. (Amos Rapoport).1

The environmental stress that took place in Hedjaz in the middle 1900s is
usually described as 'Westernization,' or 'Modernization.' My interpretation of this
process of change is that it was an increase of both individualism and materialism of
a once collectivistic society. This was a period when people were becoming obsessed
with material possessions. The traditional values of modesty and selflessness were

being abandoned, along with the system of inherited norms and habitual ways of doing
things. The highly pragmatic traditions of the past, which incorporated a common

1 Rapoport, Amos. "Cross-Cultural Aspects of Environmental Design." Human Behaviour and
Environment: Advances in Theory and Research." Eds., Irwin Altman, et al. New York: Plenum Press, 1980.
35.
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sense of group identity, public welfare, belonging, etc., within the ecology and
available resources of the time were being replaced with individualism and social
values of class distinction based on economic status.

This increase of individualism and materialism brought about several types of
socio-cultural transformation. People's attitudes towards house, self, groups, religion,
universe, home, and life altogether were altered. This did not happen in some

mysterious way as many researchers who have dealt with the problem seem to

suggest2. There are usually pragmatic political and economic reasons for this kind of
change, which then create cultural repercussions that can no longer be explained
exclusively by their political and economic origins. The interest of this research,
however, is not to test the degree of modernization, since that notion is notoriously
vague and difficult to pin down empirically3. What is of concern to us is those
patterns of transformation that are related to and affected the production of homes in
the region.

Since the 1950s, a house has been thought of less as the locus of family life
and more as a symbol of social status. But how did modernization in Hedjaz led to
such changes in societal attitudes? A similar question has been analyzed by Packard,
Berger, Buttimer, Klapp, Relph, and Seamon4 who have all suggested that modernity
itself, with its growing social and geographical mobility, has created a 'rootless'
person whose sense of identity is weakened by loss of a significant sense of home.
Modernization has disintegrated the social, cultural and material distinctiveness of
places (whether one examines regions, communities, neighbourhoods, or houses).

2 Examples of this attitude could be seen in many Ph.D. researches in the past few years, especially
those by native HedjazI students. For reasons of cultural sensitivity, I will refrain from mentioning specific
examples.

3 Although signs of its impact could be detected (part of which is discussed in chapter two). The first
trends of modernization in the entire Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was the adoption of master plans of main
cities, often prepared with extensive participation of foreign consultants. These plans imitate Western
counterparts in almost all respects. Land-uses, subdivision layouts, lot sizes and building set-backs are firmly
established and gauged to produce housing environments that coincide with a modern urban and suburban
view of development capable of coping with increasing number of cars.

4 See Packard, Vance. A Nation of Strangers. New York: McKay, 1972; Berger, P., Berger, B., and
Kellner, H. The Homeless Mind. England: Penguin, 1974; Buttimer, Ann and D. Seamon, eds. The Human
Experience of Space and Place. London: Croom Helm, 1980; Klapp, Orrin E. Collective Search for Identity.
New York: Holt Rinehart and Winston; Relph, Edward. Places and Placelessness. London: Pion. 1976;
Seamon, David. A Geography of the Life World. London: Croom Helm, 1979.
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Individuals - confronted with a placeless, homogeneous landscape, ceaselessly moving
from one house, community and region to another - could develop neither an imagery
of self based on locale, nor a sense of belonging to a specific landscape of home,
community or region.

Basically, the society we are dealing with is directed by tradition. Historically,
it organized itself around time-honoured cultural beliefs and patterns. Necessity and
survival were key organizing principles, whereby tradition was the accepted mode of
conformity and any deviation from it was neither desired nor tolerated. Conformity
was ensured through 'fitting in' at all costs. As discussed in chapters seven, eight and
nine, home in this society was a definable spatial entity shared by all members. There
was a collective identification of 'place' which concretized the grounds of home. Such
societal attitudes are best illustrated in the traditional HedjazI heira (residential quarter)
of the 18th and 19th centuries which performed important functions in areas of social
control, socialization and mutual help for its residents who found intimate and lasting
bonds of a variety of relationships.

By the middle 1900s5, the traditional mode of social organization began to
shift to a modern one; to a universal society. The defining characteristic of this society
was the shift from place to space which, in turn, resulted in changing person into
category6, a social structure that was more complex and less harmonious. This shift
from 'tradition-directed' to 'self-directed' modes of social organization had direct
impacts on the domestic architecture, and the concept of home in Hedjaz. And while
the traditional Hedjazi community was able to absorb the habits and traditions of other
cultures and gradually integrate them into a unified and distinctive culture, the modern
community could only be coloured with each and every newly introduced culture in

5 As discussed in chapter two, the middle 1900s was the beginning of the social transformation of
Hedjaz. Class emergence in the HedjazI society associated the size and layout of houses to the socio¬
economic status of their owners. Apparently there also began to emerge - in addition to a hierarchy of wealth
- a hierarchy of status, of ethnic groups and of power amongst the residents of a typical HedjazT town, made
possible and encouraged by the Ottoman authority.

6 Terminologies adopted from Klapp, Orrin E. Collective Search for Identity. New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1969. Passim.
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such a pace that did not leave a chance for a unique culture to develop and mature7.
Today, neither the modem society nor its domestic architecture can recreate the kind
of socio-cultural institutions8 that the traditional Hedjazles enjoyed.

Riesman categorizes the social transformation of a tradition-directed society as

"the inner-directed."9 To a great extent, Riesman's category fits the HedjazT society
of the middle 1900s10 when individuals were beginning to be relatively released from
the bonds of tradition due to extensive travels and direct contacts with the influx of

foreigners in the area as discussed in chapter two. The result of this social
transformation was the emergence of a mode of social organization where the
community was faced with the possibility of expanding boundaries and flexible
memberships. This allowed individuals to choose their communities and to seek
membership in the group of their desire. Consequently, each individual was allowed
to choose the means by which he could join different communities, and to represent
himself accordingly. One example of the result of this attitude would be the individual
'styles' of houses that emerged without the supervision of a culturally-accepted matrix.
The concept of home was then reduced from the traditional spiritual home to the
modern physical and spatial one. This is discussed in more details later in this chapter
and in chapter twelve.

11.1.2. Consequence of social transformation

The shifts of socio-cultural attitudes from the traditional society to the modern
one have had its dramatic impact on both the natural and built environments of
Hedjaz. While it could be debated whether the modem architectural 'models' were
responsible for the social change or vice versa, it can safely be stated that the rapid

7 The difference between the traditional HedjazT 'acculturation' and the modern cultural 'assimilation' is
that the former was the absorption of strong influences from different societies, while the latter is the actual
loss of a distinct Hedjaz! culture.

8 By 'institution' I mean the traditional contextual matrix discussed in chapters one, three, six, seven and
eight: socio-cultural, natural and built environments, meanings of home and home-range,...etc.

9 The 'inner-directed' society as defined by Riesman is without a home yet still orienting to one. This
home is associated with a 'place' rather than with a person, family and community. See Riesman, David.
The Lonely Crowd. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1961. 16-18.

10 The traditional hara until the late 19th century was a manifestation of the social stratification system
which was primarily based on kinship (since religion is constantly Islam), and only secondarily on wealth.
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changes that took place in the middle 1900s affected the society through the
inappropriate forms of the built environment (as in the process of change shown in
figure 11.1.). Along with the new architectural expression came, among other things,
a new morality. Again it is useless to speculate which came first or which of either
made the other happen. It is enough to note that they coexisted, having a joint validity
that was indivisible. What is visible today, however, is a disintegrated culture resulting
from the destruction of the traditional HedjazI form of family organization, the
prevention of the formation of homogeneous groups for mutual help, hence, the
formation of a culturally-accepted matrix.

Space within which builders
were able to establish new

forms and ideas under the
socio-cultura! limitations of
each period.

1720s 1620s

Matrix disintegrating
Culturally-acceptable

Undefined Zone:

Culturally-unacceptable
►

1920s

Fig. 11.1. A culture lag took place in the beginning of the 1900s followed by a disintegration of the traditional culture
and the emergence of a bond-free society.

In the following discussion I will shed some light on what constituted a

traditional community and the consequences brought about by the shift in social
organization. This will consider the effect of such changes on the social definitions of
self, family, community, house and home. The reader will notice how closely the
different issues addressed here are interrelated, but in general, the sources of social
change seem to revolve around two major causes: changes in economic modes and
pretentious foreign acculturation.

11.1.2.1. A shift in the adherence to religion

The forms and spatial organization of the traditional house of Hedjaz evolved
gradually from the requirements of a lifestyle based on religion and were not imposed
as an intellectual exercise from outside this culture. In chapter ten we see that there
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has been constant development of houses, and there has always been continuity. The
warrant of this continuity has been adherence to religion and tradition and their
disciplines11. The anchor of such change was continuity safeguarded by the
traditional lifestyle: a loop without which change could not have become a part of a
cyclic progression, and a reciprocal process in which person housed world and world
housed person.

In the process of liberating themselves from the ties of family and tradition,
the modern Hedjazles seem to have also liberated themselves from religion and its
bonding, presumably to be more receptive of changes and adoptive of non-native
lifestyles (Fig. 11.2.). This, I believe, was a total misconception on their side, because
the traditional Hedjazies interacted with many cultures, and their adaptation to non-

native lifestyles was not restrained. Based on arguments by Eliade and Greenberg12,
we may say that religious doctrines liberate the individual and the group by defining
acceptable behaviour within which social, economic, political and personal goals may
be achieved. Greenberg rightly thinks that the bonds established by culture and
religion are a precondition for life, liberty and happiness, for they define freedoms and
other qualities of life that are commonly valued. Therefore, to be free is to voluntarily
accept limits on behaviour, to agree to abide by laws, conventions and moral and
ethical standards in the conduct of one's life. The appropriateness of such opinions is
manifest in the attitude of relaxed socio-cultural norms adopted by the modern
Hedjazles, which neither produced the results they desire, nor did it fully liberate them
from what is left of the cultural conventions. Instead, it left them somewhere in
between: in a zone of non-belonging to either a foreign culture or to their own.

The first and most recognizable deviation from adherence to Islam as a way

of life in modern Hedjaz is what I perceive to be today's societal values that
emphasize individuality over communality. The weakness of modern Hedjazles'
adherence to religion - as I see it - had its major impacts on their lives, most of which
are outside the scope of this research. However, one example of this is today's

11 Religious beliefs and cultural customs, both are collective nouns comprising, norms, habits, love, fear,
do's and do not's. In the traditional HedjazT society, people adhered almost equally to both.

12 See Eliade, Mercea. Patterns in Comparative religion. London: Sheed and Ward, 1958. Passim.-,
Greenberg, Allan. "Thoughts On Freedom and Imitation." Imitation and Innovation in Architectural Design.
Ed. Lucien Steil. New York: Academy Editions/St.Martin's Press, 1988. 39.
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deteriorating relationship between house and mosque. Traditionally, nowhere better
than the mosque provided the common ground for the discussion of the neighbourhood
affairs, exchange of ideas and the establishment of different policies in the fyara. The
association of the mosque with the 'house of God,' made it not only a sacred place
where promises are kept and contracts are honoured, but also a continuation of daily
life under the umbrella of Islam as the guiding light. This fact provided links between
the mosque and the rest of the activities of the traditional neighbourhood13.

Traditional Society

Religious and Cultural
Spheres

Modern Society

{^NeighbQurfaoot^ ^(^Mosque
\(^Communi^) 1̂ Market

■Cultural Sphere
A

Religious Sphere

Fig. 11.2. The division between culture and religion in modern IJedjaz assisted in the social and physical disintegration
of communities.

As discussed later in this chapter, most of the perceived ills of today's HedjazI
society was attributed by my interviewees to "the deviation from the straight course
ofGod."1* While this should not necessarily mean that the traditional HedjazTes were

better 'Muslims' than their modern counterparts, it simply indicates that the
disintegration of culture and religion that gradually took place at the beginning of the
modernization process (middle 1900s), have also resulted in the split of the society
itself, its beliefs, and its products15.

13 For example, communal prayers were used as a time-scale: "I will meet you in the mosque after the
noon-prayer," or "We started working after we gathered in the mosque for the dawn prayer, and finished
after the dusk prayer."

14 Mu 'allem §a<)aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 9, 1990.
15 The anonymity of a large metropolis like Jeddah for example, diminishes the chances of recognition.

An individual who is submerged in this anonymity can behave 'carelessly' without fear of others'
condemnation. Surely, as explained by mu 'allem §ai)aqah Karkachin, taking away such a constrain on
behaviour frees an individual to be tempted by satan, knowing forgiveness is simply between himself and
God and not his neighbours or community.
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11.1.2.2. A shift in the cultural-language

The traditional HedjazI culture could be regarded as a 'high-context' culture
in which socio-cultural signs and symbols, as well as behavioural conventions were

known and easily read by all members of the society16. In traditional Hedjaz, socio-
cultural messages were those in "which most of the information [was] either in the
physical context [signs and symbols] or internalized [inherent] in the person, while
very little [was] in the coded and explicitly transmitted part of the message [verbal
language]."X1 In contrast, the modern culture of Hedjaz could be considered as a

"low-context" culture because communication depends on explicit code as a

compensation for the weakness or non-existence of a common implicit (non-verbal)
language18.

We also discussed in chapters seven, eights and ten that the traditional
Hedjazles had systems of 'adat wa taqalfd (norms and habits) and ' 'araff (cultural
convention, customs or protocols) representing beliefs and values that led to common

world views and to the characteristic way the built environment was shaped. The
traditional conventions, especially the nonverbal unstated realm of culture, while
representing the medium of cultural interchange that provided patterns for thoughts
and actions, have also influenced behaviour in the deepest and most subtle ways. The
unconscious patterns that controlled people's lives (like body language, clothing,
behaviour, and other physical cues in the environment) were used extensively to
enhance behaviour in different situations (e.g., addressing or approaching a person

sitting in the centre of the room). Although we say that this cultural-language was

learned (and modified gradually through the course of time), behavioural patterns,

16 The modern anthropologist, Edward Hall categorizes cultural groups into "low-context" and "high-
context" cultures. "Low-context" cultures are those highly individualized cultures in which there is relatively
little involvement between people. "High-context" cultures are those in which people are deeply involved
with each other, and where meanings are widely shared, based on simple messages with deep, free-flowing
meanings. In the sense of this classification, I considered the traditional HedjazI culture to be a "high-
context" culture where the problem of mutual understanding was not as difficult as it is today, because most
transactions were conducted between people of similar socio-cultural backgrounds. See Hall, Edward T.
Beyond Culture. New York: Anchor Books, 1976. 9-40.

17 This is referred to in chapter ten as 'the common cultural-language.' See Hall, 1976. 91. (words
between brackets are added).

18 The major characteristics of 'culture' in general is that it is not innate, but learned; and that it is
shared and in effect defines the boundaries of different groups and sub-cultures within the society.
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habitual responses and ways of interacting - once learned - gradually sunk below the
surface of consciousness and became matters of fact. These made predictable the
behaviour of individuals in different settings, and provided the order that was observed
in all nature. The absence of this most obvious and taken for granted realm of culture
today means the total disturbance of other realms, which are discussed later in this
chapter.

In traditional Hedjaz, socio-cultural signs and symbols per se were obviously
not adequate to facilitate mutual communication and understanding. Sometimes, they
were clear and concrete (e.g., the open door as a sign of generosity), but often,
elements overlapped, leading to a complex, ambiguous system of interrelationships
that only a shared knowledge could make comprehensible (i.e., a cultural-language).
However, the mere presence of a common cultural-language alone may not guarantee

proper communication, hence appropriate behaviour: socio-cultural cues (including
physical ones) were first observed and supported by a willingness to obey them once

they were noticed and understood. This process was not only taken for granted, but
was readily sought and followed in any traditional heira for the sake of one's
reputation and well-being as discussed in chapter eight.

Furthermore, this cultural-language included the organization of time and space

as two functionally interrelated aspects of the traditional culture. Because time and
space were organized in a manner understood by all the members - as discussed in
chapter three - they became integrated in the cultural conventions: when to visit,
where to sit, who goes where and when, and so many other procedures that were basic
vocabularies in this language. The overlapping between activities and time-frames
further complicated their organization, but in a comprehensive way that allowed many

activities to be carried out simultaneously within the same place, so smoothly that no
conflicts or interruptions occurred because someone did not understand the language
and disturbed the rhythm19.

In today's Hedjaz, the traditional cultural-language no longer brings forth the
HedjazI environment, except in memory or legends; nor do the modern HedjazI have
a new cultural-language in which new communities and homes could be organized.

19 For example, a business meeting today can allow individuals to break for prayer if they were a bit out
of sync with others. More examples are discussed later in this chapter.
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Communities have become culturally speechless and homeless20. The speed by which
this process took place resulted in restructuring the traditional cultural-language in the
counterproductive ways that are discussed later in this chapter.

The impact of the absence of a unified cultural-language on house and
neighbourhood is manifest in the spatial and meaning organization of both21. The
importance of the traditional congruence between these two was manifested in the role
they both played in the communication process between members of the community
and between builders and clients. The organization of communication was an

important way in which the domestic architecture and the social organization of the
hara was related. The need for a cultural-language to the evoke appropriate behaviour
was situation-dependent: people had to notice and understand cues in the environment
identifying the setting, then they had to behave accordingly. If the cues were not
noticed or understood, appropriate behaviour was not likely to take place without the
aid of verbal language (which is mainly the case today). This is one problem that the
traditional society of Hedjaz did not suffer from because of the comprehensiveness
and clarity of both physical and socio-cultural cues. People were able to grasp the
figurative meaning in a context rather than a literal meaning of the word:

Of course we knew the habits of each other, but we also knew that
homes were secrets [secret places] and each family stood on its own in
front of God. Some people are conservative and religious, some are
liberal and only fellow travellers. All this could be seen in the madjlis
as if it were written bil-bon\ al- 'arid [in large letters on the walls of
the reception room], ('AfTf family, Jeddah, March 12, 1990).

To add to the complexity of this communication problem, traditional Hedjazles
avoided verbalizing what they took for granted - the basic codes of interacting with
each other. For example, what was traditionally communicated non-verbally is today
under the domain of the spoken language, since it would not be perceived or

understood otherwise. At the same time, most of these issues (e.g., changing postures,

addressing people in central positions) lay within the domain of culturally-sensitive
issues that were hard, if not impossible, to make explicit. Collectively, these two

20 Although there exist a modern common cultural-language, but it is directly tied to self-image and
representation (e.g., the use of material possessions to advertise one's socio-economic status.)

21 Meaning organization: who communicates with who, what is being communicated, when, where, and
in what context.
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factors (shift from non-verbal to verbal language, and the sensitivity of doing so)
combine today to place a freeze on the application of both, with no one daring to
handle the problem:

...you can not go around telling people that "This is a senior member
of our community, by God address him properly, didn't you notice that
he was sitting ft wast mahil [in the centre of the gathering]." Or
"Please turn your eyes because we are approaching a private area." Or
"By God cough or make a sound so that the women in the house will
know that your are coming or you are sitting in the room." What is
worse than this, something that happened to me some days ago: I had
to tell some people not to follow me until I looked for a prig [notified
the women of the presence of a guest] as they were dashing inside the
house without my permission. God is Great! If you told an old HedjazT
to do any of these things - assuming that he was ignorant of them - it
would be the last you would see of him in your entire life. Let people
learn and understand their 'adat [customs] by themselves, or may they
suffer the worst of consequences for they are not children or adjanib
[foreigners]. (Al-Makkl family, Makkah, May 19, 1990).

While this furious statement by the senior member of al-Makkl family points
to the difficulty of shifting from non-verbal to verbal communication. It also indicates
that only children and non-natives were expected to be told what to do in different
situations. The whole concept of reading social and physical cues seems to be treated
as a matter of fact that even the mere question did not appeal to the senior Hedjazi,
and forced him to conclude that it was only natural for me (as a modern Hedjazi) to
be asking about it.

Furthermore, traditional society clearly distinguished between private and
public, and between internal and external as far as places were concerned. Communal
perception of what constituted each of these places provided individuals with the
necessary cues with which they understood codes of behaviour appropriate to each of
these places. These codes created visible and invisible boundaries to maintain privacy
(e.g., body language, interpersonal boundaries, group memberships, socio-physical
boundaries and other culture conventions). In chapters seven, eight, and ten we

discussed how the maintenance of privacy in traditional Hedjaz depended on implicit
codes of behaviour protocols (e.g., "we were all the guardians of each other."), and
explicit norms and rules (e.g., opening a window in a house separated from another
by less than a five meters-wide street) represented by building regulation set forth by
the head of the guild of master-builders.
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In modern society, however, the distinction between different places is more

obvious than that of the traditional one. Not only do modern houses have less
distinctions within the 'outsiders' category (Fig. 11.3.), they also depend more on

physical privacy-regulators to compensate for the loss of social ones (traditionally
evoked by cultural-language like (ang = give way). The modem notion of privacy
maintenance is mainly concerned with separating the individual from the outside
world, and with self-image as opposed to traditional family privacy. Today the
'real/inner-self' should not be seen in public and must be disguised by a set of
external 'selves' to be presented in appropriate occasions. Acceptability by others
seems to be the primary concern, which leads to what mu 'allem Sadaqah Karkachin
considered as "modern dishonesty." In general, the modern HedjazT society is
characterized by more flexibility in its responses to and control over private spaces,

while imposing new constraints such as individuality.
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Fig. 11.3.Thc modern notion of privacy has less distinction between the social status of visitors, while depending more
on physical filters to regulate people's circulation.

The notion of privacy maintenance can also help to illustrate the consequences

of social organization around a set of individually-derived codes of behaviour: today,
and in spite of the distance left between house-plots, it requires all manner of
techniques to maintain the privacy of the house, most of which are physical (e.g., high
walls, screens and barriers between houses). At the same time, as discussed later, a

greater part of the house is assigned to semi-private and public interaction. The
following example will show the extent of this problem by drawing a contrast between
the mechanisms used to maintain privacy in both modern and traditional houses.
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Traditional House

The maintenance of privacy in a

modern house, in the absence of a common

cultural-language requires a number of actions
by the dwellers. For example the "not at
home" message that the unexpected guest gets

today is one of the defensive measures

developed: the house is private, therefore, to
be in private, one must claim to be absent.
This is mainly to do with the cultural
organization of time, space and their meaning.
The privacy of the house was violated by
someone who did not follow the appropriate
social cue concerning time organization simply
because there is not one that is culturally-
understood or agreed upon. Today, people in
Hedjaz are increasingly placed in a position in
which culture can no longer be depended on

to produce reliable 'readings' of what other
people are going to do next. They are

constantly in a position of interacting with fellow Hedjazles on a case-by-case basis.
Take the common modern HedjazI confusion of house visitors as an example: what
was traditionally accepted as the rule of privacy (the deeper and higher you go inside
the house, the closer you are to the family occupying the house) is no longer
recognized. As illustrated in figure (11.4.), modern reception-areas could be located
in the deepest section of the house, and could also be located in upper floors. A visitor
has to await proper cues to be provided by his host (e.g., direction of the reception-
area) for the appropriate behaviour to take place (i.e., lower his gaze, follow the host,
await further cues or verbal codes)22.

Modern House

Fig. 11.4. The house seems haphazardly arranged
until the system is understood and the code can be
read.

Furthermore, the adoption of foreign systems of organizing time, space and
their meanings as an important part of the cultural-language, aggravated this situation.
These systems appear arbitrary and imposed; that is, learned anew. Because they are

so thoroughly learned as a part of the package of foreign acculturation, they became

22 This is a pattern which corresponds to urban size: small settlements foster systemic controls, while
large settlements produce asystemic controls.
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genuinely integrated into today's HedjazI culture and are regarded as the most suitable
and logical way of organizing life. Therefore, they are treated as the only reality that
is applied indiscriminately to all situations. Foreign time/space systems were not
inherent in the traditional Hedjazles' own rhythms and creative drives23:

...the old Arabs were so characterized by their respect for time that they
became the subject of the proverb mawa 'id al 'Arab (Arab timing).
We [traditional Hedjazles] maintained the same respect for time. In my
day, and although we had all the time in the world, when someone
knocked at my door at two o'clock [siesta time], I had no doubt that
it was an emergency and that I was the only one who could help.
Today when someone knocks on my door whenever he feels like it, the
emergency is in my house for I have to immediately rearrange my
time, my madjlis and my activities to receive him...forgive me but I
cannot sympathize with you young Hedjazles. (Mu 'allem §a$aqah
Karkachin, Jeddah, April 9, 1990).

11.1.2.3. A shift in the perception of family and group

Hearts were righteous, full of nobility, gallantry, love, bravery,
magnanimity, manhood and fellowship: Kanat all-Widjih ffha moiyyah
[lit. faces were full of water = bashful, self-conscious, timid, full of
dignity, consideration and courtesy to others]... (Mu 'allem §a$aqah
'OlaimI, Jeddah, March 29, 1990).

This statement by the mu 'allem (discussed in chapter nine) indicates a number
of notions that were prevalent in the traditional HedjazI hara. It emphasises the
existence of common mores and ethics between members of a traditional

neighbourhood and the solidarity that resulted from their common purpose, intentions
and actions. Other traditional HedjazI proverbs like: "Do not enter a paradise that
does not have people," or "The pleasure offood is lost if the meal is not shared" also
implies that the community - beginning with the family - was the home of all
members of the traditional HedjazI society. All this was summarized in the wishful
statement by one of my interviewees that is discussed in chapter eight:

I want my madjlis to be full of people - family, neighbours, friends,
relatives, children, every body, every body. Al-bait ma yihiyya ilia

23 In traditional Hedjaz, work and leisure were much more integrated than in today's society. In the
modern individual state, leisure, work and social relaxation are very separate slices of the
day/week/month/year and do not always follow natural rhythms.
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bi'ahlu wi zouaruh [A house gains life only from the number of family
members who occupy it and the guests who stay]...(Al-MakkI, May 18,
Jeddah, 1990).

As also discussed in chapter eight, the fulfilment of al-doniyyah al-barraniyyah
(external world) in traditional Hedjaz involved sincere care for neighbours and
relatives and one's reputation. To achieve a good home, the traditional Hedjazles were

conscious about being in a neighbourhood in which they cared to maintain a respectful
friendly relationship with its members. The precondition of satisfactory living was the
individual's ability to achieve healthy family relationship, and then extend this to the
rest of the neighbourhood. As discussed in chapters seven and eight, the group

represented a connection with the land and neighbourhood, while the land represented
a connection between the house and the universe; the larger home of man.

By the middle 1900s, the traditional Hedjazles began to suffer from partial
disintegration when group participation and commitment fell off as communities grew
larger, more complex and heterogeneous. The resulting societal ties between the
individual, his family or the group in general, tended to be weaker as they diversified.
Multiple groups existed, those who were both non-localized and overlapping, where
people belong simultaneously to different groups and sub-cultures. My observations
led me to believe that this has allowed individuals more freedom to present themselves
as independent beings. It has also allowed for more 'choice' as to what to dress and
eat, how to interact, behave and dwell. Naturally, the variability among individuals
within one group has increased. This 'freedom of choice' has led each individual to
become a representative of almost a unique culture of his own. Individual differences
and choice play a greater role in the modern society than that of the traditional Hedjaz
because of the lack of a cultural frame-work or a socially-accepted matrix by which
people would abide. An objective sociological study of these phenomena would be
difficult and contentious, but are nonetheless of major concern to Arabian and Muslim
scholars.

Once again we are faced with interrelated cultural issues, each affecting the
other in a dialectic reminiscent of that of previous chapters. The issue of family and
group solidarity and the resulting social cohesion (discussed in chapters two, eight and
ten) was amongst the main virtues of the traditional Hedjazi community that cast its
influence on the physical layout of the hara, the house and the character of towns. As
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we see later in this chapter, the 'sense of community' experienced by traditional
Hedjazles was not only brought about by shared responsibilities, decision making, and
common purpose, but also by the shared physical environment. The social and
physical maintenance of the hara was not only confined to the State, but also to the
community.

Group and family solidarity not only meant harmonious relations with society,
it also meant a steady connection with those who once lived in the place. For
example, the traditional family houses and domestic objects were symbols of the past -
symbolising collective memories by signifying elements in individuals' identities as

symbols of past experiences and relationships. These are disappearing from today's
houses in order to avoid any sign of 'backwardness.' However, for families that feel
threatened by the rapid social change, these symbols are immediately revived to give
a sense of order and continuity. On the other hand, these same 'tools' are used by
individuals who want to gain membership in special social groups by displaying
symbols that convey hints of past identities, and as signs of belonging to prominent
traditional families of Hedjaz. They seek the same 'rootedness' that was grounded
traditionally in the familiarity of knowing and being known in a particular place.

Another virtue of traditional group solidarity was the hierarchical order of age
that was analyzed in chapters eight and ten. The absence of such an order in the
modern society constitutes a great loss for some, with their diminishing role in the
community. For example, apart from the intervention of the elderly in community
disputes and major decision making in the hara, the present day supremacy of socio¬
economic status over the traditional age status restructured values and priorities. The
elderly in traditional Hedjaz not only played the roles of the authority, advisors,
municipality, and courts in most cases, they were the gauges of change and continuity,
the standard by which norms and habits were measured, and the establishers of morals
and values. One can only imagine what the presence of such groups within a

neighbourhood on daily basis would have done to the sense of community. While the
status of the age groups within the modem HedjazI family is still maintained, they are

prevented from playing their traditional role because they are isolated from the rest
of the family (except on grand occasions). The main cause of this isolation is the
disintegration of the extended family houses and the separation of children from direct
contact with grandparents on daily basis. As discussed earlier:
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No child, a man of your age, or even one of the rich merchants of
Jeddah, passed by my matfabah [outdoor sitting-platform] without
greeting me and may be humbly asking me for advice. No one would
stroll or swear before an older person, not a man to his own brother or
even to his wife as long as one [a senior member] was present. Not
because I would deprive them of their daily bread or prevent them
from drinking water or breathing air. It was simply the spirit of the
past, people gave you your respect because you were senior, you knew
more about life and you were worth learning from. I am not telling you
a story about Al-shatir Hasan [a folk-tale about a famous Arabian
personality], I am talking about daily routines that we [elderly folks]
never thought about until these days when we sit and remember the
past. If 'amakfulan [lit. your uncle = an elderly] asked you to do this
or that, you would not question him, even if you were not related to
him, as long as you lived with him in the same hara. Young Hedjazles
today settle for their school education, they do not learn the real life
from the street, and your televisions would not tell you how people
behaved in your own hara. (Mu'aUem §a$aqah Karkachin, Jeddah,
April 14, 1990).

Mu 'aHem §a<jaqah Karkachin's statement "to learn from the street" is an

indirect way of saying that the younger generations of Hedjaz are deprived the
opportunity to leam from the elderly of the hara whom they would have met daily on

streets and sitting-areas of the neighbourhood24. Similar attitudes were held towards
senior female members of the family who acted as educators of all age groups and
organizers of family life in the extended family house as discussed in chapter eight.
The separation between age groups in modern cities have resulted in major social and
psychological problems that were not experienced traditionally25. Amongst these are

the loss of status of the elderly, severing the traditional process of transmitted
knowledge from one generation to the other, the loss ofmoral and behaviour standards
and the discontinuity of culture altogether.

24 Amongst the main features of the traditional hara, was the fyakawatt (story-teller). In the hara, the
past was not only learned for its own sake, but was also brought into the present on regular basis, and in a
way that extends into the future. In his historical recounting, the past was linked to the present as the history
of the people was updated, made continuous and unending stream, and taught anew to the assemblage of
children, adults, and elderly members of the community.

25 Christopher Alexander stated that the separation between age-groups in modern cities have resulted in
major illnesses amongst different age-groups (especially the young) such as the fear of death, retirement
trauma, higher disease incidence and the like. See: Alexander, Christopher. "Major Changes in
Environmental Form Required by Social and Psychological Demands." Cities Fit to Live In. Ed. Walter
McQuade. New York: Macmillan Co., 1971. 53.
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In addition, as conveyed by mu 'allem §a4aqah Karkachin, small children need
each other in play under the supervision of all the adults of the hara as the 'natural'
way of growing-up. Even though this could be achieved in a public park (which
today's cities do not always provide), that would not compensate for the experience
of the "normal [un-planned] daily meetings of 'aiyal al hara [children/youngsters of
the neighbourhood],"26 According to mu 'allem §a4aqah, the development of children
within the adult environment conforms to the proper establishment of a continuous
home, where they mix with all genders and age groups who constitute the main
sources of knowledge and experience based on that of the past. While today's children
have better chances of proper education, they are thought to lack the basic ingredients
of life and 'true' education.

11.1.2.3. A shift in the perception of self

As mentioned earlier, in this newly emerging mode of social organization, the
traditional group was getting larger, hence less intimate and more anonymous. By the
middle 1900s, the common HedjazI cultural conventions of the 18th and 19th centuries
have either disappeared or lost their ability to communicate the people's place in the
society. This social organization allowed individuals to break away from tradition, and
to use the 'self' rather than the 'family' and 'community' as a reference. Hence,
individualism became the dominant mode of social organization in any given
neighbourhood. Today, the individual tends to be less attached to the community in
which he was bom and considered home for a period of time. He is now in position
to make his own rules and present himself using the cultural-language that he sees fit
(e.g., behavioural gestures, socio-economic status, and physical symbols). These bond-
free individual cultures result in the production of houses that socially and
architecturally 'speak' different languages, the codes of which need to be decoded on

case-by-case basis. Naturally, they lack common denominators, hence
comprehensiveness. Self-presentation and reflection of status are the substituting mode
for family and community loyalty and conformity. To use Berger's terminology, this
phenomenon could be referred to as a state of a "homeless mind" which is the result

26 Mu 'allem §a4aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 9, 1990.
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of a transition in the status of 'self' versus society27. Berger sees the 'modern self'
as autonomous, self-reflective and in search of a home28.

A chain-reaction effect follows this self-presentation process. Individuals -

seeking membership in a particular group - seem to try to imitate or follow the steps
of an already-established socio-economic group in order to be associated with it. Using
others as a standard brings about a spread of certain 'styles' of domestic architecture
that are clearly identified with particular- groups (e.g., Roman villas for the wealthy).
This group-conformity is somewhat reminiscent of the traditional mode of self-
organization except that the latter was based on community values and norms as

opposed to the former's reliance on imitation of 'styles' and forms regardless of
common values or meanings. This is because of individuals' apparent tendency to seek
conformity with others, yet trying to retain a certain sense of individuality which
distinguishes them from others without being too different. The observable result today
is the emergence of 'false' communities, "a nation of strangers"29 - as compared
with traditional standards - wherein individuals do not deeply relate to others as

members with anything more in common than their relationship. Home in this case is
the place where the best villas in the city are, along with the best groups (according
to the individual definition of 'the best,' which is mainly based on socio-economic
measures)30.

In modern Hedjaz, I believe there exist contrasts, tensions and conflicts
between social groups (even of the same culture) in which members of one group seek
to adjust themselves to the group believed to possess greater prestige and social

27 See Berger, Peter, et al. The Homeless Mind: Modernization and Consciousness. New York: Vintage,
1973.35-40.

28 Incidentally, an element of similarity could be traced between mu'allem §a<jaqah's "home in one's
head as the true home," and Berger's "homeless mind." This similarity is not in the placement of home as
much as in the result of its absence. The security of the traditional "home in the head" that is discussed in
chapters seven and eight fed from the overall security of one's membership in the family, community, the
society as a whole, and the security of an almost guaranteed identity and self-representation. The modern
"home in the head" is not secured, therefore, the 'head' become 'homeless.' As if mu 'allem §a<Jaqah is
trying to tell us that when 'home' comes out of one's head and its functions are carried outside the human
body by another physical entity, it loses an essential part of its nature and its reason for being altogether,
which leaves the mind without a home.

29
Adopted from Packard, Vance. A Nation of Strangers. New York: McKay, 1972. Passim.

30 See Riesman, David. The Lonely Crowd. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1961, 67-68.
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prominence. Different social groups are in a relationship of inequality, whether or not
this is openly asserted. Although there seems to exist a loosely organized cultural
pattern for each of these groups, this pattern is not homogeneous and not free of
contradiction especially at the individual's level. Furthermore, within the locality of
one of these social groups, houses may be few meters away, yet they are utterly
remote because members of the apparently coherent group are not socially motivated
to become friends (not necessarily unfriendly). Hence, in this modem society even

spatial proximity is not a guarantee for the emergence of a community in the
traditional sense; where group membership was non discursive. It was not a problem
for an individual in traditional Hedjaz to become a member of a certain community;
if he were born in a given Ijara, he automatically became a member of the
community. Although membership in a traditional community was mainly defined
through the accident of birth, it was not solely determined by it. This, however, is
unlike modem communities in which memberships are mainly determined through
choice.

The traditional HedjazT individual personalities developed gradually, it did not

change time and again in form and content according to the fashion of the period like
modern Hedjazles. Individuals found their rightful place within a well-ordered system

by continuously reaffirming their thoughts, actions, and the environments they created
for themselves. This reconfirmation of social identity, although was active, was largely
unconscious as discussed in chapter eight. Never have societal changes been
manifested in the rejection of the common beliefs in the need to break with tradition
in favour of installing an entirely new way of living and thinking. This tradition had
a normative character and its effectiveness was based on continuity and durability,
while what distinguishes modern society is not continuity. Rather the radical change
of human existence. The difference between the traditional self and the modern one

is the emphasis of the traditional society on tradition as a 'continuity' of human
existence, whereas modern society emphasized transformation as a 'fundamental
change' of human existence. Change in itself is now taken as an improvement,
irrespective of what is changing, and of the direction in which it is changing.

I believe that the modern home upheaval in Hedjaz lies in people's assumption
that the self would not be appreciated for its own sake and that it needs material

objects for a desirable representation to take place. This is the major contradiction
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between the modern and the traditional societal attitude towards self-representation31:
the self is an identity lacking meaning without something. This 'thing' in the past was
inherent: the deeds of the self as its wealth versus today's 'thing' which is the material
possessions of the self as the most comprehensive of signs, hence, the major source
of meaning. The shift to the latter mode of social perception results in a shift of the
whole social organization into socio-economic classes that must be materially
identified. Once again the house appears to be the best 'tool' to achieve such a

purpose. The main deviation from the traditional house to that of the modem is that
this time it is going to materialize for more dubious purposes.

As argued in chapter eight, the traditional Hedjazles avoided competition that
would have set them apart from their own group. However, when changes of the
1900s forced a rapid rather than voluntary and gradual change, when values central
to the society were threatened, and when familiar and appropriate means of
communication weakened, the obvious result was the community's concentration on

a few key values which helped establishing a commonly presumed and desired social
identity (i.e., socio-economic status). The retention of this traditionally-minor aspect
of cultural-language assisted in the development of other less desirable mechanisms
of non-verbal communication for the establishment of social identity. The house and
other domestic objects become public emblems of social rank and identity, not only
because of the varied capabilities of social classes to command houses in the market,
but also because consumption and display become a significant element in the
definition and differentiation of social groups within such a consumer society. When
the house is designed and perceived as a showcase for others, dwellers or inhabitants
choose to become mere 'things' living in a big showroom or simply reduced to
owners of a commodity. If we perceive and treat ourselves as mere things, we can

hardly expect to be 'at home.' Instead, we feel lost even if the house turns out to be
materially comfortable.

At this stage, I feel obliged to remind the reader with the summary of the
traditional Hedjazi perception of the self, the group, the family and their status as

presented by the elderly member of al-Makkl family (discussed in chapter eight):

31 In a matter of fact, the traditional society of Hedjaz did not actively discourage any behaviour that
could lead to individual inequality and materialistic self-representation, but was made socially unacceptable.
Sharing of most resources was actively practised and socially encouraged.
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...the original and genuine HedjazI family did not need to go through
all this [showing-off], everybody knew them very well and we all knew
how much they were worth from the size of their warehouses, shops
and their merchandise at sea. They also were very modest about
showing any difference between their houses and ours, although some
of the younger ones did, but no one I knew was offended. Between us,
the ordinary HedjazTes, if one of us started spending large sums of
money on the fafades of his house, people became offended, and he
was condemned for trying to be different. It was as if belonging to us
[not so rich] did not suit him, and he was immediately shunned by the
hara. Real men were judged by their accomplishments on behalf of
others, their morality and ability to serve their community, not by how
much wealth their trade brought them. You could have been the richest
in Hedjaz and happened to be an arrogant type of man, isolating
yourself from the community by showing your unwillingness to help
others and mix with them. As such, people would know nothing about
you, but that you were very rich and that all your money and your
beautiful saraiyah [big-house] would not capture the heart of the
youngest of our children. (Al-Makkl family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

11.1.2.4. A shift in the perception of house, home and its
range

D
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Traditional setting.

As a result of the socio-cultural changes discussed above, it is natural that the
built environment reflects a number of radical transformations. We saw how the

disintegration of modern HedjazI communities, brought about by societal shift to more

individualistic modes, led

members of neighbourhoods to

be less socially motivated to
form communities in the

traditional sense. The extent of

these distinct societal attitudes

are all manifested in the overall

layout of neighbourhoods and
houses. For example, the
culture of traditional Hedjaz
encouraged shared public and
private celebrations, the scale
of the occasion would demand

Modem setting.
Fig. 11.5. Houses B, C, D, E, F, G and H served as one reception-area
for house A in the traditional-setting, while in the modern case, house A
has to provide its own reception-area within its walls.
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large reception-areas (e.g., weddings). But because of the unique social attitudes of
total homogeneity, common-purpose and shared values, this requirement was satisfied
by all the houses in the neighbourhood (Fig. 11.5.). Houses functioned as one large
reception unit, catering separately for many different activities that the total area of
one house could not provide for. This eliminated the need to design and build houses
with very large reception areas or at least a number of them within a single house, as
is the case in modern HedjazI houses32. This homogeneity provided mutual support
at times of need, stress and cultural change as well as at times of prosperity. Through
the ability of community members to share symbols, food, festivals, rituals, religion,
family, kinship and houses, environmental stresses and difficulties were greatly
reduced, enhancing the
community life beyond mere

survival or mutual co¬

existence. Figure (11.6.)
illustrates a simple contrast
between the layout of
traditional and modern

neighbourhoods, both of which
are the outcome of societal

attitudes and conventions.

As discussed in chapter eight, mu 'allem §a^aqah 'Olaiml's statement, that he
regarded all the houses in the hara as his, is a manifestation of the perception of the
traditional community of Hedjaz that gave strength to social relationships. The
statement also suggests that membership in the traditional community was taken for
granted and demonstrates how individual and group were related, resulting in the
emergence of a sense of unity.

A quick glance at both a traditional and a modern house (Fig. 11.7.) might
suggest that the modern house is more open to the community than the traditional one.
However, on the neighbourhood level relationships between the house and its vicinity

32 Traditionally, and even though available building materials and technology allowed for larger rooms,
the concept of shared activities did not encourage both mu 'allemfn and clients to produce large reception-
areas. In the example illustrated in figure (11.5.), houses B, C, D, E. F, G, and H served as a single
reception-area for house A in the traditional setting, providing say a total area of 200 square meters. In the
modern case, house A has to provide the largest possible reception area within its walls.

Traditional Neighbourhood Modern Neighbourhood
Fig. 11.6. Houses in a traditional neighbourhood were socially
connected to the physical environment as well as to rest of the
community.
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Fig. 11.7. The percentage of total private areas in respect to semi-private
areas was larger in traditional houses than in those of today.

in traditional Hedjaz were

strong and reciprocal
unlike those of today.
Lanes and streets adjacent
to the house (Fig. 11.8.)
represented both public
and private zones

simultaneously33. They
were legitimized parts of
the house, functioning as

play grounds for the
children (aziqqah), private
reception areas (mastabat)34 for the men, and as public spaces for the
neighbourhood functions (barahdt). The strength of these relationships, while
enhancing other relationships between individuals and groups, also assisted in
incorporating and transforming more places, hence widening the range of 'at-
homeness' discussed in chapter eight. The relationship between the house and its
vicinity was encouraged and supported by the physical layout of houses which were

in direct contact with public thoroughfares. Activities that took place around the house
were similar and supportive of those carried inside it, which allowed these areas to be
physically and spiritually integrated with the structure of the house (out of a societal
need to be in touch with the larger community of the hard). The overlapping of public
and private spaces between houses guaranteed their maintenances and defence, the
result of which was socially and physically maintained, communally shared and
sustained neighbourhoods. As discussed in chapter ten, this hierarchical order led the
state to maintain the public space, the community to maintain the semi-public place,
and the individual to maintain the private space. Contrasting this picture with today's
neighbourhood-layout and social structure we find that the house stands alone, hardly
supporting or being supported by adjacent streets, lanes or houses.

33 Depending on the width of streets and lanes, semi-public areas in front of houses overlapped, and were
shared (e.g., cul-de-sacs). Narrow lanes made the lane separating two houses a semi-public thoroughfare that
only residents and close neighbours could use.

34 Certainly there exited much more threshold articulation between the architectural domain of the house
and the natural domain of the neighbourhood in the traditional setting. The ma^abah is one example of this
threshold expression as discussed in chapters seven and eight.
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Traditional Setting

Unlike modern neighbourhood
layouts, which treats houses as enclosed
and isolated spaces, the traditional
neighbourhood managed to integrate the
house with the surrounding environment.
High-walled houses of today represent

physical barriers that encourage the
formation of more distinct individual

cultures, while the traditional homogeneous
and continuous development of houses in
the hara presented a unified character for
the place. Again it could not be exactly
determined whether this physical division
of neighbourhoods supported the socio-
cultural division seen above or the opposite
is true. The result remains to be an absence

of supportive relation between houses - that
must work together if a neighbourhood is
to emerge - and a lack of communal
activities in the neighbourhood.

Modern houses, designed as

individual units severed them from their

environment, result in the formation of
'islands' separated by deep waters: close
yet so far apart. It is well understood,
however, that the modem layout of streets (e.g., grid-iron street network and multiple
lanes) is also responsible for this loss of relationships between the house and the
arteries of movement and activities. The result tends towards societal disintegration
and social interaction in function of the number of acquaintances who can be reached
in reasonable driving time. Today spatial proximity is added to the individualized
cultures of the neighbourhood, making the emergence of a community in the
traditional sense today an absolute luxury.

Modern Setting
Fig. 11.8. Public areas in modern settings, because they are
not embodied with the house and its occupants, are becoming
'no-man' zones.
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If this picture is to be contrasted with that of mu'allem §a$aqah 'Olaiml's
view of the traditional perception discussed above35, or that of the elderly member
of al-Makkl family describing his home-range36, it is doubtful that these feelings of
security, belonging and community would occur outside today's house-gates because
of the weakness or absence of a meaningful relationship between these places, and
between the house and the group, land and environment. While the traditional
Hedjazles hold that the land is sacred bearer of life, and the tie between home and
universe (including the human being), the modern Hedjazles think of land as a

commodity. Total omission of such traditional spiritual homes makes the modern
house the only recognizable personal domain in a given city. This, in turn, overloads
the modem house and its immediate land (as private commodities) with further
demarcations of territoriality, and personalization as discussed later in this chapter. So
it seems that personalization is required when the community shifts to a physically-
expressed territorial mode in the absence of symbolic and spiritual cultural space.

From the neighbourhood level, we come to that of the house where greater

consequences are more visible. Let us begin with form, size and objects (e.g.
furniture) of modem houses as they represent major concerns for today's architects
and clients. The modem Hedjazles usually have a set of preconceived models or

prototypes to represent a modem family house (e.g., Spanish Haciendas, British-
colonial mansions). The design of particular houses thus involves the application of
a set of preconceived 'images' as discussed in chapter twelve. The suitability of the
house design to the resources and requirements of its ultimate residents depends on

the suitability of the model imagined by the client, and the architect's own patterns
of perception.

The distribution of oil-wealth and the changing structure of the economy also
facilitated the 'material' presentation of individuals and groups. Houses and their
furnishings are now commodities chosen and distributed through the market. The
belief that material possessions - clearly manifested in domestic architecture - would

35 "Every house in the town was mine, we were all one big family, if someone was happy, we were all
happy, and if someone was sad, we were all sad, and in both cases we would be with him." Mu 'allem
§a<jaqah 'OlaimI, Jeddah, March 29, 1990.

36 "My house, the lane, the tiara, the mosque, the shop and the vegetable market; all these are my home,
you can say my large home." Al-Makkl family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990.
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communicate more effectively,
seems to be leading families
and individuals of the newly
emerging socio-economic
classes to readily Uanslale
differences in economic

resources into houses of

different sizes, qualities,
'styles,' and locales. Today,
houses are the major vehicle
for the manifestation of

success and social ranks, both
to self and others. Differences in personal disposable income are translated into
differences in the patterns of display of group identity in interior and exterior
decoration37. Unlike most developed countries, economic resources are not

necessarily correlated with educational levels or social class in modern Hedjaz. The
existence of foreign man-power, aggravated the situation in such a way that, for
example, if a client had enough money but not adequate education or 'sophisticated
taste' to join a certain class, he could always resort to his income which could afford
him a 'specialist.'38 The latter can translate the client's money into a symbol of
higher social class. There are many examples of traditionally-simple families who live
in 'Post-Modem villas' with Art-Deco interiors, in an attempt to cast off their
traditional way of life. This is a case when a traditional HedjazT would have
exclaimed: "Jd yekahilhd 'arndhd [lit. He wanted to paint her eyes with antimony, but
he mined them],"39 which means that modem Hedjazles try to 'beautify' their self-
images through the use of sophisticated architectural features, and they end up with
ugly houses.

Fig. 11.9. A modern house in Jeddah. The house was completed at the
beginning of 1989 when this 'style' was in vogue.

37 Within fifty years after the beginning of the 1900s, the emphasis that modern Hedjazles put on houses
changed from elaboration of house type, size and architectural features to the use of modern materials, the
presence of furniture and appliances, and the removal of 'old-fashioned' features. Few years later, status was
determined by the extent of family 'modernization': smaller, fully modernized houses became more valued
than larger, non 'modernized' ones.

38 The city of Jeddah, for example, was turned into an 'architecture playground' between the period of
1970 to 1980, when the number of foreign and local architectural firms exceeded the number of prospective
houses.

39 This traditional proverb is equivalent to "a cow is never the whiter for washing itself often."
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Hence, a major difference between a modern house and a traditional one - in
terms of societal perception - is the difference between the pecuniary value and
cultural value of the building. While the modem house is valued in terms of the
money required to purchase the commodity, the traditional house is valued in terms
of the cultural meanings attached to the house. However, as discussed in chapters
eight and ten, home ownership was considered essential in traditional Hedjaz, it is still
desired today as a source of self-esteem. So it is also possible that both periods
attached pecuniary and cultural values to their houses, the difference still remains in
the priority given to each value.

Traditional Modern
Fig. 11.10. The perception of home as a part of one's self: now and then.

People today put so much emphasis on the appearance of their homes to the
extent of overshadowing the people inside it. On the basis of the argument by the
elderly member of the 'AfTf family, discussed in chapter eight, that in such
extravagant houses, he only noticed the material elements of the house. They offended
his sensibilities and so constricted his access to the spiritual heart of the place. His
attention was then engaged by insignificant details of the structure. Likewise, the
visitor of a modern house is bound only to see a massive structure and elaborate
decorations because they are so overwhelming. The house is juxtaposed with the
occupying family and its lifestyle. Thus, the power of the building to generate identity
in this consumer culture is exaggerated by both architects and clients, giving priority
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to the space over accommodation of the client's lifestyle. As Jager40 puts it "...a
great deal of recent architecture, including interior design, has often managed to

perform admirably before the camera without much aid or comfort of inhabitants after
the photographer have left."

Interiors of modern houses are consistent with this prevailing attitude, more for
show than for use. The aim of producing 'show-cases' as opposed to 'homes' is to
advertise social status. But status, according to Huges is a term of society which refers
specifically to a system of relations between people41, the essential features of which
is that the individual's identification should be based on his culture and not to appear

different from it42.

Fa9ades today play a

major role in presenting the socio¬
economic status of the household

to the rest of the community. But
for friends and relatives, closer

inspection of material goods
requires their penetration into
deeper areas of the house. This
has resulted in a shift of the

perception of the house as a Contemporary House

private domain into a semi-private Fig. 11.11. Visitors in modern Qedjaz are allowed to the deepest
, ii-i ■ .1 points in the house.and even public domains so that

non-family members could be allowed into what was twenty years ago a totally
prohibited area. Figure (11.11.) shows the plan of an actual house in one of the
modern HedjazI cities compared with a traditional house from the same city. Note the
visitors' route in the modern house and how it passes through the main features of the
house: the swimming pool, the glazed family living-room, the glazed staircase, the
fountain, the patio and gets right into the deepest point in the house.

T) Reception Area
-► Vistors's Route

Traditional House

40
Jager, Bemd. "Body, House, City: The Interlinings of Embodiment, Inhabitation and Civilization."

Dwelling, Place and Environment. Eds. Seamon, David and Robert Mugerauer. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1985. 221.

41
Huges, Evertt C. Social Change and Status Protest. Phylon, 10 (1), 1949, 58-65.42 Dilemmas and Contradictions of Status. American Journal of Sociology, 1949, 50: 353-359.
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The traditional concept of everyday-use as a the main source of meaning-
generation is also violated by the modern house. Elements, artifacts and other objects
in the traditional house gained meaning through their use-value as discussed in
chapters nine, ten and twelve. Today, a house, its objects and artifacts have economic
and exchange values, besides the traditional values should there be any. Modern
Hedjazles think less of older objects, which are replaced almost on an annual basis.
While this deprives the house and its contents the possibility of continuity or

association with the past (other than being an antique), it also denies the house itself
a natural growth. The passage of time, that was essential for the home-making process,

incorporating and transforming a place with its occupiers into a whole, allowed the
traditional house and its objects to age with dwellers and gain value accordingly. In
contrast, modern Hedjazles may leave their old homes because they seek freedom
from the past and its memories (in most cases, this happens because of the attractions
of the modem world more than because of flaws in the old world of dwelling).

We discussed in chapter ten that localized building materials were utilized to
minimize capital cost and to channel problems of future maintenance into the spheres
of construction skills already available in the community (along with available
materials). The mu 'allem had relative freedom in choosing among different materials
at each particular house and locality. The client's budget determined, to a great extent,
the types of building material that were used. However, the use of certain expensive
building materials was not unheard off (e.g., covering the whole fa?ade with expensive
imported wooden mashrabiyyat). We also discussed in the same chapter that durability
determined the expense of the material and its desired use. The main aim of both
mu 'allemfn and clients was to enhance the sense of belonging to the context: "stones
and sand from under [one's] feet."*3 (Fig.11.12.). Contrasting this attitude with the
ideology of modern architects and clients, we find that today's mind has become more

and more moved from contact with nature (allegedly for economic reasons).
Traditionally, it was not enough to dwell in nature sentimentally and aesthetically, it
was also essential to belong, utilize, maintain and respect nature. Today's society is
detached from the rest of life and seldom sees it as part of nature.

43 Mu'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 7, 1990.
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Fig. 11.12. "Stones and sand from under your feet..."

A further consequence of the modern ignorance of building materials is the
deficiency of climatic consonance suffered by houses today. The emphasis here is not
necessarily on building materials extracted from the same context as in the traditional
sense, rather on appreciating the properties of traditional/natural building material as
to heat transmission, absorbtion and reflection. The same could also be said about

glare, acoustics, ventilation and so on. The modern dependency on artificial means of
controlling the environment, like active (mechanical) ventilation systems, is a

contradiction to the traditional concepts of self-sufficiency, permanence, continuity,
coherence, and attachment, association with nature, all of which are essential for the

emergence of the indigenous home. Today, people tend to look down upon the
traditional baked clay-bricks of Al-Madinah, for example, as backward, and replace
it by thin concrete structures which would be unlivable without constant air-
conditioning and the extra padding of insulating materials. Once again, 'sophisticated
taste' seems to lead people to forget that the thick, inexpensive structures of the past

possessed an excellent quality of air-conditioning and insulation. Ignorance of the
climate, or the overruling of climate-imposed rules on building could be understood
in temporary commercial structures, however, these rules become more relevant when
the building in question is a permanent dwelling.
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11.1.2.6. Shifts in the perception of the role of the

designer and builder

One way of understanding the deficiency of modern architecture is to study the
communication gap between the architect and his client. This could be achieved
through an investigation of the level of cultural proximity between them. Proximity
is an integral factor in determining and maintaining individual's membership in a

cultural group. Therefore, a high 'cultural proximity' between the architect and his
client affects the modes and efficiency of communication between them44. The social
proximity of architect and client is of vital importance in their relationship as it
determines the level of familiarity between their sub-cultures. It also determines the
architect's achievement of a respectful membership in the sub-culture of his clients,
which in turn would guarantee him 'inside knowledge' necessary to navigate social
distance.

But why should the architect be socially distant from a client of the same

culture? Why should he be any different to start with? Historically speaking, the place
of the architect in society was not well defined before the modern era: he was

indistinguishable from other members of the building craft, with ideals similar to those
of his society "until Alberti gave architecture a theory of its own and, the architect
came to be seen as someone special."45 Yet still he was seen as a mason, sculptor,
contractor, artist and team coordinator. As discussed in chapters five and six, the
traditional 'architects' of Hedjaz graduated from the ranks of the master-builders:
those who took young assistants and trained them to help with the physically
demanding tasks as apprentices. This system became the device for the transmission
of the building tradition from generation to generation. The importance of this system
could be fully appreciated if one followed the authenticity of the adherence of
traditional builders to the prevailing socio-cultural norms of their time, throughout the
past three hundred years of domestic architecture in Hedjaz. The traditional designer

44 As opposed to 'spatial proximity' which is mainly concerned with the physical distance between two
individuals, we need to be looking at the social and cultural proximity between the architect and his client.
As used by Harman in 'The Modern Stranger', cultural proximity here refers to elements concerning
communicative competence between the sub-culture of the architect and that of his client. See: Harman,
Lesley D. The Modern Stranger: On Language and Membership. New York: Mouton de Gruyter, 1956, 13.

45 Kostof, Spiro, ed. The Architect: Chapters in the History of the Profession. Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1977, 65.
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and builder was granted the title mu 'allem (master), an honourary title which he
seems to share with today's architect, yet it did not mean that he was socially
distinguished from other members of his craft or his society; it simply recognized his
ability to build. Even amongst his building crew, there was no clear social
differentiation between garan (mason), murawwidj (assistant), mdfallatf (apprentice).
The three terms commonly used to designate banna' or ma 'ammir (builder), did not

carry any explicit distinction except within the guild itself as ranks possessing certain
authorities and bound by certain obligations.

In traditional Hedjaz, the designer of the house was the builder as well as the
user. This is said in the sense that both were very similar in all aspects of lifestyles,
world views and values. While traditional builders were always 'insiders' in respect
to their position in the communities they built for, architects today are always
'outsiders' relative to the places and communities for which they design. Ways of
understanding the insider's (residents') point of view and experience are crucial if
architects are to foster appropriate and significant places in which other people may

dwell. Mu 'allemin of the Hedjaz had an advantage of being within the community for
a very long time starting from the day they were young trainees. Figure (11.13.) shows
the difference between the modem architect and the traditional mu 'allem in terms of

the period of contact with the community.

50

40

siwJHi Mu'allemin

Qarlitfnm'allam

Nawwlr/Naqlsh

Falliti/Murawedj

10 20 30 40 50 60

Craftsman Evolution/Year

45

35

25

Senior Architect

Architect

Student
Trainee

Consultant

30 40 50

Architect's Evolution/Year

Fig. 11.13. Because the mu 'allem unconsciously referred to the values of his community, the communication problems
that modern architects face were not apparent.

The mu 'allem, although respected as an individual, was no more than a servant
to his society: he looked for no personal statement other than fine craftsmanship in his
work. While there was space for his personal artistic talent, this was always practised
within the cultural limits defined by his society as discussed in chapter ten. The
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honour which the mu 'allem accrued was determined by his ability to finish the
assigned job within a certain time, his respect to the culturally-accepted matrix, and
the ability of his team to work with certain building materials46. This traditional
format safeguarded the community from the imposition of egotistical designs and
likewise allowed the mu'allem to decode the client's rhetoric so as to avoid the

communication problems endemic to today's pragmatic schools of thought. Because
the mu 'allem unconsciously referred to the values of his community rather than a

society - which was lived rather than learned - the communication problems which the
modern architect faces were not apparent.

Instead of the homologous culture of the mu 'allem, the modern architect seems
to belong to two cultures; his societal and his professional culture. He has
compromised his societal culture - consciously or unconsciously - in order to deal with
the values of his 'hidden' clients; his professional peers, public interest and the values
of modern fashion. The ethics of the individual architect have been replaced by the
ethics of the architectural office which, in turn, have become the ethics of the business
world. In short, what was traditionally accepted as "God's will" is today delegated to
the market forces and the 'spirit of the age.'47 The skilled craftsman became a

businessman and an entrepreneur48.

Architects today are hired to help define and express preconceived visual
images. They became mediators between the client and the society as far as the
advertisement of wealth, social status and different tastes are concerned, while, at the
same time losing contact with both sides (client and society). The traditional house,
its artifacts and its surrounding landscape more often arose from a direct wish and
need; the result was a meaningful connection between artifacts and human world. In
contrast, modern architecture is as dehumanized as the process of producing it. This
presumably rational approach to architectural design allowed architects to organize and

46 As discussed in chapter six, some building materials like stone excavated from the sea-bed (fyadjar
bafyari) was very difficult to cut or shape. The handling of this material was time-consuming (three
stones/day to cut and shape, four stones to lay-down/day).

47 The motto of the movement of International Architecture.

48 It often happens that a so called 'traditional' architect turned 'modern' overnight, and then again the
other way round if it were found to be more profitable. This market-depended value judgement, when a
sudden change occur in the architect's direction of thought for the mere sake of material profit, could only
be termed the 'architecture of sheer opportunism.'
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assemble buildings precisely and to manipulate their appearance logically without
considering how architecture, as part of the physical and socio-cultural environments,
is experienced - how it plays a role in the totality of human experience and
understanding.

The 'willingness' of the architect to 'belong' to his client's sub-culture,
whether temporarily or permanently, is a key factor in the communication process

between them. Is the architect content to remain peripheral and culturally autonomous
as far as his client's sub-culture is concerned? How far is the architect willing to go

to achieve a membership? And what kind of a member does he wish to be? The
answer to these questions will determine the efficiency of the communication between
the client and the architect, hence the shared value system that is desired throughout
the design process.

In the traditional design and building process, the mu 'allem's membership in
the cultural group of his society was not a question of social motivation as it was a

question of affording. The mu 'allem could not afford not to 'culturally' belong, for
his survival as a craftsman depended on the approval of his society, and in most cases,
he did not have other alternatives to choose from; he simply did not know any better
ways of carrying out his work. To the mu 'allem, the cultural pattern of his client had
the authority of a tested system of recipes because he partook in the vivid historical
tradition by which his culture has been formed. Although the culture of his clients
may have its peculiar history, this history was in most cases accessible to the
mu 'allem through assimilation with his own home group. In contrast with the modern
architect who, in dealing with his client, is involved in a certain cultural-group where
his position within it is fundamentally affected by the fact that he does not belong in
it initially and that he brings qualities into it that are not, and cannot be indigenous
to it.

On the other hand, there is the client's willingness to accept the architect as
a temporary member of his sub-culture. The extent to which the architect is welcomed
and the place he is expected to occupy in the client's culture depend on his interactive
role and his relationship with his clients, and his ability to motivate them to
communicate their needs and feelings (likes, dislikes, egos) efficiently with him. The
traditional shared view of life between craftsman and client allowed them to work
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together and introduce individual variations into accepted house models, while still
respecting their traditions, "the client gives you budget and site and then depends on

God. After I draw the plan of the ground floor on the sand with my stick, and specify
a placing for the staircase, I leave the rest to God."49 Mutual trust was engendered
between client and architect, not through elaborate investigations on the part of the
mu 'allem, but by sharing a common culture.

In a typical rational design process today, the relative importance of the client
is likely to shift as the production process gets under way. During the design phase,
the client gives way to the architects; in the building permit phase he gives way to

municipalities and local authorities; during the working-drawing phase to engineers
and during the implementation phase to contractors. By the time the client receives
his house, many agencies will have been involved, most of which knows nothing
about the intended user. Obviously the client's observed, and sometime presumed,
needs are largely responsible for this disruption of traditional architecture. And yet the
pragmatism of the architects involved must also bear much of the responsibility. The
intelligent participation of the client is apparently essential to the harmonious
completion of the building. Yet such client contribution in modern Hedjaz, has
produced exactly the opposite effect. Perhaps the dilemma is best summed up by
Norberg-Schultz when he observes that "the main reason for the architectural chaos
of our time, therefore, is the architect and the client's lack of theoretical
understanding. The client should know enough not to insist upon meaningless
demands, while the architect as a specialist has to know the whole range of the
problem."50

Summary

This chapter suggests that the study of the tradition that produced the HedjazI
house may reveal more than just differences of societal attitudes towards the built
environments. However, I faced here some great difficulties in my attempts to separate
and individually analyze otherwise highly interrelated phenomena, difficulties

49 Mu'allem Ahmad Hamah al-Rifi, Al-Madinah, April 27, 1990.
50 Norberg-Schultz, Christian. Intentions in Architecture. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1965, 14-17.
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reminiscent of those discussed in chapter ten. However, the following are two attempts
of compressing the information presented in this chapter. They both aim at providing
a summary of my findings and their consequences on the built environment:

Greater individualism means:

- More competition
- More varied and alien house models;
- Greater attempt to communicate identity, since individual status is both more

important and less clear;
- Changing perception of privacy leads to more separation from the outside and more

differentiation internally.

Changes of cultural-language from traditional attributes to modern ones means:

- Individual meanings became more important than group meanings;
- Meanings are not shared within the group;
- Meanings are idiosyncratic;
- Status and identity become more important than reputation generated by one's deeds
and other virtues in one's community;

- Built environments communicate fewer superficial meanings (e.g., status, wealth,
profession) as opposed to traditional spiritual ones (e.g., religious, symbolic,
cosmological);

- Environments communicate less effectively;
- Meanings and communication become more dependant on verbal language and
explicit codes;

- Rules and conventions controlling and guiding behaviour become weak and the
response to cues is less habitual and more questioned.

Population increase means:

- Societies are larger in scale and less homogeneous;
- Societies become divided into various components, having more variable lifestyles,
values,...etc.;

- Less land, reduced mobility and changes in privacy-maintenance mechanisms;
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Separation of age groups - especially the elderly - means:

- Changes in conflict-resolution mechanisms and deprive younger generations from
learning about the past.

- Discontinuity of traditions and the loss of standards of norms, mores, values, habits,
...etc.;

- Changes in attributes of religiosity;
- Examples of past ancestors become less important, leading to loosening of tradition,
hence discontinuity;

Changing the role of house architecture means:

- Architects are expected to design types of houses which their traditions did not
address in the past.

- Changes and innovations are rapid and continuous, house models become obsolete
very quickly, and novelty has high value. As a group, architects are quite different
from users as a whole. In some cases architects are quite foreigners to users

lifestyles and values.

The following table summarize the outcome of the contrast between the
traditional and modem societies discussed in this chapter:
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SOCIETAL PERCEPTION TRADITIONAL Modern

Group membership Accidental.

Identity pre-requisite.
Low individual differences.

Chosen.

Socio-economic status.

High individual differences.

Privacy Communal & well-maintained. Contradicted.

Leads to separation.

Self-representation & social
identity

Great attempts to establish clear identity based
on deeds, morales, beliefs.
Promotes belonging.

Unclear= great attempts to communicate
identity based on socio-economic status,
promotes distinction.

Cultural-language Based on symbol.
Implicit:non-verbal.
Strong behaviour-guiding rules.
Response to cues is habitual and taken for
granted.

Based on signs.
Explicit: verbal.
Weak rules for controlling behaviour.
Response to cues is less habitual & more

questioned.

Social organization Small Scale.

Group-oriented.
Homogeneous.
Cooperative.

Larger scale.
Self-oriented.

Heterogeneous.
Competitive.

Spatial organization Non-specific, multi-use & flexible. Specific, singular-use & dogmatic.

Meaning organization Emerge from everyday use.
Latent aspect of function.
Embodies religious & Cosmological beliefs.
Shared/Communal.

Emerge from economic value.
Manifest aspect of function.
Excludes spiritual aspects.
Idiosyncratic.

Building process Client involved/have much knowledge and
influence on design/building process.
Time is a priority.

Client not involved/have little knowledge
about design/building process.
Money is the priority.

House Household utensil.

Symbol of family-identity.
Means and end simultaneously
Based on necessity
Spiritual value.
Uniform house models.

More effective & highly communicative.

A commodity.
Symbol of self-identity & status.
Means and end differentiated.

Based on choice

Pecuniary value.
Variable models.

Less effective, low communication

Social transformation Gradual & adaptive Abrupt & adoptive

Choice Communal Individual

Family Extended, holistic & continuous
Age-groups integrated.

Single & divided.
Age-groups isolated.

Self/Individual We are.

Low variability.
Reputation is more important.

I am.

High Variability.
Socio-economic status is more important.

Architect/Builder Integral member of community who is
expected to conform to past traditions.

A distant expert who is expected to produce
uncommon designs.

Religion Effective as the main reference of life. Different part of life

Neighbourhood Home.

Shared community domain.
A chosen locality.
State domain.

Street Home/semi-public part of the house
Domain of community interaction.

Service circulation/Parking.
State domain.

Architecture The art of living The art of building

Building material Natural/local/contextual Man-made/international

Change Continuous traditionrto improve.
Temporal, slow & cohesive.

Transient: High value for novelty, rapid &
Inconsistent

Table 11.T1. A contrast between traditional and modern socio-cultural attitudes.
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Comment

The decline of the traditional HedjazI culture was mainly due to three factors;
the first of these is the weakened morality that resulted in a general decline of the
individual members of the society. Secondly, the weakened common spirit that
resulted in the decline of social order. Finally, a rush towards the Western Culture that
resulted in an over-influencing cultural imitation and acculturation. This, in turn
caused the evolution of a new cultural pattern that led the traditional fundamental
principles to become gradually reinstated in the general course of things.

It could also be argued that one of the main causes of the cultural decline of
Hedjaz was the spread of oil-wealth amongst members of the society. While this,
alone, could not be responsible for the change of the traditional, tightly-knit
communities - based on survival value as a key to the drive to communal integration
and organization - its indirect effects could be blamed (e.g., independence of
individuals). Once the co-ordination and efficiency of the society as whole was

disturbed by individualized tendencies and intentional attempts to disintegrate, the
societal shifts discussed above became obvious.

However, the key issue is not whether or not the modem HedjazI society was

more materialistic or wealth-conscious than the traditional one. The issues are those

of integration, organization and unity. The traditional trend to integration conferred
powerful advantages upon the society. By virtue of its greater adaptability competence
and experience resulting from the close-knit formation of its members, the traditional
HedjazI society was able to absorb years of acculturation and integrate foreign cultures
into one distinctive culture. No matter what the individual traditional HedjazI thought,
or how he lived and behaved, the outcome throughout the past three hundred years

was a 'whole society,' conforming to communal norms, and abiding by collective
values and rules, producing a unified architecture, based on a unified culture. For
while this trend to integration and consolidation conferred upon the society some of
the qualities of a separate individual, the sphere of individuality of its component parts
were sharply circumscribed. So it is this total competence within the whole society,
dependent upon the specialized aptitudes of its members but quite apart from their
individual overall competencies, that was critical for the survival of the traditional
HedjazI culture.
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To understand the difference between the traditional house and the modern one,

an understanding of the kinds of meaning that emerge in person-world relationship is
a prerequisite. The key to such understanding lies in the distinction between the use-

based meaning of living and the image-based meaning of showing, to build so that we
all can live together as opposed to build to show them where I live. In traditional
Hedjaz, house and neighbourhood were one. The house and its parts were linked to

many other settings in the neighbourhood, the town and beyond. However, as

discussed in this chapter and the one before, this cultural landscape can be analyzed
and studied but it cannot be divided into components. The house in traditional Hedjaz
provided the living environment, while the society provided the symbols and the
devices by which these symbols were communicated and understood51. The result is
a total harmony between the variables of space and meaning within time. These were

more uniform and coinciding in the traditional HedjazI society than in the modem one.

Traditional notions of gradual growth, everyday use and the multi-functional nature
of the house has been almost discarded in the modern HedjazT house. These, not only
gave meaning to the architecture of the house, they signified movement that is the
essence of life. The simple fact that the room functions in traditional houses could be
moulded and adapted to different needs supported the possibility of continuous local
adaptation that is hard to achieve in present houses. Modern houses cannot be
modified as much as we desire.

The socio-cultural virtues of the past or the market dependent values of today,
will both produce houses, but only the former was able to produce homes in the
traditional sense of the word: Homes as living processes rather than formalistic shells
for living, they can not be merely designed and built. They could be initiated and then
left to mature while we encouraged them to grow in the desired direction. To the
modern Hedjazles, a house could be called home, the sacred, life, ...etc., just like those
of traditional Hedjaz. It is also possible that the modern house could perform all the
tasks required from it, including the generation of home and other meanings in a

greater capacity, with more efficiency and more physical comfort than that of its
traditional counterpart. The problem, however, lies in the lack of unity suffered by the

51 One has to admit that modem HedjazI houses and domestic objects are not bad communicators. They
provide a non-verbal language for the differentiation, integration and presentation of group identities, for both
fundamental social status (class, age, and gender included) and smaller social worlds. They are used to
express, cultivate and preserve more private meanings critical to personal identities. They are however, the
medium of highly individualized self-expression.
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modern house and its range. It could be a home, yes, but it is a home that ceases to
be so right outside the gates of the house. It is then a bounded home that is far
removed from what the traditional Hedjazles achieved.

The traditional HedjazI environment should not necessarily be treated as 'old'
or 'backward.' It should not be always conceived as a negative concept without further
investigations and perhaps contrast with the so-called 'modern' or 'progressive.' Many
architects and clients today may admire the traditional architecture of the region while
rejecting the traditional culture that produced them. In this chapter I have tried to
show that architecture comes in a single package that can not be separated. Not only
that, but the virtues and principles of traditional architecture are far superior to those
of today. The attributes of this tradition are related to the general concept of the built
environment and, therefore, the opposite of the above statement should be true: one
should admire the tradition that produced this architecture and the rest would follow
naturally.

For the modem HedjazI society to have a valid culture it must have a valid
tradition. The latter is achieved through continuity and consistency of cultural
transmission over time. This should include consistency in lifestyle, behaviours, social
institutions, art, architecture, cultural landscape, beliefs, events, places, images, values
among others. 'Traditional' implies belonging to a group and to the land. The
traditional built environments of Hedjaz were identified by regions, while the modern
ones are identified - like other architectural movements - by periods. The latter can
not produce continuity, belonging to places, people, and their culture.

Traditional houses are treasure houses of human experience; of successes and
failures, and of ways in which built environments have interacted with the culture and
environment of given localities. Time has changed, but it is still worthwhile to

preserve the living qualities of the traditional habitat. Not in the physical sense of
preservation as much as the use of these qualities as a continuous source of inspiration
and as an alternative to a world-wide modernism. It is possible that the social cost
could be minimized since there would be much less displacement from the original
culture.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

AUTHENTICITY, INNOVATION AND IMITATION

Introduction

If people in traditional Hedjaz - like those of other traditional cultures - did
certain things in certain ways for a very long time, they had cherished reasons for
doing so. Accordingly, the dynamic impulse was tempered with subtlety and sympathy
with tradition which allowed new ideas to be introduced in their due time and in

circumstances which were appropriate. In this way the processes of change were

themselves a part of everyday life and as such resulted in the production of houses
which were indeed authentic1. This chapter examines the quality and sources of this
authenticity and corresponding questions of innovation and imitation. In doing so, a

contrast is drawn between the traditional architectural language of Hedjaz and that of
the modern one. Reflections on this may suggest ways of profiting from the art and
architecture of the past rather than resorting to directly imitative styles of one kind or

another and without the fatuous replication of traditional forms, both of which are

almost endemic today.

While acknowledging a certain danger of distortion in contrasting a building
tradition which has been analyzed and supported by primary evidence (i.e., through
the interviews), with assessments of a present societal and architectural situation that
are based only on personal experience as a native of the region, I do know, as a fact,
that the views expressed in this chapter are by no means merely those of a few
individuals. I do hope that future researches might gain from the general ideas
presented here for more detailed investigation, based on empirical data and fieldwork
about the present situation.

1 The word 'authentic' according to the Webster's Third New International Dictionary means:
Worthy of acceptance, not copied, properly qualified, not imaginary or specious, genuine, original,
of an origin that cannot be questioned, marked by conformity to wide spread or long-continued
tradition, valid norms. "Authentic stresses fidelity to actuality and fact, compatibility with a certain
source or origin, accordance with usage or tradition, or complete sincerity without feigning or
hypocrisy." See Webster's Third New International Dictionary. 3 vols. Chicago: Encyclopedia
Britannica, Inc., 1981. 1:146.
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12.1. Authenticity, innovation and imitation

Why is it that the appearance of
today's HedjazT houses does not reflect
the various functions for which they were

designed? Where is the spirit of the
society? Why cannot these houses
transmit at least some of the best of

today's imagination? As we see in
chapter eleven, there were a number of
socio-cultural reasons for such failure,
and despite the fact that the specification
for many of these houses must have
stipulated that they should be built for a

HedjazT culture and environment, the final
products were direct imitations of non-

indigenous models.

One can understand the reasons behind this state of architectural confusion, as
the architects of today's houses must have asked themselves: "which Hedjdzf culture
are we designing for?" The major shifts of the various aspects of this society have
made it an ambiguous environment, where a distinguishing social and physical identity
is hard, if not impossible, to perceive. The modern house and the image associated
with it - that of technology and progress - has communicated only alienation. The
architectural language of these houses is not comprehensible any more, and when they
do communicate, they do not reflect their HedjazT context. Moreover, the trends
towards individualism in society, discussed in chapter eleven, and the absence of a

unifying culture, have led people in the region to produce an architectural language
which is more personalised.

Modern HedjazT houses can be seen as stemming from two main models: the
'modern' model which is formed after international styles and is mainly Western in
its plan configuration, elevational treatment, etc; and the 'traditionalized' one, which
is a representation of both national (e.g., HedjazT, Southern Arabian) and international
traditional models (e.g., Spanish, North African, British Colonial). In most cases, the

Fig. 12.1. Capital Hill/USA or Jcddah/Saudi Arabia?
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latter type combines the traditions of many regions and brings them together in an

eclectic assembly. Between these two house models falls a range of minor ones, like
replicas of traditional Middle Eastern (e.g., Cairene), Classical European (e.g.,
Palladian villas), or Oriental (e.g., Japanese, Chinese) house models. In these models
the same building material, colours and architectural vocabularies are sometimes
copied to the last detail, but in general these are left to the whims of the owner and
his architect. In all cases, modem or 'traditionalized,' the aim of the client and his
architect is not to produce culturally-responsive family houses but, usually, to make
a family statement of sophisticated taste, socio-economic status, educational
achievement and so on.

The following photographs (Fig. 12.2a, b, c, d, e and f) show houses of those
of different socio-economic strata of the Jeddawi society2. They are representatives
of the kind of nonsense that is bom when architecture on the drawing board (whether
designed locally or abroad) loses contact with cultural reality. The absurdity of these
facades and architectural features is most likely matched by internal spatial
arrangements that are not in the least HedjazI or even Arabian.

1 These are examples of houses built by both medium and high income social groups. While the
income level seems to effect the scale of the house, it does not however determine its 'style,'
elevational treatment and spatial configuration.
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Fig. 12.2a. Copying from classical orders that do not Fig. 12.2b. The traditions of many regions are broughtderive from the traditional IjedjazI setting. together in an eclectic assembly.

Fig. 12.2e. Using the Post-Modern language.
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While these examples of
architectural disorder support the
argument presented in chapter eleven - of
the absence of a unifying HedjazI culture
- they also point to a kind of architecture
that stems from the actions of

uncoordinated forces of change. In the
modern HedjazT society, various socio-
cultural forces are pressing in different
directions and are unable to come to a

working agreement. Houses produced within this context point also to an architect -
and a client - who has left various ideas or themes in a state of raw agglomeration.
Under the current cultural conditions, in which the society operates as a collection of
individuals who strive to compete with one another rather than cooperating in their
affairs, the sure sense of authentic forms, unimpaired in the traditional house models,
ceases to operate. Uniform building standards and measurements, mindless imitation
and piecemeal production all tend to replace the traditional intuitive sense of what
goes well together.

If we look at the domestic architecture in Hedjaz today, we will see that the
main common denominators are what Lucien3 describes separately as copying and
imitation. Thus: 1)- Imitation is based on the critical, selective and inventive process

of a living tradition whereas the copy is concerned with the mechanical and literal
replication of originals; 2)- Imitation is the reconstruction of an original whereas a

copy is merely a reproduction of a precedent; 3)- Imitation addresses both essence and
form, whereas a copy is interested only in appearance.

Lucien therefore presents imitation, so defined as at least architecturally valid
even if not the best way to gain from the knowledge and experience of past traditions.
I, however, would prefer to treat this understanding of imitation as a meeting point for
the sake of discussion between advocates of authenticity like myself and advocates of
modernity and change. We shall refer to the principles and work of the traditional
HedjazI mu 'allemfn who have already shown us how to deal with architectural

3 Steil, Lucien. "On Imitation." Imitation and Innovation in Architectural Design. Ed. Lucien
Steil. New York: Academy Editions, St.Martin's Press, 1988. 9.

Fig. 12.2f.
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vocabularies based on features and elements that were borrowed from other localities,
and how to manipulate these forms through time to make them suitable for a unique
HedjazI lifestyle and purpose.

I shall try to answer some of the major questions which I think constitute the
heart of the problem of architectural authenticity: how does one determine what is
authentic and what is not?; at what point is authenticity a genuine quality that may be
replicated?; how can we transmit the character of 'authentic' houses to make societies
and cultures aware of their meanings and significance? While these questions will find
some answers in this chapter, I am afraid that the question as a whole of continuing
traditional authenticity in Hedjaz is a modem dilemma and would require a lengthier
and more detailed research than this one can afford. One thing may be said however:
the main obstacle to achieving this relates to what is discussed in chapter eleven, that
the society must 'want' to be culturally-authentic before its domestic architecture
could reflect people's intentions and actions. To that extent, it is a problem of practice
rather than one of research.

12.1.1. When does a building become an authentic work of architecture?

We say architectural authenticity is a modern dilemma because only today do
technological, economic and social structures exist, which sever the link between
finished products and the processes that produce them. Historically, as discussed in
previous chapters, the designer of a house was the builder, who was intimately
familiar with the culture of his clients. Continuity between form and process, surface
and depth, perception and action were more readily maintained, resulting in a

coherency of home place, form and function, being and meaning.

As we see earlier, and according to its very definition, authenticity cannot be
achieved merely through the manipulation of form. If we use the traditional domestic
architecture of Hedjaz as a standard, authenticity should be perceived in terms of
process and relationships. As a process, authenticity is an expression in characteristic
form of the contemporaneous indigenous qualities on which it is based. As a

relationship, authenticity emphasises the strength of connection between people and
the world they live in. This is why authentic meaning cannot be created through
copying or imitating traditional form, since authenticity is the very source from which
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form gains meaning4. Imitation of an authentic form is an unauthentic transformation
and growth of that form, as Portoghesi notes "Once this type of beauty [architecture
without architects], created by time and by the sediment left from generation to

generation, had been discovered and celebrated in the literature, one tried naively to

capture it and to replicate it in the laboratory by vaguely imitating its form without
understanding that a form born from a process cannot be retrieved without the
process sustaining it."5

As we learned from the traditional mu 'allemfn, a building becomes a unique
and authentic work of architecture (shugul a$it) when it expresses the creativity of its
makers as well as the ambitions and achievements of the whole society (which seems

like a proper definition of the traditional HedjazT house). However, we need to deal
with a number of very important questions, such as how to determine what is
authentic or not among the various aspects of the traditional domestic architecture in
Hedjaz, and at what point in time such examples cease to retain authenticity, and so

lose their legitimacy for replication?

To begin with, I believe that one can determine the authenticity of a house by
whether or not it is bom within the context in which it exits, like those of traditional

Hedjaz. A house must grow in its context, be culturally intrinsic. We see in chapters
three, six, seven, eight, and ten that the process of creating a spiritual home in
traditional Hedjaz, and the formative process of creating a culturally-authentic house
emerged out of the everyday life and context of that place. Forms, shapes, values and
people developed through this process which involved a connection between the form
of the phenomenon and the process that produced it as mentioned earlier. This
connection evolving between past and present, purpose and achievement, process and
product was, traditionally, the major source of authenticity. To further explain this
point, I present these examples of the traditional criteria of authenticity: everyday use,

unity, and adherence to religion, all of which are discussed in chapter ten.

4 Definitions adopted from Dovey. See: Dovey, Kimberly. "The Quest for Authenticity and
replication of Environmental Meaning." Dwelling. Place and Environment. Ed. David Seamon and
Robert Mugerauer. New York: Columbia University Press, 1985. 33-50.

5 Portoghesi, Paolo. Le Inibizioni Della'Architettura Moderna. Rome, 1974. 134. Cited in
Rudolf, Arnheim. The Dynamics of Architectural Form. Berkeley: University of California Press,
1977. 170. (Words between brackets are added).
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12.1.1.1. Authenticity through everyday use

As we see in chapters eight and ten, the pattern of everyday use in the
traditional HedjazT house was one which reflected and strengthened a sympathetic
interaction between people and their home environments. As applied in this sense,

everyday use reinforced the close bonds between the spiritual inhabitants of the house
and the physical habitation; between the snail and the shell. The traditional HedjazT
built to establish his place in the universe, to express his feelings, intentions,
inspiration, and actions. His buildings, in turn, received these meanings from his use

of them. The value of any feature or artefact in the house depended on the needs that
were satisfied by it.

To illustrate the significance of everyday use as a validation of authenticity of
forms and how modem architects forget this precondition, we can examine a

traditional architectural component that is copied extensively in today's HedjazT
houses: the rowshan (Fig. 12.3). According to Dovey6, who examined the
transformation of a similar element - wooden shutters - there are two kinds of

transformation of form: one that occurs with the loss of use and integration with
everyday life; the other occurs when function is abandoned. These were both
considered by the mu 'allemin as essential to the house in traditional Hedjaz, as we

see in chapters eight and ten. We also see in chapters three, six and eight that the
original rowshan served as a boundary control device and for the regulation of
temperature, ventilation and light to provide a view, and for entertaining other
functions. In its original context, the rowshan was integrated with the everyday life
of the house as an essential component.

The traditional form of the rowshan evolved within this context of boundary
control. Technology has provided modem HedjazTes with other means of control that
perform some of the original functions of the rowshan (e.g., one-way glass). Towards
the middle 1900s, the rowshan was cut off from its functional roots. For sometime,
the rowshan was built to decorate7, but not actually to be used. Its connection with

6
Dovey, 1985. Passim.

7 We may argue that the use of a rowshan as a decorative element of certain aesthetic values is
in itself a function of that rowshan. However, the function meant here is the original one: that of
providing privacy, regulating ventilation,...etc.
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life inside the house was severed and its role became purely visual and static. From
the authentic traditional point of view, this kind of rawashin is unusable and purely
decorative.

Perhaps the final affirmation
of redundancy lies in the imitated
version of the rowshan on the

facade of a modern house (fig.
12.4.). This represents a complete
transformation of the relationship
between the user and the form and

signals the loss of integration
between the rowshan and everyday
life in the modern house. At the

same time, there is a transformation

of the formative process: whereas
the traditional form of the rowshan

derived from activities of everyday
life, the decorative form derives

from the visual image of 'rowshan.'
As the replicated rowshan becomes
less and less like the original
version, chances are its meanings tc

Fig 123. The form of the original rowshan

will be forgotten in the course of time8.

Similarly, traditional house forms and space arrangement reflected the way of
life of the people for whom these forms were intended, as we see throughout this
research. But the plans of houses built for and by members of the traditional harat of
Hedjaz, did much more than reflect a single set of domestic functions. We see in
previous chapters that traditional functions did not vary according to wealth and social
status of the inhabitants; they communally varied over time and were modified by the
generally improving standards of living in each period. Today, such functions vary

8 However, if the imitated rowshan of the 1980s does not convey its original function, it might,
thought modern architects, achieve its meaning through imitation - or rather deception (in this case,
the authenticity or non-authenticity of the rowshan depends on whether one sees it as a formal or as
a usable object).
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according to the fashion or the
changing conventions of domestic
behaviour, as we see in chapter
eleven. The ever-changing fashions
of today are perhaps the modern
determinants of house plans and
forms, while the traditional house
established a richer pattern of being
and dwelling rather than one which
was a result of mere whimsy.

Genuine needs and functions are major requirements of authenticity. But we
see in previous chapters how the traditional view of everyday use did not relate only
to the functions of the house. Function as such was not the sole determinant of house

form or its space organization, because family life, social setting, behavioural patterns,
security, structure and availability of building materials were also important, as we see

in chapter ten. This means that the traditional 'function' must be used in its widest
sense, that is 'the fulfilment of intentions,' the most important of which were spiritual.
As discussed later in this chapter, such intangible features added 'personality' to the
ingredients of traditional authenticity, expressing function in the whole design of the
house, in its structure, building materials, forms, layout,...etc. For example, it was not
the function of the rowshan alone that made it authentic, for its shape, structure, and
placement in the overall configuration of the house gave a character to that house and
vice versa.

It may be argued9 that 'form follows function' essentially means "clearly
organized, cheap and light," and that form follows what interests man at a particular
time. While I agree to some extent with the second part of the statement, I think that
form may not exactly follow function, but it has to accommodate basic functional
requirements: the reason for its being in the first place. Note how this is opposed to
the modem search for socially attractive forms, 'styles,' and images where functions
and needs often have a lower priority than 'wants.' Modern Hedjazles who seek
distinctive 'styles' borrowed from a repertoire of local and foreign traditions just to

Fig. 12.4. Imitation of a rowshan on a facade of a modern house.

9 As in Pye, David. The Nature of Design. London: Design Vesta, 1964. 9.
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indicate social status, are prepared to sacrifice much more functionality and comfort
than traditional Hedjazles were willing to do. As we see in chapter eleven, 'distinction
seekers' also contribute to the extension of non-functional styles to every social level
in the major cities of Hedjaz today (including the most conservative like Al-Madinah
and Makkah).

Advances in technology have greatly expanded the 'vocabulary' available for
visual display today, but have rendered its meanings unclear, while the traditional
normative attitudes clearly specified what the house architecture was and what it was
not. We could look at all the elements and components of the traditional Hedjazi
house that are replicated today for their own sake and judge for ourselves. The simply-
applied decorations of the traditional Hedjazi house - both internal and external -

sprang directly from construction methods, practical requirements, religious and socio-
cultural considerations, and on no small way from the psychology of the people and
the spirit of the time. There were, however, features of traditional buildings that
originated to satisfy a structural or practical function but which, after their usefulness
had ceased, remained as decorative elements of the traditional Hedjazi architectural
vocabulary (e.g., the trefoil Moroccan arch - 'aqd mutallat - of the entrance). These
contrast with modem decorations that are merely structural appendages to indicate
affluence (e.g., marbles slabs). The floral motifs and paintings on a traditional Hedjazi
house, that are considered today as 'unprogressive taste' belonged intimately to the
house proper and could not be separated from the rest of the house without affecting
its whole character.

To answer the second part of the question - at what point is authenticity a

genuine quality that is worth replicating - we might look at one example of a recent

attempt to imitate traditional or 'familiar architecture' based on a modem habitation
programme. This is the residential compound of one of the oldest and most prominent
families of Hedjaz (Fig. 12.5a & b.). This is the closest one can come to a traditional
house if one chooses to overlook the source of that tradition. Architect Hassan Fathy
was commissioned to design three 'traditional' villas for the family. The problem with
the work of the great architect is not whether or not his villas look 'traditional,' but
rather one of to which tradition they belong. They are a mix of a 19th century Hedjazi
house model and an 18th century Egyptian one. The Hedjazi part of the house was the
authentic traditional building material (hadjar manqabi), but the features of each house
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were recreations of Egyptian traditions, most of which did not have any association
with or resonance to the culture of Hedjaz10.

m?.

Fig. 12.5a. The residential compound of the Na$If family.

Such use of fragmented
images from the past might
Cdiiy hints of 'traditionality'
to the interested user, hence

'authenticity' and
lighlfulness. In such cases,

the traditional house is used

as an image, an object that
should - explicitly and
Specifically - be imitated for Fig. 12.5b. The architectural features of the family house included

shukhsheikha and malqaff (air and light inlets) which are typical ofwhat it is. It may be argued traditional Cairene houses.

that such traditionalized
house models are not mere imitations but symbols because architectural symbolism
begins to come into play when the design of a house uses shapes or architectural
elements that carry a conventional meaning, and the more firmly a traditional symbol
attaches itself to an appropriate physical image, the more convincingly it survives
changes in ideology and beliefs. Even then, for a traditional architectural element to
be used as an expressive element, its shape must be seen as dynamic: used. But, to
take the 'symbol' argument to the end, while the historic functions of the rowshan,

10 The compound was described by one of the mu 'allemin as Shughul ba~rcmu{, muba 'gar (lit.mongrel, spotty = varied, eclectic), and by another (who only saw a photograph of the compound)as shughul gharib (unfamiliar, alien work).
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for example, could be carried out elsewhere in the house, as with a modern screened
balcony, the image presented by a replica could be used as a symbol of past times11.
Therefore, it could be acceptable if houses today can serve - albeit artificially - to
revive the weakened cultural experience of modern Hedjazles. At the same time, one
would not like to think that the traditional meanings of living, sleeping, sitting, eating,
entertaining and watching the life of the neighbourhood that the traditional rowshan
accommodated were reduced to their mere physical significance, and that the
principles by which we understand the nature of things and which govern the shape
of our products could be reduced to intellectually defined concepts, which no longer
benefit from their perceptual sources.

12.1.1.2. Authenticity through unity

A rowshan, or any other element of the traditional house, that is simply 'stuck
onto' a facade of a modern one, and that is not used in its original way or setting, or
that is not structurally a part of that house is not an authentic one. Not only that, but
the inauthenticity of this rowshan would affect the character of that fa?ade like a

contagious disease. Instead of a fake rowshan being an enhancement to the character
of the house (this being the assumed intention of the architect and client), this will risk
the loss of the character of the house altogether. Any architectural element that
behaves as though it is dependant on the whole while being, in fact, independent,
harbours a discrepancy that is self-contradicting and disturbing. This 'untruth' or

deception interferes with the functioning of the part and the whole. Therefore, treating
traditional elements of the house as a veneer, or a skin over the pre-existing structure

compromises the authenticity of the house and degrades its meaning.

As suggested in chapter eleven, the lack of a complimentary relationship
among houses in a given neighbourhood in a HedjazI city today is the outcome of the
emerging individualisation in society. House structures today are conceived as an

individual entity, standing on their own regardless of their surroundings. This

11 In this respect, the family compound in the above example could have been more meaningful
and spontaneously expressive of a traditional Hcdjazl attitude if it did not try to be 'symbolical' by
resembling an Egyptian style house. In my opinion, this is a kind of symbolism that has to be
intellectually addressed in the basis of historical research of other architectural traditions to be
understood. This symbolism is architecturally less compelling than the direct messages of
conventionally perceived forms.
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prevailing individualism has led to a stress on the singularity of private family houses
and their distinctiveness among their neighbours. This chaotic home environment
encourages focusing on disconnected items, on single house structures, giving form
a priority over function, materiality over spirituality, and parts over wholes. In the
integrated culture of traditional Hedjaz, individual differences between members of the
society existed within the framework of a common and uniform architectural 'style'
and thereby enriched rather than disrupted the image of the community as a complete
whole. In the traditional sense, houses were not merely objective phenomena but were
part of the human environment in which man and house were in contact. The
traditional view of home as one's place in the universe meant that man was able to

integrate with his place in the universe in a perceptual continuum. How can this be
done given today's absence of a unifying structure to the whole, and the discrepancy
between house and neighbourhood, between home and home-range?

The increased trends towards individualism has the effect of causing an

architectural disunity on two levels. Commercial competition on the part of the
architect and the distinctiveness sought by the client both reflect themselves in a

disintegrated approach to the architectural process. The tendency is to perceive house
construction as an agglomerative exercise combining a variety of 'features' into a

composite rather than trying to define the personality of the house or the user and
designing the elements in sympathy. Therefore, the house no longer relates to any

social location; it derives nothing from the wider environment and contributes nothing
to it. This 'distinctiveness' is alienation. In terms of architectural 'linguistics,' we can

say that the difference between the modern house and a traditional one is the
difference between the sterility of a monologue and the productiveness of dialogue.
Such houses are features of imitative fashionability and contrivance rather than a true

originality within an organic context - which is the prerequisite of authenticity. Such
an example is shown in figure (12.2.).

Unity implies similarity, communality, cohesion, integration, harmony;
adherence to norms, common values, beliefs and world views. These were the

prevalent socio-cultural themes of traditional Hedjaz, as discussed in chapters one,

three, five, seven, eight, nine and ten. Deviation from norms was and is a major cause
of inauthenticity in Hedjaz. For example, we see in chapter seven that observing the
norms of Hedjaz was the only means of an individual's existence and integration as

a member of the society. In chapter eight we see how communal beliefs, values and
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norms led to the establishment of internal and external worlds, both of which were the

basis of existence in the universe and the establishment of Home. We also see in the

same chapter how wide the home-range conceived by an individual was, being the
result of a commonality of purpose, values and beliefs. In chapter nine we see how
a house that did not conform to the socio-cultural norms was described as gharib or

dakh.il (alien or strange). In chapter ten, all that we regarded as 'constants,' such as

the common cultural-language, group solidarity, the preference for using local building
material, gradual growth,... etc., pointed to the traditional emphasis on the integration
and cohesion of the society, and were all reflected in the houses themselves.

By definition, a norm is "an authoritative rule or standard: model, type,

pattern. A standard of conduct or ethical value: a principle of right action. An ideal
standard binding upon members of a group and serving to guide, control, or regulate
proper and acceptable behaviour. A pattern or trait taken or estimated to be typical
in the behaviour of a social group because its most frequently observed."12 A norm

then, works as a control, a force which prescribes the place and function of everybody
and everything contributing to it. As we see in chapters nine, ten and eleven, the main
enemy of conformity to norms in traditional Hedjaz was incompatibility and
distinctiveness13 leading to disorder and instability. Naturally, as in every society,
these norms did not meet the needs of every individual, and even if they did, some
did not wholly surrender their initiative to them14. In general, and in spite of the
relative degree of freedom given to traditional clients and builders, ranges of
adaptation, and ways of responding to circumstances were prearranged, as we see in
chapter ten. This social and spatial oneness bred architectural unity and authenticity
because it prevented fragmentation, impurity or disorder, at least visually.

12 Wesbter's Third New International Dictionary. 3 vols. Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc.,
1981. 2:1540.

13 For example the statement that "the original and genuine Hedjaz! family did not need to go
through all this [showing-off],...Between us, the ordinary Hedjazies, if one of us started spending
large sums of money on the facades of his house, people became offended, and he was condemned
for trying to be different. It was as if belonging to us did not suit him, and he was immediately
shunned by the tjara..." (AI-Makkl family, Jeddah, May 18, 1990).

14 For example: "The sharif wanted the best craftsmen to build this house for him. He also
wanted it to be a model on its own in order to make it different from the ordinary houses of
Jeddah." (Mu'allem §ai)aqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 6, 1990).
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A norm is also defined as "a genuine aspect of the percept itself, although not

tangibly present. Any perceived deviation from a virtually present norm endows the
structure with strong dynamic tension, directed either toward the norm or away from
it."15 The latter was the case in Hedjaz when the traditional authentic harmony, order,
integration, balance, stability,...etc, was violated during the middle 1900s through wide
departure from any existing culturally-accepted matrix, and from the pattern of the
whole. Family houses like those shown in figure (12.2.) emerged in the midst of a
socially and physically coherent neighbourhood and threatened the balance achieved
by generations as noted by mu'allem §a4aqah Karkachin when he referred to the
HedjazI rush to modernity in the 1950s: "what the ant [tradition] collected in a year,

the camel [modernity] squashed with its foot in a single step."16

The integral relationship between the various elements of a given traditional
HedjazT urban setting was a primary one. Each element derived from its character
certain capacities and requirements: each was able to serve some purpose that was
consistent with that of others. Each element needed certain conditions in order to

function, and these needs were, in turn, fulfilled by other elements and so forth. On
the basis of the characteristics of these individual units or elements, the whole

arranged itself. The weight and importance of each element derived from a sort of
power play, with the aspirations of every individual unit confronting those of its
neighbours. A solution was achieved when demands of all participants were balanced
against one another.

On the other hand, in the modern 'individualistic' HedjazT society, each
member is permitted and even encouraged to select his elements exclusively on the
basis of his own egocentric interests and to get away with as much as others allow
him to (what is broadly agreed upon as acceptable by the society). The result is the
chaos familiar to modern Hedjazles - the ugly incompatibility of house models that
constitute so much of today's residential areas (e.g., Chinese roofs on Post-Modern
villas). Such disorder, which could hardly prevail in a unified cultural situation, is
tolerated only as long as no common purpose imposes itself.

15 Arnheim, Rudolf. The Dynamics of Architectural Form. Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1977. 180.

16 Originally a traditional HedjazT proverb, used by mu 'allem §a<Jaqah Karkachin to serve his
particular meaning. (Jeddah, April 7, 1990).
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Traditionally, the overall pattern of the house, its plans and elevations, once
decided upon, governs the formation of components. The fusion of basic functions and
directions in complex wholes is analogous to organic growth, which builds by
seamless continuity and treats even the joints as links rather than distinct parts. There
was always a dominant socio-cultural schema that determined the place and function
of every individual component. Arrangement of houses and different spaces in a

neighbourhood, as well as the elements and components in an individual house was
not left to chances, otherwise a persistent struggle, reminiscent of today, would have
led to unproductive solutions, which was rarely the case.

Another area of authenticity brought about by unity in traditional Hedjaz was

the total harmony between the client and the designer and builder that is discussed in
previous chapters. Today, for example, when the ideas of the architect and those of
the client cannot be accommodated in an integrated order, the result we see in modern
HedjazT cities is 'unreadable' architectures, a kind of ambiguity that prevents the
design of the house from making its character manifest without the contradiction and
disorder of an eclectic arrangement of both their ideas.

Accordingly, the appropriate degree of unity among various components of an
architectural whole is directly related to the functional relations between them. This
does not mean that maximum unity is the optimum architectural solution, nor does it
imply that all functions of the house should be differentiated in appearance. The
various functions of the house are related to one another in a more or less intricate

pattern of connections and separations. The unity at the level of overall design in the
traditional HedjazT house could be attributed to the common roles and functions of
different house compartments. The uniformity of the building corresponded to what
was accepted as uniform in the various families' needs. The overall formal order
reached precisely as far as the function order, and the discontinuation of this order
behind the door of each apartment was acceptable because, in fact, a separate way of
life quite legitimately reigned in each family living quarter. The uniformity of the
multi-family house of traditional Hedjaz symbolized a shared purpose and a

monotonous equality. The hierarchical order, discussed in chapter ten, as a constant

and a prerequisite of traditional HedjazT houses stretched as far as was needed for the
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functional unity of the various components of the house17. No architectural
distinction were illustrated between the living quarters of each gender or age group

other than those obviously necessary for domestic intercourse.

Therefore, one can determine which element of the house is authentic and
which is not by simply examining its use, its connection with everyday life and its
relation to the whole. Furthermore, a reciprocal relationship between the house and its
environment, social and physical, must be implicity and explicitly demonstrated in one

wholistic structure. The authenticity of the character of any element of the house
becomes a genuine quality that is worth replicating when its symbolism is strong

enough to carry its associative meaning to the structure in which it is used rather than
to which it is attached.

12.1.1.3. Authenticity through adherence to religion

It was emphasized many times in the course of this research that the traditional
HedjazI house was a reflection of socio-cultural beliefs. As time passed, these
traditional considerations ceased to guide emotions but rather became subdued in the
daily routines, rituals and habits of the people. Today, a further consequence of the
deviation from the traditional unity of religious and cultural principles is that many,
not being able to discriminate between inner religious sentiments and outer habits,
forget the former and conduct the latter automatically. And so frequently, some, no
matter how eager traditional followers they may be, are spiritually as far from the
fundamental meaning of religion as the society will allow.

As we see in chapters seven, ten, and eleven, the traditional HedjazI
mu 'allemin treated Islam as the main reference and guide in their lives and they
stalled from a belief in its absolute authority. While the traditional mu 'allemin looked
at architectural problems as believers, the rationalism of modern architect seeks to
reinvent reality in their own terms.

17 The prevailing dwelling type in modern Hcdjaz is the independent single family house, which
encourages individuality. This individuality is further accentuated by the gridiron or subdivision
system of arranging residential areas in the modern parts of most HedjazI cities.
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Islam states that, as God's vicegerent on earth, man was given the faculty of
'creation' by the Almighty Creator. 'Creation' here does not refer to man's ability to
enhance the divine creation, but rather to his duty to ensure its natural balance and
protect its wealth and beauty. It was therefore, man's duty to be honest and sincere
in his 'creations,' in respect to his Master's teachings. God achieves perfection in the
simplest of His creations as well as in His most complex, and so should man, for that
is the 'true' creation: truthful and honest. But, when we say that the architect is
capable of inventing or 'creating,' we mean a totally different sort of creation from
that of his Master. It is a kind or creation that should inspire admiration, for it is a

faithful product of God's will executed in the spirit of humility. We are not talking
about a mere display of intentions, rather about man's actions in accordance with what
God orders him to: "God likes only those amongst you who if they do something, they
refine it, or complete it."is

To refine and complete here means to fulfil, to accomplish, to make total and
whole. God orders man to look at the universe to see the signs of His perfection, The
Master wants His pupil to learn something, not to copy Him, because that is far
beyond the capabilities of man. Such is reflected in the more sublime attempts at
imitation. One cannot make a likeness of the universe, because one cannot imitate it
or its Creator. Therefore, one can reflect the universe not by doing what God does,
which is impossible, but as God does in the universe: to complete with honesty and
make whole. In other words, one can still express the forms seen in the universe, even
though one cannot imitate its Creator:

O men! Here is a parable set forth! Listen to it! Those on whom,
besides God, ye call, cannot create (even) a fly, if they all met together
for the purpose...(Qur'an, Sura XXII: 73, Hadf).

As designers, we perceive the structure and organic composition of the
universe as architectural by nature, and so throughout all things, macrocosmic or

microcosmic. Man's architecture, however, must not copy that of the universe, but
should try to interpret the clues provided in it and the system by which it operates,
and then try to represent the laws of the universe by acting according to them. God's
form-expression - as manifest in the universe - is a specific language. It is a language

18 An authentic Prophetic t/adtth.
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by means of which God communicates with those whom ya'qilun, yub§irun,
yatafakarriin19 or those who are able to understand, consider, see with their 'hearts'
or feel with their senses. Thus, the more we study God's form world, the more it
becomes evident how rich in inventiveness His form language is. This language should
be our source of inspiration and not a direct model to copy.

Mircea Eliade argues that "creation means the repetition of the original
creation....creation is the transformation of chaos into cosmos,"29 suggesting that the
true forms of origin are reconstructed by a process of imitating originals. The
objective of imitation, hence, is to create something new out of the synthesis of the
original model, the universe. Man, according to Quatermere de Quincy, does not create
in the elementary sense of the word, but simply finds new combinations of pre¬

existing elements21. Man, then, should return to the archetypes that relate to the
cosmic order - as did the traditional Hedjazles: to the path of tradition that leads back
to the universe. In nature, the balance between form and function has been worked out

to perfection to maintain survival. Likewise, simple traditional forms, man-made as

they were, have become in their own right creations that have a natural place in the
universe.

Islam prescribes how the Muslim is to conduct his life within the community
in utmost detail, to the extent that some foreign observers described it as very much
a religion of the community, not of the individual. But Islam, as a way of life, neither
forbids nor hinders progress and the traditional HedjazTes always found their identity
within it. It has also lately, however, ceased to be the unifying force that it was, since
modern Hedjazies no longer adhere to it in the same degree. What is needed in Hedjaz
today is a revival of Islamic values, a renewal of faith in the teachings of Islam, to

19 As in the following Qur'anic verses: " Thus doth God make clear His signs to you: in order
that ye may understand." (Sura 11:242, Baqarah); "...Behold, verily in these things there are signs
for those who consider." (Sura XIII:3, Ra'ad); "...Have they not the vision." (Sura XXXII:27,
Sadjdah); "...They have hearts wherewith they understand not, eyes wherewith they see not, and ears
wherewith they hear not. They are like cattle,- nay nwre misguided: for they are heedless." (Sura
VII: 179, A 'araf).

20 See Eliade, Mircea. The Sacred and the Profane. New York: Harcout Brace Jovanovich, 1959.
56.

21 See De Quincy, Quatermere. "A Definition of Imitation." Imitation and Innovation in
Architectural Design. Ed. Lucien Steil. New York: Academy Editions/St.Martin's Press, 1988. 11.
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assure the next generations of clients and architects that only adherence to traditional
values and religious teachings can provide the answers to their problems.

The modern departure from religion, culture and nature, hence from authentic
architectural language of form, could be explained along the lines previously
suggested: in the period before the full effect of the oil boom was realized In Hedjaz,
there was a well established architectural language of form; later on, during the middle
1900s, it was necessary to destroy this language to catch up with the image of a

modern, 'sophisticated' and developed nations. Once the language was destroyed, it
was necessary to develop another, and it was here that the problem of modern HedjazI
architecture arose. As if it were impossible to create a modem HedjazI architectural
language of form, it was thought appropriate for local and foreign architects to imitate
and copy the architectural language of others.

12.1.2. Could we transmit the character of 'authentic' houses to make

societies aware of their meanings and significance?

If we - at least as a compromise - accept the replication of the traditional
architectural elements of Hedjaz under the umbrella of symbolism, then the remedy
for this degradation of traditional symbols depends on the extent of the architect's
success in reinforcing the traditional spiritual connotation inherent in all the simple
aspects of HedjazI domesticity. He could do this by cultivating the expressive qualities
in the shapes he invents and not in those he copies. Modern architects who are

providing 'traditionalized' house model are not seeking to grant 'authenticity' to their
products; on the contrary, "their philosophy is not that we are giving you the
reproduction so that you will want the original, but rather we are giving you the
enhanced reproduction so that you will forget the original. The reproduction has
become an original and architecture has transformed the past."11 By 're-legitimizing'
and 're-validating'23 the traditional architectural vocabulary, architects were able to

22 Khan, Hasan-Uddin and Charles Moore. "The Architecture of the Individual House:

Understanding the Models." The Architecture of Housing: Exploring Architecture in Islamic
Cultures. Proceedings of an international seminar sponsored by the Aga Khan Award for
architecture, The African Union of Architects and the Association of Architects of Tanzania:
Zanzibar, the United Republic of Tanzania, 12-15 October, 1988. 178-180.

23 Terminologies by Ismail Serageldin. "Comment" in The Architecture of Housing: Exploring
Architecture in Islamic Cultures. 1988. 203.
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present to the modern HedjazI society their own perception (and naturally that of their
clients) of a certain cultural image, and convey it as something 'original' or

'different.'

However, the exploitation of architectural media must not be confused with
creation as a response to a genuine social need. Traditional HedjazI houses with their
forms and space configurations were 'shaped for living' and that constituted their
spiritual value. Traditional forms followed traditional functions in the sense that they
satisfied the functional requirements that were their reasons for 'being' - both physical
and spiritual ones. It follows that any form-appearance lacking in spiritual qualities
has no vitality insofar as the culture that produced the form is absent. Today's HedjazI
houses use a language of form that indicates cultural indifference and, therefore, it is
natural that these houses are accused of either fostering a materialistic culture or are

the result of one.

Obviously, form in architecture is inescapable. Ultimately, whatever we design
or build will have a physical form but what gives it life is what is done in and around
it: its treatment; maintenance and ultimate life depend on its acceptance by people. But
- from a modernistic point of view - these traditional forms are dead. The principles
that lie behind them seem to be dead too as we see in chapter eleven. Rationalism
artificially separates form from principles and denies integrity of organization, respect
for human scale, proportion, rhythm, repose, and the understanding of the network of
human and formal relationships out of which traditional HedjazI domestic architecture
arose. Cultural expressions imposed by architect's fanciful decisions, disregarding the
realm of public values, religion and the primordial instincts towards the home
environment, become meaningless. A meaningless architecture is an architecture that
doesn't represent anyone's beliefs or feelings. A truly meaningless architecture has no

cultural sincerity and thus ceases to be architecture. Meaning in traditional architecture
was instilled into its forms at its very inception, and enriched through time with use.

One of the main lesson gained from this research is that there are many ways

to revive traditional architectural forms and meanings. The lowest of these ways are

copying, imitation and assimilation, while the highest are innovation and integration.
The resolution to the problem of meaning-recreation through imitation requires a

deeper understanding of the kinds of meaning that emerge in person-environment
interaction, and a fundamental distinction between the use-based meaning of the
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original architectural element and the image-based meaning of imitation. In the above
mentioned example of the rowshan, meaning was found in the use of the rowshan, a

meaning that was connected to its shape, design, and structure.

I can appreciate the desire of both clients and architects to retreat to the past
and imitate forms that are indicative of the great heritage associated with it. But the
problem with 'traditionalized' modern buildings is that they try to translate models of
traditional domestic architecture into technological likeness. They are refashioned
versions of non-native buildings. These modem models look like traditional buildings
and that is all they do. This is simply one form overlaid upon the other, fixed as it
were by the difference of origin. A counter argument to the issue of imitating
traditional forms is raised by Suzanne Blier's. She states that when buildings
incorporate traditional design features they encourage users to retrace the works and
lives of their forefathers. Therefore, she recommends that modem houses should
'borrow' their 'images' from the experiences of the past so as to encourage people to
reaffirm their identity and activity24.

This however, seems similar to the problem of imitating Western design
themes in modern Hedjaz. Extensive travel abroad helped the modem HedjazI to gain
an amalgam of international house 'images.' I presume that, as a result of the
excitement felt during visits to different place, Hedjazles were anxious to build
replicas of Swiss cottages, Spanish haciendas, French chateaus, Roman villas and so

on. What they seem to have forgotten - I think - is that the home environment is the
most personal of places, the setting for intimate and enduring relationships. It
represents an investment and a long term commitment, and those who created these
houses in the first place were not looking for adventure; and the novel, exciting,
interesting places that attracted the modem HedjazT travellers - as most of them
discovered later on - are often undesirable to live in. A quick look at what has been
built so far in the city of Jeddah, for example, shows repeated misfits between house
form and culture as it is. There has been a failure to deal adequately with private open

spaces, to relate house type to family type, to recognize the climatic impact on new

materials, to recognize the cultural use of materials, to consider how houses evolve
and more generally to meet the lifestyle needs of the people.

24 Blier, Suzanne Preston. The Anatomy of Architecture: Ontology and Metaphor in
Batammaliba Architecture Expression. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987. 2.
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We cannot deny that the traditional HedjazI mu 'allemin boiTowed architectural
elements from other regions. If we look again at what has been built in 18th and
middle 20th centuries Hedjaz (chapter three), we will find that there is no concrete
feature that was uniquely HedjazI. The arch, the dome, the bay-windows,...etc., all are
forms that were derived from other regions and cultures. However, it was the
'creative' power of those mu 'allemfn that transformed these elements into a unique
visual vocabulary, expressions in their entirety that could be identified as belonging
to the culture they emerged from. The regional settings, climate, people, available
technology and building material, all determined the resulting forms and their cultural
expressions. Throughout its development, the HedjazI house saw new forms emerging
and others disappearing as a reflection of the society's evolution, yet one can hardly
detect radical changes, complete alterations or exact replicas as is the case today.

This traditional domestic 'art of necessity' as opposed to the modern 'art for
art's sake' or 'the art of choice' was born out of a popular demand to protect the
expression of socio-cultural beliefs and values among other things. That is why I find
myself inclined to term them 'indigenous, direct, true and creative' and most

expressive of man's life. And when art is direct, natural and honest, it possesses those
qualities that we all can understand and appreciate, an 'instinctive art' like that of
nature. Traditional architectural forms came honestly into expression, while modern
forms are only an arbitrary play with random shapes, seeking merely for striking
effects in the modern spirit; novelty for novelty's sake, advertisement for architects,
and status for the owner. It follows that if form is to have cultural significance, it must
first be creatively vital and honest. The rest should follow instinctively.

If we are to learn anything from the traditional HedjazI house, as far as its
'design' is concerned, it must be that of forms-evolution. Any traditional form - like
that of the human body - was imagined in connection with the reason for its being,
its means of expression and relationship with other adjacent forms in the whole urban
setting. As discussed in chapter ten, the evolution of traditional forms depended on a

multitude of circumstances and was adequately adjusted towards these circumstances.
To use Saarinen's words, traditional architecture was a "free-architecture, until
architects started to borrow forms from earlier times.."25

25 See Saarinen, Eliel. The Search for Form in Art and Architecture. New York: Dover
Publications, Inc., 1985. 266-267.
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The imitative forms of today not only lose their quality, they represent an

iconography that contributes nothing in overcoming the historical discontinuity which
has occurred and which the modern HedjazI society is living through; the lack of
cultural identity. The value of the user of certain forms becomes inverted in many

cases. A striking example of this is the gable roofs in a city where it hardly rains three
times a year (i.e., Jeddah). The occupants of such houses would have to bear with a

non-Arabian desire for low-ceilings for the rest of their lives for no apparent reason
other than novelty, distinctiveness and/or Western imitation. Such imitations initially
attracted attention because they were perceived as novel and unusual. Later, and by
living experience, houses with such forms lost their novelty and were either abandoned
or totally rebuilt.

Some modem advocates of 'authentic' forms in the traditional sense - like

Saarinen - believe that imitative forms lack creativity in design, and that they are signs
of the architect's inability to express. Others26 believe that the production of a work
of architecture is one of emulation; combining imitation and invention. Believers in
reviving old forms or imitating them27, think that new forms cannot come out of
nothing, and that if the choice were given, they would rather bring the old forms back
to life. Their opinion is based on the argument that the principle of imitation, or

working from precedents in architecture allowed genius to build on the achievements
of our forebears and expand inherited traditions by subtle innovation. However, I
believe that, as in the case of 'traditionalising' modern buildings, reviving traditional
forms for the sake of it or without consideration to their use and integration in the
overall form is still, at the end of the day, imitation.

The reason for saying this is derived from what is referred to in chapter ten as

the problem of architectural 'style.' Traditional buildings reflected their belonging to
a certain 'style,'28 or type, without there having been a conscious effort by the

26 Like Robert Stern in his "Design as Emulation." Imitation and Innovation in Architectural
Design. Ed. Lucien Steil. New York: Academy Editions/St.Martin's Press, 1988. 21.

27 like Steil, Lucien. "On Imitation." Imitation and Innovation in Architectural Design. Ed.
Lucien Steil. New York: Academy Editions/St.Martin's Press, 1988. 8.

28 For example, 'The Red Sea Style' as termed by Greenlaw. See Greenlaw, Jean-Pierre. The
Coral Buildings of Suakin. Leeds: Knight and Forster, 1976. 8.
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mu 'allemin in this direction. In contrast, the designers of modern houses make a

deliberate attempt to let their houses proclaim their 'stylistic' affiliation. The
architects' tendency towards such imitations may also have appeal as a display of their
knowledge of past traditions. But the fact is that the real cultural worth depends
entirely on its acceptance by the society and not on the amount of knowledge that the
architect possess. As Saarinen puts it "Culture is the result of what remains in one's
mind after the facts of knowledge are forgotten."29 He rightly likened architects who
adopt forms without discriminating about their fitness or simply for their novelty, to
those living on food that was digested by others.

12.2. Could we produce a house today that resonates with the HedjazI tradition
by using modern means?

Why cannot we combine the principles of traditional and modem architecture?
If most of us - modern Hedjazles - do not live traditional lifestyles and we enjoy our

modem conveniences, why do we not plan for them in our modern structures? In other
words, can we produce a house today that relates to the HedjazI tradition by using
contemporary means of producing a house? To shed some light on this proposal, let
us recall the process of producing traditional houses and contrast that with the modern
process (Fig. 12.6.). The first observation is that the modem process is attended by a

29 Saarinen, Eliel, 1985. 180.

Traditional Process ofProducing a House Modern Process ofProducing a House
Fig. 12.6. Traditional and modern factors involved in the process of producing a house.
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variety of participating agencies, each of which is operating within its own value
system. It is also characterized by a serious deficiency of communication and
coherence between these agencies, thus lacking in an identifiable cultural unity. Add
to this, as suggested in chapter eleven, that the modern perception of the house is
mainly based on its socio-economic value and family status and one could end up with
a commodity which in everyday use gains no spiritual enhancement.

In contrast, the traditional process is characterized by a unity and coherence
of the participating elements, all operating within a unified value system that creates
authenticity in the traditional HedjazI house, as discussed earlier. What I would
suggest is a third hybrid process using elements of both the traditional and modern
processes to produce a culturally-authentic HedjazT house (Fig. 12.7.). This is not a

'compromise' between the traditional and modern means of producing a house, rather
a new design and building process that would allow today's architects to deal with
modern architectural problems employing modern technologies with the added
ingredient of the HedjazT cultural norms, habits, customs and values of past traditions.

Home

Fig.12.7. A third hybrid process resulting from the use of both the traditional and modern processes to produce a

culturally-authentic tjedjazl house.

Furthermore, and instead of striving to find the specifics of this hybrid process,

a branch of the Ministry of Municipalities and Rural affairs that is concerned with
regulating the production of houses in the region could be established to deal with
'authenticity control.' The aim of this department should be the inspection of proposed
design schemes to ensure that they comply with certain socio-cultural principles (Fig.
12.8.). These should be derived from the traditions of Hedjaz, whether concerned with
cultural values or architectural traditions. However, the problem with this proposal is
that it implies a certain totalitarianism that is reminiscent of unacceptable historical
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politics. It contradicts the essence and meaning of authenticity as a quality that should
emerge from within the society and not imposed upon it.

[Modem
[Family values]

Architect,
Engineer,
& Contractor

. values

Building
regulation^"

Modern
technology,
material

Authenticity
Control:
Cultural norms,
values, Habits,
tradition, religion,
tdiology, needs,
wants, aspirations,
etc.

Physical &
natural

. factors.

Fig. 12. 8. A governmental agency could inspect architectural authenticity.

Therefore, the problem of architectural authenticity remains a modern dilemma,
the solution to which is yet in the hands of society. As discussed in chapter two, the
cultural authenticity and unified identity of the traditional HedjazI society was

achieved within a mutually supportive framework, where the traditions of a locality
safeguarded its architecture, by maintaining its religious values and sincerely
responding to its socio-cultural and physical environments, while architecture
safeguarded these by satisfying the set of functions appropriate to it. Such
environmental concern and coherency of endeavour throughout the history of Hedjaz,
shaped the experience, and hence the behaviour, attitudes, beliefs and habitats of its
people. Based on this, I am afraid that I am being over-optimistic about the possibility
of producing an authentic architecture in modern Hedjaz. The possibility exists that
authenticity, of the kind described here, is a notion which is in conflict with the values
of modernity.
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Should modern architects 'revive' old forms or 'create' new ones? Attitudes

have to be changed before form is to be influenced. What is called for here is not a
re-introduction or revival of old forms as this would mean only imitation. What we
are after here is a 'birth' of a new and vital HedjazI architecture capable of continuing
what the previous generations established. One does not show respect to one's parents

by imitating their actions. One does so by approaching one's work in the same sincere
spirit as one's parents. In this way, the constructive spirit of tradition goes from father
to son to grandson, from one generation to the other.

A socio-cultural 'return-to-the-roots' chain reaction is required before
traditional forms can be reintegrated into the modern HedjazTes' everyday life, thence
architectural vocabulary. We first need a popular approval of the validity of past
traditions. To achieve this we need to see evidence of a desire for restoring the
currently blurred cultural identity. Cultural continuity could regain its interrupted
momentum through restating contacts with the ancestral past that will strengthen and
maintain identity.

To clear what I perceive to be a possible confusion concerning the value
judgement presented in this chapter, a distinction might be made between
'Traditionalism' and 'Traditionality.' Traditionalism might be considered as a mode
of thought (or I suppose, of architecture), a creed, a description of a passive
condition. On the other hand, Traditionality might be seen, arguably, as quality, an
active and so contemporary process or movement, absorbing the past. This contrast

might enable us to better emphasise the view that tradition is dynamic. It is from this
perspective that I considered the architectural tradition of Hedjaz as a dynamic living
force, engendering change by 'natural' impulse and encouraging the free exchange of
ideas. 'Tradition' does, after all, imply change - or at least movement. In this sense

we can have a 'liberal' tradition' or a 'forward-looking' or 'progressive' tradition
without contradiction in terms. What we cannot have on a social or intellectual level

is a tradition of no change. When we refer to 'changing traditions' or 'time-honoured
traditions' we mean usages (the terms are often used as affectionate descriptions of
ritualised forms observing a tribute to the past).

We should also appreciate that times have changed and so have the socio-
cultural circumstances. We, as modern architects, must be of our time and never copy

the traditional language of forms. This must, however, be considered as a reminder of
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its time rather than examples to be copied. Copying would not only fail to lend
authenticity to our architecture, it would also hinder the emergence of a modem
architectural language and, thence, continuity and maintenance of what our traditional
forebears began some three or four hundred years ago.

This chapter does not provide the details of the proposed hybrid process of
authenticity control, but it does however pave the way for the study of workable
models through which houses in Hedjaz could be produced following specific
methodologies based on the findings of this research. Meanwhile, modern architects
may ignore traditional architecture; acknowledge its existence but deny that it has any
value, interest or lessons; or they may romanticize it and try to copy it. None of these
courses would produce authenticity. The problem of producing authentic homes, or
architecturally expressing this in a manner which creates an uplifting environment is
that of finding an architect who can frame the rules, educate his clients and assume

his role in society as a creator, and a conduit for delight, love, enthusiasm, and
understanding.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

FINAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This thesis has been aimed at gaining a better understanding than currently
available of the traditional HedjazI house and the living patterns that were associated
with it. This was achieved by interviewing traditional architects and families whose
statements not only provided historical accounts of the traditional process of designing
and building a house, but also exposed socio-cultural attitudes which emphasize the
notion of the house as much more than a merely physical construction. This, therefore
has focused on the study of the meanings that the traditional builders and occupants
of houses conveyed through their buildings.

The built form of the traditional HedjazI house evolved around a set of
historical circumstances and functions that were specific to their period and were the
product of hundreds of years of learning and modification. Under the seemingly
carefree plan of a traditional HedjazI hara lay a thorough understanding of the flow
of life and action and a humble obedience to the topography of the land and the
requirements of the weather. Every element in the traditional HedjazI house seems to
have arrived at its natural order without being forced into place or accepting
compromises. The traditional uses of building materials and the solutions for coping
with the climate reveal the triumphs of common sense and simplicity. There, we seem

to find man's mind at its clearest, joining with nature in unpretentious teamwork and
without nonsense clothed in the values of fashion, style or sophistication.

The thesis has also shown how the traditional houses, each one and

collectively, represented a pattern of relationships, the aim of which was to bring
order, integrity and meaning to peoples's life - a series of connections between person,

group, house and the world. The traditional Hedjazl's effort to make the home a

sacred place served both to legitimise the group itself and its occupation of the land,
for in this way the town at large, and the home within it, formed a part of divinely-
ordered nature rather than being a merely human creation. The design and building
processes provide clear evidence of the desire for correspondence between man,

universe and building, each of them a 'dwelling' in the true sense. This reflected the
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idea of a supreme unifying order in the universe which is embodied in man. It is this
order that the traditional raw 'allem has tried to grasp and interpret in his works. This
central idea was reinforced by rituals, language and by the building itself.

To better understand the physical and spiritual sides of the traditional HedjazI
house from the perspective of those who designed and built it or lived in it, the
research focused on both. By analysing the main components of the traditional house,
its constituents, physical and socio-cultural environment, it was possible to grasp the
essence of the traditional living environment of the main HedjazI cities; while the
accounts of those who lived in such an environment made it possible to uncover

further layers of meaning behind the various aspects of the house, its design and
building processes and its living patterns.

The persistence of a fixed spacial organization and the overall stability in time
of the form of the traditional house, the societal sanction and legitimacy of precedents
in the design and building processes, and the continued use of spaces in accordance
with custom, initially led one to think that the traditional domestic architecture of
Hedjaz was unselfconscious and unreflective. However, what seems at first to be an

architecture that strictly adhered to age-old known and tried techniques, codified
behaviour and the practice of certain building methods following time-honoured
principles, was in fact gradually modified and updated to reflect peoples' changing
needs and intentions through the course of time. These modifications were then
approved by the traditional Hedjazles and became established norms and values. Both
clients and raw 'allemfn manoeuvred successfully over the years within this range of
acceptability and were able to produce what they perceived as culturally-authentic
home environments and a degree of variety in the houses.

However, when circumstances changed, it was natural that the formal
architectural representation of the traditional HedjazI house, its living patterns and
perceptions of it cease to have a direct validity to the modern society. In order to
examine the impact of such shifts in perceptions, the research considered the effects
of the socio-cultural changes that accompanied the rapid economic growth of Hedjaz
at the beginning of the post-oil boom of the 1970s. It examined societal attempts to
find a balance between requirements of rapid growth and the presentation of the
authentic character of HedjazI cities and the Islamic cultural heritage. It provided an
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account of the new ways of looking at the social environment, the loss of religious
certainty and the resulting cultural alienation that have contributed to the state of
architectural confusion in today's Hedjaz.

The cultural values and beliefs of modern Hedjaz were manifested in houses
that tend to replicate the outer forms of foreign and local traditions, copying modern
Western models, or make a combination of possible 'styles.' This raised the question
of cultural authenticity and the possible means of rectifying the current loss of a

unifying HedjazI cultural identity. In an attempt to deal with this problem, the sources

of architectural authenticity were examined by looking at possible means of producing
culturally-representative houses in today's Hedjaz. The root of such a 'cultural revival'
which lies in the continuity of the national cultural heritage, seeks to link the present
with the past while admitting the innovations of modernity and the contribution of
science, demands a pause for contemplating the cultural heritage of Hedjaz. The
examination of possible solution to the problem of cultural and architectural
authenticity in today's Hedjaz reveals it is a very complex dilemma - one which may

be impossible to resolve.

We need to activate and establish new harmonious links between the past,

present and the future, between economic development and cultural identity. To be
able to accomplish authentic architecture, our actions must be based on those
principles that are fundamental, and that are 'naturally' inherent in all things. It is not
the new architectural 'styles' that are responsible for the shift in people's perceptions
of themselves, their houses or their architects. Physical change without social change
would accomplish nothing and the reverse is also true. It is the lifestyle rather than
the building which makes for impersonality; yet still many clients and architects, not
realizing this priority, try to 'acculturate' their dwellings by means of architectural
devices. Unfortunately, such efforts, since they do not attack the root situation, which
is primarily socio-cultural, can never be more than marginally successful.

Mu 'allem §a4aqah Karkachin, may God forgive him, ended his interview on

the last day of our meetings with the following conclusion;

If some people today think that our days were harsh and that we were
miserable, we could never, however, be inferior to you modern
Hedjazles...the merits of old Hedjaz and its strength lay in the solidarity
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of people and not in that of stones [the structural soundness of
buildings] and this is what make us superior..., who is older than my
grandmother but my grandfather: they are both dead and may God
refine our ends [what is worse than the past but the present, those who
work towards their end will win on the day of judgement]. (Mu 'allem
§a(jaqah Karkachin, Jeddah, April 15, 1990).

The tradition of the Hedjaz was so rich, complex and pervasive in everyday
life that we do an injustice to such a culture in effecting any separation of one feature
of it from the others. I think that by focusing on the house and the notion of home as

a single feature of that culture, I did just that. One cannot interpret any aspect of a
culture apart from, and without the cooperation of the members of the culture in
question. It was, therefore, a risky assumption that an outsider like myself, within a

matter of months and relying on the accounts of few individuals, could adequately
explain and describe a whole traditional culture; and that I, in the process, could
transcend my own modern culture. Some of the data presented in this thesis might
suffer from misinterpretation as a result of my attempts to express verbally what
traditionally used to be discreetly taken for granted. The main problem was that a full
investigation of such an unconscious culture could be accomplished only by actual
observation of real events in normal settings and contexts.
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APPENDIX A

ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF INTERVIEWS

This appendix is intended as a further explanation of the advantages and
limitations of the process of obtaining oral history through interviews with the clients
and builders of traditional Hedjaz which is discussed in chapter four:

Since the events and topics recounted in those interviews were virtually
limitless, 'filtering' the tapes by discriminating between important material and
ordinary information had to be undertaken. The main technique, which required both
careful judgement and imagination, was sorting the transcribed material under the
different pre-determined categories by weighing them for accuracy and relevance,
while the rest of the tape was placed under a miscellaneous category for later usage.
By gathering an ample number of oral accounts describing the time period targeted
by the research, it was enough to develop an image about certain trends and unfold
certain patterns of lifestyles.

Divergent accounts were not necessarily in disagreement with each other,
although they seemed to be as such on the surface. For example, when a number of
narratives about the building process went in different directions, they collectively
complemented each other when placed side by side, analyzed and the basic common

threads involved were discerned. In almost every conducted interview, each oral
account represented certain facts as known by their narrator. Each interview in its own
represented that portion of the story with which the narrator could naturally identify
through personal or ancestral association.

Most informants drew their information from personal experience and
eyewitness accounts; firsthand observations of changes in the community's physical
and social make-up across the years, personal experiences of the elderly and
conversations with other members of the community. Some interviewees, however,
drew from knowledge gleaned from all sorts of written documents and printed
materials. The variety of these sources, an enumeration which was by no means

exhaustive, produced a broad range of topics that made up the bulk of this thesis. The
main characteristics of such accounts is that the narrator and his or her family were

usually the centre of the action in his or her own narratives. Those accounts were also
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usually highly polished from many retelling and most tend to cast the narrator in a

favourable light. Family stories in particular tend to concentrate on illustrating the
family's role in the community's economic, social and political structure along with
the peculiarities in the family's past (e.g., brave or eccentric relatives).

In the cases of mu 'allemfn, whose main source of livelihood and pride was

their work, much of what they knew about the past had to do with their craft. Since
the historical traditions of this group were usually known and passed along orally,
mainly among the group's members, the narratives of mu 'allemxn were characterized
by an added secondhand knowledge of how things were done before their time
(usually from a parent or an elderly master-builder). They were also characterized by
being focused on striking or unusual occurrences, encounters with famous persons,

craftsmanship, anecdotes, construction accidents and so on.

Personal recollections associated with buildings, furniture, tools and other
artifacts personalized those objects and provided vivid glimpses of life in traditional
Hedjaz. The recollections of customs associated with the use of certain building
materials or artifacts in different sets of events and occasions added further layers of
meaning to otherwise objects of antiquity.

Where formal history tends to be generalized and impersonal, orally
communicated history is specific and intensely personalized. Accounts offered by the
informants about the lifestyles of their ancestors conveyed an intimate view of the
remote past covering a greater scope of the studied time period and provided a

continuous link of events, building processes, origins of building techniques,...etc.
While written formal history tends to describe what happened within a certain period
of time, personal recollections provide insights into how people felt about what
happened during such events. This means that the latter could be subjective, biased
and evaluative because it drives from personal experiences. However, orally
communicated material could also carry the informants' and community's attitudes as

expressed in the oral accounts. The advantages of such characteristics are, for
example, the informants' reliance on visual imagery and striking details which could
be easily translated into detailed and fairly accurate drawings. The wealth of images
and details served to conjure up vivid mental pictures of the past that stirred further
unstructured questions.
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Throughout the interviews, gestures had always been inseparable from speech,
especially when the vocabulary was limited. As seen in this thesis, the highly visual
terms in which the past was presented by the mu 'allemfn and family members was

of vital importance to the research. Their verbally-painted images served to present
the past in graphic human terms, expressing a sense of the past as it was actually
experienced. The recollections ofmy informants indicated the emphasis given by each
individual concerning certain details of the house, and provided insights into the
private human motivations behind certain actions. It also implies that an informant's
psychological experience regarding a place, an event or an object in the house depends
upon which meanings were associated with it at a particular time. No one individual
recalled everything about a certain point or question, since individual narrators

responded to and recounted those aspects of a certain event of detail that most
appealed to them emotionally of professionally (e.g., builders vs. clients). Therefore,
the chances of one informant forgetting a certain step along the building process for
example, because of over-emphasis given to a certain point could be rectified by the
recollections of another informant who happened, for instance to give different
emphasis on a different point and so on. So each narrative was self-contained in its
own and the resulting narrative complex of a number of informants revealed a great
deal about what people believe to be more important in their community's past.

Chronological ordering of events, however, could not be so accurately
documented. Most of my informants could not organize events along a sequence or

a historical framework but rather as association with other persons or events. For
example, in an attempt to determine the origin of the wooden bay-windows in Hedjaz,
the replay was that an "Egyptian carpenter produced the best of them." The emergence

of bay-windows was more important to the respondent than who brought it; in this
case, what happened was more important than who was involved. A similar thing
happened when I asked about the origin of plastering house facades, the reply was that
"it happened after the Turks left!" This relative dating of events by association with
other episodes in people's life shows how the past becomes meaningful only when it
has been experienced personally1. Persons, places and events were more important in

1 Using certain historical events as references of time depended in most cases on the scale of the event,
its repetition and duration, and who was involved or excluded. This, however, differed from one informant to
the other depending on the meaning and importance of the event in the life of the respondent (i.e., the death
of a son during the invasion of the Turks).
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the mu 'allem's perception of the past; time was not. In most cases, respondents
focused on the question and then talked around it adding some valuable information
beyond the question itself but stripped of any time reference. The ordering principle
was not time, but the emotional associations that the informants had with the events

or objects being described (e.g., "The house that saw the biith of the my first son.")

The prominence of emotional aspects of orally communicated history was of
extreme importance to the research, and was perhaps equally important to my work
because of the historical facts them conveyed. For example in their description of their
perception of what were the ingredients of 'home' - as opposed to house -1 obtained
the most poetic and vivid of images, all of which were saturated with emotions and
feelings for each and every part of the house. This pointed to which parts of the house
were more important than others, which part of the structure was more intangible and
spiritually dominant, and the like. This revealed that the spirituality of some parts of
the building was embedded and even submerged in the physical characteristics of that
part.

A noticeable common occurrence that took place in almost all the interviews
was the glorification of the past regardless of the informants' prosperity or hardship
at the time2. The 'good old days' as a pre-existing model could have been taken for
granted if a clear understanding of this process of narrative patterning was not

recognized after the first few interviews. People tended to remember the past

selectively and in conformity with this model which was, to some extent, misleading
and inaccurate if the subject was not approached indirectly (orally-communicated
tradition is always retrospective where the past is perceived through the screen of the
present).

But although the materials elicited and gathered here originated from oral
sources, they eventually ended up as written records. These had to be more organized,
coherent and concise than their source. This meant that they had to be edited before
being used. There appeared some problems as far as presenting the recorded materials
of the interviews to the reader. Problems of communication was mainly caused by a

2 Montell, who conducted extensive interviews in the southern parts of the United states, drew similar
conclusions. See Allen, Barbara and Lynwood Montell. From Memory to History: Using Oral Sources in
Local Historical Research. Nashville: The American Association for State and Local History, 1981. Passim.
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number of reasons, the first of which was that the traditional spoken HedjazI dialect
is surrounded by fringes which gave added emotional and irrational meanings,
especially as understood by non-natives or young Hedjazles. The second difficulty was
that the traditional vocabulary has many implicit connotations. Finally, the building-
guild as a specific cultural group had its own specific jargon involving codes and
terminologies which were not readily comprehensible by other elder Hedjazles outside
the building guild, let alone the new generation of Hedjazles3. Any translation of this
genuine HedjazI dialect into standard academic English - or even Arabic for that
matter - would have removed the specific disclosure which came in the dialect as

such4.

Another limitation was the selection and sampling of respondents which was

not possible due to the relatively small number of the remaining elderly members of
the building guild who were able to give interviews. A certain degree of caution was

considered to guarantee the authority of the respondent to avoid bias and to produce
credible responses. This problem did not only manifest in the unavailability of
informants but also in that of remaining buildings.

Furthermore, being an insider by birth and residency could be considered as

both an advantage and a disadvantage. The advantage of being a natural insider is
having the knowledge of the locations and context of the general background of the
subject being investigated as well as an intuitive feeling for the place and people. Also
being a member of the culture of the people with whom I was working allowed me

to share with them - at least the knowledge of - some major historical experiences and
a cultural system that is based on similar values, symbols, customs, and attitudes.

3 For example the term 'ramram' which the traditional mu 'allemm used to mean 'to restore' is used
today by modern Hedjazles to mean 'to collect useless material.' The origin of the latter is believed to be
Egyptian.

4 The HedjazI dialect or colloquial accent is almost the same in Makkah, Jeddah, Al-Madinah, Taif and
Yanbu with very minor differences. When compared with the rest of the Arab world, the HedjazI dialect
could be characterized with its clarity, subtleness and correct pronunciation of the classical Arabic dialect
except for some letters. For example, while the name 'Hejaz' (as in Jaz) is pronounced as such in most
Middle Eastern countries - except for Egypt in which it would be pronounced as 'Hegaz' (as in gas) - the
letter 'J' in the local HedjazI dialect would be pronounced as a 'DJ,' (as in hedges) where the letter 'D' is
stressed. These were affected by the influx of non-Arab pilgrims through the course of history. It is notable,
however, that the traditional HedjazI dialect epitomise, shorten, abbreviate, abridge, substitute, reverse and
change the meaning of the classical Arabic word to another meaning close to or similar to the original word.
Examples of these are encountered throughout the research.
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On the other hand, the disadvantages of being an insider is the ease by which
I could dismiss some significant information as obvious, or taken for granted as facts.
Some of the narratives were so familiar as to seem not to require explanation, or was
considered as a sensitive subject that the informants expected me not to ask about
which made me hesitant to inquire about - knowing that I will not be given the benefit
of the doubt enjoyed by a foreigner. Some people whom I interviewed were more

likely to talk freely with an outsider about sensitive subjects like politics for instance.
This fear of offending the respectable elderly of Hedjaz could have led me to avoid
exploring what I considered to be unpleasant subjects or that I was not supposed to
ask culturally-sensitive questions to an old person and overstep the conventions of age
barriers. In such cases, my colleagues had to apologetically explain to the informants
that I lived abroad for a long time of my life that it I could overlook such basic
manners. Although such cases were not rare, I was then given the advantage of being
treated as a pupil who needed to be taught a great deal of things.

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH

Jeddah
* Mu 'allem Sadaqaho o ±

' OlaimI (29-30).
Jeddah/Makkah/AI-
Madinah
* 'Afif Family (12-13).

APRIL MAY JUNE

Jeddah
* Mu 'allem §a<jaqah
Karkachin (6-15).

Al-Madinah
* Mu 'allem Hamzah

o

Al-RTfi (25-30).

Jeddah/Makkah/Al-
Madinah

* Al-Makkl family
(18-19).

Table 14.T1. Dates and locations of interviews.
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GLOSSARY OF ARABIC WORDS AND MEANINGS

n.sing. n.pl. Meaning

Urban constituents

Baraha Barahat Open-yard
Bait Biyut House/family
-Bait Sha 'bi Public/ordinary house
-Bait Shaiyybah Old house
-Bait Shabab Young/new house

Darb Dorub Pathway
Dar Durldiyar House/family

Funduq Fanadiq Hotel

Hara Hawdri Residential quarter
Harat
o

-Hara sadd Cul-de-sac/dead-end.

Jami' Jawami' Congregational mosque

Khan Khanat Lodge

Mahallah Mahellat Residential quarter
Mahil Mahillat Place/house/room/shop
Masdjed Masddjed Mosque
Madrasah Madaris School

Manzel Manazel House/lodge
Maskan Masaken House

Qabowah Qabowat Covered market place
Qahwa Qahawf Coffee-house
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§ahn §ohun Court
Sakan Masaken House

Saraiyyah Saraiyyat Large house/palace
Shari' Shawari' Street

Shukkol low-income/self-built houses

Suq Aswaq Market place

Wikalah Wikalat Merchant centre

Zdwiyyah Zawaiyyah Small mosque/angle
Zawiyyat

Zuqaq Aziqqah Alleyway/lane
Zaqaiyyiq

House constituents

'Aqd
- Ghums/Makhmils

- Na§iJ
- Maiyytur
- Mughrabf

'Oqud Arches
Lancet, Tudor and basket-handle arches for
staircases

Round and horseshoe arches

Segmented arch
Moroccan trefoil arch

Parapet
Dolls/denticulate cresting
Floor/base of rowshan

Door

Ventilation opening/wind-catch

A 'rash al-summar

'Arusah 'Araiyyis

Ardiyyah Ardiyyat

Bab Abwab

Badahandj/bazahandj

Balermah Ba{ermat
Bait al-ma' Biyut al-ma'
Bait al-bir

Built-in platform toped with a mattress
Bath-room

Well-shaft
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Bazan Bazanat Water-storage
Bir Abiyyar well/shaft
Bitrah Bittar Courses of stone

Burdj Abradj Tower
-Burdj al-seqalah Tower of scaffolding/scaffolds
Burnaijah Baranij Hat/hood = top of a rowshan

Dabil

Daradj
-Sullam

-Sullam naqqal
-Daradj ma 'qud
-Daradj serri
-Daradj shamf

Daiyyrah
Dihlfz/dehlfz

Dibiil Spetic-tank
Dordjan Stairs
Salalim Stairs/ladder

Portable wooden ladder

Arched staircase

Service/secret staircase

Syrian-style external stairs
Dawayyir Circle (shape)
Dahah'z Hall/lobby

Digaisf Duguss
Dil' Dulu'

Drwdn Dawawin

Dour Adwar

Durqa 'ah Durqd 'at

Storage space

Ribs/exposed ceiling beams
Sitting-room
Floor

A hall between two iwanat

Fahil al-daradj Fuhul Staircase shaft
Farshah Furrush Cover for stair-treads

Find' Afniyyah Walled yard/open court

Ghowfah Ghouraff Room

Halq Holuq Throat/frame
-Halq al-bab Door-frame
Hammam Hammamat Steam/Turkish bath

Hanafiyyah Hanafiyyat Tabs/water-sources
Haramdfnah Haramdfnat Balconies

Haiyyjah Hawdiyyij Wall
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Housh

H°u4

Ahwash

Ahwad

Courtyard
Basin/tank

Iwan Iwanat Vaulted seating place

Jadrowah/Jedar

Jallsah

Jila

Judran

Jailsat

Jalawi

Walls/fence

The sitting-area of the rowshan
An internal sofa located at both sides of a main

entrance

Ventilation opening/wind-catch

Khazanah/khuzanah Khazdndt

Khazzdn

Khardjah
Khukhah

Kitf
-Kitf al-hadjar

Khazzanat

Khardjat
Khiikh

Aktdff

Storage-room
Water-tank/storage.
Terrace

Wicket/false-door

Shoulder/corner

Shoulders/columns of stone

Mabit

Mudda 'af
-Mudda 'af Kurdf

Mabaiyyet Night-room
Mada 'iff Caryatids/Brackets carrying a rowshan

A wooden frame, painted and/or decorated in the
form a stalactites

Madkhal

Madjlis
Maiyydah
Makhzan

Maddkhil Doorway
Madjalis Sitting-room
Mawadf Ablution sink/fountain

Makhazen Store

Manqur/mandjur
Maq 'ad
Mashrabiyyah
Matfabah
Ma{bakh
Medmak

Merhad

Type of ornamentation
Maqa 'id Sitting-room
Mashrabfyyat Bay/oriel-window (Egyptian dialect)
Ma§afb Sitting platform
Ma[dbikh Kitchen
Maddmik Courses of stone

Marahfd Toilet/Bath-room
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Merkaz Marakfz High wooden-sofa
Minwar Manawer Light-well
Mizab Water-spout/gutter
Mu'akhkhar Mu'akhfr Rear-room

Murabba' Murabba 'at Square (shape)
Murakkab Murkkabat Kitchen

Naqir Carving/ornamentation
Naqsh Noqush Engraving/ornament
Nidjaf Nudjouf Frames/standards

'Ottah 'Ottat Termites

'Ozlah 'Ozl Private area/room

A house (Makkan dialect)

Qa 'ah Qa 'atlqiyya' Hall/lounge
Qa$abah Q§abat Tube/Pipe
Qabil Aqbiyyah Cellar

Rass al-dumagh Russ Top of the head/stone
Roukon Arkan Comer

Rowshdn Rawashin Bay-window (HedjazI dialect)

Saqf Asquf Ceiling
-Saqf ghashfml 'aiyydi Ordinary/simple ceiling
-Saqf makh§u§ Distinctive/special ceiling
-Saqf shami Syrian/Damascene style ceiling
-Saqf shatarandj Checkerboard ceiling (decoration pattern)
-Saqf wasafbast Moderate/flat ceiling
§aloun §awalin Lounge/sitting room

Sedjniyyah Sadjaiyyin Matresses covering the merkaz
Sehrfdj Saharfdj Water-tank
Shaburah Roof parapets (brick screens)
Shaib Cloth water-pipe
Shi'sh Shishan Blind/shutter/lattice window
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Shubbak Shbabik Window

Sinnah Sonun Stair-riser

§uffah Maff Ante-room

Sutiih
o o

Astoh Roof top

Tahdrah
o

Tahharat
o

Water-closet

Taqah Tiyyaq Window

Wadjh Widjih Side/facade

Building materials and tools

'Ardah 'Awarid Lintel

Adjar Adjur Coloured/baked-bricks used as parapets in
terraces

Balajah Bala{ Tile
-Balaj Kidddn Lime-tiles used in staircases
Bandjah soudah Black-plaster/mud
Bathah Sand

Bitrah Bittar Wooden-beams/courses of stone

Bolokah Bolokkat Brick

-Bolokat fin Adobe/sun-dried mud-bricks

Da 'amh Da 'amat Buttresses

-Da 'amat hadjar Stone-support
Dabsh Rubble

Daffn Dufunn Buried/weight-distributer
Daiyyrah Dawayyer Circle
Dossor Dossor Nails

Hadjar Ahdjar Stone
-Hadjar al- 'aqd Stone of the arch: voussoir
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-Hadjar baharf
-Hadjar baladf/asmar
-Hadjar hardwf
-Hadjar kashour

-Hadjar manqabf
-Hadjar manhut

-Hadjar qahitd
-Hadjar simaismi
-Hadjar zaraiyyqf
Halq
-Halq al-bdb
Hasfrah

Hashwah

Hizam

Holiiq

Husur

Hashwat

Ahzimah

Madrepore
Black mountain-stone

Lava-stones

Small coral-rocks

Coralline limestone

Ornamented stones/ashlars

Fine-crushed stones

Porous sedimentary limestone
Smooth volcanic-stone/basalt

Throat/frame

Door-frame

Raft-foundation

Filling material (crushed-stones)
Belt = connector of rawashfn

JadrowahUedar Judran

Jaridah Jarfd

Walls/fence

Palm-leaf stalks

Kitf Aktaff
-Kitf al-hadjar
Kordjah Kordjat
Khashabah Akhshab

-Khashab 'ar'ar

-Khashab Dum

-Khashab hur

-Khashab hindf

-Khashab jandal/qandal
-Khashab Jawf/funniyy
-Khashab Khaij
-Khasab mandjur/manqur
-Khashab sadj
-Khashab tamr

-Khashab zan

Kushah

Shoulder/corner

Shoulders/columns of stone

A lot of 20 wooden beams

Wood/lumber

A type of wood from Sudan
Palm-wood brought from Taif
Poplar/A type of wood
Indian-teak/oak

Indian-wood

Javan-wood

Turned wooden motifs of the rowshan grills
Woodwork/ornamented-wood

Indian-teak

Palm-wood

Beech: red and white

Oven for backing mud/red-bricks
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Lisan Alsinah Tongue/projection
-Lisan al-fiqah Tongue/support of the window
Loal} Aiwa}} Wooden-boards
-Alwah al-hindi Indian-oak boards

Mashah Masahat An iron-try for mortar mixing
Medmak Madamik Courses of stone

Mis{arina Mis[annat A smoothing tool for plastering
Munah Mortal*

Mughrf Glue
Mughrass Magharess Wooden-insert
-Mughrass Jawilsamur Javan wooden-inserts
Murabba' Murabba 'at Square (shape)
Musmar Masamfr Nail

Mustap'l Mustapldt Rectangle
Muthallath Muthallathat Triangle
Naqir Cawing/ornamentation
Naqsh Noqush Engraving/ornament
Nidjaf Nudjouf Frames/standards
Nurah Lime-powder
Nuqolah Noqoll Small stones
Nkhlah Nakhfl Palm tree

-Nakhil al-dum Doum-Palm from Taif

Qadum Qawadfm Stone-adze

Qalbah Qalbdt Courses of stone
Qalib Qalib Mold
Quffah Quffaff Palm-frond basket for carrying mortar

Rafa 'ah Rawafi' Pulley
Ra\}maniyyah Ral}maniyyat Plastering-scaffolds
Rashshaqqah Rashshaqat Hooks for fixing rawahfn to facade
Rodojf walls of wooden-posts
Roukon Arkan Comer
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Sa 'afah Sa 'af Palm-fronds
Sabakhah Sabakhat Saline-sand

Shakil Ashkdl Shape/form
Sigdlah Sigdldt Scaffolding
Sisan {abi 'iyyah Natural/direct-foundations

Ta 'lliqah Ta 'dliq Upstanding supports/braces
Tabaq A{baq Mold
Taklilah Taklilat Strap/tie/weight-distributers
Takhlilah Takhlflat Insertion

Taglilah Taglilat Weight-distributers/reducer
Tfn/Lebin Mud

-fin dibs Thick-mud
-Tin dohiyynah Greasy/pasty-mud
-Tin hilow Pure-mud

-Tin sabakh Saline mud-paste
-Tinah soudah Flood/black-mud

Tiibah Tub Brick
o o

-Tub ahmar Red-brick

-Tub ramli Sand/soft-brick

Tourfah 8 meters long wooden posts
Tarbi'ah Tarabi' Square-cut stone-tiles

'Ud 7dan Wooden-post/pole
- iddn karfah Thin & flexible wooden-poles

Yadd Ayadi Hands: wooden-beams

Wadjh Wodjih Side/fagade
Watar Awtar String

Zaharah Blue-nurah/ultramarine



Measurements

Banan Bananat Fingers

Hinch Hinchat Inches

Giddah Giddad 58 cm - 60 cm = ± 18 giraf [karat]
Gfrat Grant 3 cm - 3.3 cm

Mukhzan Makhdzen Superficial module used in Al-Madinah: one

mukhzan = ± 42 m2

Nuj$ An§a§ Half (Vi)

Rub' Arbd' Quarter QA)

Sinnah Asnan/sonun Riser = 4 bananat = ± 3 inch

Thaldth arbd ' Three quarters (M)
Thulth Athlatt One third (Vfe)

Zera' mi 'man Azru' Cubit = ± 24 karat = 75 cm - 80 cm

- 'Ud / 'a§at al-mu 'allem

People and professions

Adjnabf Adjanib Foreigner/non-HedjazI
-Afrandjf Non-Arab/non-Muslim

Amir 'Umara' Prince

'Amel 'Ommal Workman/aid/servant

'Ammi A 'mdmf Uncle/master/senior

'A' ilah 'Awa'il Extended family
'Azib 'Ozzab Unmarried

'Aiyyn A 'iyyan Prominant families
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'Frit 'Farit Evil spirit (devil)
'Ssah 'Sass Night-watchmen
Bakhfl Bukhala' Stingy
Banna' Bannain Builder

Fallatf Fallatin Trainee/apprentice

Garari Garariyyah Masonry carver/engraver
Ghiil Ghflan Evil spirit (devil)

Hadad Haddadin Blacksmith

Haddjar Haddjarin Stone-cutter/carver
Hakawati Hakawatiyyah Story-teller
Hawain Hawairfyyah Commoners
Hasid Hussad Covetous

Hedjazi Hudjuz A person from Hedjaz
Hedjaziyyin

Ibh's Abalisah Demon/devil

'Imam A'imah Prayer-leader

Jinni Jinn Ghosts/spirits

Khallal Khallap'n Mortar-mixer

Minawel Minawlfn Stone/mortar-porter/hauler
Mu 'allem Mu 'allemin Master-builder

Mubaiyyed Mubaiyyidfn Painter/plaster
Murawwidj Murawwidjfn Assistant mason

Nadjar Nadjarfn Carpenter
Nahhat Nahhatfn Stone-engraver
Nazzaif Nazzahin Sewage-cleaner/nightman/bailer
Nawwar Nawwarah Painter/plasterer

Nawwarfn
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-Nafyhat
-Naqqash

-Mulaiyyis
-Mubaiyyid

Nahhatfn

Naqqashfn
Mulaiyyisin
Mubaiyyfin

'Omdah 'Omad Hara leader
o

'Ottmanli 'Ottmdnlfn Turks of Egypt
Qabflah Qabd'il Kin-group

Raiyyis Ro'assa' Chief/president
Rd T al-'ard Owner of the land

§abf §obiyyan Apprentice/workman/aid/servant
Saqqa Saqqaiyyfn Water-bearer/carrier
Saiyyed Sadah Honourable for being a descendent of the

Prophet's (PBBH) family. They are natives of
Makkah

Sanai 7 Saudi 'aiyyah Crafstmen
Sfdi Asiyyadi Grandfather/master
Shalawf Shalawiyyah Commoners
Shaqawi Shaqawiyyah Hard-working/building-crew
Sharif Ashrajf Governor (Ottoman-appointed)
Sheikh Shioukh Old-man/leader

-Sheikh al-mu 'allemfn Leader of master-builders

Situ Grandmother/mistress

Tiyyan Tiyyanfn Mortar-mixer
-Khallat Khallatin Moitar-mixer

o o

Tefel Atfal Children
Turki Atrdkk Turkish

Wall Woulat District-governor (Turkish)

Zabun Zabaiyyen Client
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Money and currency

Dinar Dananir Early Arabian currency = £ 2 today.

Garsh/qarsh Qurush

Jinaih/Jinaih dahab Jinaihdt

-Jinaih Afrandji

Piaster = 0.20 riyal = £ 0.030 today.

Guinea = an English gold coin issued from 1663
to 1813 and fixed in 1717 as the equivalent of
21 shillings. It was equivalent to 22 karat from
which guineas were coined. A guinea also refers
to the Saudi Arabian sovereign which was first
issued in 1951

-Jinaih Ma§rf

-Jinaih dahab 'Ottmanlf

-Jinaih Jordj/sharak

Golden Egyptian Pound = 1.3 Golden English
Pounds of the year 1910/1330 AH = 100 qarsh
Ma§ri = £ 50 today.
Golden Turkish Pounds (value unknown)

A British half crown/guinea bearing the image
of St.George = 7-10 silver riyal = 4.6 riyal = 250
Saudi riyal today = £ 38.5 today's value.

Qer{as Qarail's One riyal = Qerfas = 20 piasters.

Rubiyyah

-Robiyyah Jawf

An indian currancy common in Makkah = 5
riyal (1820 AD) = 13 annus = 1.88 shilling = 0.7
English Golden pound.
A Javan currency (value unknown).

Riyal

-Riyyal Su 'udi
-Riyal Madjfdf/fidah

Riyalat Also known as Rix Dollar = 2 shillings and 6 d.
(1820 AD).
Saudi Currency 1 riyal = 20 piasters = £ 0.65
Monetary unit used under the Turks = 1 silver
riyal = 10 riyals = £ 3.8 today's value.
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Furniture and utensils

Dikkah Dikkak Wooden seat

Fatiyyah Cloth-chest

Ha§irah Ha§fr Straw-carpet
Husur/Ahsirah

Ibrfq Abarfq Long-spouted ewer

Jazwah Jazwat Water-boiler

Karawitah Karawit High wooden-sofa

Lifah Aliyyaf Fibres of palm-tree for bathing (scrubbing).
Liyyanah Liyyanat Mattress

Masnad Masanid Back-support
Mirwaha Marawih Hand-held fanO o

Mughraf Magharif Metal-bowl

Rakkdlah Rakkalat Cloth-chest

Raff Rufuf/arfuff Shelves

Samur Samawir Water-boiler

Safyharah Sahharat Cupboards
Sahahir

Saisam Cloth-chest

Sudjadah Sudjad Carpet
Turdhah Tardrih Mattress

ZTr Aziyydr Water-container
-Zfr mughrabi From Morocco
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Expressions used in construction

Aq$a istiqamah le- ud al-tasqff: The maximum resistance of bending moments for
wooden poles.

'Asi: Edge/narrow side of a wooden board.

Ashkalmen demaghouh: Shapes from his head= unconventional/unprecedented forms.

Flat/wide side of a wooden board.

Buniyyan shamf: construction style/method after Levantine (Syrian) craftsmen:
alternate rows of stone/bricks and wooden-beams.

Fannan: Artist/expert

Halawan: Gratuity or gift of appraisal.

Hamil wa matymul: Load-bearing and load-borne.

Haniyyat: Bending moments.

Inba'adj: Buckling/flambement.

Junub: Hard and large (for stones).

Maiyylah: Deviation of walls.

Nisayyidj al- 'qd: Make the frame of the arch.

No 'qod fam al- 'qd: Tie the mouth = horsing-up and deciding the shape of the arch.

Noqush: Ornamentation/engravings

Qar§/Tariyyih: Settlement of the structure.
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Qit'ah nadifah: A sharp-edged stone/finely-cut stone.

Rafa'yadouh: Finished his task/construction duties.

Raiyyah/Wghaz/Mal: Settled, subsided or inclined (for the structure).

Ra$d al-sisan: Foundation balancing/determine.

Ramramah/Tarmim: Restoration.

Roiyysat: Small and fine (for stone finishing).

Shamf wa bahari: (North and West) = towards Syria and the sea.(For identifying
elevations/directions).

Shaquf: Rough/basic cut (for stones-finishing).

Tashaquq: Cracking.

Talqi{: Removing buckled stones.

Ta 'dil wadjh: Rough/basic-cut (for stones-finishing).

Taghiyyrat khaffafi: Minor modification/alterations.

Ta 'liq: Suspension technique.

Tahzxm al-bait: Tie the house with a waistband (braces).

Takhmir: Fermentation of mortar-mix.

TamtTr al-bait: Measuring the house/approval of sizes.

Tarbi4 al-mahil: Squaring the room/ascertain of right angles.

Tasbil balat/Biyyad/Tadj§i§: Covering with tiles and mortal-.
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Tasqif ghashfm/ 'Aiyydi: Ordinary/simple ceiling.

Tasqifmakh$u§: Distinctive/special ceiling.

Tasqif shami: Syrian/Damascene style ceiling.

Tasqif sha[arandj: Checkerboard ceiling (decoration pattern).

Tasqif wasat/Bast: Moderate/flat ceiling.

Ta 'bid: Grade/build up the land.

Wadjh gharbf: Western elevation/side.

Yiban men Jadrouatouh: Judged by alignment of his walls = the quality of
construction or structure.

Yi'adilou: To change/modify.

Yi{oq: To break (for roofing supports).

The building process

1- Al-Bedaiyyah: Initiation.

2- Talbiq al-'ard/Fislat al-bait: Matching the land and the house-image/
tailoring the house.

3- Al-qabul: Acceptance/agreement.

4- Ra$d al-sisan/Hafer al-assasat: Foundation layout.

5- Ra§§ al-hadjar: Brickwork/brick-laying.

6- Raf al-bincTIBaqiyyat al-adwar: Typical floor construction.
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7- Al-liyyasah/al-Biyyad/al-Tangil: Plastering/painting.

8- Tarkib al-abwab, al-rawashfn wa al-shfshan: Installation of doors, windows,
blinds and wooden parapets.

9- Taslim al-bait: Presenting/submitting the house to the client.

10- Taosi' al-bait/Ziyadat al-bait: Extension of the house.

11- Ta 'liq al-bait: Suspending the structure of the house.

Formal/Legal institutions

'qd: Contract.

Asbaqiyyah: Right/priority (to build or open windows).

Hammil aid jarack: Charge your loads on/or load your weight on the neighbouring
house (common load-bearing walls).

Harawfyyah: Exaggerated protectiveness (privacy control).

'Ittifaq: Contract/agreement

Jam 'iyyah: Tribunal (The building guild judicial system).

Kashfiyyah: Inspection (building regulation enforcement by the leader of the building
guild and the local judge or 'omdah).

Kollana amanat ba 'ad: We - the Hedjazies - are all the custody, the trust, and the
guardians of each other. Your faith will not be completed until you wish for your
brother what you wish for yourself.

Mertahah: Comfortably = opening windows in confined areas without harming others.
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Odjrat jiwadah/Mudjawadah: Client-builder lump-sum contract.

Odjrah yaumiyyah: Client-builder daily-instalments contract.

Raf al-darar: Alleviate the harm (after a complaint is raised to the judge).

Taqalid al-hara: Traditions of the neighbourhood.

Taradi: Agreement/treaty through which the community members can waive formal
building regulations.

Tariq: Give-way.

Yasater/Dastur: Oh you who protects and cover = a name of God. These words were

called loudly by visitors to draw the attention of the female members of the family to

the arrival of strangers or guests: Dastiir ya ahil al-bait: Permission, ye dwellers of
the house.

Habaqat: Grades of craftsmen and mu 'allemfn (ranks of superiority by experience).

Other related expressions

'In al-hasiid: The evil eye of a covetous person.

Fa'l: Omen.

Hidjab: Amulet, written charms to counteract or preserve from enchantment.

Al-Hind wa al-Zindj: Towards India and towards southern Ethiopia.

Insha'Allah: If God Wills/If it be the Will of God. Said before mentioning future
acts.

Masha' Allah: Praise be to God (a blessing for the protection from envious or evil
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eyes: especially said upon entering the house or encountering a new of beautiful
thing).

Rawfyanf: Spiritual.

Zall: Passed-by.

The mu 'allemfn's code of practice

'Itgan/'Ikmal: Proper completion, fulfilment, precision;

'Amanah/§idg: Faithfulness, loyalty, honesty;

'Ikhla§/Her§/Mutaba'ah/Tadgfg: Sincerity, follow-up, quality-control;

Nashat/Himmah/Muthabarah: Industriousness, persistence;

'Ishrakristisharah: Consultation, involvement, sympathy;

Al-hir§ 'ala masha 'ir al-nas: Caring about, courtesy to others;

Tandfm al- 'amdHTakh{i{ 'ala ilmada al-ba 'id: Organization, long-term planning;

'Ihsas/Zoug/Tadjmil: Feeling, sensitivity, beautification;

§iyyanah/Ramramah/Tadjdid: Maintenance, renovation;

Twazun kd twazun al-'insan: Equilibrium, balance as that of man.
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